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Part I
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THEFT IN CHINA
TUESDAY, MAY 17, 2005
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, THE INTERNET,

AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m., in
Room 2141, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Lamar
Smith (Chair of the Subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property will come to order.
I am going to recognize myself and the Ranking Member for
opening statements, and then we will proceed quickly to hear from
the witnesses. And we very much look forward to their testimony.
Today, in what may be a first for the Judiciary Committee, this
Subcommittee will conduct two back-to-back oversight hearings on
the subject of international intellectual property theft. The first
will examine the massive piracy and counterfeiting that persists in
China. The second will focus on the Russian Federation which, according to one of our witnesses today, "is the largest unregulated
and unenforced producer of private optical discs in the world."
One of the purposes of these hearings is to begin an examination
of the role of intellectual property rights in promoting international
respect for the rule of law. In whatever form it takes, the theft of
intellectual property inflicts substantial economic harm on our
country, our entrepreneurs, our innovators and, ultimately, on the
American consumers.
The losses incurred are not limited to those sustained by the traditional "core" copyright industries, but extend to virtually all manufacturers and industries throughout our economy.
The circumstances in China and Russia are unique, and clearly
present separate challenges for U.S. policymakers. However, it is
possible that the persistent failures of these two governments to
adequately protect and enforce IP rights may be systemic and deliberate, rather than mere "growing pains" associated with the development of market economies.
We need to determine for ourselves whether it is credible to believe the Chinese government is serious about enforcing the legitimate IP rights of U.S. companies, when copyright piracy levels continue to average 90 percent, and the government refuses to even
police their own computers by removing unlicensed software.
(1)
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We need to assess whether the Chinese government has determined that they can continue to simply take without compensation
the fruits of the investment, innovations, and industriousness of
our most creative citizens.
We must begin to consider the true cost of IP theft; not by merely
calculating the effects of lost revenues, but by assessing the competitive advantage that Chinese companies wrongfully acquire by
paying pennies for the exact same tools and software that cost U.S.
and other manufacturers thousands, and sometimes millions, of
dollars.
Finally, we must ask whether we have done everything in our
power to impress upon the Chinese government the seriousness we
attach to respect for the rule of law and the protection of our most
valuable commercial property.
Our witnesses today will present overwhelming evidence that the
theft of intellectual property in China has increased exponentially.
This is in spite of the fact that successive U.S. governments have
sought to engage China in the international rules-based trading
system, and despite our active support for their accession to the
WTO. In return, China committed to adequately and effectively
protect the rights of intellectual property owners, something that
to date the Chinese government has failed or chosen not to do.
At the conclusion of these two hearings, I hope we will not simply be asking, "What is happening in China and Russia?", but will
have begun to focus on the more difficult question of, "How do we
solve this problem?"
That concludes my comments. And the gentleman from California, Mr. Berman, is recognized for his.
Mr. BERMAN. I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for scheduling these back-to-back hearings on this scourge of intellectual
property piracy, with a focus on China and Russia. The problem we
confront with both countries is the same: how to prevent billions
of dollars in losses to the American economy as a result of an unfettered ability to pirate.
From almost the beginning of recorded history, China has served
as a provider of desired goods. Marco Polo traveled the world to
bring back goods made in the Orient. Today, China's economy has
grown to include the manufacture of many different products, including clothing, purses, software, computers, and movies.
While just as desired as the goods of Marco Polo's day, these
modern goods often are not the legitimate product of the original
source. Instead, these are goods that are copied, reverse engineered
and, with limited investment and no payment to the creator, sold
for a negligible price for China's 1.3 billion citizens, and exported
in massive quantities to other countries, including America.
The impact of counterfeiting and piracy on American innovators
and the general public is impossible to quantify with precision, but
it is enormous. The Chinese government, and some Chinese companies, appear to have an interesting philosophy about piracy. They
point to their robust laws on intellectual property, show you attempts at enforcement with a televised raid of a market stall, and
describe their involvement in the issue by lending you educational
materials for high schools on the importance of respecting intellectual property.
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Piracy, they claim, is not to be tolerated. Yet the reality is that
not only is piracy tolerated, but the government typically turns a
blind eye to allow the benefits of piracy to accrue to Chinese consumers.
These cheaper products, it is argued, provide the Chinese population with the luxury items they desire but may not be able to afford. I have heard some in the Chinese government assert that the
pirates are merely providing cheaper products for those who cannot
afford to buy bread, in essence, functioning as "Robin Hoods" for
these goods. Yet this argument holds little credence when those
goods are openly exported around the world, disrupting existing
markets for legitimate products.
As noted by the Chamber of Commerce, in the year ending October 31, 2004, the value of Chinese counterfeits coming into U.S.
markets seized by the U.S. increased 47 percent. This Saturday,
the Washington Post reported that-well, no.
If the government in China sincerely wanted to stop piracy, it
could; because they have. Clearly, when piracy hurts Chinese interests, the government has been motivated to step in. When teeshirt
knockouts of the Beijing 2008 summer games were being sold, the
government was quick to close down the shops and find the counterfeiters. In 2001, the government tore down 690 billboards that
illegally associated products with the event, and ripped fake Olympic emblems off 67,000 taxis. When they want to, they can.
This Saturday, the Washington Post reported that the Administration will likely cap imports of clothing as a result of the glut of
Chinese products entering the American market. There is a far
more compelling case for the Administration to be forceful with
China about its willingness to tolerate intellectual property violations.
A precondition to China entering the World Trade Organization
was that it implement intellectual property protections. They have
been given time to address this concern, and have failed. It is time
for the Administration to bring a WTO case and confront China in
a meaningful way. If we provide the will for them to put a stop to
piracy, they'll find a way.
I look forward to hearing from our witnesses, Mr. Chairman, and
especially from the U.S. Trade Representative's Office on what
steps they are taking to protect America's most valuable treasure,
our ideas and creations.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Berman. Without objection, other
Members' opening statements will be made a part of the record.
And before I introduce the witnesses, I would like to ask you all
to stand and be sworn in.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. Please be seated.
Our first witness is Victoria Espinel, who is the Acting Assistant
U.S. Trade Representative for Intellectual Property in the Office of
the United States Trade Representative. In that capacity, Ms.
Espinel serves as the principal U.S. trade negotiator on IP. Ms.
Espinel's office chairs the intra-agency committee that conducts the
annual Special 301 review of the international protection of intellectual property rights. The latest report was published on April
29, 2005. Ms. Espinel holds an LLM from the London School of Ec-
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onomics, a JD from Georgetown University, and a BS in foreign
service from Georgetown University School of Foreign Service.
I am told that this is Ms. Espinel's first time testifying before
Congress. She'll be doing double-duty today, since she will also be
testifying at our Russia hearing, as well. Now, we look forward to
hearing her testimony, and welcome her to the Committee today.
Our second witness is Ted Fishman, the author of the best-selling book, "China, Inc.: How the Rise of the Next Superpower Challenges America and the World." Provocative, timely, and insightful,
Mr. Fishman's book has been favorably reviewed by numerous
business and general interest publications. In addition to his book,
Mr. Fishman has written for The New York Times, the Times of
London, Harper's, and USA Today. Mr. Fishman is a graduate of
Princeton University.
Our next witness is Myron Brilliant. Mr. Brilliant serves as the
Vice President for East Asia at the United States Chamber of Commerce. In that capacity, he is responsible for overseeing the U.S.
Chamber's programs and policy in that region. His focus has been
on strengthening and promoting the U.S.-China relationship. Towards that end, he formed the U.S. Chamber's China WTO Implementation Working Group in 2001; led efforts to secure congressional support for PNTR for China-we may ask you if you still are
happy you did that-and currently heads the U.S. Chamber's international IPR initiative. Mr. Brilliant received his JD from American University's Washington College of Law; his BA in government and politics from the University of Maryland.
Our final witness is Eric Smith, who serves as the President of
the International Intellectual Property Alliance, IIPA, which is
based in Washington, D.C. IIPA is a private-sector coalition of six
U.S. trade associations which represents over 1,300 companies that
produce and distribute materials protected by copyright laws
throughout the world. A co-founder of IIPA, Mr. Smith frequently
serves as the principal representative of the copyright industries in
WTO, TRIPS, and free trade agreement negotiations. Mr. Smith
has a JD from the University of California at Berkeley, a BA from
Stanford, and an MA from the School of Advanced International
Studies at Johns Hopkins.
We welcome you all. Without objection, your entire statements
will be made a part of the record. As you know, please try to limit
your testimony to 5 minutes, both because that's the rules and because we're expecting votes in about 35 minutes.
Again, we appreciate you all being here. And Ms. Espinel, we'll
begin with you.
TESTIMONY OF VICTORIA ESPINEL, ACTING ASSISTANT U.S.
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
OFFICE OF U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

Ms. ESPINEL. Thank you very much. Chairman and Members of
the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to address your concerns over ineffective protection of intellectual property in the People's Republic of China.
As Ambassador Portman stated in his confirmation hearing testimony, we face major challenges in China. Our trade deficit, as you
well know, with China last year alone was $162 billion, and part
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of that deficit is because the Chinese do not always play by the
rules.
Estimates on copyright piracy, for example, from the copyright
software and music industries are illustrative of the scope of the
problem, with reports that 90 percent of all software installed on
computers and over 90 percent of the market for sound recordings
in China was pirated in 2003. These disconcerting statistics are
emblematic of the problems that can be found in other industries.
After being sworn in just a couple of weeks ago, Ambassador
Portman immediately reiterated his commitment to enforcing our
trade agreements and the international obligations of our trading
partners. He has ordered a top-to-bottom review of all trade issues
with China, and plans to shift resources and people as appropriate
to address these pressing concerns.
I am here today because Ambassador Portman and this Administration place the highest priority on stemming the tide of IPR infringement in China. Counterfeiting and piracy in China are at
record levels, and are affecting a wide range of U.S. business interests.
Our companies report billions of dollars in lost revenue, irreparable harm to their brands and future sales, all of which ultimately affects U.S. workers who design and produce legitimate
products forced to compete against Chinese fakes. We want and
look forward to working closely with you and your staff in combatting the theft of American intellectual property in China.
On April 29, USTR reported the results of its Special 301 outof-cycle review on China. In this report, we concluded that while
China has undertaken a number of serious efforts at the national
level to address its IPR theft epidemic, particularly by amending
laws and increasing raids against those selling pirate and counterfeit goods and by operating illegal production facilities, China is
still not deterring rampant piracy and counterfeiting.
Piracy and counterfeiting rates in fact continue to grow, a situation that is hitting our small- and medium-size business the hardest. As a consequence, in our April 29 report we outlined a series
of actions to ratchet up the pressure on China.
These include working with U.S. industry and other stakeholders, with an eye toward utilizing WTO procedures to bring
China into compliance with its WTO TRIPS obligations, including
the possibility of WTO litigation;
Invoking the transparency provisions of the WTO TRIPS Agreement, which will require China to produce detailed documentation
on certain aspects of IPR enforcement that affect U.S. rights under
the TRIPS Agreement;
Elevating China onto the Priority Watch List, on the basis of serious concerns about China's compliance with its TRIPS obligations
and commitments that China has made at the JCCT;
Continuing to monitor China's commitments made under our
1992 and 1995 bilateral agreements;
And intensifying the JCCT process, including the Intellectual
Property Working Group which is scheduled to meet next week to
significantly improve IP protection and enforcement in China.
China must expend the political capital necessary to deliver on
its promise to substantially reduce IP infringement. China's Vice
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Premier Wu Yi recommitted to this at the April 2004 JCCT. We
will work with our counterparts on the Chinese side, beginning
with the upcoming meeting of the IPR Working Group, to impress
upon China that patience within the Administration and on Capitol
Hill has run and now is the time for results. We will also share
our technical expertise with China, where possible, to overcome the
many challenges that lie ahead.
Supplementing these bilateral IP efforts, we will continue outreach activities to U.S. stakeholders and our trading partners being
harmed by the growth in counterfeit and pirate goods. One avenue
through which we are seeking cooperation on this shared problem
is the Administration's Strategy Targeting Organized Piracy, otherwise known as the STOP Initiative.
Since the announcement of STOP in October 2004, we have been
working with the Departments of Commerce, including the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, Homeland Security, including Customs and Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Justice, and
State, to build international cooperation for a series of proposals
that will stop the trade in fakes.
Last month, a delegation representing these seven Federal agencies visited Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, and Korea, generating
much interest and fruitful discussions. In the coming months, we
will continue our outreach so as to determine the activities that
provide opportunities for cooperation to demonstrate tangible results. We would very much like China to participate in STOP, if
it is prepared to do so and its participation would be useful.
On the domestic front, we will continue to work with U.S. industry to identify problems and address trade complaints related to
China, as we did during the out-of-cycle review. This includes cooperating with industry on China's WTO TRIPS implementation
and on the use of WTO procedures to address our serious concerns
about China's compliance.
Industry's daily operations throughout the country provide us insight into China's IP regime at the local and provincial levels. We
hope Congress will join us in encouraging industry's robust participation on this front, including those companies and associations
representing the recording industry, motion pictures, software,
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and information technology. Their engagement and support on IP issues this year is key to our efforts
to improve IP protection in China.
Lastly, we appreciate and will continue to work closely with Congress on these matters. We will press forward with the bilateral
and multilateral strategy laid out before you, with the goal of improving the situation for American owners of intellectual property
in China and worldwide.
We will continue to reach out to our trading partners to develop
mechanisms to comprehensively combat IPR theft through multilateral fora such as APEC, the OECD, and the WTO. And we will
continue to conclude agreements such as our free trade agreements
that reflect the level of protection and enforcement of intellectual
property in the United States.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for
providing me with the opportunity to testify. I look forward to your
questions.
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[The prepared statement of Ms. Espinel follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICTORIA ESPINEL

Chairman Smith and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity
to address your concerns over ineffective protection of intellectual property rights
(IPR) in the People's Republic of China.
As Ambassador Portman stated in his confirmation hearing testimony, we face
major challenges with China. Our trade deficit, as you well know, with China last
year alone was $162 billion. And part of that deficit is because the Chinese do not
always play by the rules. Estimates on copyright piracy, for example, from the computer software and music industries are illustrative of the scope of the problem,
with reports that 90 percent of all software installed on computers and over 90 percent of the market for sound recordings in China was pirated in 2003. These disconcerting statistics are emblematic of the problems that can be found in other industries.
After being sworn in just a couple of weeks ago, Ambassador Portman immediately reiterated his commitment to enforcing our trade agreements and the international obligations of our trading partners. He has ordered a top-to-bottom review
of all of our trade issues with China, and plans to shift resources and people as appropriate to address these pressing concerns.
I am here today because Ambassador Portman and this Administration place the
highest priority on stemming the tide of IPR infringement in China. Counterfeiting
and piracy in China are at record levels and are affecting a wide range of U.S. business interests. Our companies report billions of dollars in lost revenue, irreparable
harm to their brands and future sales, all of which ultimately affects U.S. workers
who design and produce legitimate products forced to compete against Chinese
fakes. We want and look forward to working closely with you and your staff in combating the theft of American IP in China.
On April 29, USTR reported the results of its Special 301 Out-of-Cycle Review on
the IPR situation in China. In this report, we concluded that while China has undertaken a number of serious efforts at the national level to address its IPR theft
epidemic, particularly by amending laws and increasing raids against those selling
pirated and counterfeit goods and operating illegal production facilities, China is
still not deterring rampant piracy and counterfeiting. Piracy and counterfeiting
rates continue to grow, a situation that is hitting our small and medium size businesses the hardest. As a consequence, we outlined a series of actions to address our
concerns:
1) Working with U.S. industry and other stakeholders with an eye toward utilizing WTO procedures to bring China into compliance with its WTO TRIPS
obligations.
2) Invoking the transparency provisions of the WTO TRIPS Agreement, which
will require China to produce detailed documentation on certain aspects of
IPR enorcement that affects U.S. rights under the TRIPS Agreement.
3) Elevating China onto the Priority Watch List on the basis of serious concerns
about China's compliance with its WTO TRIPS obligations and commitments
China made at the April 2004 U.S.-China Joint Commission on Commerce
and Trade (JCCT) to achieve a significant reduction in IPR infringement
throughout China, and make progress in other areas.
4) Continuing to monitor China's commitments under our 1992 and 1995 bilateral agreements (including additional commitments made in 1996).
5) Using the JCCT, including its IPR Working Group, to secure new, specific
commitments to significantly improve IPR protection and the enforcement
environment in China.
China must expend the political capital necessary to deliver on its promise to
"substantially reduce IPR infringement." China's Vice Premier Wu Yi committed to
this at the April 2004 JCCT and in our 1995 bilateral Memorandum of Understanding on IPR. We will work with our counterparts on the Chinese side, beginning
with the upcoming meeting of the JCCT IPR Working Group scheduled for the week
of May 22nd, to impress upon China that patience within the Administration and
on Capital Hill has run and that now is the time for results. We will also share
our technical expertise with China where possible to overcome the many challenges
that lie ahead.
Recently, the Chinese Government has increased its efforts to promote better IPR
protection in China. We expect China to demonstrate these efforts will yield tangible
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results on IPR. In our OCR Report, we identified for China six specific results that
in our view would be evidence that these efforts are succeeding, and have provided
suggestions on how to achieve them. China must now take ownership of the problem
and exercise the political leadership needed to show improvements in these areas,
particularly at enhancing criminal enforcement, providing for a deterrent administrative enforcement system, allowing for fair market access for legitimate products,
securing China's borders against exports of pirated and countereit products, protecting copyrights in the context of the Internet, and increasing the transparency
of its legalsystem.
Supplementing these bilateral IPR efforts, we will continue outreach activities to
U.S. stakeholders and our trade partners being harmed by the growth in trade of
counterfeit and pirated goods originating from countries such as China. One avenue
through which we are seeking cooperation on this shared problem is the Administration's Strategy Targeting Organized Piracy, or STOP!.
Since the announcement of STOP! in October 2004, we have been working with
the Departments of Commerce,(including the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office),
Homeland Security (including both Customs and Border Protection, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement), Justice, and State to build international cooperation for a series of proposals to that will stop the trade in fakes. Last month, a delegation representing these seven federal agencies visited Singapore, Hong Kong,
Japan and Korea generating much interest and fruitful discussions. In the coming
months, we will continue our outreach so as to determine the activities that provide
opportunities for cooperation to demonstrate tangible results. We would very much
like China to participate in STOP! if it is prepared to do so and its participation
would be useful.
On the domestic front, we will continue working with U.S. industry to identify
problems and address trade complaints related to China, as we did during the Outof-Cycle Review. This includes cooperating with industry on China's WTO TRIPS
implementation and on the use of WTO procedures to address our serious concerns
about China's compliance. Industry's daily operations throughout that country provide us insight into China's IPR regime at the local and provincial levels. We hope
Congress will join us in encouraging industry's robust participation on this front,
particularly those companies and associations representing the recording industry,
motion pictures, software, chemicals, pharmaceuticals and information technology.
Their engagement and support on IPR issues this year is key to our efforts to improve IPR protection in China.
Lastly, we appreciate and will continue to work closely with Congress on these
matters. We will press forward with the bilateral and multilateral strategy laid out
before you with the goal of improving the situation for American owners of IPRs
in China and world-wide. We will continue to reach out to our trade partners to develop mechanisms to comprehensively combat IPR theft through multilateral fora
such as the APEC, OECD, and the WTO and will continue to conclude agreements
such as our free trade agreements that reflect the level of protection and enforcement of IPRs in the United States.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for providing me with
the opportunity to testify. I look forward to your questions.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Ms. Espinel.
Mr. Fishman.
TESTIMONY OF TED C. FISHMAN, AUTHOR AND JOURNALIST,

CHINA, INC.
Mr. FISHMAN. Thank you so much. I'm honored to be here. My
written statement, and my book, China, Inc., and the attached New
York Times articles that I provided offer a comprehensive view of
why I think the Chinese intellectual property regime is so difficult
to tackle.
In my spoken remarks, I'm going to focus on why I think the
problem is going to grow, and just what kind of force I think this
Committee will need to encourage the United States to exert in
order to overcome it. And the underlying issue there is China's

growth.
The more China grows, the richer its people get, the more global
its industries grow, the more difficult it is going to be to enforce
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intellectual property; because there'll be more people willing to pay
for pirated goods, more businesses in demand of pirated goods. This
is part of China's low-cost manufacturing machine and part of its
industrial growth.
Over the last 20 years, there has been no enforcement of intellectual property rights in China, virtually none. And yet, China has
still attracted about a trillion dollars in foreign direct investment.
It has not been a disincentive for foreign investment to date. In
fact, if anything, it's been an incentive; because when the world's
manufacturers move to China, they also take advantage of factories
that work on machines that are created on pirated platforms, on
computer-aided design work stations that run on pirated platforms,
on virtually everything inside a factory that is protected by some
intellectual property somewhere else. Those move to China at no
cost, and are an essential part to how China produces goods for the
world at low prices.
If you want to assert an intellectual property protection regime
in China, you're going to have to drive a wedge in between the interest in keeping China the world's low-cost manufacturing center,
and the interest in keeping the United States a vital knowledge
economy in which innovation is primary.
Look at China's growth. It is impressive by any measure. It is
urbanizing and industrializing at a pace faster than any country in
the history of the world. Within a generation, 300 million people
will move off the farm, in which there is no technology virtually
and it is the most basic of economies, into a rapid urban industrializing future. Every aspect of that urban industrialized future relies in some essential way on pirated technology-every aspect of
it.
And, you know, we shouldn't overlook how China's industrialization is also benefitting America's consumers. The China price,
which is the lowest price available for goods in the world, has
saved American consumers, on average, about $600 each a year
over the last year and a half. Those numbers come from economist
Gary Hufbauer at the Institute for International Economics.
And when you assert an intellectual property regime in China,
you're going to see prices go up, and it's going to be the consumer
that pays the price. But you're also going to have a conflict of interest among those who buy those goods in the United States. Any
time you walk into a big-box store, say a large discounter, what you
are seeing is seven out of ten of the goods on those shelves coming
from China. Often, those goods are made on entire production lines
that are created with pirated intellectual property. It is simply a
fact. It is a component of the Chinese economy.
And China has very strong interests in not strengthening its IP.
Do a thought experiment. If you were the leader of 1.3 to 1.6 billion
people who were mostly desperately poor, in need of the world's
best educational resources, in need of the world's best technology,
and you could grant them this technology virtually for free, without
consequence, and borrow the jewels from the rest of the world's
economies and deliver them to your people, and put them on an
equal plane with the world's most advanced industrial economies,
would you make that choice?
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That is the choice that the Chinese regime has made. And reversing that choice, or stopping that choice, requires an extreme
willingness on the part of the United States to form a consensus
on China, to drive a wedge between those strong interests which
deliver wealth to the Chinese people, in the area of pharmaceuticals it delivers better health to the Chinese people, and in the
area of education it delivers the most advanced technological products available in the world. That is a strong interest to overcome.
And yet, right now we are at a juncture. In order to save our
economy and the innovative nature of our economy, we have to
make that choice. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fishman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF TED C. FISHMAN

Let me start with two bold statements. Intellectual property is now the most important issue in the economic relations between the United and China. Convincing
the Chinese to consistently enforce laws that protect intellectual property, especially
intellectual property held by foreigners, will impossible without a powerful assertion
of American interests. My hopes for my testimony are to explain why China's current, exceedingly loose intellectual property regime is one of the engines of the country's amazing economic growth and thoroughly in that nation's interest. I will offer
what I think are the essential choices we Americans must make in addressing China's intellectual property regime, choices that often pit one strong interest-such as
our interests as consumers in search of low prices-against others-such as our
need to protect America's knowledge economy.
Let me describe briefly the Chinese economic miracle that must be the backdrop
for this discussion. Ever since the Chinese economic reforms began in earnest a little more than two decades ago, China has been growing faster than any large economy in the history of the world. China's actual growth statistics are a source of considerable controversy, but even conservative estimates are impressive. As a nation,
China has almost certainly enjoyed an average growth rate above 8 percent for two
decades running. China has lifted 400 million people out of the lowest depths of poverty, and in twenty years has seen the incomes of the average household climb fourfold. In a country where recently private enterprise was strictly forbidden, and
where the government owned every business, the land under every home, and even
the pots, pans forks and knives in the kitchen, there are today 85 million private
businesses. The United States, in contrast, has around 25 million private businesses. In other words, the Chinese Communist Party has overseen the one of the
greatest capitalist flowerings the world has ever seen. It is hard for Americans to
imagine leaders who proudly call themselves Communists allowing such rampant
and successful commercialization, and harder still to see how communism has nevertheless informed China's transformation. Yet, when looking at how China's government will act in the future, it pays to see how the country's communist leaders
act for their country's welfare, rather than to take to usual tact, which is to demonize the Communists and to see them at odds with the best interests of the Chinese
people. Make no mistake: I have strong reservations about China's government and
sincere hope that China will look more like our democracy over time. Even so, in
the context you are addressing today, we must acknowledge, and grudgingly admire
how the Chinese have improved their lot and moved to the forefront of the world's
economic powers.
China's loose intellectual property regime allows the government to pass on to its
citizens goods that make the Chinese people richer, smarter and healthier. They
have solid reasons for doing business the way they do, and many of us would act
in much the same way were we in the position the Chinese now find themselves
in. Here's a simple thought experiment. Imagine you were the leader of between 1.3
and 1.6 billion people, most of them desperately poor and modestly educated. Suppose you could transfer to your people the jewels of the world's advanced industrialized nations, paying nothing for much of it and pennies on the dollar for some
more. Suppose, in other words, you could steal the best technology, copyrighted materials, brand names and top entertainment for your wanting people. And imagine
further that you had little expectation of being held to account for that theft. To
the contrary, you would be rewarded for it. In fact, that theft would make your
country an ever-more desirable home for the very international fashion, technology
and knowledge enterprises you were so liberally borrowing from. Anyone here would
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make that choice-the choice which the Chinese government and people made and
still do make every day. One of the precepts of good leadership is to make one's people prosperous and capable, and the Chinese practices have followed that hands
down. The Chinese are indisputably richer today than ever before, the use of personal computers is widespread and expert and Chinese factories routinely run on
the very same software that their competitors in America use. In all, China's creation of an extremely loose intellectual property regime has paid off handsomely.
It is now time we exercise what means we have to enforce global rules that will
also serve the American economy.
All of Hollywood, Bollywood and even French, Italian and Russian cinema is
available for a pittance in the streets of China. Everyone on this committee knows
about DVD pirating, but how many have seen how the markets work in the streets
of China. One soon sees why there are only a handful of movie theaters in China.
Travel up a crowded escalator at the entrance to a Shanghai subway stop on a Friday evening after work, and there at the top is a woman with a medium-sized duffle
bag. She steps to the side, opens the bag and with great speed lays out hundreds
of DVDs of the latest American movie hits. Immediately, she is rushed by commuters who snap up the disks at $.70 a piece. There are few movie theaters in
China because women with gym bags, and men with crates of DVDs on their bicycles and stores in alleys, and sometimes on busy business streets are, in essence,
China's movie theaters. The trade is so open that Chinese policeman can regularly
be seen rifling through the bins of DVDs shops, not shutting them down, but shopping for a weekend's entertainment.
China's lax policies on copyright protection offer the country the advantages of
both bread and circuses. One expert I interviewed for my book, China, Inc. is Andrew Mertha, a political scientist at Washington University. Mertha, who has
worked with Chinese and American officials on Chinese intellectual-property law,
summarizes the circus side of things: "If you're the Chinese leadership, do you want
people idling around in the street, complaining about how unhappy they are, or do
you want them home watching Hollywood movies?" In other words, the government
is slow to crack down on the piracy of entertainment products because these serve
its social agenda. But is there any doubt that if vendors suddenly found a brisk
market for DVD's promoting Tibetan independence or the virtues of Falun Gong, the
outlawed religious sect, the DVD business would shrivel up overnight and all those
anticounterfeiting laws on the books would find ready application? Indeed, when
Sega's new online fantasy sports game "Football Manager 2005" had the gall to suggest that imaginary soccer leagues in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Tibet could be governed locally, rather than by the central government, China's Ministry of Culture
banned the game on the grounds that it posed "harm to the country's sovereignty
and territorial integrity." Fines reached $3,600.
The two most cited examples of China's disregard for intellectual property are
movies sold on pirated DVDs and software copied and sold at low cost in Chinese
shops. Nearly every movie, and every piece of software in China (except those used
by multinational companies operating in China) is somehow stolen. It seems right
to criticize these practices, but Americans must also acknowledge how we are
complicit in them. Anyone who has shopped for a DVD player in an American store
in the last two years knows that prices have dropped dramatically. During their
first few years on the market, DVD players were manufactured by a handful of
large global consumer electronics companies, and the technology that went into
them was protected by patents held by a few of the companies. Any company that
wanted to make a DVD player had to pay the consortium that held the patent rights
a license fee. Then, about four years ago, Chinese manufacturers began to make
players without paying the license fees. They simply copied the technology and assembled the machines. In fact, they added functions to the players that made them
better then any others on the market. One of those function was the ability to read
poor quality DVD disks, the kinds that sell out of gym bags. The original intent of
the Chinese makers was to sell to Chinese consumers, who make up the largest
group of consumers of recorded entertainment in the world. Soon, instead of 5 or
6 foreign companies making and licensing DVD players, their were hundreds of Chinese manufacturers turning them out. Prices dropped from nearly $1,000 to around
$50. Of course, the players did not stay in China. Today, there are $26 players for
sale at America's big box stores and chain pharmacies and grocers. That is roughly
the price of two movies. The chipset and license fee for a DVD player costs about
$11. When one sees a $26 Chinese-made player on the selves of a discount store
or drugstore, it is worth wondering how it could get there unless there were winks
and nudges from American retailers who insist on ever-lower prices from their Chinese suppliers, but do not always insist that the goods they buy have the proper
IP bona tides.
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The motion picture industry and the American software industry suffer in China.
I have noticed, however, that when I bring up the issue of counterfeiting and piracy
in China it is almost impossible to get the average American to feel pity for Hollywood or for software giants like Microsoft. Or even for big pharmaceutical companies that face their own China challenges. There is group for whom there is lots
of sympathy, however. It is American manufacturers who face intense competition
from China s low-cost manufacturing machine. And it is this group that may suffer
the most from China's lax intellectual property regime.
American companies are not just creators of intellectual property, they are buyers
of it. It can cost millions, or tens of millions or dollars to purchase and service the
software to run an American company. Yet, Chinese competitors often pay nothing
for the same technology, because it is simply stolen. Walk into the vast majority of
Chinese firms that run computers and one will see one work station after another
stuffed with $2 version of software that costs Western competitors hundreds of dollars to run. Or walk into any company that designs and manufactures highly engineered parts. A metal caster that has built a reputation for making precision
parts-the kind that American companies excel at-typically designs its parts at engineering work stations manned by highly trained engineers who run proprietary
software that can cost $50,000 to $60,000 a year to run. It is likely to have several
such workstations, perhaps dozens or hundreds. Chinese competitors run the same
software, but they are unlikely to have paid anything for it. It is easy to understand
how low-cost labor contributes to China's low-cost manufacturing.So far, the lowcost of technology has been entirely overlooked. I cannot offer numbers of the total
cost of this mismatch, but it is an essential part of the dynamic that drives manufacturing to China. The cost would almost certainly dwarf the losses in sales suffered by Hollywood or the software industry. As China moves up the economic feeding chain, this level of piracy will play against American companies more and more.
Our economic health demands that we address this. One place to look is toward
American companies that bring in Chinese-made goods that are made on pirated
platforms. That's a daunting task, because nearly everything America buys from
China achieves some of its cost competitiveness from China's loose intellectual property regime.
China's loose intellectual property rules also transfer to Chinese industry valuable
intellectual assets that can take American companies years and cost significant
sums to develop. American automobile makers can spend half a billion dollars developing and building anew car, and take two years to do it. As soon as the car hits
the market, Chinese manufacturers study it and look at how to copy it. Chery Motors, the company which will soon introduce Chinese built cars into the U.S. market
has been accused by General Motors of pirating an entire GM car and beating GM
to market with the Chery copy. It is not unusual for whole assembly lines to get
duplicated in China, where the copiers need not worry about the cost of developing
and designing the lines. Big business in the U.S. is vulnerable, but so are smaller
firms where often one good idea, patented or kept proprietary in some other fashion,
is the only truly valuable asset the firm has.
China's failure to police its intellectual property rules often looks less like ineffective government than a conscious policy to shift the highest value goods from other
economies into the country. It is, in essence, the largest industrial subsidy in the
world, and brilliantly, it costs the Chinese nothing. In 2005, China will most likely
be the world's third-largest trading nation, and counterfeiters give the country's increasing number of globally competitive companies the means to compete against
powerful foreign rivals that pay for their use of proprietary technologies. In a broader geopolitical context, China's counterfeiters deny the world's advanced economies,
especially in the U.S. and Japan, the opportunity to sell to China the valuable designs, trademarked goods, advanced technology and popular entertainment that the
Chinese urgently desire but cannot yet produce on their own. For the U.S., this mismatch is particularly punishing. Japan and Germany, which also suffer from China's policies, do not have the huge trade deficits with China that the U.S. does. One
reason is because our export economy is far more dependent on the sale highly valuable, intangible and easily copied goods. Japan and Germany make the machines
China needs to run. America makes the software that runs those machines. It is
far more difficult for us to paid by Chinese users for what we make, though most
of the rest of the world pays handsomely for it. Until we can get paid for what we
make and the Chinese use, our deficits will worsen, not improve. Say, for example,
that the value of the dollar drops against the Chinese yuan. Economists predict our
trade situation will level out, but do not take into account that no matter what our
goods cost, the Chinese will most likely continue to pay nothing for some of the most
useful goods we make. And, as a result, their factories will continue to be able to
beat even the most efficient American factories on price.
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We now have a golden moment in which we can still use our power as China's
most important customer to enforce a change in its intellectual property regime. Action ought to be forceful and unequivocal. Our trade deficit with China alone-not
counting the rest of our trade with the country-is more than ten percent of the
entire Chinese economy. That is an astonishing figure, and in it we can find
strength to exert rules over our trade with China. That may require a radical rethinking of past agreements, some brinksmanship with quotas and tariffs and other
remedies. Without action, however, the U.S. is likely to find our entire economy copied in China and Americans paid little for the brainwork imported to make it run.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Fishman.
Mr. Brilliant.
TESTIMONY OF MYRON BR[LLTANT, VICE PRESIDENT,
EAST ASIA, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Mr. BRILLIANT. Mr. Chairman, Members of the House Judiciary
Subcommittee, good morning. The U.S. Chamber appreciates your
invitation today to appear at this important hearing on China's intellectual property record.
As the world's largest business federation, representing more
than three million businesses, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is
keenly aware of the global threat of counterfeiting and piracy to
American firms and workers. Counterfeiting and piracy is not a
victimless crime. Counterfeiting and piracy are costing the U.S.
consumers and American companies billions of dollars every year,
and those numbers are going up.
It damages investment and innovation, has devastating economic
consequences for small businesses, puts a severe strain on law enforcement agencies, nearly always escapes taxation, threatens public and health safety, diverts government resources from other priorities, and has links to terrorism and organized crime.
IP theft will continue to be rampant without a concerted effort
on the part of business and government. The U.S. Chamber has
launched a three-part strategy aimed at mobilizing business and
government to fight against counterfeiting and piracy. As part of
our efforts, we have launched country-specific IPR initiatives in
China, Brazil, Russia, India, and Korea, where the problems are
particularly acute for American companies.
Let me now turn to offer specific views on China, the subject of
today's hearing. The U.S. Chamber fully recognizes the importance
of China's successful integration into the world economy. U.S.China trade has boomed in recent years since China's accession
into the World Trade Organization. U.S. exports to China have
grown by 114 percent since 2000, five times faster than exports to
any other country.
While the U.S.-China commercial relationship is of immense and
growing importance to our membership, the U.S. Chamber feels
strongly that China must do significantly more to comply fully and
on time with its WTO, World Trade Organization, commitments;
and in particular, in critical areas such as intellectual property
rights.
And we are communicating our views directly to the Chinese.
This week, U.S. Chamber President and CEO, Tom Donohue is visiting Beijing with a business delegation for high-level delegation
discussions with the Chinese government, including Premier Wen
Jiabao and Minister Bo Xi Lai, and talking to the Chinese about
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the need for more tangible immediate steps to crack down on counterfeiting and piracy.
Next week, we will play host to a senior Chinese IPR delegation
led by Vice Minister Ma Xiuhong, and we will again use the opportunity to seek clarification and assurances about their enforcement
efforts.
Where do we stand? It is clear that the protection which China
is actually providing fails to meet the standards of effectiveness
and deterrence set out in the WTO TRIPS Agreement. IPR violations in China now severely affect all American industries, from
consumer industrial goods, including medicine; to autos and auto
parts, food and beverages and cosmetics; to copyright works, including entertainment and business software, movies, music, and
books.
China is the single largest source of counterfeit and pirated products worldwide, and we believe that the scope of counterfeiting and
copyright piracy in China worsened for most of our member countries in 2004. Infringement levels are at 60 to 90 percent, or even
higher, for virtually every form of intellectual property in China. In
the copyright industry alone, for instance, USTR estimates U.S.
losses are between 2.5 billion and 3.8 billion annually.
The U.S. Chamber was heartened by the promises of Vice Premier Wu Yi at the April 20, 2004 Joint Commission on Commerce
and Trade meetings, on the intention of the Chinese government
to significantly reduce IPR violations. We acknowledge that the
PRC government is taking important and constructive steps to improve coordination.
In a further positive development, we acknowledge that they
have issued a long awaited judicial interpretation that covers
frankly criminal prosecutions-could cover-and could strengthen,
deter, and impact China's criminal enforcement efforts in the IP
field.
In 2004, China's government modestly improved its regulatory
environment for IPR protection, and carried out raids and other enforcement actions at the central, local, and provincial levels.
Administrative penalties, however, mainly limited to fines and
confiscation of fake products, remain too small to create deterrence.
And despite some signs that new efforts are underway in 2005,
China has not significantly reduced IPR infringement levels as Vice
Premier Wu Yi promised at last year's JCCT meeting.
The U.S. Chamber remains concerned that the limited legal reforms and enforcement campaigns which commenced in China in
2004 are insufficiently bold. If tangible progress is not made in the
months ahead, we believe that USTR should conduct a second Special 301 out-of-cycle review of China later this year, to assess China's implementation of the judicial interpretation and other enforcement efforts.
We would encourage the U.S. Government to continue to work
through the JCCT and through other appropriate forums in the
months ahead to identify specific action items for China to undertake. Those are outlined in our written testimony, but in the interest of time, I would note that we will be looking in particular to
see if the Chinese take steps to add police resources in critical regions; criminalize export-related cases; introduce new enforcement
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guidelines that will significantly boost fines and other penalties imposed by administrative enforcement agencies. We want to see significant increases in the number of criminal IPR investigations,
prosecutions, convictions, and deterrent sentencing.
Let me just briefly touch upon Russia, the subject of the second
hearing, as I was asked to do by the Committee. Russia's efforts
to join the World Trade Organization in 2005 gives the U.S. Government a critical window of opportunity to seek from that country
important commitments and progress on IPR enforcement. There is
no question Russia's IPR problems, like China, are growing, and
this is of concern to our membership.
We fully support USTR's decision to keep Russia on the Priority
Watch List andto conduct an out-of-cycle review to monitor Russia
on IPR in 2005, but-but-the U.S. Chamber also encourages our
government to make it a priority to engage Russia on how that
country will improve its IPR enforcement efforts in the context of
its WTO accession talks. We must not lose that opportunity.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. The U.S.
Chamber and our members appreciate the opportunity to participate in today's House Judiciary Subcommittee hearing on intellectual property rights. Given the importance of this matter to the
American business community, we look forward to staying engaged
with this Committee. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brilliant follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MYRON BRILLIANT

Mr. Chairman, members of the House Judiciary Subcommittee, good morning. The
U.S. Chamber appreciates your invitation to appear at this important hearing today
on the importance of intellectual property rights to American companies.
As the world's largest business federation representing more than 3 million members, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is keenly aware of the global threat of counterfeiting and piracy to American firms and workers. In the Information Age, intellectual property (IP) is the "gold standard." It must be protected as it is the cornerstone for economic prosperity in this new era. Yet, IP is under attack here in the
United States and globally.
The problem goes by many names-counterfeiting, piracy, or knockoffs. The fact
is the problem is getting worse worldwide. IP theft will not go away without a concerted effort on the part of business and government.
BREADTH OF THE PROBLEM

Counterfeiting and piracy are costing the U.S. consumers and American companies billions of dollars every year. But the problem is more insidious than that. It
damages investment and innovation; has potentially devastating economic consequences for small businesses; puts a severe strain on law enforcement agencies;
nearly always escapes taxation; threatens public and health safety; diverts government resources from other priorities; and has links to terrorism and organized
crime.
Counterfeiting and piracy, once viewed, as "victimless" crimes mainly consisting
of selling cheap products such as sunglasses and watches, have mushroomed in recent years to endanger every product. From dangerous substandard replacement
parts for airplane engines, to ineffective pharmaceuticals, to illegally copied compact
discs manufactured in clandestine factories around the world, sales of counterfeit
and pirated products are skyrocketing. Profits from these illicit sales are being funneled worldwide into the pockets of everyone, from groups associated with known
terrorists to organized crime elements.
The problem of counterfeiting and piracy goes beyond the manufacture, distribution, and sale of cheap, unauthorized goods. It threatens our national security,
lessens the value of legitimate brand names, and erodes the profits of nearly every
business in America.
Some statistics might be helpful to illustrate the magnitude of the problem we
face today. Approximately 5% to 7% of world trade is in counterfeit goods, according
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to the FBI, Interpol, and the World Customs Organization. That's the equivalent of
as much as $512 billion in global sales. Of that amount, U.S. companies lose between $200 billion and $250 billion in global sales. U.S. Customs and Border Protection estimates that counterfeit merchandise is responsible for the loss of more than
750,000 American jobs. Finally, we would note that the World Health Organization
(WHO) has estimated that counterfeit drugs account for 10% of all pharmaceuticals.
Incredibly, in some developing countries, WHO suggests that this number is as high
as 60%.
These statistics exemplify the U.S. Chamber's concerns about the growing epidemic of IP theft globally. It is time to act, to take real measures to thwart the
growing threat of counterfeiting and piracy.
THE U.S. CHAMBER: MAKING A DIFFERENCE

The U.S. Chamber has launched a three-part strategy aimed at mobilizing business and governments to fight against counterfeiting and piracy.
Part one is education. We are working in the United States to educate businesses,
the media, and lawmakers about the growing threat of this issue.
Part two is enforcement. The U.S. Chamber is committed to bringing these criminals to justice. We are working with manufacturers, retailers, and law enforcement
to disrupt the ability of counterfeiting networks to use legitimate distribution channels.
As part of our efforts, the U.S. Chamber established the Coalition Against Counterfeiting and Piracy (CACP) with the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
to coordinate the efforts of the business community to stop counterfeiting and piracy. CACP is committed to increasing the understanding of the negative impact of
counterfeiting and piracy by working with Congress and the administration to drive
government-wide efforts to address this threat.
Part three is international. The roots of counterfeiting and piracy extend far beyond U.S. borders. The U.S. Chamber therefore recognizes the importance of tackling this issue in foreign markets. We have launched country-specific initiatives in
priority countries, where the problems are particularly acute for American companies. Our initial efforts have focused on China, Brazil, Russia, India and Korea. But
we will also be working with our members in other countries where the problem is
also prevalent.
The remainder of my testimony will focus on our efforts in the international
arena, in particular, on China and Russia which is the focus of today's hearing.
CHINA

The U.S. Chamber fully recognizes the importance of China's successful integration into the world economy. It is perhaps the greatest foreign policy challenge facing our country today.
China as an Opportunity and a Challenge
As we noted previously during a recent Congressional hearing on U.S.-China economic relations, it is now trite to say that the U.S.-China commercial relationship
is of immense and increasing importance to both the U.S. and Chinese business
communities. U.S.-China trade has boomed in recent years. The United States
ranked second among China's global trading partners in 2004, and China was once
again the 3rd largest trading partner for the United States. U.S. exports to China
have grown by 114% since 2000-five times faster than exports to any other country.
Year-on-year increases of U.S.-manufactured exports from 2003 to 2004 reveal
positive trends: exports of U.S. power generation equipment increased by 34%; exports of electrical machinery and equipment increased by 27%; and exports of optics
and medical equipment jumped by more than 30%. These statistics underscore the
opportunities that China offers to U.S. exporters, to investors, and, more broadly,
to U.S. economic development.
Yet, we also recognize that concerns are rising in many quarters over the U.S.
trade deficit with China, rising competition from Chinese imports, and concerns
about China's currency policy. The U.S. Chamber feels strongly that China must do
significantly more to comply fully and on time with its World Trade Organization
(WTO) commitments and, in particular, in critical areas such as intellectual property rights (IPR).
In our view, China has failed to adequately enforce its own laws and regulations
when it comes to piracy and counterfeiting violations. This is an endemic problem
with immense consequences for the U.S. economy, our companies, particularly for
small and medium-size businesses, and public safety. We are committed to construc-
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tive engagement with the Chinese government on this and other issues; however,
we want to see China move beyond words to actions that crack down on IPR infringements.
This week, U.S. Chamber President and CEO Thomas Donohue is visiting Beijing
with a business delegation for high-level discussions with China's government and
business community. In particular, Mr. Donohue will be building upon recent discussions with Chinese officials in Washington, D.C. and China on the full range of
issues in our commercial relationship, including the issue of IP protection and enforcement.
China's WTO Implementation Efforts
Briefly, let us turn to China's overall efforts to develop a market based on the
rule of law and in accordance with WTO principles and disciplines.
Now in year four of China's WTO implementation, the U.S. Chamber believes that
China's WTO implementation process is fostering positive changes in its trade and
investment regimes.
We agree with the United States Trade Representative's (USTR's) December 2004
report to Congress, which stated that China "deserves due recognition for the tremendous efforts made to reform its economy to comply with the requirements of the
WTO." Moreover, we continue to believe firmly that engaging China in the rulesbased trading system has resulted in important progress in key areas, particularly
in tariff reduction, revising existing laws and drafting and passing new ones as well
as educating its officials and companies about its WTO obligations.
Positive steps by China to implement outstanding and new WTO commitments
not only improve the Chinese business environment for the benefit of U.S. and Chinese companies alike, but also underscore China's broader credibility in the global
trading system. If China falters in meeting its commitments and its adherence to
WTO disciplines, such as in the areas of intellectual property (IP) and transparency,
there will be ramifications that will constrain the full potential of this relationship
to the detriment of both countries as well as companies from both countries.
Intellectual Property Rights
Upon its accession to the WTO over three years ago, China agreed to fully comply
with Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement obligations. Yet, it is clear that the protection which China is actually providing fails
to meet the standards of "effectiveness" and "deterrence" set out in TRIPS. IPR violations now severely affect virtually all industries, from consumer and industrial
goods-including medicines, autos and auto parts, food and beverages, and cosmetics-to copyright works, including entertainment and business software, movies,
music, and books. The scope of counterfeiting and copyright piracy in China worsened for most of our member companies in 2004, and we believe that this problem
has reached epidemic proportions.
China is the single largest source of counterfeit and pirated products worldwide.
Failure to control exports of these products is eroding our companies' profit margins,
diminishing brand value, and, in many cases, endangering public safety. U.S. Customs statistics showed an increase of 47% in the market value of counterfeit goods
seized in the year ending October 31, 2004. Statistics compiled for 2004 by other
governments are expected to reflect a similar trend.
Increasingly, counterfeiting in China is harming small and medium-size U.S. enterprises. Many of these SME's do not have operations on the Mainland and confront a flood of Chinese knockoffs in the U.S. market or in third-country markets
where they export. Smaller companies clearly have fewer resources to deal with investigations and legal action against pirates in China and their middlemen in other
countries. Thus the need for more convincing and proactive government intervention
is becoming increasingly apparent.
The U.S. Chamber was heartened by the promises of Vice Premier Wu Yi at the
April 2004 Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade (JCCT) meetings on the intention of the Chinese government to significantly reduce IPR violations. We also
acknowledge that the PRC government, at the central level and under the leadership of Vice Premier Wu Yi and the Market Order Rectification Office of the Ministry of Commerce, is taking important and constructive steps to improve coordination among relevant agencies responsible for IP protection and enforcement.
The U.S. Chamber also notes some recent progress in the Chinese government's
willingness to engage directly with companies and industry associations in addressing problem cases and cooperating on capacity-building.
In a further positive development, China's Supreme People's Court and Supreme
People's Procuratorate issued a Iong-awaited Judicial Interpretation on December
21, 2004. This interpretation included a number of important changes that can
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strengthen the deterrent impact of China's criminal enforcement efforts in the IP
field.
Regrettably, though, the Judicial Interpretation contains a number of problems
that leave potentially gaping loopholes for infringers, and industry is closely monitoring their impact. Key examples include the following:
" Unclear methods for calculating case values, including the lack of standards
for valuing semifinished products and raw materials.
" Lack of clarity whether trading companies caught dealing in fakes can be
held criminally liable for counterfeiting and piracy.
" Lack of provisions to clarify the conditions under which vendors and accessories meet the requisite knowledge requirements to be held criminally liable.
• Lack of provisions to criminalize repeat offenses by smaller-scale infringers.
" Whether sound recordings are even covered by the Judicial Interpretation.
* Significantly higher monetary thresholds for enterprises than for individual
persons.
As the U.S. Chamber stated in its fall 2004 report on China's WTO implementation record, enforcement of IPR will not be effective until civil, administrative, and
criminal penalties are routinely applied to IPR infringers. China's government modestly improved its regulatory environment for IPR protection and carried out raids
and other enforcement actions at the central, local, and provincial levels in 2004.
Administrative penalties, however, mainly limited to fines and confiscation of fake
products-remain too small to create deterrence. Despite some signs that new efforts are under way (and there is an increased level of arrests and raids), China
has not "significantly reduced IPR infringement levels" as Vice Premier Wu Yi
promised at last years JCCT meetings.
The U.S. Chamber remains concerned that the limited legal reforms and enforcement campaigns, which commenced in China in 2004, are insufficiently bold. More
focused action plans are needed at both the national and local levels in order to
bring counterfeiting and copyright piracy under control. While it will take time to
design and implement such plans, we do not yet see a commitment on the part of
the Chinese to developing them.
Based on inadequate levels of IPR protection and enforcement in China, causing
adverse impact on U.S. economic interests, the U.S. Chamber recommended earlier
this year that USTR request consultations with China through the WTO and place
China on the Priority Watch List in its 2005 Special 301 Report.
USTR elected a slightly different approach. As noted in its Special 301 Report released in April, USTR elevated China to the Priority Watch List for "failure to effectively protect IP rights and to meet its commitment to significantly reduce infringement levels." While USTR did not act to immediately take China to the WTO for
consultations, it did clearly note that it will work with American business to establish the basis for utilizing WTO procedures to bring China into compliance if infringement levels remain unacceptably high and if China fails to take robust enforcement actions.
The U.S. Chamber welcomes working with USTR and other government agencies
further on this important issue. We believe that USTR should conduct a second Special 301 Out-of-Cycle Review of China later this year to assess China's implementation of the Judicial Interpretation and other enforcement efforts. Particular focus
should be on reviewing the value of adding police resources in critical regions, criminalizing export-related cases, and introducing new enforcement guidelines that will
significantly boost fines and other penalties imposed by administrative enforcement
authorities.
In reporting its findings, USTR noted that overall counterfeiting and piracy rates
are not declining since China's WTO accession. Some alarming statistics underscore
our need to see more immediate robust actions in China.
According to submissions made to USTR, infringement levels are at 90 percent
or above for virtually every form of intellectual property in China. In the copyright
industry alone, USTR estimates U.S. losses are between $2.5 billion and $3.8 billion
annually. U.S. Chamber members in this area also note that internet piracy is
quickly becoming an immense threat and serves to remind us that the lost sales
could be even higher in years to come if the problem is not addressed.
The problem is not unique to industries impacted by piracy. USTR observed that
in 2004 the "value of Chinese counterfeits coming into U.S. markets seized by the
United States increased 47 percent from US$94 million to US$134 million." Seizures
from China accounted for 67 percent of all U.S. Customs' IPR seizures in 2004.
Given the facts noted above, the U.S. Chamber and its members seek convincing
evidence from Chinese authorities that the IPR climate is improving and creating
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a climate of deterrence. This should include data that confirms a much more substantial increase in proactive government investigations into cases, and substantial
increases in prosecutions, convictions, and incarcerations of counterfeiters and copyright pirates.
Aside from liaising with China in the WTO context, the U.S. Chamber strongly
supports continuing efforts by the U.S. government to address China's failure to
comply with its IPR commitments through the JCCT, other bilateral forums, and
multilateral policy mechanisms. The U.S. government should continue to work
through the JCCT and through other appropriate forums in the months ahead to
identify specific action items for China to undertake that:
(a) Demonstrate a significant increase in the number of criminal IPR investigations, prosecutions, convictions and deterrent sentencing;
(b) Implement administrative IPR enforcement actions that are deterrent;
(c) Demonstrate specific steps to combat copyright and trade infringing activities,
including internet piracy;
(d) Make public available case rulings and IPR-related statistical data;
(e) Demonstrate steps Chinese customs authorities are undertaking that are leading to significant declines of exports of infringing products;
(f) Ensure that China removes administrative and other market access impediments that support illegal infringing activities and prevent the sales of legitimate
foreign products; and
(g) Resolve high profile cases involving infringements of foreign IP owners thus
establishing the primacy of the rule of law.
If China were to take such actions, tangible results could be achieved.
U.S. Chamber Action Plan
The U.S. Chamber is prepared to support the Chinese and U.S. governments in
its efforts to extend greater protection to foreign and Chinese IP owners. We have
embarked on a targeted program offering on the ground capacity-building efforts
in the provinces, fostering public awareness of the importance of IPR protection
among the Chinese public, and advising on policy changes to better strengthen the
legal framework.
The four main components of the U.S. Chamber action plan include:
(1) Spearheading high level dialogues with Chinese business and government
leaders including here in Washington DC in late May with the Vice Minister
of MOCOM and other ministries on IPR;
(2) Engaging local and provincial Chinese leaders on best practices, judicial and
administrative training or related educational programs;
(3) Benchmarking progress with our American Chamber of Commerce in Beijing;
(4) Promoting public awareness in China by implementing a media strategy for
re-branding IPR as not a "victimless crime."
To achieve these goals, the U.S. Chamber is also working closely with U.S. and
Chinese governments, our corporate members, and counterpart associations, including with the AmCham network in China.
As noted above, we want to benchmark China's progress in implementing the new
Judicial Interpretation through monitoring the number of judicial prosecutions, convictions, and jail sentences for IP crimes in 2005. In addition to monitoring the
criminal enforcement, we want to collaborate with these partners to track enforcement by administrative authorities, including administrative fines, confiscations of
production equipment, export enforcement, and the success of the government in
transferring cases from administrative enforcers to the police for criminal prosecution.
Looking Ahead
In our view, the burden of ensuring a reduction in China's piracy and counterfeiting levels in 2005 will ultimately hinge on the political will of local Chinese authorities as much as the national government. Police investigations into new cases
need to be proactive and adequately resourced in order to send a proper message
to criminal networks that are increasingly behind the problem.
The sincerity of China's pronouncements that it is serious about protecting and
enforcing IP rights will further be tested by its willingness to eliminate loopholes
for infringers in existing and new regulations and to resolve high-profile cases, such
as the Pfizer patent case on Viagra and the General Motors auto case, that impact
domestic and foreign IP owners.
Full protection under PRC law and enforcement of IPR in China as set forth in
China's TRIPS obligations are critical to the interests of foreign and PRC companies
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in China, as well as to China's public health and safety, the integrity and
attractiveness of China's investment regime, and its broader economic development
goals. We hope that the PRC government will accelerate IP enforcement in 2005 by
further enhancing national leadership and dedicating additional capital and resources. Only through aggressive measures will China's IPR protection enforcement
regime be effective and respected.
China's accession to the WTO afforded it an opportunity to sell increasing quantities of products where it has a comparative advantage to the United States. But
by tolerating massive counterfeiting and piracy, China is denying U.S. companies
the chance to do the same in China. Moreover, by tolerating the export of such counterfeits, China strips our companies of the opportunity to use their comparative advantage-and thus WTO benefits-in third countries as well.
Ultimately, it is essential that China purchase the foreign IP-based products it
is illegally using. That would translate into billions of dollars in sales and exports
by U.S. and other foreign companies and more accurately reflect the balance of
trade between the U.S. and China.
RUSSIA

In addition to China, the U.S. Chamber has great interest in seeing significant
progress in Russia's intellectual property enforcement efforts. This is made all the
more pressing as Russia proceeds toward entry into the World Trade Organization
(WTO) in 2005. This process gives the U.S. government a critical window of opportunity to require that, as part of its WTO accession, Russia make considerable efforts on its IPR-related commitments and their implementation.
Unfortunately, the sense of urgency that we all feel here today does not appear
to fully register in the upper echelons of the Russian government. The Russian government has acknowledged that there is an intellectual property problem in Russia,
and it has created government commissions and introduced meaningful legislation.
However, new laws are not enough. The governmental commissions have so far
achieved little and there is no consistent political will to address the real fundamental issues such as:
1) Better enforcement at all levels (e.g., customs, police, etc.);
2) Educating the public; and
3) Making IPR a priority public policy issue that needs to be addressed immediately.
In short, the IP problem in Russia is not the law, except for geographical indications and a few other issues, it is enforcement.
The U.S. Chamber believes that Russia is at a critical crossroads, where it can
turn from the significant source of IPR violations it is today, to becoming a key partner in the ongoing global efforts to safeguard IPR as the foundation of innovation.
At the eve of its accession to the WTO, Russia faces a critical choice, where it can
choose to invest in research and development and expand its intellectual assets, or
go the other direction. The U.S. Chamber is committed to a constructive engagement
with the Russian Federation to help it make the right choice and reform before it
is too late.
The U.S. Chamber is therefore actively supporting and engaging with companies,
government agencies, officials, business associations, especially the American Chamber of Commerce in Russia, and other groups dedicated to IPR protection and enforcement in Russia, especially the Coalition for Intellectual Property Rights (CIPR).
The goal is to encourage the Russian government to take steps that will achieve
tangible results in the fight against this economic plague.
Dimensions of the IP problem in Russia:
Although there is much need for better and more comprehensive statistical information on IP issues in Russia, the following trends should be highlighted.
Clearly, there is a sense in the American business community that the Russian
government has recognized that it has an IP problem. However, we feel that there
is no consistent will to address the real fundamental issues such as better enforcement, educating the public, and making IPR a priority policy issue that needs to
be addressed immediately.
As part of its 2004 reorganization, the Russian government restructured the regulatory structure for IP regulation and enforcement. Many Russian government officials who were IP experts and dealt with IP issues were removed from their positions. In their place appeared new officials with less knowledge and experience on
major issues affecting industrial property and copyright protection. Other administrative changes resulted in decreased enforcement. There is also a latent lack of co-
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ordination between government agencies, which further worsens the problem. In addition, there is no strong political will to address IP issues from the top down in
the Russian government.
IP rights-holders and consumers take very little action to defend their rights and
resolve their problems. The Russian government clearly needs to focus on educating
the public, and the business community needs to motivate its customers and its
companies to become more involved in this issue.
The U.S. Chamber believes that IP violations are truly a global crime issue, and
that no country can solve the problem alone, especially due to widespread border
control issues. Russian IP problems are having a direct impact on other former Soviet republics, notably in Ukraine, in Eastern and Western Europe (countries now
part of the European Union), and in the Middle East. Fake goods are produced in
Russia, but Russia is also a transit point for fake goods made in Asia, notably
China.
Russia's exports of counterfeited and pirated product to the United States and
other markets have a significant effect on the U.S and our businesses.
Statistics on IP in Russia:
USTR noted in its 2005 301 Report that:
"Certain aspects of Russia's IPR regime, including enforcement and data protection, appear to be inconsistent with Russia's obligations under the 1992 U.S.-Russian Federation Trade Agreement and thus would not conform to obligations which
Russia needs to fulfill in order to join the WTO."
USTR 301 Report points to staggering figures concerning piracy, which corroborate the urgency of the actions mentioned above. "Piracy in all copyright sectors continues unabated, and the U.S. copyright industry estimated losses of $1.7 billion in
2004." "The U.S. copyright industry reports the following levels of piracy: 66% in
the recording industry, 80% in the motion picture industry, 87% for business software, and 73% for entertainment software."
USTR 301 Report does not emphasize trademarks as an IP problem in Russia;
however, industry associations, like the Moscow-based Coalition for Intellectual
Property Rights (CIPR), have reported that trademarks violations (particularly
counterfeits) are today no less important.
Russian government officials acknowledge that there is an IP problem, while also
acknowledging that they have no good data to detail the scope of the problem. According to the Russian Agency for Patents and Trademarks (Rospatent) official 2004
data, the turnover of counterfeit goods on the Russian market is 80 to 100 billion
rubles (US$2.89 to $3.61 billion), and the government's budget loses up to 30 billion
rubles (US$1.08 billion) in tax revenue. Russian Federation Deputy Head of the
Federal Service for Consumer Rights Protection, Nadyezhda Nazina, spoke at an IP
related Parliamentary hearing to the Russian Federation State Duma in November
2004. She stated that counterfeit and false products on the market are likely between 30% and 40%. Some Russian experts have speculated that counterfeit and pirated products make up at least 60% of the retail "gey" market in Russia.
We believe that Russian officials do not yet really have a full picture of the scope
of the problem in their market. This is supported by statements made in March
2005 by Russian Federation Deputy of Culture and Mass Media, Leonid Nadirov,
to the press when summarizing the results of a meeting of the governmental commission to fight IP violations. He stated "we ourselves can't imagine how much
counterfeit products are produced in Russia, in what geographic regions the production is occurring in, how much money is being stolen and how much taxes have not
been paid." However, Mr. Nadirov said that by October 2005, the government
"should receive a real picture of the market situation, so that we can, in an understandable language, communicate with partners both inside the country and internationally."
The U.S. Chamber encourages our government to make it a priority to engage
Russia on how that country will improve its IPR enforcement efforts and data protection. We also fully support USTR's decision to keep Russia on the Priority Watch
List and to conduct an "out-of-cycle" review to monitor Russia on IPR in 2005.
CONCLUSION

The U.S. Chamber and our members appreciate the opportunity to participate in
today's House Judiciary Subcommittee hearing on intellectual property rights.
As noted at the outset, IP theft is a global problem. Business and governments
need to continue to work together to address the growing proliferation of intellectual
property theft in the United States and globally. Once seen as a threat mainly to
a few select industries, today, the theft of intellectual property is now so widespread
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that it touches nearly every industry and every country, including China and Russia.
It is not a victimless crime. It hurts legitimate established businesses, innovators,
consumers, and governments that lose tax revenues.
With particular regard to China, we note that while China is now the fastestgrowing trading partner of the United States, it also the single largest source of
counterfeit and pirated products worldwide. Rapidly expanding bilateral economic
and commercial ties underscore the market opportunities that China potentially offers to U.S. exporters and investors, which support the creation of high value-added
jobs at home. Yet, the failure of Chinese authorities to date to crack down effectively
on the manufacture, distribution and export of counterfeited and pirated products
is eroding legitimate Chinese and foreign companies' profit margins, diminishing
brand value, and, in many cases, endangering public safety.
China can and must do more to stop IP theft. The U.S. business community and
others that vigorously advocated China's WTO membership premised their support
on expectations that China is evolving into a more open and transparent market
based on the rule of law. China's unsuccessful efforts to consistently enforce its IPR
laws and to vigorously deter IP theft represent the most visible examples of these
expectations remaining unfulfilled.
Similarly, we believe that Russia should take aggressive steps to stem its counterfeiting and piracy problem. Our government should require Russia to show demonstrable evidence of efforts to crackdown on counterfeiting and piracy before it formally supports that country's accession into the WTO. This is an important opportunity to encourage more tangible actions on the part of Russia.
The U.S. Chamber, the world's largest business organization, will remain fully engaged on doing our part in waging a campaign against counterfeiting and piracy on
behalf of American business. We will continue to lend our strong voice to ensure
that China, Russia, and other countries take even more robust measures in this critical area.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, for the opportunity to
express the views of the U.S. Chamber and our members on this important topic.
Be assured the protection of IP is a top priority of our organization and we look
forward to working with the members of this Committee and Congress in finding
constructive solutions.

Mr. JENKINS. [Presiding.] Thank you, Mr. Brilliant.
We'll now hear from Mr. Eric Smith.
TESTIMONY OF ERIC H. SMITH, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ALLIANCE
Mr. SMITH. Chairman Smith, Ranking Member Berman, Members of the Subcommittee, it's an honor to appear before you at this
very timely moment, shortly after USTR elevated China to the Priority Watch List, and just a few days before the Chinese IPR working group arrives in Washington to continue a dialogue with the
U.S. Government on China's enforcement of IP rights and its failure to accord broader market access to U.S. copyright industries.
We know that they will be listening to what this Subcommittee
says about the current situation in China.
Mr. Chairman, the copyright industries-business and entertain-

ment software, filmed entertainment, recordings, and books and
journals-are in dire straits in China. Piracy rates have hovered at
over 90 percent in the more than 15 years that IIPA has been en-

gaged with the U.S. and the Chinese governments.
Indeed, with new digital copying technologies and the Internet,
the situation has even worsened. Every year, industries have lost
conservatively between one and a half and two and a half billion
dollars; in 2004, it was over two and a half billion dollars. These

losses will grow unless this unacceptable situation is quickly reversed.
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Before I elaborate on the difficult situation our industries face in
China, let me note again what we have said before. The copyright
industries now represent over 6 percent of U.S. GDP, and that
number increases every year. We employ 4 percent of the U.S.
workforce, and generated in 2002 over $89 billion in revenue in export-from exports and foreign sales.
This growth is fueled by the huge global demand for U.S. creative and high-tech products, with 50 percent of our revenue generated coming from international trade. It is the ability to enter
and prosper in foreign markets that will allow us to continue this
growth and employ new highly-paid workers at a rate that is double the economy as a whole.
In trade jargon, the U.S. has a huge comparative advantage in
trade and copyrighted products. But as we know, in China, potentially the largest market in the world, that advantage hasn't even
begun to be realized; while, as we know, China is continually taking advantage of their comparative advantage in so many areas,
with a trade surplus of $162 billion.
Of all the industry sectors represented in the U.S. economy, the
copyright industries face a market more closed to them than to any
other. Not only are nine-tenths of the Chinese market closed
through piracy, but our industries suffer under onerous and sometimes discriminatory market access barriers. China's denial of effective market access prevents us from getting to know the market
and establishing a presence that would enhance our ability to fight
piracy.
Even if we were to reduce piracy by half in China, under the
present circumstances, most of our industries could not satisfy the
huge local demand, because of these barriers to effective market
entry. In short, these two problems are indelibly interlocked.
About a year ago, Vice Premier Wu Yi was here with the U.S.
in the JCCT process. The government committed at that time to
"significantly reduce IPR infringements," by taking a number of
tough enforcement and regulatory measures. The bottom line is
that 1 year later, even though more raids were run and products
seized and the criminal thresholds, as was mentioned, reduced
somewhat, there has been little effect on the market, and piracy
rates have not come down.
Why? The answer is not new. There is still no deterrence in the
Chinese enforcement system, no disincentive to continue to engage
in piracy. Even exports of pirate product which slowed to a trickle
after the 1996 section 301 action against China, have resumed, and
are growing again.
China relies on an ineffective and uncoordinated administrative
enforcement system which has not succeeded in all these years in
reducing the rate of piracy. The system is characterized by woefully
low fines. A study done by one of our members in raids they were
involved in revealed that the average fine per unit of product
seized exceeded only marginally the cost of a blank CD. To expect
such a system to deter one of the most lucrative economic crimes
is a flight of fancy. But China has to date simply refused to do
what all other countries in the world do; namely, bring criminal actions with deterrent fines and jail terms.
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While it is difficult to be certain on these matters, our industries
know of only a handful of cases involving criminal piracy prosecutions involving U.S. works in the last 10 years. Countries like
South Korea, Singapore, and even Taiwan, have been able in the
late '90's to reduce audio and video piracy, for example, from over
90 percent to less than 20 percent of the market, with aggressive
and deterrent criminal enforcement. The Chinese can do the same.
We believe that the failure to use the criminal law to fight piracy
is a violation of China's TRIPS obligations. We believe that the
Chinese criminal law, because it does not encompass all acts of
copyright piracy on a commercial scale, which is the TRIPS standard, also violates that agreement.
Because of the failure, despite repeated bilateral engagements, of
the Chinese government to show the political will to lower these
staggering piracy rates, IIPA urged USTR to engage in a new multilateral dialogue with China. Following USTR's announcements of
the results of their out-of-cycle review, we are working closely now
to develop the elements of a possible WTO case against China; unless China takes immediate action, making such a course unnecessary.
In my written testimony, Mr. Chairman, we have tried to give
this Subcommittee a flavor of how hard it is to do business under
these circumstances. Copyright theft in China is hurting America,
and hurting China. Since I do not have time to detail these specific
problems, I hope our written statement will cover those issues.
We ask two things: first, that China immediately commence
criminal actions against pirates, with deterrent penalties; and second, that China now eliminate the onerous and destructive market
access barriers that prevent U.S. copyright-based companies from
doing real business in China.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to a lively and
productive dialogue.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERIC H. SMITH

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Berman and other distinguished Committee
members, IIPA and its members thank you for the opportunity to appear today to
review China's record on enforcement of its copyright law against widespread piracy
including China's compliance with its WTO-TRIPS obligations. This oversight hearing is extremely timely. Madam Ma, head of China's delegation to the IPR Working
Group of the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade (JCCT), will be in Washington next week, discussing these issues with the United States Government. Your
interest in China's record is certain to illuminate those talks.
ILPA represents the U.S. copyright industries. Its six member trade associations
consist of over 1,300 U.S. companies, accounting for millions of U.S. jobs. The copyright industries, in 2002, contributed over $625 billion to the GDP, or 6% of the U.S.
economy and almost 5.5 million jobs or 4% of U.S. employment. These companies
and the individual creators that work with them are critically dependent on having
strong copyright laws in place around the world and having those laws effectively
enforced. On average, the copyright industries generate over 50% of their revenue
from outside the U.S., contributing over $89 billion in exports and foreign sales to
the U.S. economy. Given the overwhelming global demand for the products of America's creative industries, all these numbers would be significantly higher if our trading partners, including China, that continue to allow piracy to flourish in their own
economies were to significantly reduce piracy rates by enforcing their copyright law
vigorously.
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IIPA'S SPECIAL 301 REPORT ON PIRACY IN CHINA

I have appended to our written testimony a copy of IIPA's comprehensive February 2005 Special 301 submission on China to the U.S. Trade Representative. In
that submission we called for entering into a new, multilateral dialogue in the WTO
with the Chinese government as a way to persuade it to take aggressive actionas promised in the Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade (JCCT) meetings over
one year ago-to significantly reduce the rate of piracy in all IPR sectors including
the copyright sector. We then provided a summary review of what had happene
in China over the last year to redeem that commitment. Our conclusion: China has
failed to comply with its commitment made over one year ago in the JCCT to significantly reduce piracy rates. While some modest reductions have occurred in some
sectors, by no measure have piracy rates been significantly reduced. In fact little
has changed in the marketplace for our members and their companies, despite reports of increased raiding activity and seizures of many pirate products. In my testimony today, I would like, for the record, to update that report and in the process
to summarize it where appropriate. Our report tells the sad, frustrating story of the
failure of an enforcement system to deter rampant piracy in the potentially largest
market in the world.
RECENT ACTIONS BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT ON CHINA

On April 29, 2005, USTR issued its decision resulting from the out-of-cycle review
of China's enforcement practices announced on May 3, 2004. USTR reflected in this
decision its deep concern over China's lack of progress in the enforcement area by
elevating China to the Priority Watch List. It also announced a number of other initiatives, one of which was to work closely with our industries with an eye on utilizing WTO procedures to bring China into compliance with its WTO obligations.
Since that time we have met with USTR to begin this process and will work intensively with USTR toward the mutual goal of bringing China into compliance with
its WTO TRIPS obligations, its bilateral obligations to the U.S. in the 1995 and
1996 IPR agreement and action plan, and its commitments made to our government
in the JCCT process.
This process has now commenced in earnest. USTR will also be seeking information from the Chinese government under the transparency provisions of the TRIPS
agreement, and is committed to using the JCCT process to encourage the Chinese
government to implement key reforms on both the enforcement and the all-important market access front.
THE CHINESE MARKETPLACE FOR COPYRIGHT PRODUCTS: A RECORD OF FRUSTRATION
AND FAILURE

Mr. Chairman, our industries are deeply frustrated by the lack of real progress
by China in taking effective action to deter piracy and to open up its market to legitimate cultural and high technology copyright products. China remains one of the
most closed markets in the world for the U.S. copyright industries. Onerous market
access restrictions affect all our industries. Notwithstanding Premier Wen's pledge
to address the $162 billion trade imbalance between the U.S. and China by increasing China's imports from the U.S., China is retaining-and, in some sectors, augmenting-market access restrictions for creative and high-tech products that represent America's comparative advantage.
Copyright piracy represents perhaps the largest barrier to effective market access
in China. An average (and truly staggering) 90% piracy rate has persisted for years
despite repeated "strike hard" enforcement campaigns, steamroller campaigns, and
public statements from many high level government officials supporting stronger enrcement. While our Special 301 submission highlights the current situation in
China, I wanted to give you a brief flavor of what copyright companies confront in
trying to do business in China in face of these trade barriers and these inexcusably
high piracy levels.
THE PLIGHT OF THE COPYRIGHT INDUSTRIES DUE TO PIRACY IN CHINA

The Business Software Industry
Taking the business software industry first-one of our nation's most productive
and important creative sectors: The software industry faces piracy rates in China
of 90%, one of the highest in the world for that industry. China leads the world in
the production and export of counterfeit software-software packages that are purposely designed to replicate the original legitimate product. Losses to U.S. software
publishers were estimated by IIPA member, the Business Software Alliance (BSA),
at $1.47 billion in 2004. China was the 6th largest market in the world for personal
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computers and ranked 26th in legitimate software sales. This increasing disparity
not only damages the U.S. industry but hurts Chinese software developers as well
China has failed to criminalize the most damaging type of piracy to the business
software industry-the unauthorized use of software within businesses and government institutions. This is a violation of the TRIPS Agreement. Combined with the
total absence of a criminal remedy is the absence of all but a few administrative
actions against this type of piracy with woefully low and non-deterrent fines. As a
consequence, piracy rates continue to remain at staggering levels.
To make matters worse, China is on the verge of shutting down access for U.S.
and other foreign companies to the largest purchaser of software in China: the Chinese government. It would accomplish this by adopting draft government procurement regulations that would expressly favor Chinese software only. In short, the situation for this critical copyright sector is truly dire in China with no significant improvement in sight.
The Motion Picture Industry
The U.S. motion picture industry is facing a 95% piracy rate in China (the highest
in the Asia Pacific region, and among the highest in the world) which represents
a worsening of the situation from the previous year. Losses to just the motion picture industry, from 1998 through 2004, are estimated at over $1 billion (not including losses from Internet piracy, which are growing alarmingly). While raids and seizures have increased somewhat following Vice Premier Wu Yi's 2004 enforcement
campaign, administrative fines remain far too low to deter pirate activity and, as
I will describe later, criminal cases have been extremely rare despite Chinese promises to use this TRIPS-required remedy. According to a recent newspaper report, the
legitimate home video market in China represents about 5% of the estimated total
market of $1.3 billion (which is itself a very conservative estimate). Of the 83 optical
disc factories licensed by the government (and an unknown number of "underground" unlicensed plants), many continue to churn out pirate DVDs. The export
of pirated home video product, which had slowed to a trickle after the U.S. Section
301 action (and threatened retaliation) in 1995-96, has resumed and is growing.
The total optical disk plant production capacity, a significant amount of which is
devoted to producing pirate product, is now close to 2.7 billion units annually. Optical disks sourced in China and containing pirated films have been seized in over
25 countries around the world. The massive quantity of pirated movie product available in China is evidenced by the fact that pirate prices start around $0.60 per unit,
the lowest price in Asia. As with the other copyright industries, any enforcement
that occurs is conducted by administrative agencies, with overlapping jurisdiction
and often little coordination, and fines imposed are a mere "cost of doing business."
A recent anecdotal study, conducted by IIPA member, the Motion Picture Association (MPA) revealed that the average fine imposed per pirate home video product
(DVD, VCD) seized in raids resulting from MPA complaints is only slightly higher
than the cost of purchasing a blank disk-clearly of no deterrent value. The lack
of deterrent administrative penalties is a key reason, in addition to the almost complete lack of criminal enforcement that piracy rates persist at 90% of the market
and above.
Accompanying and reinforcing this piracy situation are onerous market access restrictions, including a Government-owned, monopoly importer, very limited competition in distribution, and a quota of 20 theatrical films allowed into China annually
on commercial terms. The pirates capture 100% of the market for films not permitted legally in China. Even those films permitted theatrical release suffer piracy
rates of 70-75%, because of the long delays before most American films are given
screen time. Another consequence of the lack of competition in importation and distribution is the non-competitive pricing in the Chinese market. Cumbersome licensing requirements burdens the retail sale of legal home entertainment product, holding down revenue potential and helping keep the market in the hands of the pirates.
These barriers and those to all our industries must be removed in the JCCT process.
The Entertainment Software Industry
The entertainment software industry, one of the fastest growing copyright-based
industries, faces similar high piracy rates and estimates the value of pirated
videogames in the market at $510 million in 2004. Demand for entertainment software products is growing rapidly but is being soaked up primarily by the pirates.
This demand is exemplified by the exploding popularity of "massively multiplayer
online role-playing games" (MMORPGs) where literally thousands of players can
compete against one another simultaneously. Demand for MMORPGs in China grew
at 40-45% over expectations in 2004. This increasing demand has fueled, in part,
the growth of Internet caf6s in China. (It is estimated that there are close to
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200,000 Internet caf6s in the country, with a seating capacity of between 100-300
seats, of which 60% are involved in game play.) While U.S. game publishers, represented by IIPA member, the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), have engaged in some licensing of the cafds, the vast majority of the product used is pirated,
either available at the caf6 or downloadable from the Internet. This dire situation
has been all the more exasperating since the Chinese government extensively regulates the activities of these Internet caf6s and often and vigorously revokes licenses
for actions the government deems inappropriate. However, as far as we know, the
government has never sought to include in this extensive regulatory scheme prohibitions against the widespread and blatant piracy at these caf6s in its business licenses (which are otherwise very thorough). Moreover, no copyright enforcement of
any kind has occurred. The legal infrastructure governing the Internet still is not
helpful to copyright enforcement. Takedown of pirate sites is negligible; penalties
non-existent.
Cartridge-based handheld games are also hard hit by the pirates with manufacturing and assembly operations throughout China with exports throughout Asia,
Latin America, the Middle East and Europe. Enforcement attempts have been relatively successful in terms of raids and seizures but, like with other industries, administrative fines are non-deterrent and criminal enforcement action very rarely undertaken, even against factories generating millions of dollars in illicit profits. Entertainment software products are also subject to a protracted content review process, by two separate agencies contributing to market entry delays. Given the immediate nature of the demand and lifecycle of best selling games, this leaves the pirates virtually uncontested in the market prior to the official release of a new title.
There are also Internet and investment restrictions that must be significantly eased
or abolished.
The Book PublishingIndustry
The U.S. book publishing industry, represented by IIPA member, the Association
of American Publishers (AAP), faces both significant offset printing of pirated books,
primarily in translated editions, and massive commercial photocopying of textbooks
and reference books on and near University campuses. There are 580 licensed stateowned publishers in China, 50 of which are considered major. There are only a few
privately owned publishers but they must buy publishing rights from the stateowned publishers. U.S. publishers issued 4500 translation licenses in 2004, a significant number but far below China's potential. All the best selling books are then virtually immediately pirated by outlaw "printers" and made available through indeendent bookstores, stalls and street vendors. To give an example, the famous selfelp bestseller "WVho Moved My Cheese" sold over 3 million copies in China. It is
estimated, however, that the pirates sold another 6 million copies. The Harry Potter
books, and other best sellers like Hilary and Bill Clinton's books "Living History"
and "My Life," John Grisham's books and others all face a similar fate from the pirates. Former General Electric President, Jack Welch's biography, "Winning," has
sold over 800,000 copies but with an equal number of pirate copies available in the
market. English language textbooks are also heavily photocopied in their entirety
and there are six known websites which make available entire copies of textbooks
that are downloaded and then photocopied. Enforcement against this vast piracy is
spotty and all done administratively through the local and national copyright bureaus. Any resulting administrative fines are non-deterrent. We know of no criminal
enforcement. The book publishing industry also faces market access barriers-U.S.
publishers are not permitted to publish, sign authors, or print their books in China.
The Recording Industry
The recording industry, represented by IIPA member, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) did experience a minor reduction in the piracy rate for
sound recordings, from 90% in 2003 to 85% in 2004 in "hard goods" piracy, but with
significant increases in Internet piracy. Losses remain in excess of $200 million per
year from continued optical disk manufacture and distribution within the Chinese
market and significant levels of audiocassette piracy (still an important format in
China). The recording industry faces many of the same problems with optical disk
piracy confronting the motion picture industry. Millions of pirated music CDs are
readily available throughout China. Some of these pirate products have found their
way into the export market. China continues to rely on its failed administrative enforcement system, which relies on numerous inspections, product seizures and, when
the pirate doesn't flee, the imposition of small, non-deterrent fines.
Internet piracy in China, as in other countries in the world, has become a huge
problem for the recording industry. Thousands of active websites such as
www.9sky.com and www.chinaMP3.com are giving away, or offering links to, thou-
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sands of pirated songs. (These not-for-profit acts of piracy are not criminalized in
China, as they are, for example, in the U.S.). International criminal syndicates are
apparently using Chinese servers to hide their illicit activity (www.boxup.com) and
many Asian pirate sites are doing a thriving business in China, such as
www.kuro.com from Taiwan.
Market access restrictions are severe, contributing to piracy and market losses.
U.S. record companies cannot "publish" or release a recording without permission
of a state owned company and cannot manufacture, distribute or engage in retailing
of itsroducts, which artificially segments the market and makes it extraordinarily
difficut for this world class industry to participate in the Chinese market. Its products are subject to censorship while domestic (as well as pirate) recordings are nota national treatment violation.
All in all, the copyright industries estimate their total losses in excess of $2.5 billion in 2004 due to piracy in China. The simple fact remains that these losses and
the 90% piracy rates will NOT be significantly reduced without subjecting major piracy to criminal enforcement accompanied by deterrent penalties and substantially
increasing the administrative fines specified in the copyright law and imposing
them in practice. To date, even after the JCCT commitments, this has NOT happened and there is a real question whether the Chinese government as a whole
(Vice Premier Wu Yi has been a staunch defender of better enforcement) can muster
the political will to take these absolutely necessary actions-actions that have been
key to significant reductions in piracy levels in other countries in which our companies operate. China cannot exempt itself from the rules-that enforcement against
piracy requires deterrence and criminal remedies. The global community recognized
this when it fashioned the Article 61 criminal obligation in TRIPS and it has proven
to be the case in practice.
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT

If piracy rates are to be significantly reduced as committed by Vice Premier Wu
Yi in the JCCT and if China is to come into compliance with its TRIPS obligations,
it must take the following actions.
" China should significantly liberalize and implement its market access and investment rules, including and in addition to those already made in the WTO,
and improve the overall business climate in China to permit effective operations by all copyright industries. This should be a major objective in the
JCCT.
" Immediately commence criminal prosecutions using both the monetary and
new copy thresholds and carry these forward promptly to impose deterrent
penalties. The Economic Crime Division of the Public Security Bureau should
be made responsible for all criminal copyright enforcement and be provided
sufficient resources and training to very substantially increase criminal enforcement under the new Judicial Interpretations. Further amendments
should be made to those Interpretations, particularly to include sound recordings.
" Under the leadership of Vice Premier Wu Yi, constitute a single interagency
authority at the national and provincial/local levels to underake administrative enforcement against piracy of all works. This authority would have the
would have the full authority to administer fines and to refer cases to the
Ministry of Public Security and the Supreme People's Procuratorate for criminal prosecution, under referral guidelines that are equal to or better than the
Judicial Interpretations. Such authority must have the full backing of the
Party Central Committee and the State Council. Far greater resources must
be provided to this enforcement authority. All administrative enforcement,
and enforcement
by Customs at the border, must be significantly strengthened. 1
" Adopt, in a transparent manner with the opportunity of public comment, a
full and comprehensive set of regulations governing protection and enforcement on the Internet, including the liability of Internet Service Providers,
which follow the recommendations made in IIPA's Special 301 submission, in-

' In the area of trademark enforcement undertaken by one ESA member company and involving handheld and cartridge based games, the new Judicial Interpretations are unclear on whether the authorities are able to seize components and parts that make up the counterfeit products.
This is essential and must be clarified.
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cluding effective "notice and takedown" mechanisms and without unreasonable administrative evidentiary burdens. Establish within this single interagency authority described above special units (at the national, provincial and
local levels), whose purpose is to enforce the law and these new regulations
against piracy on the Internet.
" Amend the Criminal Law to comply with the TRIPS Article 61 requirement
to make criminal all acts of "copyright piracy on a commercial scale." These
must include infringing acts not currently covered, such as end user software
piracy and Internet offenses conducted without a profit motive. Also amend
the Criminal Code provisions requiring proof of a sale, to require instead
proof of commercial intent, such as possession with the intent to distribute.
* Significantly increase administrative penalties/remedies, including shop closures, and monetary fines and impose them at deterrent levels.
" Permit private companies and trade associations to undertake anti-piracy investigations on the same basis as local companies and trade associations.
* Through amended copyright legislation or regulations, correct the deficiencies
in China's implementation of the WCT and WPPT, and ratify the two treaties.
* Significantly ease evidentiary burdens in civil cases, including establishing a
presumption with respect to subsistence and ownership of copyright and,
ideally, permitting use of a U.S. copyright certificate, and ensure that evidentiary requirements are consistently applied by judges and are available in
a transparent manner to litigants.
The copyright industries will be working closely with USTR to prepare the necessary elements of a WTO case should the TRIPS obligations of China described
above and in our submission not be fully implemented. This work is now ongoing.
We are grateful for the support of the Chairman and members of this Subcommittee
in working with us to monitor China's progress and to ensure that it takes these
actions and avoids further confrontation with its trading partners on the issue of
copyright piracy.
Thank you.
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ATTACHMENT

INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ALLIANCE
2005 SPECIAL 301 REPORT

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC)
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Special 301 Recommendation:

[IPA recommends that USTR immediately
request consultations with China in the World Trade Organization, and that it place Chinaon the
Priority Watch List pending an out-o-yce review to be concluded by July 31, at which time
further appropriate multilateral and bilateral action, including the possible establishment of a
dispute settlement panel in the WTO, willbe determined.
On February 9, 2005, IPA submitted its comments'to USTR on China's progress in
Implementing the commitments it undertook under the JointCommission on Commerce and
Trade (JCCT),its WTO commitments and its 1995 and 1996 bilateral agreements and action
plans to provide adequate and effective protection and enforcement for U.S. copyrighted
products.These comments were partof the out-of-cycle (OCR)review process announced by
USTR on May 3, 20042and for
3 which Industry comments were sought by FederalRegister
Notice on December 14, 2004. In thatOCR submission. IIPA summarized the views of the
copyright industrieson what progress had been made since the JCCI meetings concluded.
Below, we summarize
lIPAand its members'findings andour conclusions:
" Piracy levels have not been "significantly reduced" - they still are around 90%in
all sectors. China's actions in 2004 (andto date in 2005) have not producedsubstantial
progress toward a significant reduction in copyright infringement levels, as promised by
Vice Premier Wu Yi at the JCCT. China has not met its WTO TRIPS commitment to
provide effective enforcement, and particularly criminal enforcement against piracy "on a
commercial scale," nor its continuing bilateralobligations reflectedin the 1995-1996
bilateral agreements and action plans. On October 12, 2004, IIPA submitted its
comments in connection with the TPSC's request for industry views on China's
compliance with Its WTO commitments and concluded that China is not livingup to Its
international obligations, in particular byfailing to amend itscriminal
law to bring it into
compliance with Article 61 of the TRIPS Agreement, andbyits failure to translate those
commitments into effective, deterrent enforcement in practice.'
" The recently-amended Supreme People's Court's "Judicial Interpretations"
(hereinafter "Jis") leave unanswered questions about China's political will to bring
criminal prosecutions and impose deterrent penalties. The new is make only
minimal decreases in the monetary thresholds and continue to be calculated at pirate
prices, but the new 10001300015000
copy threshold may be helpful i Implemented to
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bring more criminal cases against manufacturers anddistributors. Online infringements
that meet the thresholds are crlmlnalzed but the abilityto usethe new rule In practice
has yet to be tested. Importing and exporting of pirate products are criminal,but not
directly; liability is only under the rule governing "accomplices"*- at significantly lower
criminal penalties. End user software piracy appears not to have been criminalized. The
rules were weakened with respect to repeat offenders. Industry is very concerned mat
the apparently grudging minor changes willnot result in significantly more criminal cases
with deterrent penalties andthus piracy levels will notbe markedly affected. To the best
of our knowledge, no cnminal cases haveyet been brought under the newJis, so it is
premature to assess whether they will make a real difference in practice in reducing
piracy levels. In addition, the first line of implementation ofthis new interpretation will be
the police (the Ministry of Public Security/Public Security Bureauor PSB). Effective
enforcement will not become a reality tfthere is inadequate attention, investment and
training by the PSB. However, police resources for this purpose have not been
increased nor, to the best of our knowledge, were they involved in drafting theMs. More
importantly, that part of the PSB reportedly directly responsible for copyright
enforcement has been uninterested in bringing criminalcases against copyright piracy
There needs to be a mandate for the PSBto
and has so informed the U.S. Government.
treat criminal investigation and enforcement of IPR offenses as a top priority. Finally,
criminal enforcement of copyright piracy continues to be burdened by the fact that
Articles 217 and 218 of Chlna's criminal code requires a demonstration that piracy is
occurring for the purpose of making a profit, something very difficult to demonstrate,
particularly in the online environment. TRIPS requires criminalization of Ocopydght
piracy on a commerdal scale" - not just piracy for the purpose of making a profit
However, raiding activity has Increased for most sectors. As a result of Vice
Premier Wu Yi's leadership at the JCCT and, in August 2004, in forming the National
IPR Protection Working Group (which she heads as Group Leader) and the National IPR
Protection Office (NIPO), a one year national anti-piracy campaign was kicked off in
September 2004. These actions, and prior actions taken immediately following the
JCCT meeting, have given rise to increased raiding activity (though almost entirely at the
administrative lovel), to higher seizures of pirateproduct, andwhat would appear, at this
eariy stage, to be better coordination of administrative enforcement in the regions.
Nevertheless, despite Wu Yi's singular efforts, IIPA members report no meaningful
decrease in the national piracy rates,which still areestimated to be around 90% in all
copyright sectors.

Actions to be Taken by the Chinese Government
To redeem its JCCT commitments and to meet its TRIPS obligalions, the Chinese
authorities musttake the following further steps immediately andthrough July 31, 2005
" Commence criminal prosecutions using both the monetary and new copy threshodds and
carry these forward promptly to impose deterrent penalties. The Economic Crme
Division of the PSB should be made responsible for all criminal copyright enforcement
and be provided sufficient resources and training to very substantially increase cminal
enforcement under the new Jis.
" Under the leadership of Vice Premier WuYi, constitute a single interagency authority at
the national and provincial/tocal levels to undertake administrative enforcement against
piracy of all works. This authority would have the responsibilities similar to those
and Piracy Working Group
formerly exercised by the National Anti-Pomnography
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5

(NAPPWC) for audiovisual works and would have the full authority to administer fines
and to refer cases to the Ministry of Public Security and the Supreme People's
Procuratorate for criminal prosecution, under referral guidelines that are equalto or
better than the Jis. Such authority must have the full backing of the Party Central
Committee and the StateCouncil. Far greaterresources must be provided tothis
enforcement authority. All administrative enforcement and enforcement byCustoms at
the border,must be significantly slrengthened!
Issue a final set of comprehensive and transparent regulations governing enforcement
on the Internet, including the liabifity of Internet Service Providers, which follow the
recommendations made in this submission, and including effective "notice and
takedown" mechanisms and without unreasonable administrative evidentlary burdens.
Establish within this single interagency authority described above special units (at the
national, provincial andlocal levels),whose purpose is toenforce the lawand these new
regulations against piracy on the Internet.
Amend the Criminal Law to comply with the TRIPS Article 61 requirement to make
criminal all acts of *copyright piracy on a commercial scale." These must include
infringing
acts not currently covered,such as end user software piracy and Internet
offenses conducted without a profitmotive.
* Amend the newJIs to ensure that sound recordings are fully covered.
* Significantly increase administrative penaltiesfremedies, including shop closures, and
monetary fines andimpose themat deterrent levels.
* Fully Implement China's WTO market access commitments and begin nowto liberalize
its market access rules and overallbusiness climate to permit effective operations by all
copyright industries.
* Permit pnvate companies andtrade associations to undertake anti-piracy Investigations
on thesame basisas localcompanies andtrade associations.

By the end of 2005, China must
• Throughamended copyright legislation or regulations, correct the deficiencies In China's
implementation of the WCT andWPPT, and ratify the two treaties.
• Significantly ease evidentiary burdens in civil cases, including establishing a
presumption with respect to subsistence and ownership of copyright and, ideally,
permitting use of a U.S. copyright certificate, and ensure that evidentiary requirements
are consistently applied byjudges andareavailable in a transparent manner to litigants.
Each of the measures notedabove is necessary tostrengthen China'sintellectual properly
enforcement regime.The true test, however,is theimpact of China's actions and policies on
U.S.sales and exports of copyrighted works. A piracy rate hovering around 90 percent has
denied theU.S. copyrgh industries
and our national economy what should have beena longstanding trade surplus in American music, movies, books and software. It is essential that
China rectify this
imbalance between its widespread use of U.S.copyrighted works and its
negligible trade in legitimate products. It
Isnot enough for China to introduce new copyright laws
or to temporarily escalate enforcement activity,
f suchactions
do nothing to increase salesof
5 Due to the re-organization
of thefunctimn
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legitimale .S. products or hall the production anduse of illegal copies. Similarly, intellectual
property reformsare of little value to U.S. right holders if China persists in maintaining and
erecting other trade barriersthat limit or foreclose access to the Conese market Ifmarkets for
U.S copyrighted products are closed or market access severely restricted, intellectual property
rights are of limited value. IIPA thus recommends that USTR alsomeasure China's progress
according to additional benchmarks that signify meaningful gains and opportunities for U.S.
copyright owners. IIPA looksforward to working with USTRon developing these additional
benchmarks.
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THE STATE OF COPYRIGHT PIRACY AND ENFORCEMENT IN

CHINA
Piracy Continues at Unacceptably High Levels Despite China's JCCT
and Other International and Bilateral Commitments
Severalof IIPA'smembershaveundertaken
surveysof stemarketsincethesummerof
2004 in an effort to measure progress in reducig piracy levels2 These surveys, which were
provided to USTR on a business confidential basis, provided a detailed review of piracy at the
retai level and provided data on seizures from destination countries of pirste OVs. Other data
provided to USTRcocered enforcement actions in which either those industries were involved
or for which the data was provided by the Cfinese government.
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is rarely sufficiently granular to draw meaningful conclusions), the data presented in these
surveys and in this submission are Incomplete at best. While certaln selected information is
available, like, in some cases, what shops, distribution centers or factories were raided (and
such data was provided, where available, to USTR),a meaningful picture of the scope of the
piracy problemmust be drawn from the grossstatistics available primariy from the Chinese
government, supplemented by industry-generated statistics.What follows, first, is a description
of the current,updated, piracy situation facing the copyright industries in China and, second,
2004 enforcement information that is available to those industries.
Piracy in the home video and the audiovisual market generally: MPAreports
that, in 2004, China Customs claimed to have seized approximately 79.6 million optical discs
which were intended to be smuggled into China. At the same lime,the NAPPWC reported
seizing a staggering 165 million discs during this same period in the domestic market. These
numbers (a total of over 244 million pirate discs in 2004)exceed any data that IIPA has seen
fromprior years and is indicative of the continuing vast scope of the piracy problem." In 2003.
NAPPWC seizures weredown to 64 million disks (reportedly due primarily to complications of
the SARSepidemic), compared to the 78.8 million discs seized in all of 2002. This also serves
as evidence of stepped up enforcement which mostIIPA membershave reported following the
JCCT announcements. However,basedon these new market surveys (which are only a partial
took at best),the percentage of pirateproduct available Inthe marketplace continues to support
the piracy levelestimates we provide in this submission.
In 2004there werereportedly 83 licensed plantsin China,with 765operating production
lines. This is up from 71 plants and 569 lines reported for 2003. 152 of these lines are
dedicated to producing DVDs. Total capacity, excluding the production of blank CD-Rs, is now
2.67 billion units annually - a staggering figure when viewed in conjunction with the prevailing
90% piracy rates These above numbers do not count underground plants, whose locations
have increasingly been dispersed to more ruralareas in China. Reportsemanate from China
regularly about raids on such plants, but we are unableto ascertain, In almost all cases, the
disposition of any enforcement actions against their owners. Because industry is forbidden from
conducting investigations, only Chinese authorities haveany ability to identifyand raid these
underground factories.

" In evaluatingthese seizure slatislcs providend
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pirate produnct
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piracy. The lark votransparency
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China is one of the leading global manufacturers of pirate product. Understanding and
Solutions estimates that in 2003. 69% of the VCD and 85%of the DVD discs manufactured In
China wore pirateproduct.
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The impactof piracyon the film marketis pronounced.
tnformaMedia reportsthat
admissions
and nationat
boxofficetakingshavesufferedas a directresuttof piracy.Part of the
problemis thatpirateproductas iced muchtowerthan cinematickets.Accerding
to market
experts, the averagecostof a pirateVCD is $0 60 to $1.20 and $2.00 to $2.50 for
1 a pirate
DVD,"comparedto $4 00 to $5.00, the averagecostof a movieticketin Beijing.' Further,
opticat discversionsof recentforeignhitsoftenare availablein the piratemarketlongbefore
theatricel,
letalonehomevideo,releasein Chins.Piratevideosof Harry Potter and theFrisoner
of Azkattan,Van Helsinrg
and The DayAfter Tomorrow
- with Chinesesubtitles
- were on
salewithinoneweekof theirU.S. andUK releas
for$1.00 per copy.
Anothermeasureof thelevetof piracyir*
VOD and OVOplayers. The VCD
and DVD)playerdominatethe Chinesehome
it market.in 2003, ScreenDigest
estimatedthat84.4 million,or 24%of television
households
had a VCD)player,whereas26.4
million,or 8% of televisionhouseholds
had a DVI) player.The DVI) playerhas recentlyseen
usplosivegrowthin China,Between2000 and2002. thenumberof DVD)households
grewby
23.4 million,
or 867%.
Al thesametimethenumberof legitimate DVI) discssoldto consumers
inChinagrew
at a muchslowerpace.In tact,In2003 thenumberofCVD)discssoldto consumers
was a mere
0.3 per DVI) househotd.
ThisiS inconsistent
withthe trendsseen in Hong Kong.a similar
market,whichis dominated
by theVCD player.tn 2003, theaverageDVD)heusehod in Hong
Kong made 4.3 DVD)disc purchases.Clearly.economiccircumstances
influencebuying
patternsof consumers,
butthediscrepancy
betweenthesetwomarketsIs In largepertdue to
the piracyepidemic
withinChina.tt Is unlikety
thus Chineseconaumers
are Investingin DVI)
playersonlytoleave theragathering
dustin theirtiing rooms;
moretikelyisthatcorsumers
are
investing
in piratefilmcllections.
Export piracy: MPA has alsobeenesperiencing
a markedincreasein exportsof
I)VIs fromChinato the U.S.,the UK and othercountries
and hasprovidedUSTR with charts
iz MotienPicureAsuoiteon Aprit21]04.
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showing destination countries and some information on the Customs seizures themselves. '
Exports havebeen steadily Increasing over the last three years and show no signs of abating.
In addition,exports of pirated music sound recordings have been found in several Southeast
Asian countries. It is the hope that the newanti-piracy campaign announced in August 2004 will
reduce this problem, which, as we know, slowed to a mere trickle in 1996-97following the
Chinese government's decision to avoidU.S. government trade retaliation byshutting downthe
export tradein pirate video and audioproduct. (Exportsof very high quality counterfeit software
continued throughout this period, however.)
Internet piracy: With respectto Internet piracy generaly, it continues to grow rapidly
in Chinaand the problemIs discussed In the sections devoted to each Industry sector. In 2003,
we reportedthat 78 millionpeoplewerethen on line (up from58 millionusersin 2002 and 33.7
million in 2001). In 2004.that number has jumped to 94 million,making China the largest user
of Internet facilities in the world.
Specifically,
for audiovisual works, this piracy.which is else increasing, involves the sale
of 'hard goods" (VCDsand DVDs-all formats)as wet as the illegal streaming of films. As
discussed below. MPA'sattempts to enforce against piracy have significantly increased but with
only some success. As detailed in the enforcement section, in 2004,MPAsentout 3,905 cease
and desist letters. As the majority of these were sent to P2P targets itlIs not possibleto
determine the compliance rate. Where cease and desist letters were sent to other than P2P
targets (mostly streaming sites), the compliance ratewas a very disappointing 17%.
Broadcast, Cable and Public Performance Piracy: Othertypes of audiovisual
piracy also continue in China. including the unauthorized pubticperformance of U.S. motion
picture product, which continues mostly unchecked in hotels, clubs, mini-theaters and even
government facilities; television piracy, particularly at the provincial andlocal level; and cable
piracy (over 1,500registered systems) whchroutinely pirateU.S. product.
Piracy in the Market for Sound Recordings: As IIPA reportedlast year andas is
reflected in thesubmissions madebyRIAAduring the OCR pendency, thecrisisin the local and
international music industry continues for a fifth year in a row. Losses, under the new
methodology begun in last years submission which counts displaced salesare estimatedat
$202.9, a decrease froman estimated $289 million in 2003. The estimated national piracy rate
is 85%, down from 90% in 2003.OD piracy continues at a high level and cassette piracy
remains a significant factor In the marketplace. The recording Industry Is looking to the new
enforcement campaign to deal with piracy by factories, both licensed and underground, and
piracy at the retaillevel which remains at massive levels, though the ncreased raidingin 2004
has had someimpact on losses andthe piracy rate.
Internet Piracy: Internetpiracy was a significant concern for the recording industry in
2003, and, as predicted in last year's submission, the situation has worsened in 2004. Websites
in China such as w..A 9sPv.com and www.chinaMP3.com are giving away or offering links to
thousands of pirated songs. (The new JIs do not criminalize non-profit, free Internet
transmission, and it is unclear if the inclusion of advertising as indicative of 'for-profit" activity
will cover music files on a multi-content Internet site). RIAA estimates there are thousands of
active websites hosting infringing MP3files, andthat someof these havethousands of infringing
files. The industry is also concerned that international online piratesyndicates are usingChinaMPA repees thatthere i. evidence id Chines OVIDexpors to Australa.Belgim. HungKong,Japan. Sweden.the
U.K.(1t5.00 disk eeizodfromJanuary-Septembe 2004). UAE andthe U.S.
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based servers to hide their infringing iles. One such example is vwv .rnjup.,
which offers
songs to paying members (andtherefore, If the thresholds are met, should besubject to criminal
prosecution underthe newJls).
Also overseas piratesites have beenofferng their services in
China. Taiwan's Kuro is one such example. We understand that Kuro now has a server in
China.
The recordindustry has approached NCACand the BeijingCopynightBureauto assist
with administrative enforcemenL Theywere told that they mustawait formal issuance of the
new NCAC regulations. i5 While enforcement assistance is welcome, low administrative
penaltiesissued in other piracy cases do not bode well for deterrent enforcement against
Internet piracy. It is unclear whether thenew regulations will cover P2Pservices, like Kuro,
now
under indictment In Taiwan.
Piracy in the market for entertainment software products: The market for PC
games, consolegames, andgames played on handhelddevicesIs contnuing to growin China.
Itis ft market for ordine gaming, however, wherethe growth has been significant in the last
few years. Piracy rates are still
extremely high for the industry. A number ofentertainment
software publishers have enteredthe market and Sony and Nintendo entered the market in
2003 and 2004,respectively. Given theselevels of piracy,theydo so at considerable risk.
Intemet
piracy has also becomea significant problem,more so than illegal factory OD
production. In 2004, there were an estimated 200,000 Internetcafls in China with 100-300
computers at each location with about 60% of the patrons playing games. Typically, these
cafds purchaseone legitimate copy, or use a pirated copyand load it on each computer.
Customers arealso generally permitted to downloadgamesfrom warez sites
andeven to bum
their own CD-Rs on the premises. The industry is seeking to license these cafes but this
process, given the nature of the marketplace, is inevitably slow, absent real enforcement.
Although the government has taken actionsagainst several Internetcafes, such actions have
been focused on ensuring that the caffsdo not allow "unhealthy Information to be spread
through theIntemet and requiring thatcaf6s install blocking software for pornographic sitesand
materials, and other similar sites. There are also other10
significant restrictions on Internet cafds
such as keeping them a specific distance from schools andthese regulations are vigorously
enforced. However, the government regulations do not address piracy specifically and no
enforcement actions have beentaken to ensure that the cafes use only legitimate or licensed
entertainment software products. China must indude copyright
provisions in the business
licenses it issues to Internet cates foras Internet and online gaming continues to grow, the
cafdsare likelyto be the primary meansfor Intemetaccess for muchof the Chinese population.
Furthermore, as the market forentertainment software (particularly online gaming)
continues to grow, theChinesegovernment mustalso ensure that the law and regulations are
adequate to take aggressive action against all
typesof online piracy. TheChinese video game
market is likely to be dominated by onlinegaming;itis essential that the appropriate legal
framework be in place to provide copyright owners aswell as law enforcement agencies with
the necessary tools to protect copyrighted works in the online environment A particular
problem for entertainment software publishers is the existence of offline or pirate servers in
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China. These unauthorized serversoperate sites which emulate a publisher's online game and
thereby divert trafficand potential subscribers fromthe legitimate site. ESAmembercompanies
have attempted to contact ChineseISPs to request thataccessto such sites be disabled, but to
no avail. 17Unfortunately, existing
Chinese lawand regulations has not yetclearly addressed this
problem. Neither do there yet seemto be any legal incentives to encourage ISPs to cooperate
with rightholders in expeditiously disabling these unauthorized or pirateservers.
The manufacturng and assembly of cartridge-based handheld gamesalso continues to
be a massive problem in China. CounterfeitNintendo products continue tobe produced
in
mass quantities in China, and exportedthroughout Asia, LatinAmerica, the Middle East and
Europe. Until the factories engaged in assembling counterfeit cartridge-based products are
closed permanently, and significant fines andjail sentences Imposed,It will remaindifficult to
stem the massive production of counterfeit video games in the country. The new JIsnow set
copythresholds for initiating criminalactions in the area of trademarks, but they do not appear
to address the situation involving a seizure of vast quantities of component parts,which is the
prevailing
scenario
in actions Involving cartridge-based games. During a raid, administrative
authorities may seize hundreds of the component parts waitingto be assembled into the final
counterfeit cartridge gamein a factory - that is,
the printer circuit boards(PCB)which contain
thevideogamesoftware, the plastic cartridges which will housethe PCBs,as well as the labels
and instruction manuals to accompany the final pirated product. It seems the case that
notwithstanding the seizureof hundreds of these component parts, as they have not yet been
assembled into
the final product. i.e., what may constitute a "copy," the JI thresholds may be
interpreted as not applying. Thiswould present a serious impediment to pursuing criminal
actions against pirates engaged in the manufacture of thousands of counterfeit cartridge games.
It is unclear howlaw enforcement authorities
will
thus treat instances where they find hundreds
of these component parts duringa raid, but whichhave not yetbeenassembled Into the finished
counterfeit video game cartridge. Nintendo is concerned that this soeming gap may actually
make iteasier for pirates to elude seizures and arrest, as fully assembled products will be
immediately removed from the factories and transported (under cover of night) to various
locations, thusleaving no finished product on the premises.
Piracy in the market for business software: Unauthorized use of software in
enterprises in China causesthe vast majority of piracy losses faced bythe business software
industry. Losses also occur Inthe retail
market,including the loading of pirate software on the
hard disks of computers as part of the sale of computers. The market is alsocharacterized by
huge exports, on a global basis, of high-quality counterfeit software packages. The software
industry has struggled for years to persuade NCAC to devote sufficient resources to
raiding/auditing enterprises that use unauthorized software. There have been some recently
successful administrative actions against end-users (see enforcement discussion) and, as part
of the newanti-piracy campaign
following
the JCCT,the authorities in many of the major
cities
have announced plans to increase
enforcement against software piracy and some have even
referenced end-user piracy. However, enforcement remains spotty and resources are still
woefully inadequate at the national andlocal copyright administrations and bureaus. The new
Jisdid clarify that fake (end-user) licenses fall within the scope of "without permission of the
copyright owner."However,the industry's
mostimportantpriority- to persuade the SPC to
amend its
JIstomake end-user
piracy
a criminal
offense
under
TRIPS- was apparently
not
met.
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To significanty reduce the piracylevels for business software, thegovernment through
the existing authoritles - the new National IPR ProtectionWorking Group, the State Council,
the NCACand the Ministryof Information Industry - should Issue a policy statement or order,
accompanied by a national public education campaign, requiring enforcement authorities to
enforce the law more vigorously against enterprise end-user piracy. Actualenforcement should
be placed under the authority of the new interagency mechanism described above, and
enforcement actions should be followedup by the allocation of sufficient resources and their
employment in the vastly increased administrative raidingof enterprises using unauthorized
software. Without these actions,thereis no possibility, in the view of the software industry, of
signficantly reducing the world's highest piracy rate - 92%of the market
Unauthorized use of software In government ministries remains a problem,eventhough
in February 1999, the State Councilreissued a 'Notice' originally released by the National
Copyright Administration of Chinain August 1995 ordering allgovernment ministries at all levels
to use only legal software (the so-called 'Red Top Decree). A number of other decrees
requiring the legal use of software were issued after this, Including a joint decree by four
ministries. The most recent was a circular issued by the State Councilon the use of legal
software bylocal governments. In the circular, government agencies at the provincial level are
requested to legalize their software bythe end of 2004, and government at lower levelsare to
accomplish software legalization by lhe end of 2005. Some progress has been made but the
problem persists, causing large losses for the Industry. The value of these decrees Is In
showing transparent implementation not only to the software industry but also, more important,
to the private sector. The government should issue a public report on the status of its internal
legalization, including the agencies that have legalized their software use and the amount of
public procurements of software resulting from such legalization efforts. Following government
legalization, theChinese government should also Issue a decreefor the use of legalsoftware In
state-owned enterprises since themis no practical way to carry out enforcement anddeterrence.
As part of the government legalization effort as well as to implement the 2002
Government Procurement Law, MOFand MIt drafted Implementing Methodsfor Governmental
Procurement of Software. The Methodsdescribe new government procurement practices In
software that are unique to China and that bear little relation to the principles of the WTO
Government Procurement Agreement (GPA), whose goal is to ensure non-discriminatory, procompetitive, merit-based and technology-neutral procurement of goods and services so that
governments can acquire the best goods to meettheir needs for the best value. The regulation
would effectively prevent U.S.software companies fromselling software products and services
to the Chinese government. When viewed in the context of China's 92% software piracy rate,
this discriminatory measure would effectively close China's largest software market to U.S.
competition. The U.S. software industryhas already lost billions of dollarsin export revenue due
to rampant piracy and counterfeiting In China;a ban against government procurement of U.S.
software would eliminate the industry's best opportunity to expand exports to China andset a
dangerous precedent for China's procurement policies in other major economic sectors.
Addressing this problem isa very high priorityfor the U.S. software industry.
While enterprise end-user piracy Is the most pressing problemfor the business
software
industry in China,counterfeiting and harddisk loading are alsomajor problems. Indeed,China
is the source of some of the mostsophisticated counterfeit software anywhere in theworld.
Industry representatives report that high quality counterfeits are produced in large quantities
both for thedomestic Chinese market andfor worldwide distribution, with software available in
multiple languages. However,this problem Is unlikely to be brought under any semlance of
control without aggressive criminal enforcement.
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Piracy of books and journals: Previous IIPASpeca1301submissions detailed the
successful effort of the Chinese government, in cooperation with the puAishing industry, in
dealing with the formerly rampant problem of print journals piracy.'$ While these significant
improvements arefor the most partcontinuing in 2004,publishers are startingto see increased
photocopying of printjournals, in partasa result of the tackof sufficient government funding for
legifimate journals purchasing byuniversities. The Chinese government should monitoruse of
printjournals closely toensure thatits successes of prioryears are not eroded.
Problems aboundfor other published materials as well. Illegal commercial photocopying
has, for the Firsttime, becomethe chosen modeof bookpiracyIn China,at least with respect to
academic materials. While photocopying had previously taken second place to print piracy In
China. decreasing costs01photocopy paper and other necessary materials have resulted in a
sharp increase in photocopying in 2004. This photocopying takes place primarily on university
campuses, as well as secondary schools and Englishlanguage teaching programs. Manyof
these programs draw students byadvertising their use of full color, highquality books,and then
provide photocopies of booksto students upon enrollment.
Despite the rise in photocopying, traditional reprintpiracy continues to remaina major
problem in China, particularly of higher education textbooks and trade bestsellers. Popular
books such as Bill Clinton's My Life andJ.K. Rowling's latestHarry Pottermbook, Harry Potter
and the Order of the Phoenix, were heavily pirated. The Chinese government needs to take
action against hard goodspiracy of bookswith the same vigor with which it tackled journals
piracy In 2001.
Counterfeiting problems also abound. IIPA has previously reported the publication of
totally bogus bookspurportedly written bya famous author. This happened most recently with
the Harry Potter® series, with Chinese publishers producingat least three additional books
about Harry under Rowling's name. One of the publishers was caught and subjected to a
$2,500 fine," Furthermore,well known business and academic trademarks, such as those of
the Harvard Business School, are used illicitly to promote sales of books by implying a
nonexislent affiliation or endorsement.
Translation piracy also remainsa problemfor foreign publishers. Publishers continue to
report production of illegal translations, of both textbooks and bestsellers, largely by secondchannel distributors. The scope of this problemgrowslargerin smaller citiesand provinces.
Internet piracy: Publishers have noticed alarming increases in electronic journals
piracy over the past year. University gateways are routinely left open for illegal access by
unauthorized users, andfile-sharing amongusers is on the rise. In fact, publishers now report
more Illegal downloads of onlinejournals as well as digital license violations In China than
anywhere else in the world. This problem extends to databases containing other types of
published data as well. The Chinese government shouldtake steps to ensure that commercial
or institutional usersare abiding bytheir license agreements.
Furthermore, piracy over the Internetis Increasingly affectingnot onlyjournals, butalso
academic textbooks and bestsellers, with several websites offenng hundreds of scanned
published lidlesfor download. Bestsellers are, of course,distributed over peerto peernetworks
" See1 IIPA's200 Special 301 ,ountryreportetIhe People's Rmpublioof China,pages25-26, availble at
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with impunity. This phenomenon is likely togrow during 2005unless the government is able to
take stepsto ensure effective measures are available torights holders to defendtheir materials.

Enforcement:
Raiding and seizures have increased for most
copyright sectors; administrative penalties remain too low to provide
a deterrent; criminal enforcement under Articles 217 and 218 has not
yet begun: and, consequently, piracy levels have not yet declined.
Vice-Premier Wu Yi's commitment to "significantly reduce piracy levels" willnot be met
by the time of this submission. Indeed,overall piracyrates haveremained virtually constant
from 2003 to 2004.
China does not presently meet its WTO/TRIPS commitments on enforcement and
particularly TRIPS Artides41, 50 and 61 (provide enforcement which 'on the ground' deters
further Infringements, provide effective ex pane civil search orders, and provide specific
deterrent criminal remedies). To meet tis obligation, IIPA recommends that China implement a
system in which the Party Central Committee and the State Council ensure that the
enforcement authorities (a) cooperate more closely with affected industries (including perniting
U.S. associations to undertakeInvestigations in China); (b) significantly increase transparency
(c) give Vice Premier WuYi even greater and 'publicly announced" authority to intervene at all
levels, to organize an effective interagency enforcement authority throughout the country, andto
coordinate the nationwide enforcement effort:(d) significantly increase administrative penalties
and actually impose themat deterrent levels, including closing retail stores that deal in pirated
goods; (e) amend the Criminal Law to increase criminal penalties and cover all types of
commercial-scale" infringements; and (f) use tho new Judicial
Interpretations to their fullest to
prosecute - publicly - significantly more infringers under Article 217 and 218, not just for
pornography, 'illegal business operations' or smuggling. None of these objectives has as yet
been met.
In the following sections, we report on what we knowabout the levelof enforcement in
the administrative, criminal and civilenforcement system in Chinain 2004.
Administrative enforcement
As noted above, NAPPWCappears to have been the most effective administrative
enforcement
m mechanism in China, with a continued large number of rafds, seizures and
detentions. With the changeof the functions of NAPPWCin 2005, itis essential that a similar
authority be created to take over the responsibilities of nation-wide coordination of anti-piracy
operations and that its jurisdiction be extended to cover enforcement in all copyright sectors,
including computer software. It is also critical that this new authority NOT be charged with
dealing with pornography, but only piracy, and that it be mandated to have an effective and
transparent reporting system. If pornography is included, it will never be known whether the
authorities are enforcing for that crimeor for IPR violations.
With respect to existing administraive enforcement, NCAC'stitle verfication program
cordinues to workwell foronly oneindustry-the motionpicture industry-with, in the year 2004,
a0Itnust benoted,
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mandate
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a total of 2,881 tiUe verification requests submitted byMPA, and 148 Utleschallenged by MPA
and !.F.T.A. foundto havebeenunauthorized.
Even with the myriad cases handledby NAPPWCS1
the lack of transparency in the
enforcement system, particularly the lack of industry access to levels of fines and other
penalties for infringement makes it almost impossible to judge whether there have been
advances in deterrent enforcement. We do know, however, that the piracy rates remain
universally high and thus we have no alternative but to conclude that the administrative
enforcement system is not having any serous impactin the marketplace. This is not to say that
industry does not welone or does not fully support these efforts, simply that the Chinese
government mustfocus on vastly increased deterrence as the key to reducing piracyrates. To
date it has not done so. The following summarizes the deficiencies in the administrative
enforcement system:
",Fines are too low, both as written and as Imposed;22 these need to be Increased
significantly. Imposed in practiceandwidely publicized throughout China,and the results
provided to the U.S.G.as promisedin the bilateral IPR agreement.
" The system is almost entirely nontransparent; it is, with some recent exceptions,
Impossible to ascertain what penalties are imposed in particular cases. This extends to
the Chinese public as well as to foreign right holders. Rightholders cannot, for example,
obtain documents fromthe government on theactivities of CD plants(eventhough every
order the plant accepts must be recorded andreportedto the authorities). Foreign right
holders are usually toldthat these are national confidential documents.' IIPAmembers
have no evidence that thesepractices will change.
* There is a lack of time limitsfor investigations, leading to long delays and a resulting
failure to deter pirates.
* There is still local protectionism" by administratIve agendes involving politically or
financially powerful people engaged in pirateactivities.
* NCAC continues to fail to use its authority effectively to deal with the all-important
problem of corporate end-user software piracy.
The software industry: As a result of the increased attention
to enforcement in the
second halt of 2004, BSAreportsan end-user raid on a design and engineering company which
resulted in the detention of four persons and the seizure of 24 computers. This is amongthe
first such actions that has resulted in the detention of an employee from a company engaged in
unauthorized use of business software. In October 2004in Shenzhen in Guangdong Province,
six shops engaged in selling piratedsoftware were raided and the software confiscated. In
Shangxl Province, two designcompanies using unauthorized copies of AutoCADand 30MAX
were raided in October bythe ian AIC,the ian Pressand Publications Bureauand the ian
PSB. Twenty-four copies were seized and the offenders were fined a paltry RMB 2000
(US$242). BSA also notesthat the NCACtook very seriously the administrative enforcement of
two majorCO-replicators (Beijing,Tianjin), and pro-actively did PR to generate awareness and
21MPAdoes confirn, however, thai most of these casee involvedpornographic
rnrtnerilwithonly a ma5 number
tiated to purelpia:. product. Nevertheless,the ineragency bodyreported the'arrest' of 6,92 ffendernand the
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deterrence. These two cases were included among the top ten 2004IPR infringement cases
published bythe State Council Office of Intetectual Property Protecton.
The entertainment software industry: A number of ESA member companies are
active in the Chinese markeLwitha few engaged in domestic enforcement dther throughlocal
counsel or its own in-country anti-piracy program. In particular, Nintendo has undertaken a
significant number of administrative actions in Guangdong Province,thoughtheseactions have
been taken largely under the trademark law to protectthe globally famous*Game Boy" brand.
While trademark actions have generally proven easier to prosecute than copyright cases for
Nintendo, available penalties are as low, or lower, than those imposed for copyright
infringement. The efforts of the Chinese admInlstratIve authorities (specifically in Guangdong
Province), in cooperation with Nintendo representatives, have resulted in raids against a
number of retailshops and factories. Raidsagainst the factories have also revealed that they
are (directly or indirectly) connected with Hong Kong and Taiwanese factories (for instance,
funding was often supplied by a Taiwanese national, or a Hong Kong "affiliate" office often
servedas a conduit for transmitting orders to the factory on the Chinese mairdand.
The motion picture industry: MPA'sseparate submission reports in detail on the
joint administrative raidsIn which it was involved In 2004. These joInt raids represent only a
fraction of the total raidsconducted by NAPPWCand bylocal authorities without notice to the
affected association or company.In 2004, 573joint raids against retailshops were conducted
in Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen and Guangzhou. MPA is encouraged to report that 145 of
these shops, pncipally in Beijing,were dosed after the raids- 510 shops were fined; the
average range was from RMBI,000-RMB5000 (US$121-US$604). A very fewfines exceedthis
and it is encouraging that one shop named "The 74h Store of Yongshengshiji AV Center,"
located in Congwen Districtof Beijing, was fined RMBSO,000
(US$6,041). The average fines
remain notoriously low, however,andare hardly a deterrenL
Other information on the level of administrative fines is spotty. The General
Administration of Pressand Publications (GAPP)ran a raid against a licensed VCD factory on
July 27, 2004. The factory had seven lines and reportedly producedverysignificant quantities
of pirate product from 1998 to 2004. The factory was ordered to cease operation from July to
September 2004 and was lined only RMB80,000 (US$9,666). Temporary closures and fines of
this level will not deter factory-level piracy. However, MPA was pleased to have at least
received notification of the action. We hope this bodes well for greater transparency in the
future.
The statistics reportedbelow by MPAfor administrative cases come from the Chinese
authorities. It cannot be confirmed as covering only U.S. piratemovies but may involve other
product. It also cannot be confirmed that the fInes levied were just for copyright piracy; they
could cover pornography or other legal violations beyond copyright piracy.
The recording industry: In its business confidential submission to USTR RIAA/IFPI
noted the lack of transparency that pervadesChina's administrative enforcement system and
reported on isolated actions taken by local and provincial enforcement authorities against
factories, distrIbution centers, retailestablishments andstreetvendors. The recording Industry
rarely receives information on the level of penalties imposed following those raids, and where
information is made available, it is generally distressing. Inone raidin Shenyang conducted by
the localAIC for example,where over 3000 piratemusic CDswere seized,the industry learned
that thefine imposed was only RMB30,000 (US$3,625)or a littleover US$1.00per pirate CDI
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Better information is available from the authorities inShanghai (the Shanghai Culture
Inspection Team),where transparency Is somewhat Improved. After looking at thedata put
together fromShanghai, RIAAestimates that thefines ran fromaboutRMBSO0
to RMS5000 per
incident (US$60-US$604).However, of the total
number of cases,90% resulted in warnings;
only10%in fines. The authorities
also closed approximately 19 warehouses in 2004, but these
were only facilities where more than 10,000 copies of pirate product werefound. This is a clear
example of the non-deterrent nature of the administrative process and Shanghai is far better
than other provinces/cities.
The book publishing industry: U.S. book publishers have heard of isolated
Instances of action taken byenforcement authorities
against bookpirates, butalmost entirely on
behalf of Chinese companies. Publishers are working with local authorities to increase
government administrative activity on behalf of U.S.companies and will be monitoring the
degree of cooperation more ciosely during 2005,thoughthe tack of transparency in the system
Isa major hurdle.
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Criminal enforcement
IIPA and Its members (and the USG) have pressedChina for years to use its criminal
law to prosecuto pirates.
sinoe
ItlIs
the onlyviable meanseffectively to reduce piracy levels
in
China. While criminal enforcement does occur periodically under other laws such as those
dealing with pornography, smuggling or runningan illegalbusiness (Article 225 of the Criminal
Code), it will be difficult fi China to convince its people that piracy is an economic crime that
damages the Chinese economy and Chinese culture until there is a publicly announced
commitment from the StateCouncitiice-Premier level and an ample recordof convictions for
"piracy"with deterrent penalties.
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IIPA and its membershopethat thatprocess begun last April with Vice PremierWuYi's
announcements, and, In particular, the recent amendment to the SPC Judicial Interpretations
will markthe beginning of an initiative andnot its highpoint. Furtherdiscussion on the newJis is
set out below.
IIPA members have consistently had difficulty in gathering informaton on the use of the
criminal law against acts of piracy. When we hear of convictions, we discover that they are
usually under other laws, like pornography or oillegal business," not piracy. China publicly
announces theseizure anddestruction of pirateproduct on a regular basis, but seams rarely to
publicly announce a jail termor deterrent fine for piracy per se. Thismust change.
The recording and motion picture industry: RIAAhas reportedin their business
confidential submission to USTR that it has no knowledge of any criminal opiracy prosecution
involving its product MPA, crnthe other hand, last year reportedsome statistics it was able to
unearth. It reported last year that In 2002,19 criminal cases had been brought and concluded
(with reported sentences of six months to 6 years) in Beijinginvolving that industry's productsapparently none in any other city. It reportedthat, in 2003, 30 cases were filed in Beijingand
Shanghai. with again, 80% in Beijing. However, it also reported that, to the best of its
knowledge, only three of these cases were brought under thecriminal "piracy"provisions, Article
218, thehighthreshold havingbeenmetIn those 3 out of49 total cases over 2 years. The rest
of the cases were basically censorshiplpornography cases brought under Article 225 of the
Cnminal Law. Jail termswere, however, significant in mostof these cases (though the Chinese
have traditionally treated pornography very seriously) indicative of the fact that a criminal
prosecution, as contrasted with an administrative proceeding, is likely to result in some
deterrence-if properly and widely publicizedanddirectly identified with piracy.
In July 2004, the Chinese government announced a major raid conducted by the
Economic Crime Investigation Division (criminal copyright enforcement,
as noted earier, is
m
normally undertaken by the less-efficient SocialOrder Division)" of the MPS, assisted by the
Shanghai PSGand the U.S. Departmentof Justice and U.S. Customs. Over 210,000 DVDs
were seized in the raid andsix peoplewerearrested, including two U.S. citizens. 20,000 of the
DVOs were to be sold In the U.S. and the rest were to be transmitted via the Internet to 25
countries. These six defendants were prosecuted under the 'operating without a license"
provisions in Article 225 of theCriminal Code.
We have also heardfrom Chinese representatives that there have been other criminal
convictions specifically prosecuted under the criminal piracy provisions, though the ones cited
have involved Chinese origin works andall have admittedthatthese cases are very,very few.
We have inquired on many occasions about the existence of cr'iminalconvictions purely for
piracy offenses andwe havereceived no confirmations."
21In fact, a senioro rlal inthe SocisOrder Dvisronof the PSB tolda visiting
US Govemmnt delegaton during
2004 that copyright pracy was an offense generaly commniedin the rural regionsof China and nt warranting
crirrinalproseacutions
24 2012 may have marked theyear ofthefirstpure piracy case ever.invalving
a factory in GuangdongProvinca.
wheretwo derendant were sentenced
inMarch 2002t tow years'imprsonmentfor copyrightpiracyonly. Thiscase
involved theFosn Jinzhu
Laer Digital
Chip Co. Ltd.,which had acceptede phonyorderfor020.000 DVOafrom a
TaiwandefendanttWhowas ned
tRM13
400,000($48,32t)]. Inaddition
to theprison erms, threeIme were reoved,
and IheGAPP revokedthe g esanMaicraeTherewere otherrurt of csrrinal piracyconvictions
in nArhui
Provnce
butno conirmationwasobtained.Anoth"er
case InS 'haghai
hvolvedtheDicta of CAi. butagan I appears
that this wasnot a purecopyright
case. IIPAhas receivedinformalrepoesoftwo book-piracycaseswhich were
decaed purelyunder
Artcle 217and218,but these maybethe Anhuicasesforwhichwe haveno confrirrcah,
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Bringing criminal cases was not only an obligation in theU.S.-China 1995Memorandum
of Understanding and (Enforcement and Market Access) Acton Plan, but Is a cear TRIPS
requirement. China's JCCTobligations include a commitment that Chinawill subject a greater
range of IPR violations to criminal investigation and criminal penalties,' and that criminal
sanctions will be applied 'to the import, export, storageand distribution of pirated and
counterfeit products' and that criminal sanctions will alsoapply to on-linepiracy. China is not
now in compliance with either that bilateralagreement, TRIPS or its JCCT commitments. As
discussed below, industry is skeptical whether the loweredthresholds and otheramendments to
the JIs will be implemented in such a way to result in the commencement of many significant
criminalprosecutions, thoughwe fervently hope that we are wrong. This is the only way, in
industry's view, that"piracy levels can be significantly reduced' in China, as promised bythe
Vice Premier.
Other copyright industries: Except for the statistics cited above,no other industry
reports having a criminal case-for piracy-brought or concluded with respect to their products.
Indeed. the recording industry, which has brought myriadcivil cases against licensed OD
factories, continues to voiceits frustraon that the criminal authorities (the Public Secunty
Bureau) arenot taking actions against underground plantswhere civil actions arenot possible.
While the copyright industries welcome actions underArticle 225 of the CriminalLaw.
real deterrence won't be brought to Ihe criminal system until a significant number of widely
publicized cases are brought under Articles 217 and 218. Forthis to happen,there must be
political will to bring those cases. Below MPAand BSA reportthe criminal cases they have
been told about, but again, it is likely that, in the case of audiovisual product, few or no such
cases were prosecuted for 'piracy' but under other provisions, such as operating an unlicensed
business under Article 225 or for pornography. Until the authorities commence accurate and
granular reporting of these statistics, it will be very difficult to evaluate progress in the
enforcement system.
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Civil enforcement
As noted above, one positive development is the increasing sophistication and
effectiveness of the IPR courts throughout China. For this reason, Chinese rightholders and.
increasingly, U.S. rightholders have usedthe civil system as a means to bnng some deterrence
to the enforcement system in China, given the demonstrated failures of the criminal and
administrative enforcement systems.
The recording industry: The recording industry has broughtover 235 cases against
factories since 2002 and many others (through2004, 202 cases) against retailers and Internet
pirates. Ninety-one of the factory cases remainpending. Totaldamages/settlement amounts in
all these civil cases brought bythe recordingindustry amounted to US$1.9million. Whilethere
may be some limited deterrence associated with these amounts, it is clear that Chinacan not
rely upon civilactions to significantly improve the business climate,and thatcriminal actions are
sorely needed. It must alsobe noted that the Industry rarely is made whole for the damages
they sustain in these civil cases. In onlya tow cases do therecord companies even recoup
their litigation costs (awards average 30% of actual litigation costs). The largest
award/settlement in this range of cases was RMB600,000-800,000 (US$72,493-US$96,657).
These judgments/settlements were againstfactories suspected of producing millions of units of
pirate musicCDs at profitswhich far exceed these meager damages-thus demonstrating
that
engaging in large scale production of piratematerials,even whenyou getcaught, is presently a
rational business decision in China.
As noted above, the recording industry continues to face massive Internet piracy in
China but has been requiredto fight this problem through cease and desist lettersto ISPs and,
where necessary, civil litigation. More than 2000 cease and desist letterswere sent in 2004.
with a compliance rate of 75%, a significant improvement over the 30%in 2003. The industry
has nowcompleted 17 civil Internet cases. A recent case waswon against wyva o.n, one
of China's most popular pirate websites. Damages awardedwere RMB 370,000 ($45,000)
which, while significant, is low given the damage done. In summary, while these cases have
been successful, monetary damages have been very low and hardly a deterrent to further
infringements. The maximum received in an Internet case was approximately RMB170,000 for
15 songs (US$1,370 per song) in the case againstjwwtw_..gi,awardedby the Tianjin No. I
Intermediate Court. Compliance has generally been good bythe ISPs but litigation and ex
officio action by Chinese enforcement authorities will be necessary to make a significant
difference. Moreover, the industry is very concerned aboutthe new draft Internet regulations,
which if adopted, woutd severely threaten this compliance rate. RIAAIFPI has brought a
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number of civil suits against ISPs and websites, which have been reported, in earlier
submissions. Somesuccess has beenachieved.
The motion picture industry: Themotion picture industry alsoembarked on a civil
litigation program in 2002,with a total of ten civil cases having been brought under the recent
Copyright Act amendments, all of them successful. Four cases against factories were settled.
Six cases against three retailersin Shanghai resultedin a damages in favor of the plaintiffs
based on statutory damages of up to RMB500,000 (US$60,410) available under Article 48 of
the 2001 amendments to the Copyright Act. However, evidentiary requirements remain
burdensome and unnecessary. Furtheramendments to the Copyright Act should establish a
presumption with respect tosubsistence andownership of copyright and permit,for example, a
U.S. copyright certificate to be used.
In 2004, MPA has issued 4,055 cease ard desist lettersto lSPs in China, primanly for
P2P piracy. This was an almost ninefold increase over 2003. However, thecompliance rate
was, as notedearlier,only 17%.The new'Interpretations" in combination with NCAC'ssoontobecompleted Internet regulations, plusan easing of the burdens to foltowup with civil cases with
significant, and deterrent, damages, must change this result. Any civil enforcement strategy
must alsobe accompanied byaggressive useof China's administrative enforcement machinery,
under the newJ1scriminal enforcement
As discussed in detail in prior submissions, the new copyright law amendments have
made certain positive changes that should assist in bringing successful civil cases against
innrigers.
" Provisional remedieswere added in Articles 49 and 50 and, as we understand it, it is
intended that these operate on an exparfe basis.
" Court-determined *pre-established damages can nowbe awarded underArticle 48 up to
a maximum of RMB500,000 (US$60,410) where the "actual losses suffered by the
holder of therightor the profitearnedbythe infringing partycannot be determined."
The software Industry: These changes aresignificant improvements, though U.Sright holders have continued to have some problemsin successfully bringing civil cases in
China, particularly the business software industry. Untilthis year, very few cases havebeen
brought and concluded. However, the Sendhas been encouraging withrespecttothe Chinese
civil courtsystem's willingness to take on anddecide end-user cases. There have been, as of
this date however, oniy sm such cases. The first two, involving AutoDesk and Adobe, were
decided in favor of the copyright owner but evidence of actual damages (which were
substantial--in one case over US$250,000) ended up being rejected and the cases were
decided under the newstatutory damages provisions of the copyright lawamendments, In one
case the damages were RMB500,000 (US$60,410) andIn fho other RMB115,000(US$13,894
including court costs). A third case was settledunder pressure from the judge for only
RMB50,000 (US$6,041). In the fourth case,against a large interior design company in Beijing
with 15 operations, NCACfinally agreed to raidtwo locations. After about eightmonths, NCAC
awarded only RMB270,000 (US$32,621)In fines and the copyright owner then sought to bring
civil actions in the courtsagainst four other branches of the enterprise. In October 2003,the
Beijing High Court,for tie firsttime ever,awarded damages based uponthe number of copies
times the retailprice-a total in damages of RMB1.49 million (US$180,023). In the two recent
cases, the courts supported almost all the claims made by right holders. In one case the
damages were RM0378,200 (US$45,695) - the decision Is on appeal - and in the other
API*m
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RMB290.900 (US$35,147). While this is a majorvictory for the software industry, any significant
dent in the rate of software piracy In China will need the widespread application of
administrative enforcement byNCAand the criminalization of enterprise end-user piracy. BSA
also remains concerned that evidence preservation orders are still comingtoo slowlyand are
too difficult to obtain, in viewof China's TRIPSobligations in thisimportant area.
Also of significance is a decision in the summer of 2004 in the Shenyang Intermediate
People's Court which ruled against end users of unauthorized software. The case involved
Chinese software (RIP2.1). The court made use of the presumption in the 2001 copyright
amendments to require the defendants to show thattheir use was legal. The eight defendants
were unable todo so and damages of RMB100,000 ($12,082) wereimposed.
The book and journal publishing industry: In the area of piracy of literary
works-in a major salutary development-a BeijingIntermediate Courtrendered a judgment in
September 2003 (in a case commenced In 2000) which soughtdamages against the Beijing
New Oriental School. This school had for years administered the TOEFLand GRE tests to
Chinese students seeking entranceinto U.S. universities. ETS alleged thatthe school has been
stealing ETS's highlysecure test questions and test formsand seling them to its students at a
significant profit. The school alsodistributed these highlysecret test questions widely in China.
ETS claimed that the security and integrity of the tests have been compromised to the extent
that it has led some U.S. universities to doubt the authenticity of all test scores from China,
harming the entrance prospects
of Chinese students. (Over 10%of the800,000 students taking
the TOEFL test worldwide come from China). New Orientalhad been unsuccessfully sued
before andthe size of the infringernent was staggering, with NewOriental addingan average of
10.000 students per month and with a nine-month waidinglist The court finally concluded a
case that had been rife with proceduralhurdles, and awardeddamages of US$1.2million to
both ETS andGMAT.
U.S. publishers havebrought a number of civil cases In the past year, but have been
hampered In some Important cases bynon-transparent and onerous evidentiary burdens. The
industry has a number of civil cases pendingandwill be monitoring the progress of these in the
coming months.
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Statutory Law and Regulations: The New Judicial Interpretations, the
Criminal Law, the 2001 Copyright Amendments, and the Draft Internet
Regulations
The new Supreme People's Court Judiclal Interpretations
On December 21,
the Supreme People's
Court Issued its long-awaited, andpromised,
amendment toitsJudicial Interpretations ofthe Chinese
Criminal Law.IIPAhasreviewed these
amendments andcomments onthemasfollow:
" As afundamental matter, whether thenewJudicial
Interpretations arepositive or notwill
depend entirety
onthe political
will
oftheChinese authorities tousethem aggressively
to bring
criminal cases and to impose deterrent penalties on pirates. InIIPA's view, this
isa necessary condition forChina to redeem its JCCT commitment to "significantly
reduce piracy levels.'
" Eventhough someof the thresholds were reduced, andsome significantly, it
remains to
be seen whether, given that the Chinese, forinexplicable and unjustifable reasons,
chose to retainmeasuring the thresholds at pirateprices, there will be any difference in

the number ofcases Inpractce.
IIftheAs, as they came outin the end,areany measure of the government's ultimate

political will to use the criminal process to reduce piracy, then we cannot be very
optimistic since theimprovements were so minimal.
* The new "copy' thresholds do hold some promise,particularly ifrequirements to prove
sales are unnecessary. However,1,000/3,000 copies (individuals/units for the lower
penalhes where jail time isnot mandatory andfines are set by thejudge and not in the
JIs) and 5,000/15,000 copies (individuals/units forthe mandatory three year mirimum jail
term) still place a heavy burden on enforcement authorities andwill only result, it would
seem, in the possibility ofprosecuting thevery biggest pirates - not muchdifferent than
under the previous Jis. We note that the 1000copy threshold (for
individuals, not units)

is double the threshold for
prosecuting for illegalbusiness operations under Article 225.

We also note that in an apparent inadvertent drafting error,
sound recordings are not
covered in the copy threshold provisions. Finally, the copy thresholds apparently do not
apply to Article 218 offenses involving only "sales." We understand that the SPC has
taken the position that "sales" isnot the equivalent of "distnbution" and that the lafter
implies some connection with the entire
supply chain,beginning with manufacture. This
must be clarified since itmay result in excluding frompossible criminal prosecution
owners of warehouses where large seizures have been made, where there isno
evidence ofthe ownerbeing involved in production and where the monetary thresholds
have not been met,

" The Chinese government took the exact opposite approach fromthatsuggested bythe
copyright industries and the U.S. govemment: they kept "profits" as the maintest, with
"business volume" as a secondary test at a higher threshold. Only when the pirateprice
is "unknown" can we apparently measure the thresholdby the legitimate price. China is
still
the only country in the world that uses pirate "profits"as a criterion for what is
criminal and whatIs not Some benefit
may come fromthe new ability to aggregate
income amounts over multiple raids,however.
" They also inexplicably failed to abolish the individual/unit distinction, mest sophisticated
pirates will now havean even greater incentive to operate oily as a "unit" to avoidthe
lowered"individual" thresholds.
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It Is positive that the act of Importingand exporting has been added to the Jls, but,
again,importers and exporters willnot be held liable for direct infringement under Article
217 or 218 butonlybe held liable as "accomplices" under Article 27 of the Criminal Law.
This Article is wriften
in such a manner as seemingly to "encourage" judges to impose
the mostminimal penalties.
" Specific reference to Internet offenses isalso good but it will be even more difficult to
provide proof that the thresholds have beenmet than would be the case with physical
piracy. Again, in what is likely an inadvertent drafting error, sound recordings are not
coveredt
* End-user software piracy "could" be covered as a crime, but BSA reports that all
indications arethat the intention is NOT to cover it - a huge del:iency. ft isalso
unclear how hard-disk loading piracy of softwarein thewholesale and retail channels
can be adequately coveredbythenew is, given the excessively high copy thresholds.
" Itis unclear why the provisions on repeat infringerswas removed entirely, rather than
strengthened byapplying the higher, rather thanthe lower,tier of statutory penalties.
As noted earlier, it is critical
that the PSB be given the resources necessary to
Implement the new Jlsand that the Economic CrimesDivision be put fully In charge of criminal
copyright enforcement.
Section 217 and 218 of the Criminal Code criminalizing copyright piracy
must be amended to comply with TRIPS.
The Jls,as proposed by IIPA, were not amended to rectify the critical TRIPS
incompatibilities in Article 217 and 218 of the Criminal Code. IIPA has noted in prior
submissions that thecriminal
piracy artides
of Chinese law are deficient
ontheiftaz,
and thus
violate TRIPS Article 61, which requires the criminalization of all "copyright piracy on a
commercial scale." These articles must be amended,inter alia, (1) to criminalize end-user
piracy; (2) addreference to allthe exclusive rights now provided In the law (including the new
WIPO treaties rights and unauthorized importation; (3) add criminalization of violations of the
anti-circumvention provisions and rights management information; (4) cnminalize Intemetand
other offenses that are without "profit motive" but that have impact on right holders "on a
commercial scale"; (5)eliminate dislinctions between crimes of entitiesand individuals; and (6)
increase the level of penalties overall.
The 2001 Copyright Amendmenls must be further amended to bring the law
into compliance with TRIPS and the WIPO "nternet" treaties.
The amendments to China's 1990copyright law were adopted on October 27, 2001,and
IIPA's 2002 and 2003 submissions provide 2 .reat detail on both the positive
changes, as well as
the deficiencies, in these amendments. " The amendments sought to bring
China into
compliance with its
WTO obligations and added many provisions that sought to implement the
requirements of the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances and
Phonograms Treaty (WPPT). The deficiencies detailed In these pdor submissions were not
2s See IPA's2003 Special
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fixed bythe December 2001 regulations governing computersoftware or the regulations to the
Copyright Law, which becameeffective on September 15, 2002. The following are the hey
deficiencies in the 2001 amendments that still
needtobe corrected:
" The most glaring deficiency is that criminal liability is not affected and thereare
apparently no plans to amend the CriminalCode. As noted, the current Criminal Code
articles on copyright violate the TRIPS Agreement.
" While the Law Article
47(6)) provides anti-orcumvention protection, it does not fully
implement the WIPO treaties obligation, in that it(1) does not expressly prohibit the
manufacture or tradein circumvention devices, components, services, etc.; (2) does not
define 'technical protection measures" to cleadycover both "copy-controls" and "access
controls'; (3) does not make clear that copyright exceptions are not available as
defenses to circumvention violations; (4) doesnot expressly include component partsof
circumvention technologies (assuming devices are covered); (5) imposes an 'intent"
requirement as to acts (and business/trade if such activities are covered), wnich might
make proving a violation difficult, and (6) does not provide for criminal penalties for
circumvention violations (sincethe copyright law only deals with civil
and administrative
remedies).
" While the law protects against "intentlonally deleting or altering the electronic rights
management system of therights
to a work,sound recording or video recording" without
consent of the right holder [Article 47(7)), this prolection may not fully satisfy WIPO
treaties requirements and requiresfurther elaboration. For example, the law does not
expressly cover "distribution, importation fordistribution, broadcast
or communication to
the public" of works or other subject matter knowingthat RMI has been removed or
altered without authonty, as requiredbythe WIPO treaties,nor doesit define "electronic
rights management system"in a broad,technology-neutral manner.
" Temporary copies are not expressly protected2a requiredby Be, TRIPS and the
WIPO treaties. As with the copyright law priorto amendment, protection of temporary
copies of works and other subject matterunderthe 2001copyright lawremains unclear.
According to an earlier (February 2001)draftamendment of Article 10, "reproduction" as
applied to works was to include copying "bydigital or non-digital means." The phrase
"bydigital or non-digital means"was removed from thefinal
version ofArticle 10(5) prior
to passage. Article 10(5)also fails (as didthe definition of "reproduction" in Article 52 of
the old law, whichwas deleted, andArticle 5(1) of the 1991Implementing Regulations)
to specify that reproductions of works'in any manner or form"
are protected. Addition of
either of these phrases might have indicated China's intent to broadly cover all
reproductions, including temporary reproductions, in line withtet m Berne Convention,
TRIPS and the Agreed Statement of the WIPO Copyright
Treaty. As it stands, the
Theagreed
sratement toArtice1 ofthe
VWIPOCopyrightTreatyprovides,
[ithe
reproduction
right, as set oulin Article9 ofthe Bae Convention.
and theexceptions
permittedthereunder,
fully
applyinthe digital environment,
in particulartotheuse of worksin
digitalform.t is understood
thatthestorage of a proected
work in digita forminan electronic
mediumreonstilutes
a reproduction
wihin
the
meanng ofArtile
S ofthe
Berne
Convention.
Dr.Mhly Ficsor,
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current Article 10(5)description of the reproduction right includes "one or more copies of
a work by printng, photocopying, copying, lithographing, sound recording, video
recording with or without sound, duplicating a photographic work, etc." Objects of
neighboring rights (Articles 37, 41 and 44) mention "reproduction" (e.g., Article 41
provides sound recording and video recording producers a "reproduction' right), but the
Article 10(5) description is not expressly appliedmutatis mutandis. It should also be
noted that the Article 41 reproduction right for sound recording producers does not
expressly extend to indirect reproductions, as required by TRIPS (Article 14.2) and the
WPPT (Article 11). China has apparently conceded in the TRM process in Genevathat
itslaw doesnot encompass temporary copies.
A new compulsory license (Article 23) permits the compilation of "[p]ortons of a
published work, a short work in words or music, or a single piece of artwork or
photographic work" into elementary and high school (so-called "el-hi") textbooks, and
"State Plan"textbooks (which we are stil trying to determine would not include university
textbooks, which would cause even greater concern for U.S. publishers); In addiuon,
sound recordings, video recordings, performances, and broadcasts apparently are
subject to this compulsory license. IIPAhopes that the Chinese government will confirm
that this compulsory license provision will not be readto apply to foreign works and other
subject matter sinceit would violate the BerneConvention and TRIPS if it did. It would
also violate the International Treaty regulations referencedabove (which Implemented
the 1992 U.S.-Chna Memorandum of Understanding [MOUJ),even if it were further
confirmed that it only applies to foreign printed materials used in elementary or high
school "textbooks" (hardcopies). The significant damage to publishers would be further
exacerbated if "StatePlan"were to encompass university textbooks and/orif "textbook"
includes forms other than "printed" forms (e.g., digital forms or multimedia). The
regulatons mustbe framedto exclude foreign works or to limit their scope in a manner
consistent with the BerneAppendix.
The provisions on collecting societiesleaveunclear whether this provision extends to the
creation of antkpiracy organizations which can "enforce"the rights of their membersin
the associaton's name. This change is sorely neededin China, particularly for the
benefit of foreign right holders, andother laws or regulations which inhibit the formation
of such organizations should alsobe amendedor repealed. Regulations did not clarify
this point.
The treatment of works andsound recordings usedin broadcasting continues to remain
woefully deficient and out of date. While Article 46 spells out that broadcasters must
obtain permission to broadcast "unpublished" works (e.g.,an exclusive right), Article 47
provides a mere"right of remuneration" for the broadcast of all other works,with the sole
exception of cinematographic and "'vdeographic works. Such a broad compulsory
license (not even limitedto noncommercial broadcasting) is not foundin any other law,
to IIPA's knowledge. Furthermore, the broadcast of sound recordings is not even
subject to a right of remuneration by virtue of Article 41 and Article 43. Record
producers should not only enjoy full exclusive rights for both performances and
broadcasts in line with modern trends,and this treatment appears to conflict with the
"Regulations Relating to the Implementation of International Treaties" promulgated in
1992.Article 12 extends these rights to foreign cinematographic works and Article 18
applies that Article 12 applies to sound recordings. The authorities, thoughasked, did
not clarify this contradiction In the Implementing Regulations to the Copyright Law
discussed below. Provisions should be added to ensure that certain uses of sound
recordings that are the equivalent of interactive transmissions in economic effect should
be given an exclusive right. An exclusive importation right should also be added.
20eaepwe301:Pwp~4duRapihttuoetChM
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*

Thedraft does not take advantage ofthe opportunity to extend terms of protection to life
plus 70 yearsand 95 yearsfrom publication. This is the modern trend.

*

A full right of importation applicable to both piratical and parallel imports should have
been included.
Deficiencies also occur in the enforcement area

"
"

Administrative fines need to be substantially increased. The equivatent of injunctive
relief must be provided and clarified.
Again worthy of particular emphasis, however, is the failure of these amendments to
address the lack of TRIPS-compatible criminal remedies, probably the single most
important change that must be made 1o open up the Chinese market dosed by
staggering piracy rates around 90% Criminal remedies must be extended to include
vkotations of the TPMs and RMI provsions in order to comply with the WtPO treaties
obligations.
IIPA also urges China to ratify the WIPO Internet treaties by the end of 2005.
The Supreme People's Court's
Draft Internet Interpretations

Internet Interpretalions and

the

NCAC's

The Supreme People's Court issued its 'Interpretations of Laws on Solving Onine
CoPyr ht Disputes,' with effect from December 20, 2000.27 These were amended at the end of
2003. As announced at the JCCT, NCAC and MI were to issue Internet-related regulations by
the end of 2004. A draft was released in April 2004 and another in November 2004.29 These
regulations deal entirely with the liability of Internet Service Providers and with the details of
anotice and takedown.' and, we understand, are being issued pursuant to Article 58 of the 2001
copyright law amendments pursuant to which the State Council reserves to itself the task of
issuing regulations on the 'right to transmit via information networks."
Clarification is necessary on how these draft regulations interrelate with the current 2003
'interpretations" of the Supreme People's Court.
With respect to the 2003 amended SPC "Interpretations," they are deficient or unclear in
several respects:
i

Article 3 remains problematic, It appears to provide a loophole for the reprinting,
extracting or editing of works, once they have appeared on the Internet with permission
and remuneration. While the copyright owner can give notice that it does not want its
work used further, this "quasi compulsoy license" is unworkable in practice. Copyright
owners should not have to undertake these notification burdens when they are granted
exclusive rights under the Conventions.

*'
'interpretation$ ot the SupremePople'r courtaonLawslot TryingCases Involing Interet Copyright Disputes'
Ljopted at te 1 t41ttsession ofthe Judcal Comimtee d tie SupremePeople'sCourton Nov.22.,2000).
Decisionon Revising"Interpretationof theapplicablelland sme other rrtters for hearingcorrputernetwork
onpyright-mlaed disputesby the Supremse
Peope's Court'by the SupramePeopTesCoud (Adoptedby the Trial
Corrmlttee ofithe SupremePeople's
Courtst No. 1302meetingon Dec. 23,2003).
"Adrninistrative Meaures on Copyrightunderr lb Environmentofte Ivternat(reft). April 2004. Aderinstratoe
ProtectionMeasures on the Rightrf cornmnicaton throughthe InfonrertionNetwork (Draft). National copyright
Adnonistraiono China; M;nstryd Informnation
Industry.November2004. Engish translatioison ilea t IPA
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"

"

Many of the provisions of the 'Interpretations' overlap withte NCACdraft regulations
discussed below but it is unclear, for example, whether the notice requirements set forth
in the NCAC regulations would also apply in the context of a civil Infringement case
brought before the courts. There are also inconsistencies. Article 6 seems to imply that
theISP must provide the 'author" with information identifying the infringer. This is not
part of the NCAC regulations.
Article 5 makes ISPs fully liable
where they are"aware"of the Infringement, either before
notice from the right holder or after receiving notice and failing to take down the
infrnging site. Is this a more liberal test than in the NCAC draft regulations? The ISP
must also have 'adequate evidence" of infringement.
What constitutes 'adequate
evidence' of infringement? Willitbe the same as the onerous requirements for an
administrative action? All this must be darified. The *Interpretations' also do not
apparently require an 'immediate" takedown as provided in the draft NCAC regulations.

The NCAC draft regulations, revised and Issued in November 2004, continue to be
inadequate in dealing with the realities of infringement on the Internet and must be further
redrafted. Below are a few of the deficiencies:
"

Itlls Important that ISPs that are in a position to control content not be subject to any
limitations on liability. The current language in Article 2 should be clarified to this effect.

"

The requirements in draft Article 8 on the content of the notice are unworkable. Articles
5, 7, 8 and 10 imply that only the 'copyright owner' can supply the notice, and not an
authorized representative of the owner, such as a trade association. This change must
be made. Article 8 then continues to list the requirements for a valid notice. The Article
requires that the "copyright owner" supply an 'ownership certificate of copyright' This is
followed by four other documentary requirements. These are unclearand far too
onerous to be practical. Alt that should be required, as In the OMCA and the U.S. FTAs.
is a statement that the copyright owner has a good faith belief that the material is
infringing and that the statement in the notice is accurate. There is also no provision
which allows the rightholder to 'substantially' comply with the notice requirement.
Indeed, Article 10 permits the ISP to ignore the notice If ItIsliterally "without any of the
content prescribed in Article 8.'

"

A fundamental flaw in the draft regulations is therequirement in Article
t0 that all notices
be made 'In written form.' Virtually all notices globally are accomplished via electronic
communications (e.g., email). This provision would seem not to permit this, maldng the
provision whollyimpractical and unworkable. It would severely reduce the already low
compliance rates for takedowns in China.

0

The prior draft was fortunately changed to require the ISP to "immediately" take down
the infringing content upon receiving notice, but the complex notice requirements and
the "writing' requirement may vitiate this positive feature.

9

Article 7 allows the ISP to 'put back' the alleged infringing materials upon receiving a
counter-notification.
However, no notice to the copyright owner of such action is
required. Clearlythe copyright owner needs to be advised of the putback notice and
given time to take further
action. This Is in the DMCA and FTAs and an essential part of
an effective notice and takedown system. Interestingly, Article 7 says "may' which
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seems to indicate the"put back" is not mandatory. But this is still a poorsubstitute for
notifying the copyright owner.
The knowledge requirementin Article11 is too strict. Underthe DMCAand the FTAs,
an ISP is liable if it "knows" or if it is "aware of facts or circumstances from which
Infringing activity s apparent" (DMCA,Article 512). Thatneedsto be a feature of these
regulations. It is very difficult to proveactual knowledge but easierto showfacts from
which the ISP shouldhave knownthat the material beingtransmitted was infringing.
There isno clear right in NCAto order the equivalent of injunctive relief,justthe right to
fine, and then only three times "income"(which as we know is virtually impossible to
prove). Thus, the maximumfine wilt realistically be only "up to RMB100,00O."This is
hardly an effective deterrent to mass infringements. Also, administrative fines can only
be imposed if the infringing conduct 'impairs thesocialand public interest' as a condition.
NCA has not done well by the software industry using this language. It should be
eliminated. Finally, the right to seek injunctions from a civil court must be clarifiedand
preserved. This raises again the critical question of the interrelationship of these
regulations with the SPC"Interpretations.'
There is nothing in the reviseddraft regulations requiring the ISP to disclose the identity
of the infringer, except to NCA direcfiy. In turn, there is no requirement that NCA
disclose that identity to the ight holder enabling the bringing of a civil or criminal case.
An effective andexpeditious notification system is a criticalelementtoeffective Intemet
enforcement.
Finally, Article 4 paragraph 2 defineswhere an infringement occurs as the placewhere
the server is located. If this Is literally the rule, then ISPs have no obligation to take
down infringing materialemanating from servers In Taiwan or the U.S. or any other
country. Moreover,servers can be moved virtually instantaneously. Administrative
agency jurisdiction should never dependon the location of the server. Again, sudi a
system is simply unworkable.

The Urgent Need for Improved Market Access
China must eliminate its onerous market access restrictions and create a
competitive marketplace that can meet domestic demand.
Most of the copyright industries suffer from non-tariff and tariff trade barriers,which
severely limit their ability to enter into business,or operate profitably,in China. These are only
selected barriersthat affectthe namedindustries:
Entertainment software: Hardgoods versions of entertainment software tites must
go through an approval process al the GAPP. It is believed online versions of games will need
to go through an approval process at the Chinese Ministry of Culture beforedistribution is
allowed. The rulesandregulations are not transparent at this time.
Forhardgoods, in manyinstances, the approval process takesseveral weeks to several
months to complete. Given the prevalence of piracy, it is important that any content review
process be undertaken in as expeditious a manner as possible. Protracted content reviews
result in considerable delay beforea newly released video gametitle is approved for release in
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the Chinese market. In the meantime,pirated versions of these gamesare
before the legitimate versions havebeen approved for release to the retail
delay affords pirates with a virtually exclusivepenod of distribution for
titles. The Chinese government should enforce these regulations and clamp
who distribute games that are notapproved byGAPPfor sale in the country.

sold openly well
market. Such a
newly released
down on pirates

There is also concern thatthis review process may nowbe bifurcated between these two
agencies. It wouldbe extremely helpful to the industry for thisreviewfunction to be lodgedwith
only one agency. Already,there are video games,which though distributed through physical
optical disc media,also have an online component Havingto undergo two separate content
review processes before two different agencies would beburdensome to entertainment software
publishers, adding not only additional costs but also further delay in releasing new product into
the market. Further,transparency in the review process would help game companies in
preparing gamesfor the market.
In addition, there are other investment and ownership restrictions that mustbe abolished.
Book and journal publishing: In IIPAs 2004 submission, we detailed some of the
existing barriersfor the U.S. publishing Industry. Chinawas requiredto eliminate some of these
barriers by December 11, 2004, in accordance with its WTO commitrnents. Under the
agreement, publishers mustbe afforded full trading rights (the right to freely import directly into
China), and be permitted to engage (with wholly owned companies) in wholesale and retail
distribution activities. Whileit appears thatChins has fulfilled many of these commitments with
its 2004 Foreign Trade Law,which went into effect on July 1, this law has producedas many
questions as answers,and the U.S. publishing industry awaits clarificalion on a number of
issues,including howthe Foreign Trade Lawprovisions interact with other laws andregulations
pertaining to the publishing industry as wellas thoserestricting foreigninvestment generally.
In addition to the questions that remain regarding trading rights and distribution, other
activities essential to effective publishing in China remain of[ limits to foreign publishing entities.
These include the right to publish(including editorialand manufacturing work) and print books
andjournals in China without restrictions (except for a transparent, quick andnon-discriminatory
censorship regime)and the right to invest freely in all manner of publishing relatedactivities
without ownership restrictions. Restrictions on these activities result in greater expense to
publishers andconsumers alike, and discourage development of materials preparedspecifically
for the Chinese market.These restrictions also create delays in distribution of legitimate product
In the Chinese market, opening the door for pirate supply of the market. China's WTO
commitments as to these activities mustbe clarified, and existing regulations prohibiting these
activities should be repeated.
Finally, restrictions andhigh feesrelated to access to foreign servers result in highcosts
to publishers of electronic materials (such as academic and professional journals) In making
their products available in China. resulting in fewer, lower quality options available to Chinese
scholars and students.
Motion picture industry
Import quotas' Limitson the number of films importedinto China continue. Underthe
terms of China's WTOcommitment, China has agreed to allow 20 revenue-sharing films into the
country each year, up from a previous limit of 10. The Chinese are insisting thatthe 20 are a
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.maximum,* not a 'minimum." This interpretation is not in accordance with its WTOobligations
and should be corrected. Moreover,the needsof the market
far exceed the legal films now
available as demonstrated by the huge market in piratedoptical discs. The monopoly import
structure is the main toot bywhich thesequotasare Imposed and enforced. China must begin
immediately to dismantle aD these archaic,protectionist and discriminatory restrictions. Note
that SARFT has previously informally tied any increase in the numberof foreignfilms imported
into China tothe expansion of thedomestic industry.
Monopoly on film imports and film distribution: China Film continues to hold a state
enforced monopoly on the import of foreignfilms. China Film also held the monopoly on the
distribution of foreign films untilHuaxiaDistribution was authorized bySARFT to be the second
distributor of Importedfilms InAugust2002. Huaxia Is a stock corporation withInvestment from
over 20 share holders, the largest of which isSARFT, with over 20%, then China Film,
Shanghai Film Group andChangchun Film Group,eachwth about 10%.SARFT requiresthat
the distribution of all foreign films brought into China thatare revenue sharing be distributed
equally by the Government's mandated foreign film distribution duopoly Foreign studios or
other distributors cannot directly disibute revenue sharing foreign films. This restriction of legal
film supply leaves the marketto the piratesand they are takingfull advantage of this limitation.
Chinashould begin now to eliminate all barriersto the import and distribution of films,including
allinvestment and ownership restrictions.
Cinema ownership and operation: 'The Interim Regulations for Foreign Investment in
Theaters' effective on Jan 1, 2004 restricts foreign ownership of cinemas to no more than 49%
but provides for 75% in the 'pilot cities' of Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chengdu. Xian.
Wuhan and Naniing. Foreigners
are notpermitted
to operate cinemas.
For the growth and
health of the industry,foreigners should be allowed to wholly own and independentiy operate
cinemas.
Broadcast quota. Under SARFT's 'Regulations on the Import and Broadcasting of
Foreign TV Programming' effective on 23 October 2004, the broadcast of foreign film and
television dramais restrictedto no morethan 25%of total air time eachday andis not permitted
tobe broadcast during primetime between 7:00 PMand 10:00PM on any formsof television
broadcast other than pay television without SARFT approval. A channel's other foreign
television programming (news, documentary, talk shows, travel etc.) is restricted tono more
than 15% of total air time each day. Foreignanimationprogramming
must follow the same
censorship procedure as general programming and cannot exceed 40% of total animation
programming delivered by each station on a quarterly basis, Since new regulations on the
animation industry became effective in April 2004, only producers of domestic animation
programming can Import foreign animation programming and can only import the same
proportion of foreign animation programming as they produce domestically. The quota on air
time should be raised to at least 50%. and the prime-time quotas should be eliminated
altogether. Chinashould begin now to eliminate all
these discriminatory restrictions.
Retransmission of foreign satellite signals' Foreign satellite channels may only be
shown in three-star hotels and above and in foreign institutions. Moreover, foreign satellite
channels beaming into Chinaare requiredto uplink froma government owned satellite for a fee
of $100,000, placing a significant and unnecessary financial burden on satellite channel
providers. The up-linking tee should be eliminated because it inhibits the development of the
television market. Indeed,all these restrctions andbarriersshould be eliminated.
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Television regulations; Under the 1997Foreign Investment Guidelines, companies that are
wholly or jointly ownedbyforeign entites are strictly prohibited from Investing in the broadcast
industry. MPA member companies are not allowed to invest in broadcast stations or pay
television systems. China TV Program Agency under CCTV,the government acquisition arm.
must approve all importation of foreign programming under the guidance of SARFT. The
'InterimManagement
Regulationson Sino-Foreign
Joint Venturesand Sino-Foreign
Cooperative
Television
ProgramProduction
Enterprises"effectiveon 28 November2004sets outthat:
" Foreigncompaniescan hold up to 49% stakesin productionventures,which must have
initialcapitalof atleast US$2mition (or US$1millionin the case of animationcompanies).
Localpartnerscan be private,
but mustbe existingholdersofa production
license.
" Foreignpartnersmust be "specialized radio or TV ventures', a requirementaimed at
ensuringthe liberalization bringsin expertisethatwill help the industry- although an
indirectrolefornon-media investorsmaybe possible.
" The taintvenlures mustalsohavea uniqueogo - a provisionintendedto ensuretheyare
notusedto promote
the brandof foreignparents.
" Venturesmust use "Chinesethemes"in two-thirdsof programs- the governmentwill
ensure thatforeign-invested
TV venturesproduceorinal content rather than adapttheir
overseasprogramsformainlandaudiences
All such restrictions should beabolished along with other foreign Investment restrictions
embodied in the June 1995foreign investment guidelines, which restrict investment, on a wholly
owned basis, in other important segments ofthe film, video and television industries.
Taxation: The theatrical and home video industries have been subject to excessively
high duties and taxes In China. These levels have a significant Impact on revenues and
continue tohinder market access. Withits accession to the WTO.however, Chinacommitted to
reducing import duties byapproximately one third;duties on theatrical films were reduced (trom
9% to 5%) and home video imports (reduced from 15%to 10%). These should be fully and
fairly implemented.
Intrnet regulation: To monitor the Internet economic and telecommunicaion-related
ministries havestaked outtheir turf on theweb and have draftedcompeting regulations thatare
often vague and inconsistenL The State Council has been charged with creating a clear,
effective and consistent Intemet policy. Until the StateCouncilcompletes Its work, however, the
landscape of existing regulations will remain confusing, with the Internet governed by
regulations promulgated bya dizzying array of ministries and agencies. A stable, transparent
and comprehensive set of regulations is necessary to guide the development of the Internetand
e-commerce in China. China has also attempted to regulate andcensor content on the Internet
through regulation and technological controls.
For example, the State Secrecy Bureau
announced in January 2000 that all websites in Chinaare to be strictly controlled and censored.
In addition, the State Councilset up the InternetPropagandaAdmirdstrahon
Bureauto *guide
and coordinate' website news content in April 2000. Jointly issued by the State Press
Publication Administration and the Ministry of Information and Industry, the Provisional
Regulation an Management and Control of Internet Publications became effective August 1,
2002, providing an additional mechanism for the government to intensify supervision of
newspapers, periodicals, booksand audio-visual content available online. The Ministry of
Culture published Interim Regulations on the Administration ofIntemet Culture,' effective July 1,
2003. These regulations require that providers of Internet-based content (with any broadly
defined 'cultural' attributes) receive MOC approval priorto distribution In China. The National
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Copyright Administration of Chinawill publish regulations on the use of copyright materialon the
net In early 2005. SARFT alsoclaim governance of certain censorship rights on the Intemet.
Froma technological standpoint, China maintains firewalls between China and foreign
Intemet sites to keep out foreign media sites, and regularly filters and closes down Chinese
sites that are seen as potentially subversive. In September 2002,for example, both the Google
and Ala Vista search engines were blocked without explanation or acknowledgement by the
government. While the industry respects the rights of Chinato ensure thatits population is not
subject to content that may be questionable under Chinesevalues, the breadth of China's
restnctions on the Internet are unprecedented. Such restrictions wit likely limit the growth in the
sector and severely restrictthe ability of MPAmembercompanies to distribute product via this
nascent distribution medium.
Recording industry: The recording industry is also severely hampered both in the
fight against piracy andin helping to develop a thriving music culture in Chinabythe many and
varied market access and investment restrictions that affect the entire entertainment industry,
specifically:
Censorship: Only legitimate foreign-produced music must be approved by Chinese
government censors. Domestically producedChinese sound recordings are NOT censored.
China should terminate this discrminatory process. Censorship offices are also woefully
understaffed, causing long delays in approving newrecordings, Censorship shouldbe industryadministered, as in other countries. If not possible, steps mustbe taken to expedite the process
so that legitimate music can be promptly marketed,preventing piratesfrom gettingthere first.
For example, staff shortages must be filled. In the near-term,China should be pressed for a
commitment to (1) end discrimination in censorship: and (2) complete the approval process
within a reasonable period(eg., a few days). In the longterm, censorship should be abolished.
Producing and publishing sound recordings in China: U.S. recordcompanies are skilled
at and desirous of developing, creating, producing, distributing and promoting sound recordings
by Chinese artists, for the Chinese market and for export from China. However, onerous
Chinese restrictions prevent this from occurring.
For example,for a sound recording to be
brought to market,it must be released through an approved "publishing" company. Currently
only state-owned firms are approved to publishsound recordings. China should end this
discrimination andapprove foreign-owned production companies.
Further, production companies (evenwholly owned Chinese ones) may not engage in
replicating, distributing or retailing soundrecordings. This needlessly cripples the process of
producing and marketing legitimate productin an integrated manner. China should permit the
integrated production and marketingof soundrecordings.
U.S. recordcompanies may market non-Chinese sound recordings only by(1) licensing
a Chinese company to produce the recordings in China or (2) importing finished sound
recording camders
(CDs) through the China National Publications Import and Export Control
(CNPIEC). Chinashould permit U.S. companies to produce their own recordings in China and
to import directly finished products.
Distfbution ofsound recordings: Foreignsound recording companies may ownno more
than 49% of a joint venture with a Chinese company. However, the recently concluded "Closer
Economic Partnership Agreement" (CEPA)between China andHong Kongpermits Hong Kong
companies to own up to 70%of joint ventures with Chinesecompanies engaged in distributing
20
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audiovisual products. Chinashouldgrant MFNstatus to U.S. recordproducers per the termsof
the CEPA.
Business software industry: The software industry's ability to increase exports to
China - and recoup billions of dollars in piracy-related losses - Isseverely limitedby China's
failure to take the steps necessary to create a fair and level playing field for U.S. software
developers andother IT companies. As notedin USTR's 2004 Reportto Congress on China's
WTO Compliance, 'China'simplementation of its WTOcommitments has lagged in manyareas
of U.S. competitive advantage, particularly where innovation or technology play a key role.' Of
particular concern to BSA Is China's pending software procurement regulation (described
above), which would effectively prevent U.S.software companies from seling software products
and services to the Chinese govemment
The Chinesegovernment procurement marketrepresents one of the most significant
growth opportunities for the U.S. software industry, which derives more than half
of its revenues
from exports. The CNnese government sector is the primary purchaser of software in the
wodd's largestemerging market for IT products. According to a recent studyconducted byIDC.
the Chinese marketwill continueto grow ata compound annualrate of 25.8 percent,makingit a
$5.1 billion market by 2007. Thisexplosive demand for software and other IT products will be
fueled in significant part bygovernment IT procurements.
IIPA Is thus deeply concerned about China's plan to close its government procurement
market to U.S. software products and services. The U.S. software industry has already lost
billions of dollars in export revenue dueto China's ongoing failureto address rampant domestic
piracy and massive counterfeiting; a ban against government procurement of U.S. software
would eliminate the U.S. software industrys mostmeaningful opportunity toexpand exports to
China, andwould set a dangerous precedent for China's procurement policiesin other major
economic sectors.
These are not theoretical
concerns; U.S. software companies are already experiencing
the harmful effects of China's restrictive procurement policy in the marketplace. According to
media reports, U.S. companies are being excluded from government procurement deals in
several provinces as a direct resultof the government procurement law. Thus,China'sdecision
to dose or greatly restrict
its government procurement market to much of the wodd'sbest
software products is already translating into losses in export revenues.
China's proposed domestic software preference reflects a troubling trend toward
protectionism in the technology sector, which has resultedIn a number of industrialpolicies
designed to promote the use of domestic content and/or extract technology and intellectual
property from foreign rightholders, If left unchecked, these discriminatory industrial policies
would significantly limit imports of U.S. software products into the Chinese market. China's
JCCT commitments to legalize government software use and combat software piracy would
therefore be of very limitedvalue.
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Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Smith.

Since I have ascended to the Chair this morning, I'll recognize
myself for the first questions.
Ms. Espinel, shortly after I started a law practice down in Tennessee, a really nice lady came into my office. A national company,
a storage and moving company, had lost her Oriental rug. She had
moved from Washington, D.C., to Rogersville, Tennessee. And previously, she had been represented in this loss by a big, 50-member
law firm.
She came into my office, and I inquired about-but the negotiations had gone on for months and months and months, and nothing
had happened. So I inquired about whether anybody had talked to
her about filing a lawsuit. She said "No." And that very day, I filed
a lawsuit. And within a very short period of time, there was a recovery.
Now, to bring that to this situation, I liked Mr. Berman's suggestion. I liked his question in his opening remarks. You know, why
are we not in the WTO court? That's the only jurisdiction that's
available to us; isn't it?
Ms. ESPINEL. Thank you. As outlined in my testimony, we have
made clear in the OCR report that was issued about 2 weeks ago
that we are prepared to fight aggressively to protect our intellectual property in China. We have-our overall goal, I think the goal
that we all share, is to significantly reduce the rampant piracy and
counterfeiting in China. That may be through an intensified JCCT
process; that may be through WTO litigation. There may be other
means. There will probably, likely, I think, be a combination of
means. And we are actively considering all of those options.
But beyond mere consideration of those options, we are also actively engaged with our industry now, including the recording industry, the motion picture, IIPA; including specifically some of the
people testifying for you here this morning. They have been working very hard with us to develop our options, including the option
of WTO litigation. And we look forward to their continued cooperation and hard work with us.
We are-this is a top priority for the Administration. This is a
top priority for Ambassador Portman, as he has made clear in his
confirmation hearings and also to his staff. He is in the process of
reassessing our strategy, to see if there are ways in which it can
be improved. But I can assure you that we are looking for the most
effective mechanism that we can use to address this very significant concern.
Mr. JENKINS. Well, I, personally, don't have as much confidence
in the WTO as I have in the courts in east Tennessee. But I don't
think this matter of inaction will lead us anywhere, and I think it's
time that we took some action somewhere, based upon everything
that we heard this morning.
And I would ask Mr. Fishman, Mr. Brilliant, Mr. Smith, if they
would agree with that. Or what do you think the best strategy is?
Mr. Fishman?
Mr. FISHMAN. Well, certainly, you shouldn't give up your WTO
options. But there are other options. You know, one of the groups
that's very complicit in China's intellectual property regime, loose
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as it is, is our American buyers of Chinese products, big buyers of
Chinese products.
If you look at a DVD player, before the Chinese entered the market, a DVD player made with a licensed chipset and licensed software cost about a thousand dollars. The Chinese decided to enter
that market. In very short order, there are about 300 companies in
China producing DVD players without any licensed technology
below it. The price went down to about $30.
Those players are now in American stores. And if you don't think
that there's a wink and a nudge on the part of American buyers
of those DVD players, the big-box stores that line their shelves
with them, for the Chinese manufacturers to drive prices down by
not paying the intellectual property license fees that they owe
them, then you have something else coming.
Maybe one course to consider is: How do you address the problem
by looking at American companies, who feed our $170 billion trade
deficit with China by bringing in goods that are made in virtually
every Chinese factory which uses pirated technology?
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Fishman. Mr. Brilliant?
Mr. BRILLIANT. I'd make a couple of observations. First of all, I
think the U.S. Government is prodding China along, and is continuing to put pressure on the Chinese government to act in this
area-with mixed results to date, no question. But I think the Chinese government understands this is a top priority of the U.S. government.
I think the American business community has also over the last
year and a half, 2 years, amplified its voices on this issue. I mentioned already in my oral remarks that our president/CEO, Tom
Donohue, was in discussions this week with Premier Wen Jiabao
and Minister Bo Xi Lai.
More importantly, though, I think there is a broad array of industry associations and companies that are engaged in this issue
today, that perhaps were not engaged a couple of years ago. The
issue is that important to CEOs of big and small companies.
In terms of next steps, we actually did encourage USTR to seek
WTO consultations. In our submission to the USTR as part of the
out-of-cycle review, we encouraged WTO consultations because we
do believe that China is falling short of its obligations under the
WTO, and that we do believe that they need to do more, specifically
in the area of enforcement and police investigations. And so we did
encourage China-sorry, USTR to take that next step, and proceed
with WTO consultations. We continue to believe that may be a necessary step. And we would urge USTR to exhaust all options, including perhaps a second out-of-cycle review later in the year.
I think the JCCT is an important process, and I think we are
looking to that as well, to see what assurances and what actions
China is taking to really deal with this issue. But as others have
testified, and as I have already indicated, what we need to see is
Chinese political action. And we need to see it at the local as well
as the provincial level.
What we need to see is prosecutions. And what we need to see
is not just the street vendors put away but, frankly, the owners of
these illegal operations. And until we see real evidence of that,
then we don't have the deterrence in the marketplace that we need.
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And then, finally, I would just say that we should test the market ourselves. U.S. companies should press in China for enforcement actions. If we press for enforcement actions in China, and
China fails to follow through on those actions, that would be more
evidence that their enforcement mechanisms are not working.
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Brilliant.

My time has expired. The Chair will now recognize the Ranking
Member from California, Mr. Berman.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have several questions. I'd appreciate it if the witnesses could respond rather quickly.
But the first one that just comes to mind, Mr. Brilliant, in your
very forceful answer to the previous question, and your testimony,
you seem to blithely ignore the suggestion of Mr. Fishman that one
strategy for dealing with what's going on is to-is essentially to go
after American companies selling products not because-cheaper
not because of labor costs or other kinds of comparative advantage,
but because they are built on pirated and counterfeited intellectual
property; and holding the stores and the retailers and the distributors of those products in this country accountable, apart from what
else we might do with China. What do you think of that suggestion?
Mr. BRILLIANT. Well, I mean, I think we looked at all options.
Mr. BERMAN. Well, what about that one?

Mr. BRILLIANT. I think the short answer would be that we have
had discussions with our own industries about steps that they can
undertake to ensure that we are not selling counterfeit and pirated
products. That's not a simple process, but I think that is an important step that we can undertake here in the United States. And
certainly, we welcome
Mr. BERMAN. Well, if a Chinese DVD is using counterfeited chips
in its product, and it's being sold in U.S. stores, should the companies that own those stores have any accountability for that?
Mr. BRILLIANT. Well, I think those stores that perhaps are selling
those products should, first of all, be made aware of that. And second, they should take steps to make sure that those products are
not being sold in their stores. That's accountability to begin with.
In terms of legal liability, I'm not in a position comment; except
that I will say that U.S. companies need to clean their own house,
as well.
Mr. BERMAN. Okay. Ms. Espinel, in a column a couple of days
ago in the New York Times, Pat Choate, who I don't generally
agree with on trade issues, writes a compelling couple of paragraphs, which I'd like to read to you. First of all, on the issue of
the WTO and bringing actions, he points out that the Clinton Administration brought 17-13 intellectual property cases at the
WTO against other nations. All of them were resolved to the U.S.'s
satisfaction. We've seen not one in the past 4 years.
And essentially, he concludes that China hasn't met its intellectual property obligations, which you seem to agree with, and that
the U.S. has failed to leverage the WTO mechanisms that might
bring China into compliance.
Although China has passed laws that accord with WTO requirements, the Trade Representative has reported-and as you said
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here-that enforcement of those laws was inconsistent, ineffective,
and discriminatory against foreigners. It found intellectual property infringement in China to be rampant, with violations worsening. This is your agency.
China has created a Potemkin Village of intellectual property
protections. The WTO provides a way to confront that problem. If
the U.S. can prove to a three-judge WTO panel that China is out
of compliance and is harming intellectual property owners, it can
seek damages. If WTO grants such a judgment, the U.S. can impose tariffs on Chinese goods.
Understanding that there's more dialogue and more meetings
and more rounds and more watch lists, in the end, aren't all of
those avenues more effective if China thinks that such a decision
is imminent? And to the extent that those things haven't produced
success, isn't that the way to go? And what could we expect, in
terms of that kind of action by the Administration?
Ms. ESPINEL. Thank you. I'd be happy to respond. And with your
permission, I'd also like to respond briefly to the question that you
put to Mr. Brilliant, or at least give you another aspect of it.
With respect, though, to the question that you just asked, I think
it's important to remember that a WTO case against China would
be a new area for WTO litigation, in the sense that this would be
a case not necessarily just against deficiencies in the Chinese statutes, but also against their enforcement. And that is one of the reasons whyMr. BERMAN. We have never brought a case against a country
with good statutes and no enforcement?
Ms. ESPINEL. The intellectual property cases that we have
brought have hinged on facial deficiencies in statutes. And this is
one of the reasons why our very close cooperation with industry is
key to this. However, I can tell you that we are committed to ensure that China is compliant with its obligations. And we will take
WTO action if, in consultation with you and with our industry, we
determine that this is the most effective way to fix the problem
that we are resolved to fix.
Mr. BERMAN. And what would-on the horizon, when would such
a conclusion be reached?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, we are actually at the moment involved in
very intense discussions with certain sections of our industry; in
particular, the copyright industry. They have been-as I noted,
they have been working very hard with us to develop our WTO options, so
Mr. BERMAN. Is 6 months a reasonable time frame?
Ms. ESPINEL. I think it might be. I think to some extent it will
be-the time line will be guided by our consultations with our industry. But given the focus and the hard work that is going into
this, both on the part of USTR and with our industry, I think that
that could be a reasonable time line.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. [Presiding.] Thank you, Mr. Berman. Let me recognize myself for questions, and say I'm sorry for my brief absence,
but I had to go to another Committee to vote on a markup of a
piece of legislation. As a result, my questions may overlap some of
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the questions that you've already been asked, and let me know if
that's the case.
Ms. Espinel, let me begin with you. And it sounds like I'm following up on a couple of things that had been raised. I was going
to page 2 of your written testimony, where you list a series of five
actions that you think need to be taken to address our concerns;
the concerns being, as you pointed out and as other witnesses have
pointed out, that basically counterfeiting and piracy in China are
at record levels. And I assume that that means unacceptable to everybody involved.
What I'm interested in, you list these as a series of actions. I'd
like to know specifically what actions you intend to take, and when
you intend to take them. And let me pick out four of these five. The
first is utilizing WTO procedures to bring China into compliance
with WTO TRIPS obligations. What-you say you have an eye toward using those procedures. I'm really more interested in not
looking, but in acting. And what specific actions might you take?
Ms. ESPINEL. I think we are resolved to go to WTO litigation if
we determine that that's the most effective strategy to accomplish
what our overall goal is, which is reducing piracy and counterfeiting. And that goes to the answer to the question
Mr. SMITH. Right.
Ms. ESPINEL.-I gave to Congressman Berman. We are working
with our industry to develop these options, right now.
Mr. SMITH. When Mr. Berman asked you if 6 months was a reasonable time frame, you didn't really answer that question specifically. I hate to be too hard on you your first time to testify before
Congress, but could you be explicit in the time frame?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, I hate to make promises that I can't keep.
Mr. SMITH. You're learning fast. All right. [Laughter.]
Ms. ESPINEL. Because I think a lot of that will depend on our
consultations with industry. But I certainly think that could be a
reasonable time line.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Let me go to a couple of other items here. You
say you want to require China to produce detailed documentation
on certain aspects of IPR enforcement. When will those requests
and documentation be made?
Ms. ESPINEL. Very soon. There is no time line under the WTO
procedures for us to make that request, but this is something that
we have announced that we are going to do. We are in the process
of preparing the request, and we are planning to file it very soon.
Mr. SMITH. Right. And also, of course, with the recent appointment of Rob Portman, you're, I'm sure, reviewing a lot of the policies and taking additional initiatives that you might not otherwise
take as a result of Mr. Portman's personal interest. And I'm sure
that's the case, too.

What about elevating China onto the Priority Watch List. You
put China sort of in the middle position, but chose not to put China
in a priority foreign country category. Why was that, when its violations are so egregious and it's so obvious?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, as you probably know, China hasn't been on
the watch list in any category for the last decade or so. And we
thought, frankly, given the level of disappointment, and seriousness of the concerns that we had with China, it was important that
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they be returned to the Priority Watch List. And we felt that that
was a strong signal, frankly, of the level of unhappiness.
Mr. SMITH. Perhaps that's the first step. And maybe you'll get to
the next-higher step, given the response by China, perhaps?
Ms. ESPINEL. Yes.

Mr. SMITH. Okay. Good. Thank you. Let me ask you a question
that-or to respond to a recommendation made by Mr. Brilliant in
his testimony. He said USTR should conduct a second Special 301
out-of-cycle review of China later this year, to assess China's implementation of the judicial interpretation and other enforcement efforts. You've talked about that a little bit, but what about that suggestion?
Ms. ESPINEL. Frankly, all options are on the table at this point.
I think we're willing to consider any approach that we think would
effectively address that, in consultation with our industry. So we
will take, as we always do, any suggestions made by our industry
quite seriously.
Mr. SMITH. I can't fault you for saying all options are on the
table; since that's the phrase President Bush used with regard to
Social Security reform. But can you tell us when you might take
some of those options?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, with respect-as I said, with respect to the
request for additional information, the transparency procedures
under the WTO, that's a request that we're planning to make very
soon.
In terms of whether or not we decide to initiate a second out-ofcycle review, or decide to go to WTO litigation, I think the time
lines that we've discussed earlier are probably reasonable ones
Mr. SMITH. Realistic? Okay.
Ms. ESPINEL.-based on where we are with industry at this
point.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Very good. Thank you, Ms. Espinel.
Mr. Fishman, I wish we had more time to talk about your book.
You've no doubt read Thomas Fishman's-Thomas Friedman's
book, The World is Flat. And you saw the cover article-I think it
was Newsweek-a couple of weeks ago on China, as well. We underestimate China at our peril, I think, in many, many ways.
In my time remaining-I don't know what happened to my 30second warning yellow light, but we'll work on that. And if the
Members will indulge me, what I'm going to ask the remaining
three witnesses to do, very quickly-Mr. Smith, Mr. Brilliant, and
Mr. Fishman, if you had one suggestion for what the U.S. should
do to try to engage China in enforcing and respecting our intellectual property rights, what would be that suggestion for our Administration?
Mr. Smith, we'll start with you, and work down real quickly. And
then, Ms. Espinel, we're not going to have time for you to respond,
but perhaps you can in writing, to their three suggestions. And I
also have two other questions to submit to you in writing, as well.
Mr. SMITH. I think we have to make clear to the Chinese government that they're in jeopardy. We can do that both bilaterally, and
we need a credible-we need to take-the U.S. Government needs
to take a credible position with respect to moving toward a WTO
case in the next few months, as Ms. Espinel said.
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I think that China needs to feel a lot of pressure, before they're
going to move on this issue. There are a lot of domestic forces that
are against it. And the more pressure we can bring to bear, and
the more that this Congress can do to help in that effort, the closer
we will come to that objective.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Mr. Brilliant, go beyond, if you will, your four suggestions in
your testimony. You talk about spearheading, engaging,
benchmarking, and promoting. Specifically, what would you want
the Administration to do?
Mr. BRILLIANT. Well, our testimony does cover both our actions
as well as what we suggest that the USTR does. But what I would
just say is follow up on previous comments, and just say we need
to continue the pressure and we need the Administration to build
toward a WTO case, if the facts warrant it. That means industry
supporting it, but it also means that USTR needs to let the Chinese understand that these are challenging times, that we need
tangible evidence of progress.
And that's the second point I'd make; which is we need to get out
of the JCCT some sort of contract from the Chinese saying exactly
what they're going to do in terms of dealing with the prosecution
issue, dealing with police investigations, dealing with custom enforcements. We need some sort of litany-or really, a line-by-line
contract from the Chinese to show that they're really serious about
taking action.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Brilliant. And finally, Mr. Fishman.
Mr. FISHMAN. My one suggestion is a two-step process. The first
is to form a domestic consensus on China. And part of that has to
do with the future of our economy; stressing that the future of our
economy is both industrial and innovative, and that needs to be
protected. And that means asking consumers to make a sacrifice in
order to maintain our standard of living.
And the second is to rethink all of the mechanisms that you've
talked about today. There's a lot of dickering that can go on in the
context of WTO, but the stakes are enormously huge. And there's
billions and billions of dollars coming into this country based on
counterfeit platforms. You might have to put a tax on all of that
stuff, in order to force a change.
We have a small window when this can happen. The window is
now. Our trade deficit with China right now-our deficit alone, not
our total trade-is 14 percent of their economy. If we put a tax on
that 14 percent of the economy, you will see rules change very,
very quickly.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Fishman. I appreciate all your
responses.
The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Goodlatte, is recognized for his
questions.
Mr. GoODLATTE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for holding
this very important hearing. I have an opening statement that I
didn't have an opportunity to give, and I'd ask that that be made
a part of the record.
And I'd like to just point out a couple of figures that I have. It's
estimated that in China 95 percent of motion pictures and 90 per-
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cent of business software are pirated. And in Russia, 80 percent of
all motion pictures and 87 percent of business software are pirated.
Considering that the core copyright industries account for 6 percent of the U.S. gross domestic product, and the total copyright industries account for approximately 12 percent of U.S. GDP, it's
clear that America's businesses are facing a very serious problem.
Mr. Smith, what evidence have you found that piracy and counterfeiting are being used to fund organized crime in Russia and
China? And why are piracy and counterfeiting such attractive funding mechanisms in those countries?
Mr. SMITH. Piracy has become one of the most lucrative businesses in Asia; indeed, throughout the world. By our best information, organized criminal syndicates, organized principally out of
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and into the mainland, and in other countries
in East Asia, have a solid lock on this business. And their lock is
so solid that it is very difficult for governments to unlock it. And
it's going to require major political will of those governments to
break these syndicates.
Now, that process has started in many of the countries in Asia.
I don't believe it's started in China. And we need to get about that
business immediately. I know the STOP Initiative that the U.S.
Government has initiated is an effort at least to get at international organized crime through international cooperation of justice departments in those regions.
But there is no question that organized crime and terrorism and
gun running and money laundering are all part of a piece, and it's
growing. And until we-this becomes an urgent matter and a zerotolerance issue, it's going to continue to grow, because there's just
too much money in this business.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Thank you. Mr. Brilliant, are you aware of instances where counterfeit goods have actually caused serious bodily
injury or death?
Mr. BRILLIANT. I know in the case of China that has happened.
There was the instance involving baby formula, but there are other
examples. There have been examples regarding auto partsMr. GOODLATTE. Brakes.
Mr. BRILLIANT. Brakes.
Mr. GOODLATTE. And airplane parts, too.

Mr. BRILLIANT. Right. So there are examples where faulty equipment has been cited as a cause for bodily harm. I think there is
a real public health and safety component to this issue. We've all
highlighted that. And certainly it's true, not just in the pharmaceutical area, but across a wide range of industries.
And that just adds to our concern that this be not just a priority
of the U.S. private sector, but also the U.S. Government; which it
is, I think, today.
Mr.

GOODLATrE.

Thank

you.

Ms.

Espinel,

we

heard

Mr.

Fishman's very forceful arguments about some of the things that
we could do. I wonder if you could tell us what remedies are available to better ensure that China and Russia live up to their domestic and international obligations to protect intellectual property
rights. And what more can the U.S. do in this regard?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, with China there are a number of steps that
we outlined a couple of weeks ago in the OCR report that we re-
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leased. And those include our elevation of China to the Priority
Watch List; intensifying the JCCT process, in particular with respect to the Intellectual Property Working Group meeting that is
going to be meeting next week; working with our industry in order
to develop our WTO options; invoking the transparency procedures
of the TRIPS Agreement, in order to require China to give us detailed information about its enforcement actions. I think we'll also
require it to take a serious look at the deficiencies in its system.
These are a number of actions that we have already announced
that we are going to take, but of course, we are also-and as Ambassador Portman has made clear, this is a top priority for him.
And he made that clear at his confirmation hearing. He's made
that quite clear to his staff. So we are also in the process, in consultation with our industry, of discussing what other options they
might be. And of course, we would also be looking to this Committee for leadership and guidance in that process.
Mr. GOODLATTE. How close do you think we are to imposing tariff
sanctions on China, along the lines of what Mr. Fishman suggested?
Ms. ESPINEL. With respect to intellectual property?
Mr. GOODLATTE. Yes.
Ms. ESPINEL. I think the range of options that we're looking at
right now include the ones that I've just outlined. Of course, at the
conclusion
Mr. GOODLATTE. How long would it take? If we were to start that
process today, how long would it take before we would see actual
sanctions imposed on China?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, WTO litigation generally takes somewhere
between-I mean, it's a little hard to say, as in all litigation-but
somewhere, I'd say, between a year and two. And partly, that depends on whether or not the trial court decision, so to speak, is appealed by China.
Of course, there may be progress made by China. And we will absolutely be pressing them to continue to make progress, if we go
down the WTO road; that we not wait till the conclusion of a case
and the imposition of sanctions to see progress from China.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Well, thank you. I know Mr. Portman is brand
new to the job, but I hope the ambassador will take a close look
at making some of those decisions very quickly in this regard.
Ms. ESPINEL. He absolutely will.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Goodlatte.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Schiff, is recognized for his
questions.
Mr. SCHIFF. I thank the Chairman. And I just had the opportunity-one of the reasons I'm late this morning, I just had the opportunity to meet with the Chinese ambassador today, and to raise
this issue personally.
I want to get your thoughts-and I apologize if we're covering
ground we've covered already-but what is-what steps do you believe that China could effectively take to curtail this problem? My
impression is that China is very capable of cracking down on dissenting viewpoints. They have the capability, certainly, of cracking
down on illegal products.
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What should China be doing that they're not doing? What evidence do we have that this is a conscious economic decision on China's part? And what are the constructive steps that we can take
here in Congress to change China's behavior vis-a-vis pirated
goods?
Mr. FISHMAN. I'd like to tackle that. I regard China's loose intellectual property regime as the largest industrial subsidy in the
world. It transfers to China all of the gems of the world's advanced
economies at no cost to the Chinese government. So it's a large
subsidy that costs them nothing, and costs us everything.
If you want to know what the Chinese can do more of, it's virtually everything. But there's no will there to do it. And the will
has to come from somewhere else. It has to come in the form of a
cost. Because right now, their intellectual property regime enriches
its people and benefits its people greatly. And we ought to have
some grudging admiration for how they've run this so far, because
it's gotten them to where they are and it's also created a country
which we would love to do business with now because it's increasingly wealthy.
But right now, we're at an inflection point, where we have to act
in order to preserve what we have. And you could get any action
that you want. If pirated DVDs included something about Falun
Gong or Tibetan independence, you would see enforcement happen
on day two.
Mr. SCHIFF. Right.
Mr. FISHMAN. But it's a little bit more mysterious when you go
into a manufacturing plant that's making "widgets," but they have
20 or 30 or 100 engineering stations, each of which in the United
States would cost 50 or 60 thousand dollars a year to run, a proprietary piece of software; but they run for zero cost in China. Those
factories are the kinds of factories that churn out goods to us. And
unless you look to the world's customers of those goods, those Chinese factories have no incentive to spend extra millions on intellectual property license fees.
Mr. SCHIFF. And what's the most effective pressure point that
the U.S. can bring to bear to get China convinced that it's in their
economic interest?
Mr. FISHMAN. Well, there's been a lot of talk on this among the
witnesses, about what individual companies can do to bring pressure. But individual companies have very few options, because
there are so many ways to pressure them in China to transfer technology there.
You really need a public solution, and a widespread solution from
the United States. And that has to be some kind of extreme
brinksmanship or actual action that taxes everything in China
that's made on a pirated platform that comes into the United
States. And until you get that kind of broad-scale action, you will
get no turn of sentiment in China on intellectual property.
Mr. SCHIFF. Can you address, any of you on the panel-I know
this is a little bit off-topic-but the issue of Chinese restrictions, for
example, on the type of software that their government agentsvendors purchase, that essentially excludes American exports in
that area?
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Mr. SMITH. Let me see if I can answer that. Right now, there's
a pending regulation before the Chinese government to-for the
Chinese ministries to procure only Chinese software. And there
was a hearing last Friday before the Government Reform Committee, I believe, that dealt exactly with this problem, discrimination against American software publishers.
I mean, this is the kind of thing-following up on what Mr.
Fishman said-that is exactly the wrong strategy. Maybe right,
from a very narrow point of view; but it is our view that China's
ultimate economic welfare does not lie in continuing to build a
copying nation.
They are never going to go up the value chain, if they continue
to do what they are now doing. They will continue to have trade
friction with the rest of the world. We're trying to elicit the Japanese and the Europeans now to work with us to try to fight this
problem.
And the mechanics of fighting it aren't that difficult. Other countries have done it. Other countries have reduced piracy rates.
China can do it. I think Mr. Fishman is right: What are the incentives?
Part of those incentives are disincentives; and that includes the
possibility of retaliation through a WTO case, and things like that.
I believe
Mr. SCHIFF. Is the WTO the most effective leverage that we have
in dealing with-or are there interconnections between issues of
the valuation of the Chinese currency or other economic issues that
are a more powerful lever for us to use?
Mr. SMITH. I mean, I think there's a lot of pressure that can be
brought to bear that's outside the IP area. I mean, everybody is
now talking about the Chinese currency and all and-you know,
and there's defense issues. There are a number of intersections.
And the importance of China-or the interrelationship of China
and the United States and that trade relationship is extremely important.
And China cannot continue to just thumb their nose at the
United States on these issues, when our most productive industries
can't even get into the market or, as Mr. Fishman said-and this
is not so much true in the copyright area-product is coming out
of-just flowing out of China that's counterfeit. There are remedies
to that at the border of the United States. And I'm not speaking
to what recommendations Mr. Fishman has made.
But there is no question that China must-it's not a question of
whether; it's a question of when. They have to deal with this problem. We hope that the U.S. Government, and all of us, and the U.S.
Congress, are in a position to convince the Chinese that it should
be now, before this gets to the brink of disaster.
Mr. BRILLIANT. If I could just briefly comment, industrial policy
is at the heart of some of this. I mean, government procurement
issues, standards, intellectual property, that folds into an industrial targeting policy of the Chinese government. We have to not
only deal with this issue bilaterally; we have to deal with it multilaterally.
The WTO is a multilateral system for dealing with it. But another component, we need to bring in the Europeans and Japanese
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and others to increase the pressure on the Chinese to act. Because
if we act just bilaterally-unilaterally-in our actions, that won'tthe Chinese will go elsewhere. They'll deal with other markets.
And that would cost American businesses, as well.
So we need to bring in the multilateral community into our fold.
And I think the U.S. Government needs to do more on that front.
I know there's actions underway, but that's an area where we need
to progress further, is bringing in the Europeans and the Japanese
and others who share our concerns about the policies in China.
Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Schiff, the gentleman's time has expired. Thank
you for your questions.
Mr. Forbes and Mr. Issa, would you all be able to come back in
15 minutes, if we take a quick recess for these two votes? And then
we'll finish up at that point. That'll be great. I hope the witnesses
can stay, as well.
We'll recess for about 15 minutes, and then reconvene about 25
or 20 of 12:00, and finish up the questions then. Thank you.
[Recess.]
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property will reconvene, and we will resume our questions.
And we will go to the gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Forbes, for his.
Mr. FORBES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank all of you for
being here today. This is an important topic. Mr. Smith said earlier
that he hoped we could have a lively and productive dialogue, and
in the time periods we've got, it's very difficult to do that. But I
just want to throw out a couple of things to you. And I'm going to
ask you two questions at the end of that.
But I remember years ago going to a high school baseball game.
And I got there a little bit late, and it was the fourth inning. And
when I sat down on the bleachers, the team that was supposed to
win, that was going to the State championship supposedly, was
down eight-to-nothing, and it was the fourth inning. And this old
man sitting beside me looked at me, and he said, "Don't worry.
Don't worry. They're taking this very seriously." He said, "They're
going to do everything it takes to win."
In the seventh inning, they were down 12-to-nothing. And he
looked at me and said, "Don't worry. Don't worry. They're taking
this very seriously. They're going to do everything it takes to win."
At the bottom of the ninth inning, it was 15-to-nothing. And he
looked at me and he said, "They should have taken this more seriously." He said, "They didn't do what it took to win." And I don't
want us to be in the ninth inning of this ball game, and be saying
the same thing.
And some of the concepts are simple, and some are very complex.
The simple ones are these. You know, we have ideas and creative
talent that springs from the investment we put in a free society.
China has cheap labor. You can steal ideas and creative thoughts.
You cannot steal cheap labor.
My big concern is, when you look at this $162 billion trade deficit, it's more now than just dollars and cents in the economy. Just
5 years or so ago, when the Chinese went to the Soviets to buy
weapons, they were using IOUs. Today, they're using our cash to
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modernize their military. And their weapons are pointed at us.
They don't have anybody else to point them to.
And my question is that the word games just don't seem to be
working. I led a delegation to China in January. We'd just started
a China Caucus. And you all know what happens is, when you
meet with them to have a little chat, if you've got an hour, for the
first 50 minutes, they talk; and then they give you 10 minutes, and
you know they're not paying attention to anything you say in those
10 minutes.
Mr. Brilliant, you know, you raised some good ideas here. And
you indicate if we enforce intellectual property rights, consumers
will pay more. But that would be true here, too. If we didn't enforce
intellectual property rights here, consumers wouldn't pay as much.
And when we talk about it being difficult to form a consensus because consumers would pay more, I have never had a consumer call
me and say, "I want you to vote for a particular issue, because I'm
going to get a DVD player $30 cheaper." It's the businesses that
are selling the DVD players that are calling us and pushing some
of these policies. So, you know, I feel that it's time for us to stop
"going to be doing everything that's necessary to do this and win
this." But it's important for us to actually take some steps to do
something.
And my two questions to you are these. I measure a whole lot
about what we're going to do in the future by what we've done in
the past. When I was in China, I asked the embassy people, I
asked everybody I met with, "What have we done right, and where
are we winning?" And I didn't get many good answers.
And so the question that I would ask for you is-again, not putting a whole lot of stock in "going to study this," and "going to do
something down the road"-when we're dealing with China, what
have we specifically done right in this matter? And where are we
winning?
And if each of you would give me-Mr. Brilliant, if you could give
me-since you've got such a great name, we'll just-you have a
brilliant name.
Mr. BRILLIANT. A brilliant name. First of all, what we've done
right is getting China into the multilateral trading system. By getting them in the WTO, we do have opportunities to bring cases
andMr. FORBES. But help me with that, because when I talk to the
average citizen-and you know, I supported-I mean, you know, so
I'm not arguing-but I'll look at people, and they just laugh at me
now and they say, "See, we told you. You were going to be able to
get them in there and get them to enforcement." We haven't been
able-we're not winning on that argument.
Mr. BRILLIANT. Well, I think, first of all, it's a lot better to have
them in the camp than to have them out of the camp. Prior to
2000, we had less options in our arsenal than we do today. So I'm
not arguing that we haven't-we need steps further to deal with
this issue of intellectual property rights; but we have made
progress by having them in the WTO. First of all, it binds them
to rules that are internationally recognized.
Mr. FORBES. But that they're not abiding by.
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Mr. BRILLIANT. Well, I think, first of all, they have made some

important cuts in the area of tariffs. They've improved transparency. There are things they are doing. It's not a perfect situation. By no means are they complete in their WTO accession process. But there are things they are doing. They are making tariff
cuts; they are improving transparency; they are implementing trading rights; they're dealing with distribution issues. But by no
means does that mean we have complete market access. But it
would have been a lot worse if they had stayed out of the world
trade system.
The other thing is that China benefits, itself, from being part of
a multilateral community. And that, I think, helps move them, and
modernizes their economy. They see the benefit, as well. They're
bringing cases, as well. And that means something. That means
that they understand the value of playing by the same game.
Now, they're not abiding by all the rules that we want them to
abide by. And certainly, in the topic of this hearing, they have fallen well short of our understanding and expectations in the area of
intellectual property rights. But I think they have-I think it is to
our benefit to have them in the trading system.
Mr. SMITH. In a few minutes, you're going to have a hearing on
Russia, and Russia is not yet in the WTO. Hindsight is easy; but
if we go back and look at what the situation was when China
joined the WTO, for the IP industries we would probably want to
do a lot more in that protocol than we did do.
And we hope to God that we do it in the Russia protocol, and we
don't allow Russia to join with a totally ineffective enforcement system, and then drag this thing out. That's probably what we should
have done back then.
I would only add that before China joined the WTO, we had the
one example where I think there was a success with China. And
China, faced with $2 billion worth of retaliation in 1995 and '96,
closed their CD factories and stopped the export of pirate product.
And that lasted five or 6 years. So that was a success.
And hopefully, we can not only convince the Chinese that it is
in their interest to do this-and Mr. Fishman's rather bleak view
is quite disturbing. We think we can convince them. We think it's
the right answer. A lot of countries have also agreed that it's the
right answer to protect intellectual property for the long-term
growth of their country. But if we can't convince them, then we
have the WTO.
Mr. FISHMAN. I think one thing we ought to look at is the trade
deficit number. The trade deficit number is impressive for a lot of
reasons; just impressive because it says how much more we spend
on Chinese goods than they spend on us. But it's also the most direct measure we have of how much American companies are profiting in China.
It's American companies that bring in that $162 billion worth of
extra goods. This year, the statistics might rise far beyond that.
I've seen numbers running as high as $240 billion as a trade deficit
with China in the next year.
That is the barrier that we face. There's a lot of profit being
made by doing business with China. And they are growing richer
from it, and American companies are growing richer from it. And
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if we need to move in to protect American industry, we have to look
at which industries you're going to protect.
Right now, it is the large companies in the United States which
are moving as fast as they can to China, to change their supply
chains and move them to China as fast as they can, and cut the
rugs out from under medium- and small-sized businesses in this
country.
Well, for most medium- and small-sized manufacturers in this
country and many service businesses, the only valuable piece of
property that they own is some core piece of intellectual property
that they've developed in-house. And they are extremely vulnerable
to that moving to China and feeding the large companies which are
trying to move all their production over there.
Ms. ESPINEL. One of the things the Administration has done in
the last year is intensify the JCCT process. And we have seen some
real successes coming out of that. For example, the new judicial interpretations that were issued by the Chinese at the end of last
year.
However, I would say that we agree with you that we need to
do more, and that we need to engage with China in a new way.
I think it is fair to say that we are entering into a new phase of
our relationship with China.
Ambassador Portman is well aware of the concern that you have,
the criticalness of this issue to our economy, to our industry, to
Congress. And we have-as I've mentioned before, we announced
a couple of weeks ago a series of actions that we are taking to intensify the pressure on China.
But at the same time, Ambassador Portman is reexamining our
strategy and our options, to find the most effective way we can to
address this problem.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Forbes.
The gentleman from California is recognized. And I might say,
to my knowledge, he's the only Member of the Judiciary Committee
that actually holds patents, himself And we look forward to his
questions.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I got those patents by
founding an electronics company 25 years ago. And I no longer own
the company. I divested when I came to Congress. And I'm glad I
did, because in preparation for this hearing I received from the
general counsel of the company I founded, but do not own, something that's-and I would ask that this material be allowed to be
inserted in the record.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you. So ordered.
[The information referred to follows:]
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SUMMARY BACKGROUND OF aid/i CPITNESE COUNTERFEIT PSSUE
0

Audio & Digital Systems Technology was established in 1974 in Boston by
Godehard Gunther.

9

The company sold advanced audio and sound equipment
under the "ADS" brand
and in 1984established a branch in Grmany and added the "aid/si" brand.

e

The a/d/s/ brand became well know throughout the world and had broad
distribution in many international jurisdictions including South Korea, Taiwan,
Thailand, Japan, Singapore and throughout Europe.

*

TnNovember 2002 the aid/s' brand
waspurchased by Directed Electronics.
Directed Electronics is a US manufacturer of a broad number of audio and other
consumer electronics products soJd under a variety of brands.

0

The trademark aid/s
& ADS areregistered by Directed Electronics inmany
countries throughout the world including;
USA
Australia
Mexico
Japan
Singapore
Taiwan
Russia
Europe

a/d/s/
a/d/a/
a/d's/
ad/s/
a/d/s/
aid/i/
aid/at
a/d/s/

ADS

0

Many trademark applications are also pending.

0

In Mid 2004 itwas discovered that a manufacturer based China and calling itself
Guangzhou ADS was manufacturing and selling counterfeit aidsI9& ADS
branded product in China and has been expanding
its distribution throughout the
Pacific Rim.

*

The product manufactured
by Guangzhou is identica in industrial design,
packaging and marketing as the Directed Electronics' product. There isnot
differentiation.

*

Itwas also discovered that Guangzhou ADS has registered the ADS and a/d/si
marks inChinaand is attempting to register
in Hong Kong.

0

Directed Electronics has brought an action before the Chinese trademark office to
cancel the Guangzhou ADS registrations on the grounds of bad faith adoption of
the mark-

*

Directed Electronics is also proceeding with and administrative action before the
Provincial court in Guangzhou claiming unfair competion and trademark
infringement.
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Mr. ISSA. And what they did, which I think is noteworthy here,
to show you just how bad-and particularly, for our Trade Representative-things are, after I left the company, Directed Electronics bought a company called ADS-famous speaker manufacturer, speaker and amplifier, very high-end. And they were already
manufacturing some of their products-and had been for decadesin China; actually, for more than a decade, almost two decades.
And so I have a picture of the authentic ADS product, and I'll send
it down. This is going to be included in the record. And I have a
picture of the counterfeit.
Now, the amazing thing is, it's less than 20 miles from the real
factory to the fake factory. And when the company, according to the
general counsel that sent me this, began the process of making
them aware that a product that is trademarked all over the world
was being counterfeited in China, sent into China, and that as a
result the trademark, which had been acquired by the fake company, was invalid and fraudulently applied for, in every sense, they
got a resounding "No Answer" from China. And that continues till
today.
And there actually was-I only brought this part, but if you'd
like, I do have that many inches that they've gone so far. And this
was because I mentioned in a conversation that we were going to
hold a hearing. China is not, in my opinion, going to do anything,
unless we pull the trigger on some of those sanction capabilities.
And I would-I think I would be remiss if I didn't mention that
the DVD example, from my standpoint, makes no sense. Those are
patents, U.S. patents. You can get an injunction against Circuit
City, Best Buy, or the person supplying them, in a matter of hours.
Phillips and others could do that.
So I would hope that that not go in the record as the best example. Because I think that most of China's violations have more to
do with when there is no patent, when the intellectual property is
not easily seen. And certainly, when it comes to their domestic
market-and much of this product is being sold to the domestic
market-what they've decided to do is not let us into the domestic
market at all; but rather, supply it themselves. And ignoring intellectual property gives them that ability.
And that market, as chairman Bill Gates and others have noted,
is going to be huge. And that's why so many companies are putting
an emphasis on getting access. And that, perhaps, is the story not
told today.
I would have a specific question for Ms. Espinel. Isn't there a
tendency-and if there absolutely isn't, please say it in those
terms. Isn't there a tendency for our ongoing problems with North
Korea to cause us to soft-pedal the trade portion, the valuation portion?
When I was there with Chairman Hyde in China, now over 2
years ago, that 1-hour discussion was 50 minutes on North Korea.
And some note-taker, you know, put a check mark when we started
talking about intellectual property.
Isn't that one of our challenges with China? That if this were the
country of my grandparents, Lebanon, we'd demand that they
change their rights and they enforce them and they do it, or we
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sanction them. With China, isn't their size and their strength and
their geopolitical influence part of our problem?
Ms. ESPINEL. I think the situation in China is very complex, for
all of the reasons that you just mentioned. And I would add another one to that. I think, given the size of China, I think it is a
difficult market even for the Chinese government to control the
problem that they're facing.
That said, I agree with what other people have said here today,
that this is a time for the Chinese government to demonstrate the
political will that I think they can demonstrate to get a handle on
the problem before it goes any further, and to correct the problem
and reverse the situation that they've created.
In terms of USTR's relationship with China, Ambassador
Portman has made quite clear, I think feels quite strongly, that IP
protection is one of the top priorities that we have with China. And
I think he is quite willing to press that issue with China as far as
we need to, in order to effectively address this problem.
Mr. ISSA. And just one follow-up question. This problem-I know
that just in one area, you cited 2.5 billion; but this problem represents a substantial portion of the trade deficit. How do we get
whole, when we're talking about tens of billions of dollars of losses
to our economy? And that's not to our economy in the abstract;
that's to particular individuals, to particular companies, to particular workers, that are going on every day.
It has been more than-I mean, to be honest, Rob Portman's
predecessor came in with exactly the same statements that you're
giving us today about why this was important. And how manyhow many hundreds of thousands of U.S. jobs and how much was
lost as a result of saying we were going to act; but inaction?
Why is it that this Committee should believe that, until you actually show us action, that you're going to show us action? What's different now than it was 2 years ago?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, one thing that I think is different, actually
in the last couple of weeks, is the out-of-cycle review determination
that we've made. As I've mentioned before, we have intensified
pressure in the JCCT in the last twelve months.
We also conducted this extraordinary out-of-cycle review against
China, and announced the results of that and the aggressive actions that we would take as a result of that, a couple of weeks ago.
And those include things like elevating China to the Priority Watch
List, which I think has sent a very clear signal to China; one that,
I might add, they are quite unhappy about.
We have publicly announced that we are working with our industry to develop our WTO options, and we are actively engaged in
that process. We have publicly announced that we will be invoking
the WTO TRIPS Agreement procedures for transparency, in order
to acquire information from China. So I think we have already outlined a fairly aggressive series of actions that we will be taking.
And in addition to that, I mean, we are looking very actively to
see what our other options are. I think it seems to me that it's
clear, given the scope of the problem in China, there is not going
to be one single effective approach; but rather, a combination of approaches that we have already either started in train, or maybe, in
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consultation with you and with our industry, able to develop over
the next few months.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This could go on, if only we
had time.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Issa. That was a very good question,
and a good response, as well.
Mr. Berman has one more quick question to ask, and as I do.
And then we'll adjourn.
Mr. BERMAN. I think I'm not asking you to respond here, but if
you could respond in writing, Mr. Smith in his testimony-he
didn't really touch on it much in his testimony, but in his written
testimony, talks about at least two different limitations on market
access for films and music-one quotas; the other one, requirement
of permission to retail music-and raises issues of discrimination,
tests put on here that aren't put on Chinese produced music.
I'd like to know, number one, to your mind, do those violate China's international commitments? And secondly, what efforts are
being made specifically on those market access limitations by the
Trade Representative's Office? And if you would be willing to put
that in writing, I'd be very grateful.
And I'd only say that, Mr. Issa, notwithstanding the problems, at
least China is being very helpful with respect to North Korea.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.

Mr. ISSA. You know, funny he should note that
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Issa. No response is necessary right
now.
I do have a quick question to ask, myself, Ms. Espinel, and that
is this. What can American industry do to help you make the case
that you need to make in order to get the enforcement we need
from China?
Ms. ESPINEL. As I mentioned, we have been working closely with
some segments of the industry. And I would encourage them to
continue to cooperate with us, as they have been doing, to continue
the hard work that they have been doing, to help us build the factual record that we need in order to bring the best case possible.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. You need specific examples, specific figures,
documentation, and so forth?
Ms. ESPINEL. Yes. Exactly.

Mr.

SMITH.

Okay. Thank you, Espinel [sic].

Ms. ESPINEL. Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. All right. Thank you all for being here. We appreciate
your testimony. It's been very, very helpful. And I might add, I
think this is the first such hearing that this Subcommittee has had
on this important subject in probably many, many years. But we
intend to go forward and work with-work with Ms. Espinel and
our new ambassador to try to effectuate change of the kind that we
want.
We are going to adjourn this hearing now, and then in about 5
minutes we will resume our hearing schedule and start the next
hearing.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Part II
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THEFT IN RUSSIA
TUESDAY, MAY 17, 2005
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, THE INTERNET,
AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 12:26 p.m., in
Room 2141, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Lamar
Smith (Chair of the Subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property will come to order. I will recognize myself and the
Ranking Member for opening statements, and then we will get to
the witness testimony.
This, the second of our two back-to-back oversight hearings on
the subject of international intellectual property theft, will focus on
the state of IP enforcement in the Russian Federation. In our first
hearing, the Subcommittee received testimony that China, the single largest source of counterfeit and pirated products worldwide,
has accelerated their theft of intellectual property and failed to
adopt enforcement procedures that are designed to deter such actions.
The Russian Federation now seeks to become a member of the
World Trade Organization, and is counting on the support of the
United States Government and the American people for that privilege. Recently, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice acknowledged
the reality that Russia lacks "the legal framework to prosecute
those who engage in piracy," and stated that this "really must be
taken care of before WTO accession."
However, the adoption of a legal framework alone, which is not
accompanied by a demonstrated and sustained commitment to
criminal enforcement of large-scale commercial piracy and counterfeiting, is not enough to gain U.S. support for Russian accession.
This commitment must be made at the highest levels, and it must
be made before the American people endorse Russian accession to
the WTO.
Russian President Putin stated last month "Our bureaucracy is
still to a large extent isolated, and is undermined by corruption, irresponsibility, and incompetence." Anyone familiar with the Russian Federation track record for protecting and enforcing intellectual property would concur with President Putin's statement.
(105)
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Last Thursday's Wall Street Journal contained a report entitled,
"In Russia, Politicians Protect Movie and Music Pirates." It describes how certain Russian elected officials thwart police investigations of IP crimes, and in fact profit by doing so.
As our witnesses today will testify, the grim reality is that lawlessness, physical danger, and corruption are part of the daily challenges faced by businesses and individuals who seek to conduct
business or protect their IP rights in Russia. They will provide
compelling evidence that the situation has actually worsened, rather than improved, in recent years.
The Members of this Subcommittee will receive evidence that the
Russian government is the landlord for as many as 18 optical disc
plants that annually produce tens of millions of illicit copyrighted
works for export to mature markets, and that the government has
failed to even inspect the vast majority of these facilities, let alone
investigate or prosecute any of the criminals. On the rare occasion
when someone is investigated for IP theft in Russia, the most likely
outcome is that no prosecution will occur and that any conviction
will result in a suspended sentence.
If Russia is permitted to join the WTO without first demonstrating a sustained and serious commitment to the enforcement
of IP rights, then the real winners will be the criminal syndicates.
We owe it to the Russian people and to the American people to consider this record before the U.S. advocates that the Russian government be rewarded with accession to the WTO.
That concludes my statement, and the gentleman from California
is recognized for his.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Russia is considered by
the copyright industries as second only to China as an intellectual
property pirate. In fact, that Wall Street Journal article that you
sent around, Mr. Chairman, its paragraph says, "While China may
be the world's top producer of illegal computer software, CDs, and
DVDs, at least authorities there are getting serious about cracking
down." Well, I'm not sure that's established. But then it points out,
"In Russia, the Kremlin has been promising to deal with the problem for years, but industry officials say under President Vladimir
Putin it's gotten worse, not better."
Almost 2 years ago, a number of Members of Congress sent a letter to President Bush to focus his attention on the escalating problem in Russia. Yet Russian plants are still producing tens of millions of pirated optical discs for export. U.S. copyright industries
continue to lose billions of dollars, and the piracy rates are estimated at 70 percent for every copyright sector.
In February, the International Intellectual Property Alliance released its 2005 Special 301 Recommendations, a document that Mr.
Schwartz will address in his testimony. The options laid out are
time-sensitive. We must consider one or all of the following actions:
Recommending the designation of Russia as a priority foreign country; or conditioning Russia's entry into WTO on meaningful copyright enforcement; or denying Russia its GSP benefits.
We must move quickly, because each day that goes by without
a firm stance by the Administration on these possibilities lessens
the importance of this issue in Russia's eyes.
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When we had a hearing on international copyright piracy 2 years
ago, a constituent of mine testified to her own personal experience
of intellectual property theft by the Russian government. Before us
today are representatives of the movie and music industry who will
testify to the effect Russian piracy has had on that segment of the
American economy.
Whether one pirates from an individual or from a corporation,
the act of piracy must be stopped. The same holds true whether the
piracy is sponsored by the government itself, or funded by individual citizens. While the concept of private ownership of property
is relatively new in many of the formerly communist countries, the
value has not been lost on them.
Any government that wants the benefits of trade with America
and who is currently benefitting from trade preferences, like Russia, has a responsibility to respect American innovation. Any citizen of a state must recognize basic rules of law, such as a prohibition on theft.
The Russian government has pointed to the high price of legitimate products coming from the U.S. as a justification for piracy.
This is tantamount to blaming the victim for the crime. It is clear
that price is not the cause of piracy. The pirated goods contain language tracks that include languages that are not Russian. The
goal, therefore, is not simply to help Russians afford D'VDs of movies; piracy is providing a business opportunity to services-to service those that live outside of Russia.
We have an opportunity now, in trying to address the piracy situations in Russia, to learn from our failures with intellectual property enforcement in China. This came up at the last hearing. Before permitting Russia's accession to the WTO, we must require
stricter enforcement of intellectual property rights.
I look forward to hearing the witnesses describe the extent of piracy in Russia, and any suggestions they have to curtail the problem. And I look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, to address the importance of achieving significant reform of Russian intellectual property enforcement before admitting Russia into the
WTO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Berman. And may I ask the witnesses to stand and be sworn in, if you will.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. Please be seated.
Our first witness is Victoria Espinel, who is the Acting Assistant
U.S. Trade Representative for Intellectual Property in the Office of
the United States Trade Representative. In that capacity, Ms.
Espinel serves as the principal U.S. trade negotiator on IP. Ms.
Espinel's office chairs the interagency committee that conducts the
annual Special 301 Review of international protection of intellectual property rights. The latest report was published on April 29,
2005.
She holds an LLM from the London School of Economics, a JD
from Georgetown University, and a BS in foreign service from
Georgetown University School of Foreign Service. After serving as
the government witness in our China hearing earlier this morning-or this morning-Ms. Espinel is now a veteran who is sea-
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soned in delivering testimony to Congress. We look forward to her
return testimony, as well.
Our second witness is Eric Schwartz, Vice President and Special
Counsel to the International Intellectual Property Alliance, IIPA, a
private-sector coalition of six U.S. trade associations which represents over 1,300 companies that produce, and distribute materials protected by copyright laws throughout the world.
Mr. Schwartz is a partner at Smith and Metalitz, where he specializes in copyright, entertainment, and information law. Mr.
Schwartz was the principal negotiator of the copyright provisions
in the U.S.-USSR trade agreement of 1990, and he is the subject
matter expert for IIPA on copyright matters that involve the Russian Federation and Eastern and Central Europe. A graduate of
Johns Hopkins University, Mr. Schwartz obtained a JD from the
American University's Washington College of Law.
Our next witness is Mrs. Bonnie Richardson, who serves as the
Senior Vice President for International Policy at the Motion Picture
Association of America, where she is responsible for international
policies affecting the production and distribution of filmed entertainment in worldwide markets.
Before joining MPAA, she served as the director for services negotiations for USTR, and as a foreign service officer at the Department of State. Mrs. Richardson earned her master's degree at
Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies, and her
undergraduate degree from the University of Delaware.
Our final witness is Matthew T. Gerson, the Vice President for
Public Policy and Government Relations at the world's largest
music company, the Universal Music Company. Mr. Gerson has
been with Universal for 10 years. Prior to that, he worked at the
MPAA. He is a graduate of Georgetown University Law Center,
and Tufts University.
We welcome you all, and look forward to your very expert testimony. And as before, Ms. Espinel, we'll begin with you.
TESTIMONY OF VICTORIA ESPINEL, ACTING ASSISTANT U.S.
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
OFFICE OF U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
Ms. ESPINEL. Thank you. Chairman Smith and Members of the

Committee, thank you for the opportunity to address your concerns
over inadequate protection and enforcement of intellectual property
rights in Russia.
Protection and enforcement of America's IP rights in Russia is an
issue that is of the utmost concern to USTR and to the Administration, and is one that we take very seriously. Due to the importance
of this issue and the prevalence of piracy in Russia, Presidents
Bush and Putin have discussed improving protection of intellectual
property in Russia at several recent summits, including most recently at their meeting earlier this month in Moscow. Successfully
combatting the rampant piracy and counterfeiting that currently
exists in Russia is a top priority.
The level of copyright piracy in Russia has increased dramatically, and the adverse effects on American owners of copyrights are
compounded by the fact that Russia has become a major exporter
of pirated materials. In addition to sales in Russia of illegal music,
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movies, and computer software, Russia's pirates are exporting large
volumes of illegal products to other markets. As a result, Russia is
on the 2005 Special 301 Priority Watch List announced on April 29.
In addition, due to the severity of the problem in Russia, USTR
announced that the Administration will conduct an out-of-cycle review this year to monitor progress by Russia on a number of IP
issues. We are also continuing interagency review of a petition fied
by the U.S. copyright industries to withdraw some or all of Russia's
benefits under the U.S. Generalized System of Preferences program.
USTR and other agencies have been, and will continue to be,
very engaged with the Russian government at all levels to develop
an effective IP regime and strengthen enforcement in Russia. We
have an ongoing bilateral working group with the Russian Federal
Service for Intellectual Property, Patents, and Trademarks,
Rospatent, the agency responsible for most IP matters in Russia,
which has convened several times this spring to discuss a wide
range of IP issues. Recent discussions have focused on Russia's enforcement regime; legislative deficiencies, including the need for a
comprehensive regulatory regime on optical media production; and
Internet piracy.
Through these and other ongoing efforts, we have seen an improvement in cooperation at the working level on IP issues, especially from Rospatent and the Ministry of the Interior. Based upon
case information provided by our industry, embassy officials meet
regularly with senior representatives of the Ministry of Interior,
the prosecutors, Rospatent, and the Supreme Court, to track and
press for enforcement in major criminal cases involving optical disc
manufacturing facilities and Internet piracy.
We are also working on IP issues in the context of Russia's WTO
accession negotiations. We have continuing concerns that Russia's
current IP regime does not meet WTO requirements related to protection of undisclosed information, geographic indications, and IP
enforcement. We are raising these and other concerns in the accession negotiations, and have made it clear to the Russian government that progress on IP will be necessary to complete the accession progress.
Supplementing these efforts directly with Russia, the Administration is taking comprehensive action to block trade around the
world in counterfeit and pirated goods through the Strategy Targeting Organized Piracy, or STOP, initiative. STOP is a U.S. government-wide initiative begun in October 2004 to empower U.S.
businesses to secure and enforce their rights overseas, to stop fakes
at our borders, to expose international counterfeiters and pirates,
to keep global supply chains free of infringing goods, to dismantle
criminal enterprises that steal U.S. intellectual property, and to
reach out to like-minded U.S. trading partners that are facing similar problems in order to build an international coalition to stop
counterfeiting and piracy worldwide. Addressing Russia's growing
exports of pirate and counterfeit products is part of this initiative.
Our work has brought about some improvements, particularly
with respect to the content of Russia's laws; but much more will
need to be done in order to reduce the level of piracy and counterfeiting. As part of its effort to bring Russia's IP regime into compli-
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ance with the TRIPS Agreement, Russia amended its copyright law
in 2004 to provide protection for preexisting works and for sound
recordings. Russia has amended a number of other laws as well, including its law on patents and protection of computer software and
databases. Although these amendments demonstrate some commitment to strengthening its intellectual property laws, further improvements in Russia's laws are necessary.
On the enforcement side, we have seen far less progress. While
Russian law enforcement agencies have taken some actions, including an increased number of raids by police, these actions have not
resulted in the kind of robust prosecution and meaningful penalties
that would deter the significant increase in piracy that our industry has observed in Russia.
Enforcement efforts in Russia must increase dramatically in
order to combat the rising piracy and counterfeiting levels. We
need to see improvements in enforcement of Russia's criminal law
against piracy; improved enforcement at the border; and better administrative and civil procedures, such as providing for ex parte
procedures in civil cases.
We are very concerned with the amount of excess optical media
capacity in Russia and with Russia's lack of a comprehensive regulatory regime to control illegal optical media operations. Although
Russian authorities have recently taken some positive steps to
strengthen optical disc licensing procedures, Russia must establish
an effective system for inspecting the optical media plants, to ensure that only authorized product is being made.
On the criminal enforcement side, we see frequent delays in prosecutions and then imposition of minimal penalties, including many
suspended sentences. Frequently, pirated goods that have been
seized are not destroyed, but are returned to the market. We have
raised these issues with Russia, and are seeking decisive actions to
address these growing problems, such as inspecting optical media
plants, permanently shutting down illegal production, and taking
down Internet sites that are spreading pirated material.
We share in our industries' frustration-and your frustration, I
would imagine-over the lack of significant progress on the part of
Russia's authorities. USTR is committed to utilizing effectively the
tools currently available to us to press Russia to implement immediate concrete measures to combat piracy and counterfeiting and
reduce the losses to our industry.
Despite our close engagement and continued work with the Russian government, Russia has made little progress in permanently
closing down illegal production plants and bringing offenders to
justice. Political will at the highest levels will be needed in order
to see a reduction in piracy levels in the near term.
USTR will continue to monitor Russia's progress in bringing its
IP regime in line with international standards through the Special
301 out-of-cycle review that we have just announced, the ongoing
GSP review, and the WTO accession discussions.
Progress will be critical for our bilateral relationship with Russia, and will have implications for Russia's accession to the WTO.
Ultimately, success will depend on the political will of Russia's
leaders to tackle the underlying problems of corruption and orga-
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nized crime. The STOP initiative will also be employed to address
the significant intellectual property problem.
We remain committed to working with Congress, and this Committee in particular, in pressing Russia to effectively combat and
reduce the unacceptable levels of piracy and counterfeiting which
plague our industry.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for
providing me with the opportunity to testify. And I look forward to
your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Espinel follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICToRiA ESPINEL

Chairman Smith and members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity
to address your concerns over ineffective protection and enforcement of intellectual
property rights in Russia.
Protection and enforcement of American's intellectual property rights (IPRs) in
Russia is an issue that is of utmost concern to USTR and the Administration and
is one that we take very seriously. Due to the importance of this issue and the prevalence of piracy in Russia, Presidents Bush and Putin have discussed improving
protection of IPRs in Russia at several recent summits, including at their meeting
earlier this month in Moscow. Successfully combating the rampant piracy and counterfeiting that currently exists in Russia is a top priority.
As you have heard from other witnesses here today, U.S. copyright, trademark,
and patent-based industries are experiencing huge losses resulting from ineffective
or, in some cases, non-existent enforcement-losses that, in some cases, are continuing to increase over the past year.
The level of copyright piracy in Russia has increased dramatically and the adverse
effects on American owners of copyrights are compounded by the fact that Russia
has become a major exporter of pirated materials. In addition to sales in Russia of
illegal music, movies and computer software, Russia's pirates are exporting large
volumes of illegal products to other markets. As a result, Russia is on the 2005 Special 301 Priority Watch List announced on April 29. In addition, due to the severity
of the problem in Russia, USTR announced that the Administration will conduct an
out-of-cycle review this year to monitor progress by Russia on numerous IPR issues.
We are also continuing interagency review of a petition filed by the U.S. copyright
industries to withdraw some or all of Russia's benefits under the U.S. Generalized
System of Preferences (GSP) program.
USTR and other agencies have been and will continue to be very engaged with
the Russian Government at all levels to develop an effective IPR regime and
strengthen enforcement in Russia. We have an ongoing bilateral working group with
the Russian Federal Service for Intellectual Property, Patents, and Trademarks
(Rospatent), the agency responsible for most IPR matters in Russia, which has convened several times this spring to discuss a wide range of IPR issues. Recent discussions have focused on Russia's enforcement regime, legislative deficiencies-including the need for a comprehensive regulatory regime on optical media production,
and Internet piracy.
We are working with other U.S. Government agencies and our Embassy in Moscow to more actively engage senior Russian officials and law enforcement representatives. Our Embassy has increased efforts on the ground, such as conducting a series of regional workshops on IPR enforcement. We will have held a workshop in
every Russian region by the end of 2005. These conferences are designed to more
actively engage Russian officials from the Ministry of the Interior's economics
crimes unit, Russian customs, local prosecutors' offices and the judiciary at the regional level. Through these and our other ongoing efforts, we have seen an improvement in cooperation at the working-level on IPR issues, especially from Rospatent
and the Ministry of Interior. Based upon case information provided by U.S. industry, Embassy officials meet regularly with senior representatives of the Ministry of
Interior, the Procuracy (prosecutors), Rospatent, and the Supreme Court to track
and press for enforcement.in major criminal cases involving optical disk manufacturing facilities, as well as in Internet piracy cases.
We are also working on IPR issues in the context of Russia's WTO accession negotiations. We have continuing concerns that Russia's current IPR regime does not
meet WTO requirements related to protection of undisclosed information, geographic
indications and enforcement. We are raising these and other concerns in the acces-
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sion negotiations and have made it clear to the Russian Government that progress
on IPR will be necessary to complete the accession process.
Supplementing these efforts directly with Russia, the Administration is taking
comprehensive action to block trade around the world in counterfeit and pirated
goods through the Strategy Targeting Organized Piracy (STOP!). STOP! is a U.S.
government-wide initiative begun in October 2004 to empower U.S. businesses to secure and enforce their intellectual property rights in overseas markets, to stop fakes
at U.S. borders, to expose international counterfeiters and pirates, to keep global
supply chains free of infringing goods, to dismantle criminal enterprises that steal
U.S. intellectual property and to reach out to like-minded U.S. trading partners in
order to build an international coalition to stop counterfeiting and piracy worldwide.
Addressing Russia's growing exports of pirated and counterfeit products is part of
this initiative, and Russian officials have repeatedly express interest in cooperating
with us on the initiative.
Our work has brought about some improvements, particularly with respect to the
content of Russia's laws, but much more will need to be done in order to reduce the
level of piracy and counterfeiting. As part of its effort to bring Russia's IPR reime
into compliance with the obligations of the TRIPS Agreement, Russia amended its
Copyright Law in 2004 to provide protection for pre-existing works and sound recordings. Russia has amended a number of other laws as well, including its laws
on patents and protection of computer software and databases. Although these
amendments demonstrate Russia's commitment to strengthening its IPR laws, further improvements in Russia's laws are necessary.
On the enforcement side, we have seen far less progress. While Russian law enforcement agencies have taken some actions, including an increased number of raids
by police, these actions have not resulted in the kind of robust prosecution and
meaningful penalties that would deter the significant increase in piracy that our industry has observed in Russia. Enforcement efforts 'in Russia must increase dramatically in order to combat rising piracy and counterfeiting levels. We need to see
improvements in enforcement of Russia's criminal laws against piracy and counterfeiting, improved enforcement at the border to prevent exports of pirated and counterfeit products and better administrative and civil procedures for IPR enforcement,
such as providing for ex parte procedures in civil cases.
We are very concerned with the amount of excess optical media capacity in Russia
and with Russia's lack of a comprehensive regulatory regime to control illegal optical media operations. Our industry estimates that the capacity of known plants in
Russia is 371.6 million discs while legitimate domestic demand is around only 30
million discs. Illegal optical media from Russia has been found in markets around
the world. Russia lacks an effective system for inspection of optical media production plants to ensure that only authorized product is being made. However, Russian
authorities recently have taken some positive steps to strengthen optical disc licensing procedures.
On the criminal enforcement side, we see frequent delays in prosecutions and
then imposition of minimal penalties, including many suspended sentences. Frequently, pirated goods that have been seized in a case are not destroyed, but are
returned to the market. The U.S. copyright industry estimates that 70 percent of
seized pirated products go back into the stream of commerce. We are also seeing
an increase in piracy on the Internet. Several major illegal websites are operating
out of Russia, one of which our industry reports is now the largest portal for pirated
product in the world. We have raised these issues with Russia and are seeking decisive actions to address these growing problems such as inspecting optical media
plants, permanently shutting down illegal production, and taking down Internet
sites that are spreading pirated material.
We share in our industries' frustration over the lack of significant progress on the
part of Russia's authorities. USTR is committed to utilizing effectively the tools currently available to us to press Russia to implement immediately concrete measures
to combat piracy and counterfeiting operations and reduce the losses to U.S. industries. Despite our close engagement and continued work with the Russian Government, Russia has made little progress in permanently closing down illegal production plants and bringing offenders to justice. Political will at the highest levels will
be needed in order to see a reduction in piracy levels in the near term.
USTR will continue to monitor Russia's progress in bringing its IPR regime in line
with international standards through the Special 301 out-of-cycle review, the ongoing GSP review, and WTO accession discussions. Progress will be critical for our bilateral relationship with Russia and will have implications for Russia's accession to
the WTO. Ultimately, success will depend on the political will of Russia's leaders
to tackle the underlying problems of corruption and organized crime. The STOP! initiative will also be employed to address this significant IPR problem. We remain
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committed to working with the Congress and this committee in particular in pressing Russia to effectively combat and reduce the unacceptable levels of piracy and
counterfeiting which plague our industry.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, thank you for providing me with
the opportunity to testify. I look forward to your questions.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Ms. Espinel.
Mr. Schwartz.
TESTIMONY OF ERIC SCHWARTZ, VICE PRESIDENT AND SPECIAL COUNSEL, INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
ALLIANCE (IIPA)
Mr. SCHWARTZ. Thank you, Chairman Smith, Mr. Berman, and
Members of the Subcommittee, for giving IIPA the opportunity to
testify on the copyright problems we're confronting in Russia.
I've provided a detailed report on some of the problems, and will
use my time to just give you a brief overview across all the copyright sectors of the problems our industries are facing in Russia,
as well as some suggestions that we think the U.S. Government
could take to improve the situation there.
We've provided a lot of statistics, and the statistics only tell a
part of the story. What they do not show is the poor reaction over
the past 10 years of the Russian government to the piracy problem.
The optical disc production and distribution problem, which is our
most serious problem-that is, the making of CDs and DVDs at the
34 plants-did not spring up overnight. And this problem is not
unique to Russia. It has been successfully addressed in other countries. So we know that it can be fixed.
IIPA first raised this problem with the Russian government in
1996, when there were two plants. The reason the problem has
been allowed to escalate to the 34 current plants-that is, 34
known plants-eight of which are dedicated to making DVDs, and
with a total plant capacity over 400 million discs a year, has been
because the Russian government has failed to properly act. In
short, what we have is a legacy of failed commitments.
On a personal note, I can tell you the piracy situation in Russia
is the worst it has been in the 16 years I've been working on Russian and, before that, Soviet copyright issues. Let me show you a
few of the statistics that we're confronting.
First, we estimate that the copyright industries lost over $1.7 billion last year alone to copyright piracy in Russia; over $6 billion
in the last 5 years. At the same time that we're losing $1.7 billion
last year, Russia enjoyed over $515 million in GSP benefits, $430
million in 2003. In short, Russia has not earned the right to enjoy
these benefits. They are neither in compliance with the GSP requirements for enjoyment of the benefits, and they are not taking
the necessary actions to reduce piracy.
Our rate, as noted in the opening statements, hover around 70
percent at the low end, and 87 percent on the high end. We know
from forensic evidence that at least 24 of the 34 plants are known
to be producing some pirate product. We don't know how much, because there is not proper plant inspections ongoing. We also know
that Russian-produced optical discs have been positively identified
in 27-at least 27-countries.
Let me give you an example of some of the actions that were undertaken last year, and the results. In 2004, the Russian govern-
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ment and our industry agreed that there were eight actions taken
against the Russian plants. But they were unsuccessful, for three
reasons: One, most of the seized material ends back in the marketplace-by some industry experts, as much as 70 percent. Two,
every single plant that was raided remained in operation throughout the year; they have never closed a plant. And third, there were
few, if any, criminal prosecutions; almost all end in suspended sentences. I was looking back at my notes, and I believe it may be the
case that in the last 10 years there have only ever been two criminal convictions that ended in served sentences.
We've suggested six steps to the Russian government on how to
improve the optical disc problem. Step number one is easy. All they
have to do is conduct surprise raids at 34 plants. This could be
done in a matter of weeks.
As for new legislation, which Ms. Espinel has mentioned, we
can't wait for new legislation. Yes, there are deficiencies in their
optical disc regulatory scheme, but it took them 12 years to fix the
deficiencies in their copyright law, and all the while the U.S. Government was pressing them, as well as the IIPA, on these shortages.
The legacy of failed commitments, though, is very serious. At all
levels of the Russian government-as you've heard, even at the
presidential level-these issues have been discussed without success. Beginning in 1999, when the Russian government first acknowledged that it had an optical disc problem-and remember, we
raised it with them in 1996, so three years before-they acknowledged a problem; they acknowledged they would take care of the
problem.
In 2002, they agreed in negotiation with the U.S. Government to
create an action plan, something comprehensive to fix the optical
disc problem. They never provided the action plan, and we never
heard about the plan ever again after those rounds of negotiations.
Instead, they created an inter-ministerial commission, which meets
quarterly and issues reports on the "progress" that they're making
on optical disc piracy problems.
As one example of the shortcomings of the government. This last
October, we spent a considerable amount of time in discussions
with them. And the Russian government officials told us that they
would convene a meeting in December with the 18 plants known
to be on leased or limited-access government property.
The meeting never took place. And the reason the meeting never
took place: The government later acknowledged they couldn't identify who the owners of the plants are. Because they have no effective plant licensing system, they don't even know how to identify
who they should be meeting with to stop these actions.
So we've suggested three things to the U.S. Government. For the
past 9 years, Russia has been on the priority watch list, and it's
time to take some different course of action. The first is to condition Russia's entry into the World Trade Organization on meaningful copyright enforcement.
The second is, when the out-of-cycle review is over, to designate
Russia as a priority foreign country, and to get to the business of
forcing them with deadlines, to either fix the problem or to face
trade sanctions.
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And the third, and probably simplest for the U.S. Government,
would be to suspend or deny their eligibility for GSP benefits;
which could be done immediately. We filed the petition in 2000
with the U.S. Government. It was accepted in 2001. I've testified
twice on the issue, and regularly fie updates on the shortcomings
of the Russian government. And we think they could just suspend
the GSP benefits.
In short, we think that the time for the Russian government is
up. And looking at the clock, my time is up, as well. So I will thank
you, and be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schwartz follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERic J. SCHWARTZ
Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member, and Members of the Subcommittee, the International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA) and our members thank you for the
opportunity to testify today on the piracy problems we are confronting in Russia.
The IIPA is a private sector coalition representing the U.S. copyright-based industries in bilateral and multilateral efforts to improve protection and enforcement of
copyrighted materials worldwide. The IIPA is comprised of six trade associations
representing over 1,300 U.S. companies who produce and distribute materials
throughout the world. The copyright industries contributed over $625 billion to the
U.S. GDP, or 6% of the U.S. economy, and almost 5.5 million jobs or 4% of U.S.
employment, in 2002.
The copyright businesses and the individual creators that work with them are
critically dependent on having strong copyright laws in place in foreign countries
and having those laws effectively enforced. In fact, most of the copyright sectors
generate over 50% of their revenue from outside the U.S. This is why we are so concerned with the problems of weak legal regimes and poor enforcement in China,
Russia, and the many other countries detailed in our annual Special 301 Report to
the U.S. government.
Simply put, Russia's current copyright piracy problem is enormous. I have worked
on U.S.-Russian copyright matters for over 16 years trying to improve the legal
regime in Russia-including adoption of better copyright and related enforcement
laws, as well as working to improve on-the-ground enforcement. The present piracy
problem in Russia is the worst it has been in my 16 years experience. Piracy of all
copyright materials-motion pictures, records and music, business and entertainment software, and books-is at levels ranging from a low of about 66% to a high
of 87%--totally unacceptable for a country and economy the size and sophistication
of Russia.
Let me begin by describing the scope and nature of the problem in Russia from
our vantage point.
SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE PIRACY PROBLEM IN RUSSIA

Russia has one of the worst piracy problems of any country in the world, second
only to China. The IIPA estimates that the copyright industry lost over $1.7 billion
due to piracy last year, and over $6 billion in the last five years in Russia. As noted,
the piracy rates hover around 70% of the market or higher for every copyright sector. In short, Russia's criminal enforcement system has failed to stem persistent
commercial piracy.
The number of optical disc (i.e., CD and/or DVD) plants in Russia has more than
doubled in just the last three years to number at present, at least 34 plants, including eight dedicated DVD plants. There are a total of 80 known operational production lines. Production capacity has nearly tripled as criminal operations have encountered little hindrance in expanding their activities. Even more troubling, IIPA
is aware of nine production plants located on the facilities of the Russian government, so-called restricted access regime enterprises (although the Russian government has publicly acknowledged that there may be as many as 18 such plants). Russia's annual manufacturing capacity now stands conservatively at over 370 million
CDs and additionally over 30 million DVDs, despite the fact that the demand for
legitimate discs is unlikely to exceed 80 million in all formats.
Forensic evidence indicates that at least 24 of the 34 plants are known to be producing pirate product. Of course, without proper surprise inspection procedures in
place, there is no way of knowing for certain the size and scope of what all the
plants are producing. Russian-produced optical discs (CDs) have been positively
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identified in at least 27 countries. So, the harm illegal Russian plants are doing far
exceeds the Russian marketplace.
In 2004, there were eight actions taken by the Russian government against the
optical disc ("OD") CD/DVD plants, including raids and seizures of illegal materials
according to our industry, and Russian government, reports. The raids are obviously
a positive step. But, the outcome of the raids is telling:
First, much of the seized material ends up back in the marketplace either through
lax enforcement (or corruption), laws permitting charitable sales of such property,
or the conclusion without prosecution of criminal investigations. As an example,
over half of the one million illegal CD and DVD copies seized in a raid last year
"disappeared" before the case went to trial.
Second, all of the optical disc plants that were raided in 2004 remained in operation after those raids. In some cases, truckloads of illegal material were seized
from the same plants by Russian government enforcement officials-and still these
same plants remain in operation.
Third, the plant owners remain unscathed by the criminal justice system. A few
people employed by the plants were convicted-after extensive delays in criminal investigations-but virtually all received suspended sentences. So, there is no deterrence to continuing to conduct commercial piracy in Russia at present.
In fact, the record industry (International Federation of Phonogram Producers,
IFPI) reports that in the past two years, of the 24 cases IFPI is cooperating on, 21
of those 24 cases remain without a resolution-that is, no prosecutions of the operators of illegal CD plants, as investigations have dragged on. In the other three cases,
the pirate CDs were destroyed, but no deterrent sentences were handed down. The
only exception to this pattern (which has been true for years) was in June 2002
when the Disc Press MSK plant (raided in September 1999) was finally closed and
a Zelenograd court handed down 4-year prison sentences to two operators of the
plant. In February 2004, there was a one-year conditional sentence given to a manager of the Zelenograd plant which was raided in December 2002, resulting in the
seizure of 234,493 pirate CDs (over 59,000 were music CDs). The more typical case
is that of the Synograph plant, raided in October 2000. There was a four year criminal investigation aimed at the director of the plant; a court hearing is scheduled
for 2005, and the plant is still in operation.
The optical disc problem that IIPA confronts in Russia is one that has been regulated in virtually all other countries where we have found these levels of massive
production of pirate product-countries like Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, Macau,
Bulgaria and Malaysia. Russia's regulation of the plants is virtually non-existent,
and based on a weak 2002 licensing law. Quite simply, Russia is the largest unregulated and un-enforced producer of pirate optical disc product in the world.
To solve this problem, Russia must undertake vigorous criminal enforcement
backed by the highest political officials in the government, since much of the piracy
is undertaken by organized criminal syndicates. For example, according to the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), Russian crime syndicate pirates of
videogame material are so well-entrenched that they "label" their product. The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) reports that producers of motion picture
DVDs produce export-only copies of DVDs because they are in seven or eight foreign
languages, not including Russian.
Most of our testimony today is limited to problems pertaining to hard-copy piracy,
but there are growing problems related to digital piracy as well. In fact, the world's
largest server-based pirate music website-allofmp3.com-remains in operation
after a criminal prosecutor in early 2005 reviewed the case and determined (wrongly) that current Russian copyright law could not prosecute or prevent this type of
activity. In fact, this interpretation of the Russian law is contrary to all the assurances the Russian government gave the U.S. government and private sector during
the years-long adoption of amendments to the 1993 Copyright Law; those amendments were finally adopted in July 2004.
The business software industry (Business Software Alliance, BSA) is confronting
its own unique digital piracy problem relating to copyright enforcement. In short,
the Russian government has Failed to take effective action against the broad distribution of counterfeit software over the Internet, primarily through unsolicited emails (spam) originating from groups operating in Russia. Separately, the BSA has
had success with Russian law enforcement agencies taking action against channel
piracy (i.e., illegal software preloaded on computers sold in the marketplace), not
only in the Moscow area, but also in other Russian regions, and has made some
progress in software legalization in the public sector.
The book industry, the Association of American Publishers (AAP) reports widespread piracy of an array of reference works and textbooks, increasingly a large
market in Russia as the penetration of English-language materials in the market
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grows. Lax enforcement, including poor border enforcement-endemic to all copyright sectors-results in the import (and export) of illegal materials. In the book industry this includes unlicensed imports of pirated reprints from neighboring countries, and pirated reference books and medical texts; there is also widespread illegal
commercial photocopying, especially in the academic sector.
We have indicated the devastating consequences to the U.S. copyright owners and
authors. The harm to the Russian economy is enormous as well. The motion picture
industry alone estimates lost tax revenues on DVDs and videos in Russia was $130
million last year. In another study undertaken by the software industry, it was estimated that if levels of piracy could be reduced to regional norms (that is, realistic
levels), ten of thousands of jobs and several hundred million dollars in tax revenues
would be realized from that sector alone in Russia.
THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT'S LEGACY OF FAILED COMMITMENTS

The performance of the Russian government over the past decade can be summed
up as representing a legacy of failed commitments on obligations to the United
States and the broader international community. A short list of these failed commitments is as follows:
Optical Disc Enforcement Commitments: The most egregious problem is that illegal production has devastated the domestic Russian market, and exports of Russianproduced pirated optical media (CDs, DVDs, etc.) are causing serious damage to legitimate market worldwide, as witnessed by the huge amount of pirated material
originating in Russia that is found abroad.
In 1996, the IIPA first identified optical disc plant production as a problem and
suggested the need for an enforcement "action plan" to address this problem, including legislative reforms. Two optical disc ("OD") plants were identified in the IIPA's
February 1996 Special 301 Report. As noted, there are now 34 CD plants, with a
total capacity of 370 million discs per year.
At all levels of the Russian government there have been promises to address this
problem (starting in 1999) including a pledge, never met, in 2002 to issue an "action
plan"-but to date, there has been virtually no action taken against the plants, no
comprehensive plan of action issued by the Russian government, and no legislative
reforms on this point have even been introduced. Now ten years after IIPA (and the
U.S. government) raised the issue, there is no excuse for why the Russian government has been unable to properly license and inspect all the known (now 34) plants,
and to close and repeal the licenses of those engaged in illegal production and distribution, as well as to criminally prosecute the plant owners and operators.
As one example of the failure to regulate the plants: late in 2004, in bilateral
talks with the U.S. government and IIPA, the Russian government promised it
would "meet with the 18 plants" (their figure) on restricted access (i.e., military)
property to ascertain the legal or illegal status of their production, and to report
back to the U.S. government. The meeting, scheduled for December, was cancelled
and has not been rescheduled. The reason: the Russian government confessed it was
unable to determine all the owners of the plants from its records (because of its inadequate licensing law) and therefore could not identify with whom the government
needed to meet.
Promised Legal Reforms: The Russian government has for 13 years, obligated
itself in bilateral and multilateral negotiations to adopt necessary legal reforms. A
short list of the failed commitments relating to legal reforms includes:
In 1995, the Russian government agreed to provide ex parte search provisionscritical enforcement tools, especially in the software industry. These were adopted
in part in the Arbitration Procedures Code in 2002, however the proper provisions
were never implemented and are absent from the Civil Procedure Code (enacted in
2003).
In 1995, the Russian government agreed to provide the police and prosecutors
with proper authority to confiscate illegal material and ex officio authority to commence criminal investigations. The 1996 Criminal Procedure Code reversed that authority, and required rightholders to formally press charges to commence investigations in some instances, thus thwarting effective enforcement.
In 1995, Russia acceded to the Berne Convention but failed to comply with Article
18 to provide protection for pre-existing works. That same year, Russia acceded to
the Geneva Phonograms Convention but provided no protection for pre-existing foreign sound recordings prior to the accession date of March 13, 1995. These were
commitments Russia made to the U.S. government in the 1992 Bilateral NTR Trade
Agreement-Russia agreed to have these commitments in place by the end of 1992.
Finally, in July 2004, Russia adopted provisions to its law to provide protection for
foreign pre-existing works and sound recordings-however, the 12 year delay in
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adopting these provisions has resulted in flooding the marketplace with illegal product that will take years to enforce, even if Russian enforcement were effective
(which it is not).
In the 1992 Bilateral NTR Trade Agreement, the Russian government committed
to provide effective criminal penalties and enforcement. In 1996, Criminal Code
amendments were adopted (after a 1995 veto) but a deficient provision (a "grave
harm" threshold) prevented effective enforcement. In 2003 an amendment to "fix"
the grave harm provision was finally adopted, but implementation of these criminal
provisions remains a matter of concern, and there is no initiative to use these tools,
if they even work properly, as part of effective enforcement.
In short, the Russian government has made promise after promise to the U.S.
(and other foreign) governments to develop an effective legal regime, including
strong copyright and enforcement laws, and strong on-the-ground enforcement. It
has failed to meet its commitments while it has enjoyed trade benefits and preferences with the U.S. that are the quid pro quo for these benefits and preferences.
STEPS THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT CAN TAKE TO PROPERLY ENFORCE IPR CRIMESFOCUSING ON OPTICAL DISC PIRACY

There are six critical steps that the Russian government could take immediately
to effectively confront its optical disc piracy problem:
1. Inspect, on a regular, unannounced and continuous basis, each of the 34
known OD plants, and immediate close and seize the machinery of any found
to be used to produce pirate product (some of these steps require additional
legislative or regulatory measures);
2. Announce, from the office of the President, that fighting copyright piracy is
a priority for the country and law enforcement authorities, and instruct the
Inter-Ministerial Commission, headed by the Prime Minister, to deliver reports every three months to the President on what steps have been taken
to address the problem;
3. Adopt in the Supreme Court a decree setting forth sentencing guidelines for
judges-advising the courts to impose deterrent penal sanctions as provided
under the penal code as amended (Article 146);
4. Immediately take down websites offering infringing copyright materials, such
as allofmp3.com, and criminally prosecute those responsible;
5. Initiate investigations into and criminal prosecutions of organized criminal
syndicates that control piracy operations in Russia (including operations that
export pirate material to markets outside Russia); and
6. Introduce either via executive order or legislation, the necessary modifications of the optical disc licensing regime so that it clearly provides more effective controlover the operations of the plants, including the granting of licenses to legal plants and withdrawing and sanctioning of illegal plants;
stricter controls on the importation of polycarbonate and machinery; mandatory seizure and destruction of machinery used to produce pirate materials;
and the introduction of criminal penalties for the owners of such plants.
There are, obviously, may other steps the Russian government could take to combat commercial piracy in Russia, including, but not only related to, optical disc piracy. These steps, including other enforcement and legal reforms necessary in Russia, are detailed in our Special 301 Report of February 2005 (attached).
We also want to address one issue that has been raised by certain senior members
of the Russian Government in our meetings, which raises serious questions about
its commitment to fighting piracy. We have seen a number of reports in which Russian officials have suggested that the prices for legitimate goods and the lack of
local manufacturing o egitimate products are to blame for the piracy problem. This
comment reflects both an ignorance of what is happening in the marketplace, and
a misunderstanding of the nature of the problem that we confront in Russia. The
organized criminal enterprises manufacturing and distributing pirate product are
largely servicing foreign markets (local manufacturing capacity is at least a multiple
of six or seven times that of local demand), making the Russian price for legitimate
materials wholly irrelevant to their motivation or profitability. As noted earlier,
Russian manufactured product has been found in over 27 countries over the past
two years.
In addition, existing efforts by certain industries to offer low cost Russian editions
have not had the effect of reducing local piracy rates. The record industry, for example is already manufacturing locally, and sells legitimate copies for an average price
of G.00 to $8.00 U.S. dollars-a price that is extremely low not just in relation to
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prices for music elsewhere, but also with respect to other consumer goods sold in
Russia. It is not the price of legitimate product that is creating opportunities for piracy-it is the opportunity for easy profits that has brought criminal enterprises
into this business, and Russia should stop offering such excuses for its continuing
inaction.
Another matter that the Russian government continues to raise is the need for
the U.S. copyright industries to use civil remedies for effective enforcement. The
copyright industries (especially the record industry) have recently attempted to
bring civil cases against illegal plant operators-although procedural hurdles are
significant.
However, in no country of the world, including Russia, can copyright owners be
left to civil remedies in lieu of criminal remedies to effectively address large-scale
organized crime commercial piracy. The government of Russia needs to play a major
role in an effective criminal enforcement regime. The copyright industries generally
report good police cooperation with raids and seizures, mostly of smaller quantities
(with some exceptions) of material, but prosecutorial and other procedural delays
and non-deterrent sentencing by judges remains a major hindrance to effective enforcement.
WHAT CAN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT DO?

There are three things the U.S. government can do to mandate Russia compliance
with international norms and obligations to provide "adequate and effective protection and enforcement" for U.S. copyright material:
1. Condition Russia's entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) on meaningful copyright law enforcement;
2. Designate Russia as a Priority Foreign Country (PFC) after the on-going out
of cycle review by U.S.T.R.; and
3. Deny Russia's eligibility for the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)
duty-free trade benefits.
1. Condition Russia's Entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) on Meaningful Progressin Enforcing its Copyright Laws
The Russian IPR regime is not in compliance with the WTO TRIPs obligations,
especially pertaining to enforcement. As a consequence, the U.S. government should
not assent to Russia's accession into the World Trade Organization until its copyright regime, both legislative and enforcement, is brought into compliance with the
WTO TRIPS obligations.
Russia is not providing adequate and effective enforcement as required for entry
into the WTO, certainly not the enforcement standards required as "effective" (Articles 41 through 61 of TRIPs).
The U.S. can and should condition Russia's entry into the WTO on Russia making
positive and meaningful enforcement progress-for example, by licensing and inspecting all the known 34 optical disc plants, closing those engaged in illegal activities, and criminally prosecuting those involved in this commercial illegal activity,
and ensuring imposition of deterrent (not suspended) sentences.
2. Designate Russia as a Priority Foreign Country (PFC) When the Current Out-ofCycle Review is Complete
The U.S. Trade Representative's announcement on April 29, 2005 that Russia
would be left on the Priority Watch List (for the ninth straight year) noted "[w]e
will continue to monitor Russia's progress in bringing its IPR regime in line with
international standards through out-of-cycle review, the ongoing GSP review that
was initiated by USTR in 2001, and WTO accession discussions."
The situation has gotten significantly worse, not better, in the past few years.
IIPA recommended in February, and continues to recommend as part of the out-ofcycle review, that it is time to designate Russia a Priority Foreign Country to force
Russia to properly enforce its laws or face the trade sanction consequences.
3. Remove Russia's Eligibility for Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) Benefits
In August of 2000, IIPA filed a petition asking the U.S. government to open an
investigation into Russia's practices and outlining a variety of ways in which Russia
failed (and continues to fail) to meet the GSP criterion of providing adequate and
effective protection for intellectual property. That petition was accepted by the U.S.
government on January 10, 2001. IIPA has since testified twice before the U.S. government GSP interagency committee (March 2001; September 2003) and submitted
a number of materials and briefs in this matter since then.
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IIPA believes it is time to revoke Russia's eligibility from the GSP program. Russia is not providing the U.S. GSP mandated "adequate and effective protection" as
required by Sections 502(b) and 502(c) of the 1974 Trade Act (the intellectual property provisions in the GSP statute are at 19 U.S.C. §§ 2462(b) and (c)).
It has been almost five years since the IIPA petition was filed, and over four years
since the U.S. government accepted the petition, which at least as a threshold matter, acknowledged the potential of Russia's shortcomings under the GSP program.
The Russian government has had years to move to fix these problems and they have
not done so adequately.
CONCLUSIONS

Unfortunately, the Russian piracy problem has been allowed to grow significantly
worse in the past ten years, and the IIPA members' losses have continued to increase. Most obviously, the past five years have witnessed an explosion of optical
disc manufacturing capacity without the concomitant controls to ensure that this capacity was used only for legitimate purposes.
Russia's anti-piracy efforts remain severely hampered by flawed legislation, ineffective enforcement by the Russian authorities and insufficient deterrent penalties
in the courts. The Russian government needs to address legal reforms in the copyright law (even after the adoption of the 2004 amendments), the criminal code, the
criminal procedure code, and the administrative code, but more importantly, it
needs to provide stronger and more effective enforcement compatible with international norms, and WTO TRIPs (and the WIPO digital treaties). The Russian government has taken some steps towards addressing copyright piracy, such as adopting improvements in its copyright law in 2004, and including by taking some actions
against pirate optical disc plants, adopting a ban on the sale of certain products at
kiosks and other street locations. This is a start, but it is only that. IIPA suggests
that the U.S. government should adopt positions, and a timetable, to ensure that
Russia is significantly moving towards achieving meaningful and lasting progress to
meet its international obligations-especially IPR enforcement.
In sum, Russia's commercial piracy problem must be addressed immediately by
the Russian authorities. IIPA recommends that the U.S. government take the necessary trade steps to deny Russia trade benefits (such as GSP) and entry into the
World Trade Organization until Russia takes clear and effective steps to bring this
illegal activity under control. This country can no longer afford inaction.
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ATACHMENT

INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ALLIANCE
2005 SPECIAL 301 REPORT

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Special 301 Recommendation: IIPArecommends thatthe Russian Federation should
be designated a Special 301 PriorityForelon Country in 2005' and that the United States
government should immediately suspend Russia's eligibility for any dut-free trade benefits that
it enjoys underthe Generalized Systemof Preferences (GSP)program.
Russia's copyright piracy problem remains one of the most serious of any country In the
world--ovor $1.7 billion in lousesin 2004. Five years ago, the IIPAfileda petitionwith the U.S.
government forthe removalor suspension of Russia'sGSP tradepreferences,worthhundredsof
millionsof dollars
per year,untilthe Russiangovernment
addressed enforcement deficiencies in a
straightforward
and effectrvemanner.The copyrightindustrieshave lost
over $7 billion
in thepast
eight years in Russiaas a resultofpoorenforcement
so it is reasonableto link U.S. trade tosses
with Russia'strade benefits.We consnueto pressthe U.S. governmenttouse theGSP andother
trade measuresto get the Russiangovernmentto makeprogress on a piracyproblemthat has
sigrificantly deteriorated during the past few years. In large measure, the explosive growthin
piracy is a result of the Russian government's legacy of failing to meet Its commitments to
improve IPRenforcement.
The Russiangovernmenthas taken some IPR actionduring the pastfive years,mostly
focusing on legalreforms,suchaspassagein2004of much-needed
improvements
Inthecopyright
law. Butthoso steps are meaningless
without actualenforcement of old andnowlaws. Thepiracy
problem hasgotten
worseand ourlosseshaveincreased as Russiahasbecomeone ofthe worfd's
largestproducersand distributorsof illegalopticalmediamaterial.The production
has devastated
the domestic market,andexportedRussian piratedoptical discs havebeenforensicaty identified
in over 25 countries.This activitymustbe addressed
immediately bythe Russianauthoritieswith
effectve
criminalenforcement
to stempersistent
commercialpiracy.

IPR Enforcement Priorities: Russiamustmake enforcement itshighest IPR priorityto
(1) stem the explosive growthof illegal opticalmedia plantsrun byorganized crime syndicates
with widespread distribution networks; and (2) Improve overall enforcement, In particular,
focusing on deterrent criminalpenalties addressing the problem of persistent commercial piracy.
It isalso important for Russiato make necessary enforcement-targeted legal reforms,including
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further updating the ciminal code, the
detailed Inthis and prior reports).

irninat procedure code, and administrative code (as

Thereare sevencriticalstepsthatthe Russian governmentmustundertakein the nextfew
months to begintoeffectively confront opticaldisc ("OD')piracy.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Announcing, fromthe office of the President. that fighting copyright piracy is a
priority for the country and lawenforcement authorities,
andinstructing the InterMinisterial Commission, headed by the Prime Minister, to deliver reports every
three months to the President on what steps have been taken to address the
problem;
Inspecting, on a regular, unannounced and continuous basis, each of the 34
known OD plants, andimmediate dosing and seizing the machinery of any found
to be used to produce pirate product (some of these steps require additional
legislative or regulatory measures);
Adopting bythe Supreme Court a decree settingforth sentencing guidelines for
judges-advising the courts to impose deterrent penal sanctions as provided
under the penalcode as amended (Article 146);
Immediately taking downwebsites offednginfringingcopyright materials, such as
allofmp3.com, and the criminally prosecuting of those responsible;
Pledging to investigate all complaints from copyright owners with respect to the
commercial replication, distribution or export of pirateoptical discs;
Initiating investigations into and prosecutions of organized criminal syndicates
that controlpiracy operations in Russia(including operations that export pirate
material to markets outside Russia);and
Introducing, either via executive order or legislation, the necessary modifications
of the optical disc licensing regime so that it dearly provides more effective
control over the operations of the plants, including the granting of licenses to
legal plants andwithdrawing and sanctioning of illegal plants; strictercontrols on
the importation of polycarbonate and machinery; mandatory seizure and
destruction of machinery usedto produce piratematerials; andthe introduction of
crminal penalties for the ownersof such plants,

These stepswill not bythemselvesresolvethe situation,
but they would representsignificant
progresstowardmore completelyaddressingthe rangeof continuingproblems,both legal and
enforcement related. Along with these steps, the Russianpolice and prosecutors must show
significant improvementInthe numberanddispositionof criminalcasesbroughtagainstcommercial
pirates(especiallythe organizedcriminalenterprses). Separately,the Russiangovernmentmust
ensurethatthe SupremeCourt willnotifythejudiciary that judges are to imposedeterrentcriminal
penalties.
Russiadid makeimportantlawreformsin 2004,to breg its laws into compliancewith the
1992 BilateralNTRTrade Agreement
and the BerneConventionby,amongother things, providing
protectionof pre-existing works and soundrecordings. Now it needs to focusall itsenergieson
enforcement, addressing theproblemof piracyin Russia,andthe piratedmaterial(especially optical
dics) whichis madein Russiaandexportedaroundtheworld.
Russia also needsto seriously address the problemof optical disc piracy that has been
'discussed" for far too tong without meaningaction. Nearlyten years ago, IIPA and the U.S
government first identified opticaldisc plantproduction as an important emerging problem in
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Russia, and suggested he need for an enforcement 'action pan' to address it, including
legislative reforms. Two optical disc plants were Identified in the IPA's 1996 Special 301
Report. There are now 34 optical disc plants with a total plant capacity of 390milliondiscs per
year of all types of optical discs. The local legitimate marketis significantly less than this figure.
At all levels of the Russian government there have been promises to address this problem
(starting in 1999),including a 2002 pledge,neverfulfilled toissue an 'action plan--but to date,
there has been no effective action taken against the plants, no comprehensive plan of action
issued by the Russian government, and no legislative reforms that haveeven been inroduced
to tackle optical disc plants' unauthorized activities.
The Russian government has an unfortunate history of failing to meetitsCommitments
to
the U.S. government with regardto copyright protection andenforcement A history of the most
significant failures, andthe dates uponwhich these (mostlyunfulfilled) commitments werefirst
made, was included in IIPA's 2003 filing and is available at: htt-L/wwwtiipa.com/rhc,'
2OO)IMO3$PEC3QiO
bSSA.odl

COPYRIGHT ENFORCEMENT
Illegal Optical Media Production and Distribution
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years as criminal operations have encountered
litte hindrance in expanding their activities. The
Russian government has acknowledged that as many as 18 plantsare located on fadities of
Russian nalitary-industrial enterprises.
As noted, itis estimated that Russia's annual
manufacturing capadty now standsat 390 million Cos, despitethe fact that the demandfor
leyitimate discs is significantly
lower.
Organized criminal enterprises are involved in many aspects of optical disc piracy in
Russia, and they run operations in other counties as welt. In late 2004, the Russian
government announced that 18 plants, including those on military-industrial properties, would
report on their activities to the government bythe end of 2004. To the best of our knowledge,
that meetingwas postponed because, IIPA was informed,the government was having a hard
time determining the owners of eachof the plants. This isprecisely why optical disc regulation
is needed: to properly license and holdaccountable the (licensed) ownerof each plant for that
plants activities. The planned(and subsequently postponed) meeting withthe government is
simply, in our view,a measureof self-policing" as an informationgathering tool, and a dubious
one at that. ButItlIs
not an enforcement tool. WhatIs neededIsgovemment-directed criminal
enforcement, not private party action, with actions undertaken by law enforcement authorities.
With piracy profitsrivaling or exceeding those madethrough the distribution of illegaldrugs, the
government mustcommititself to cleaning up the criminal syndicates running piracy operations.
as one meansof distributing their
It appears that these enterprises are usingthe Internet
counterfeit products. The business software industry reports thatthere
is a persistent problem
of counterfeit software promoted and sold all over the world using unsolicited e-mail
advertisements (sparn)and via mail-order. These sparne-rnails originate from an organization
operating undervarious
names: CD Cheap,OEM CD Shop, OEM Software, and other aliases.
Most of the counterfeit products are mailed to consumers fromYekaterinburg andother cities In
theSverdlovsk region. The sparnand scar operationis apparently run by a wet-connected,
sophisticated Russian criminalnetwork. In January and February 2004 two police raids and
related arrests were carried out in Yekaterinburg, but the key figureswere not touched and
there was no noticeable impact on this criminal enterprise. While recognizing some legislative
improvements, as well as In other areasof enforcement-especially against hard disc loading,
or HDL piracy,which entails loadingillegal software onto computers soldin themarketplace-the failure of Russian law enforcement agencies to effectively address online solicitation and
sales of counterfeit software led BSAto join
in this
year's PFCrecommendation.
IIPA has documented theproblem
of optical disc production anddistribution in Russia
since 1996, when therewere two known plants. The nearly ten years of inaction by the
government of Russia has allowed the problemto mushroom to today's 34 knownplants. The
steady growth of optical disc production has been documented (in numerous IIPA filings) as
follows: In1996,there weretwo knownplants;in1998,three plants; in 1999,sixplantswith a
capacity of 60 million discs: in 2000, ten plantswith a capacity of 90 million discs; in 2001, 13
plants with a capacity of 150 milliondiscs;
in 2002, 17 plants with a capacity of between 150
and 183million discs; in 2003,26 plants,including 5 OVD plants, with a total capacity exceeding
300 million discs; and in 2004, 34 plants,including 8 DVD plants(7 in operation), with a total of
80 lines(excluding the 3 CD-R lines),anda total capacity of 390million discs per year.
To address optical disc production, the Russian governmenl (formerly the Ministry of
Press and Mass Media) usedreproduction and licensing regulations (issued
in June 2002) to
provide licenses for replication facilities for optical discs and analogtapes. The regulations
allow for unannounced Inspections of replication plants and for the suspension, but not
withdrawal, of operating licenses of facilities foundto be in breach of te regulations. This is
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why the provisions are inadequate-because even blatantly pirating plants cannot have their
licenses revoked (withdrawn) absent a courtorder. Another major shortcoming is ft lack of
deterrent criminal penalties for such violatiors (e.g., seizure and confiscation of the equipment
used for pirate production). In fact, last year, the government notedthat four plants did have
their licenses %withdrawn', but for other reasons: in one case for the failure to pay the
appropriate fees; in the other three cases the plant operators asked that their licenses be
withdrawn. Year-end figures on the number of licenses issued and the number of plant
inspections conducted in 2004 were unavailable, probably because of the March 2004
government reorganization. Unofficialreports are thatas many as 24 licenses were issued and
28 plants "inspected"-but, no surpriseinspections occurred. This government reorganization
resulted in a loss of enforcement momentum in 2004 when the Ministryof Pressand Mass
Media was transformed and the new enforcement authority (the federalservice knownbythe
acronym FSCLMM-Federal Seivice for Supervising Compliance with Laws Regarding Mea
Communications andthe Protection of Cultural Heritage)which tookover the licensing function
had not-in all of 2004--even begun the process of issuing or suspending operatinglicenses.
After the reorganization, plant inspections and licensing wereplaced in this newfederal service
(FSCLMM) within the new and overarching Ministry of Culture (which has none of the
experience or staff of the former ministry). Copyright policywas vestedin the new Federal
Service on Intellectual Propertywithin the Ministry of Education and Science, setting up the
potential for bureaucratic wrangling, or at best unclear linesof authority, over IPenforcement.
In short, the existing lawsand regulations pertaining to plant licensing fall far short of
IIPA's model optical disc legislation (provided to the government of Russia), and is
demonstrably inadequate-evidenced by the fact that the existence of these regulations has
done little to stem, or even slow, the production of pirate discs in the country's optical disc
facilities. Until better provislons exist however, the existing laws must be utilized to Ihe fullest
extent possible. Draft resolutions and legislation started to circulate at the end of 2004 to
change optical disc licensing requirements, including a much-needed proposal to adopt
mandatory SID codes, and another to license the importation of polycarbonates used to
manufacture optical discs.In the absence of a comprehensive scheme, however, the existing
regulations, and any piecemeal additions, must be seen as a starting point for action. In the
long run, a comprehensive series of legal reforms is needed. These include legislative and
regulatory steps-proposals that IIPA gaveto the Russian government more than three years
ago.

Raids and Seizures in 2004
In 2004, there were eight actions taken against optical disc plants, including raids and
seizure of illegal materials,according to industry and Russian government reports. While the
raidingof plants is a positivedevelopment, enforcement problems persist. In almost all cases
the plant operators go unscathed bythe criminal justice systemand/or the plants continue In
operation.
In one example, the Economic Crime Policealong with the motionpicture industry's antipiracy organization, RAPD,conducted a raidon the UVKStlmul plant InZelenograd on June21,
2004 (this sameplant was raided In April12003).Theplant had 2 DVD Ines and oneCO tine in
operation; a total of 37,000 pirate CDs and OVOs,and 8 stampers, were seized.The plant
however continued to operate,as it did after the raid in 2003,and is still in operation today,
reportedly woing 24 hours a day- On January 14, 2005, a Moscow court imposed a
suspended one-year prison sentence on the plant's chief technician, after he confessed to
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ordering the plant's personnel to replicate pirate DVDs. The court apparently heardthe case
under a 'special procedure" in the absence of RAPObecause the accused hadagreed to plead
guilty. While the resultin tNs case is highlydisappointing, it is nevertheless the fu'st time thata
Russian court has convicted anyone for replicating pirateDVDs. RAPOnowplans to seek the
Immediate suspension bythe Ministryof Cultureof the plant'sreplicating license.
Other plantsraided in 2004 included: the Puskino plant (3 DVD lines, seizing 25.000
pirate DVDs and computer gamesdiscs, and800 stampers) situated on a government defense
facility; the Samaraplant(2 DVD lines);the Koroliov plant(2 DVDlines andone CD line); and2
CD plantsengaged In produdng Illegalmusic CDs. Raidsagainst the Rufon/Card Mediaplant
(in April and August 2004) have not yet resultedIn the Initiationof a criminal case pending
further investigation by the local prosecutors office. Following raidsIn cooperation with the
recording industry (IFPI), the prosecutor's office did initiate criminal cases against two
replication plants: the 'TINE-tnvestiData Media" plant at which 35,000 DVDs and CDs were
seized In April2004 andan additional122,721
CDsIn June 2004;and the*Rubin* plant, atwhich
30.000 CDs were seized. Investigasons are stll ongoing on the activities of both plants.
Separately, a criminal case against the plant"Synograph" is being considered by the Moscow
Regional Noginsk City Court, and civil proceedings against "Russobit" and "ROFF
Technologies" are pending beforethe MoscowRegional Arbitration Court.
In all of these cases, it is reportedthat the plantsremain in operation. While criminal
investigations proceed in some, but not even all instances--and with extensive delays-the
operators and owners of the plantsremainunpunished. In the case of the Koroiov plant that
was raided on April30, 2004,the plant continued to work illegally. RAPOand the Economic
Crime Police have sinceintercepted trucksfull of illegal OVDs leaving the plant. The plant
operator pleaded guilty in December 2004 to replicating pirate product and is awaiting a
sentencing hearing in February2005. Not only shoulda deterrent penalty be metedout, butthe
court needs to order the destruction of the plant's illegal tines, as well as the closure of the
plants operations untilandunless itcan be Inspected andlicensed for legal operation,
IFPI has cooperated with 24 total cases in the past two years against optical disc
producers, largewarehouses, and distributors. In 21 out of the 24 cases,there has beenno
resolution, that is, no prosecution of the operators of illegal CD plants, as investkations have
dragged on. In the other three cases, the pirateCDs were destroyed, but no sentences were
handed down. The only exception to this pattern (which has beentrue for years) was in June
2002 when the Disc PressMSK plant (raided in September 1999) was finally closed and a
Zelenograd court handeddown 4-year prison sentences to two operators of the plant. In
February 2004, there was a one-year conditional sentence given to a manager of the
Zelenograd plant which was raidedIn December 2002,resulting In the seizure of 234,493 pirate
CDs (over 59,000 were music CDs). The more typicalcase is that of the Synograph plant,
raided in October 2000. There was a four year criminal investigation aimedat the director of the
plant a courthearing is scheduled for early 2005, andthe plantis still in operation.
The Samara plant raid, conducted by the Economic Crime Police in April 2004, is
another example of the frustretions of poorenforcement. Thatplant was found to be a pirate
DVD plant during a routine tax inspection at a cement factory; the police discovered two DVD
lines and contacted RAPO. RAPOlater uncovered over 7,000 pirate DVDsand 30 stampers at
the plant. However, although the plant director was questioned and a criminal prosecution
prepared, the local prosecutor dosed the crminal case twicein 2004 (it was reopened the first
time after a regional prosecutor ordered tie case re.opened). The plant, without a license,
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remains in operation. The local prosecutor ordered the seizedstampersto be returnedto the
plant operator, and RAPOhas again filed
a protest with the prosecutor tore-open thecase.
In August 2004. the Moscow Economic Crme Police, RAPO, and IFPI raided a
warehouse locatedon a military base in Odintzovo, nearMoscow anduncovered I millionpirate
discs. A nearby second warehouse was found that contained an additional 1.5 millionpirate
discs. The discs included DVDs,VCDs, and MPEG-4CD-ROMs containing movies,as well as
music and interactive games. A criminal investigation has been initiated, but no ciminal case
has beenopened yet.
In short, the copyright industries can report some successful raids andseizures in 2004,
but these activities have not resulted in any appreciable reduction in theamount ofpirateoptical
disc product being produced in Russia, nor in meaningful criminal convictions. Pirate
manufacture continues unabated andthe piratesare getting moreentrenched.
To address retail piracy.two yearsago, the government of Russiaadopted a legal ban
on the street sales of audio and audiovisual products, for example, at kiosks, especially In
Moscow. This was a promising step that resulted, at least in the short term,
in a significant
reduction in the availability of pirated homevideo entertainment, especially on the streets of
Moscow. However, the ban has been irregularly enforced and music CDs remain widely
available. Retailcases have resulted in some administrative fines, butthese aregenerally of a
do rraninis nature.
In 2004,as in prior
years,the federal policeandthe IPunit in the Ministry ofthe Interior
were generally cooperative in runnng raidsagainst majorpirates(although the UnitOR*has had
IPR enforcement jurisdiction taken from it). However, the raids run by the police
and the
municipal authorities werenot generally followed up by prosecutors and the courts The pattern
of successful raids without successful
prosecutions (with a few exceptions) is a rocurring
problem. In addition, it is estimatedthat up to 70%of piratedproduct seizedin raids in Russia
finds its way back into the market througheither the Veteran's Fund or the TradeHouses in the
Ministry of Justice, which both claim the right to sell pirate discs on the open markel The
government of Russia mustput a stopto these practices.
In total,major warehouse raidshave been successful in the total numbers of DVOsand
CDs seized. As in recent years.about half ofthe OVDs contained two feature films. The film
industry's anti-piracy organization, RAPO, seized over 4.75 million pirateOVDs in raids on
warehouses and outlets across Russia in 2004; in 2003,this number was approximately 1.4
million DVDs.
In 2004,the recordingindustry (IFPI)
assisted in the investigation of, and in raids and
seizures on, a number of suspected producers and distributors ofIllegal recorded material.
Only a handfulof cases made it
tothe courts (mainly as administrative proceedings) andeven
then, the disposition was disappointing because the operators received neither deterrent
penalties nor imprisonment. A total of 1,530 policeraids (on different levels in various regions)
were carried outwith the participation of the Russian experts (IFPI). These resultedIn the
seizure of: 2,086,000 CDs;17,600 cassettes; 28,400 CD-ROMs; 209,500 music DVDs; 130
stampers; 74 units ofrecording equipment; 656,000 CD intays (theprintedmaterial for the jewel
boxes); 126,000blank CD-Rs;and11,200 music VHS tapes.
In 2004, the business software industries focusedtheir enforcement activities on the
prevention of hard disc loading ('HDL piracy) by computer reselters, and on the Illegal use of
software by corporale end-users (end-user piracy). The business software industry is aware
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of approximately 50 raidson harddisc loading operations, andapproximately 25 end-user raids
conducted In various parts of Russia. Regarding resellers, recent signs of police actionespecially in Moscow andthe surrounding region-are encouraging, even though to date only a
small number of these cases have resulted in criminal convictions. Regarding end-user
enforcement, there are persistent problems,especially prosecutorial
procedures and delays.
For example, the difficulty in proving intent and the inability to impose criminal liability on legal
entities under Russian law aretwo obstades to enforcemenL Consequently, the identification
and prosecution of the specific individuals making actualinstallations is needed-a very tough
enforcement standard. As a result, most end-user cases end up treated as admirstrative
misdemeanors.
RASPA, a Russian anti-piracy organization, continues to conduct raids on behalf of
some Entertainment Software Association (ESA) member companies, but these aremostly
seizures of street market inventory. ESA believes that the Russian government must take
action
against the organized criminal syndicates that runthe key piracy operations involved in
the production, distribution and export of pirated entertainment software products. These
syndicates are destroying not only the Russian market, but also markets in many other
countries. These same syndicates are believedto control distribution of pirate entertainment
software products in Russia, Ukraine, and much of Eastern Europe as well. Pirated
entertainment software products,primarily
for play on personal computers, areshippedfrom
Russia to Poland,Latvia,Lithuania and other neighboring countries. Whiledomestic production
is still high,piratedmaterials
produced in Ukraine are also being shipped through the Russian
markets. Piratedcartridge-based video games in Russia are importedfrom China,and someof
the pirated console game material is imported from Malaysia. Piracy at Internet cafds is also
problematic; of the 7,500 cafts in the country,,onty10% are licensed, with the remainder using
either pirated or unlicensed product. fea market-type venues areincreasing In the country (it
is estimated that there are about 50,000 in the country), this is the primary outlet for pirated
video games in the country.
The key issue for the entertainment softwareindustry in Russia is organized criminal
syndicate Involvement. There are a few syndicates that controlthe entire market for pirated
optical disc entertainment software products,both domestically and for export. Shutting down
these syndicates will signifcantly impact the entertainment software piracy problem.
Furthermore, notonly do these syndicates produce, distribute and export, they are also trying to
hijack the trademarks of ESA member companies by attempting to record the company
trademarks themselves, andusingthe false recordations to exploit piratedcopies of the games.
Itisimperative that the government beginto address in earnest criminal syndicate involvement
in piracy.

Continued High Piracy Levels and Other Problems
Very highestimated piracylevels in allcopyright sectors accompany massive losses, as
notedin the chart above. These high piracy levels costthe Russian economy millions of dollars
in lost jobs and lost taxes. For example, the motionpicture industry ioneestimates lost tax
revenues on DVDs and videos in Russia was $130 million last year. In another study
undertaken bythe software industry, it was estimatedthat if levels of piracy could be reduced to
regional norms (that is, realisticlevels), ten of thousands of jobs and several hundred million
dollars in tax revenues would be realizedfromthatsector atone.
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The only way to bring down these piracy levels and losses is for Russian authorities to
use deterrent crbnlnal penalties against the operators of optical disc plantsand crimesyndicates.
Instead. Russia continues to mete out low penalties and ory a small number ofjail sentences
for piracy.
The modon pictureindustry reports that with 90% piracy rates for DVDs, sales of
legiimate OVDshave fallen back to 1999levels, despite significant inc-eases in the number of
households with DVD playersas well as efforts byforeign producers to quickly get legitimate
locally replicated DVOs into the Russian market. Evidence that piracy is negatvely impacting
home video sell-through revenues is revealed bycomparing boxoffice growthwith home video
growth. Between 2000 and 2003, box office spending in Russiarose bya cumulative 438%,
compared with only 75% cumulative growth for home video sell-through over the same period.
This runs counter to the trend in virtually every other country wherethe moon picture industry
does business, where home video grew much faster than box office revenue during the last
three years. Television piracy, especially outside of Moscow,remains a problem,and cable
piracy abuses outside of MoscowarerampantThe recording industry reports that the closure of the former Gorbushka market resulted
in the migration of illegal sales to the nearby building of the Rubin TradeCenter (La-a Park),
where most of the dealers sell pirateaudio products. New piratemarketsare prospering on the
outskirts of Moscow (for example, Tsailtsinfo, tVino, etc.). A majorraid was undertaken by the
police and RAPOagainst the Tsaritsinio marketon January 28, 2005 (netting 67,000 discs and
temporarily closing 52 shops in the market):five criminal investigations have commenced with
more cases expected. Audiocassette piracylevels remainvery high (above 68%), as well as
CD piracy (over 65%), despite majorraiding activity andthe expenditure of majorresources by
IFPI. Overall losses In therecording Industry were$411.9 million in 2004.
The level of piracy for entertainment software is at 73% of the market. Russian
syndicates control 100% of the production in Russia of PlayStatiort) video and personal
computer games. About half of certainPlayStation@
games (such as PlaySlation26 games)
come from Malaysia, while for other materials such as PlayStationl® and certain personal
computer games,the majority of illegalmaterialis produced in Russia, thoughthere are some
copies imported from Ukraine. Cartridge-based video games (like Nintendo Game Boy
products) continue to be imported from Asia, particularly China. The retail markets in St.
Petersburg aridVladivostok are all full of pirate videogarne product.
One example of the failureof the Russian enforcement regime to work effectively is the
control that criminal syndicates have over entertainment software piracy in Russia. Thereare
tour principal criminal syndicates which control the production and distribution of pirated
entertainment software In Russia, and the scope of their operations do not appear to have
diminished. The syndicates attach "logos' or "brand' names to their illegalproduct and localize
the illegal copies they produce even before legitimate product is released into the market.
These same groups control not only illegal distribution networks in Russia, but also in
surrounding countries. It is widely believed that the Russian groups controlpiracy operations in
much of Eastern EuropeIncluding the markets In Poland and Latvia, and that they also have
ties with syndicates operating in Ukraine. One ESAcompany reports that in 2004, oneof these
piracy syndicates attemptedto register one of the company's trademarks for a videogame
product that was being piratedbythe syndicate. Given these circumstances, it is imperative to
use the criminal code against organized criminal syndicates, and (hat the Russian government
focus itsattention on a course of action to fight piracy bythe criminal syndicates.
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Book piracy cfontinues to hurt the publishing industry in Russia. Althoughincreased
licensing of legitimate product hassporadically resulted In someimprovement in the piracy rates,
significant and lasting improvement has remained elusive. Whilebestsellers were the target of
the pirates in the 1990s, popular itemsfor pirates nowalso include an array of reference works
and textbooks, increasingly a large market in Russia as the penetration of English-language
materials in the market grows. Unlicensed imports of pirated reprints from neighboring
countries, and pirated reference books and medical texts, still abound. Illegal commercial
photocopying is also a problem,especially in the academic sector.
Publishers are also experiencing a degree of Internet piracy, mostly in the form of
unlicensed translations of fiction bestsellers available for download on websites in Russia. This
phenomenon is appearing In a number of countries worldwide, but seems to be especially
problematic in Russia. The'hidden print run" and "overrun" problems remain,where prnters of
legitimate editions deliver additional unauthorized copies to unauthorized distributors before
delivering books to legitimate publishers. The Association of American Publishers (PAP)
estimates losses in Russia in 2004at $42million.
In 2004, the Russian government,including certain senior members of the Putin
Administrahon,
continuedto note a "pricing"issue wdh IIPAwhich raisesseriousquestions about
their commitment
to fightingpiracy. Therehavebeena numberof reportsin which Russianofficials
have suggestedthat the pricesfor legitimategoods are to blame for the piracyproblem.This
comment reflects both an ignoranceof what is happening in the marketplace, and a
rmsunderstanding
of the nature of the problem that we confiroit in Russia. The crminal enlerpeses
manufacturing and distributing pirate product are largely servicing foreign markets (at least for music
and film), making the Russian price for legitimate materials wholly irrelevant to their motivaion or
profitability. As noted earlier, Russian manufactured product has been found in over 25 countries
over the past year. In addition. existing efforts by certain industries to offer low cost Russian
editions have not had the effect of reducing piracy rates, The record industry, for example, is already
manufacturing locally, and sells legitimate copies for an average price of $6 to $8 dollars-a price
that is extremely low, not just in relation to prces for music elsewhere, but also with respect to other
consumer goods sold in Russia. The motion picture producers have also lowered the prices of
DVDs offered in certain Russian markets to about $10. Similarly, entertainment software products
are already reasonably paced. It is not the price of legitimate product that is creating opportunities
for piracy--it is the opportunity for easy profits that has brought criminal enterprises into this
business, and Russia must stop offering such excuses for its inaction.

Criminal Enforcement
The criminal enforcement system in Russia remains the weakest link in the Russian
copyright regime resulting in the extraordinarily high piracy levels and trade losses. At the retail
level, there is no practical alternative for running anti-piracy actions other than using the
municipal authorities (even though the criminal police have the authority-they just do not use it),
and in these cases pirates are subject to administrative, not criminal, remedies that have proven
ineffective, Although legislative efforts were undertaken (in 2003) to "fix" the Criminal Code,
implementation of these provisions remains troubling.
Four years ago, to assist in combating piracy, an Alliance for IP Protection was formed.
It combined the forces of IFPI Moscow, RAPO, BSA and RASPA-thus combining the
representatives of the recording, motion picture and software industries, as well as some of the
entertainment software companies.
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Tracking cases for over rive years, we note that less than one-thirdof the criminal cases
were even heard bythe courts, with the other two-thirds of cases dismissed for a variety of
reasons. In only 20% ofthe criminalcases heardwere the offenders punished atall--often with
smallfines, confiscation of pirateproducts, or suspended sentences (even this is very rare)and, according to Russianstatistics provided to lIPA,only 1%of those convicted of crimes were
sentenced to any jail time and fewer than 25% were fined (most of these were not even
deterrent fines).
In August 2004, MPAwas able to get its first-ever unsuspended prison sentence for a
pirate in Russia;the defendant was a video shopowner foundin possession of a DVD burner
and hundreds of pirateDVDs, DVI-Rs andVHS cassettes- The defendant was sentenced to
three years and two months in prison;this was the second fme this defendant had been
convicted (he received a suspended sentence of twoyears in the pnorcase).
The business software industry (&SA) reports some encouraging enforcement
developments in 2004. The police did undertake several criminal actions against illegal
resellers (i.e., harddisk loaders) in 2004. and the Moscow crnminalcourls sentenced harddisk
loaders. The most notable of these sentences was a first-ever unsuspended impnsonrtrent
sentence (six months)for a harddisk loader in February2004. In addition, a number of other
cases resulted in one or two year suspended sentences, with one or two years of probation.
The Russian criminal courts issuedseveralcriminal judgments against smaller resellers (selling
pirate CO-Re) with sentences that included,for example,a two year suspended sentence plus
two years of probation. In some cases,the criminal courtswere also able to adjudicate the civil
matter involved, making the process more cost efficient and expeditious. BSA reports
consistent problems with end-user enforcement, however,due to litle or no prosecutorial
cooperation Also, although thebusiness software piracylevel is estimatedto be well over 87%
outside of Moscow, the police there have only recently startedto take action against illegal
resellers. Finally, Internet piracy andpiracy byorganized crime networks are growingproblems
for the software industry, especially in the face of little prosecutorial assistance and huge
procedural hurdles in thecriminal courts.

Administrative Enforcement
As in past years, retail cases are increasingly handled under administrative machinery,
resulting in very small fines,or none at all. Whilepirate product is generally confiscated, shop
operators are normally not the ownersand the latter seldomget caught and fined. As in past
years, Ihe recording, business software, and motion picture indusnes report numerous
administrative raids. However, it was also reported that these matterswere less effective than
in prior years because the new administrative code is more complicated, requiring the
involvement of attorneys. In 2004, IFPIreported that 1,300 raids against audio pirateswere
undertaken, manyof which resulted in administrative actions The average administrative fine
imposed was about US$50percase: this is obviously not a deterrent penalty.RAPOreported
that it s able to average nearly ten administrative court decisions a week against pirateretailers
that order illegalproduct to be confiscated and that imposesmall fines (on average,less than
US$200). Market seizures continue to Involve the employment of huge resources, since
administrative penalties remaintotally inadequate to deter over the long term. The recording
industry reported that although the law makes liable those who distribute material,the sources
and channels of illegal materialare rarely pursued. In lieuof this,most administrative actions
against shop owners andsellers requirepayment of, on average, US$200.
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Civil Enforcement
In 2004,as In years past, the business softwareIndustry filed separate lawsuits In the
arbitration court,rather than pursuecivil claims as an adjunct to a criminal prosecution. As a
result, several significant cases were won against software system builders who install
unlicensed copies of business software onto sold computers as well as against corporate endusers that used illegal copies of software in their business operations. However, the remaining
deficiencies in the copytight law-including the unclearstatus of temporary coptes-rake it
very difficult to apply civil remediesin end-user piracy cases. Also, the unfortunate delay (until
September 2006) in implementing the newcopyright law amendment on the making available
right seriously hinders enforcement actionsagainst certaintypes of Internetpiracy.
In 2003, the recording industry(iFPI) commenced civilclaims against opticaldiscplants
in Russia, seeking damages of millions of dollars, a prohibition against production of the pirate
CD titles named in the suits, and confiscation of the machinery and equipment used by the
plants. This was thefirs time thata civilcause of action was commenced in Russiaagainst an
optical disc plant. IFPI was being pressed to do so by the Russian government, which was
convinced that civil procedures would prove effective. There is now a total of 16 IFPI civil
claims lodged against two plants-Russobit and Roff Technologies. Insteadof showing any
effectiveness in the enforcement regimeof Russia,those cases have beenbogged down with
procedural hurdles that will likely mean that there will be either no resolution, or a total
vindication of the plant operators. Thatwould meanthe absolutefailure of civil proceedings in
these types of cases.

Border Enforcement
Russia must significantly improve the lax border enforcement that permits the easy
trafficking of illegal material
into and out of Russia. The govemment of Russia should instruct
Russian customs officials to address this issue and should provide them with the necessary
resources to allow effective enforcement. There are numerous examples of Russian made
material being seized, not by Russian authorities who failed to detect illegal product, but by
enforcement authorities in other countries. Touse Polandas an example because it is a major
marketplace for Russian-made material,the local Polish anti-piracy organization for the film
industry (FOTA) seized over 76,000 Russian-made pirate DVDs through September 2004,
compared with 17,000 in allof 2002. Other destinations of Russianpirate VDs include Estonia,
Finland, Ukraine,the Czech Republic, Slovakia,Hungary, Romania,Bulgaria, Israel, Turkey,
and for the tira trme (in 2004),the UK. The music industry reports that Russian-made pirate
C~s are exported to as many as 25 countries, including many of those noted above. The
entertainment software industry reportsthat Russiansourced pirate video gamesare shipped
into Poland, Latvia,Lithuania andIsrael.

Russian Government Efforts to Address Piracy
In 2002, the Russian government established an Inter-ministerial Commission to combat
piracy, which was, at least in theory, a positive step. The commission meets quarterly andis
headed by the Prime Minister. Unfortunately, the government reorganization in 2004 stalled
much of the important enforcement action that the commission needed to undertake. Todate,
the commisson has taken small steps by focusing on legistative reforms more than on truly
combating optical disc production and retailpiracy. The commission needs to get more decisive
and focused on these key enforcement objectives includingstopping the production of optical
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media on military-industrial properties and at the other facilities; consideration of more effective
optical media laws;curtailing piracy bystreet vendors and kosks; and revisiting the question of
a federal stamp for optical disc products.
The Business Software Alliance (BSA)reports on the government's increased focus on
the legal protection of software. Especially encouraging are steps towards ensuring the use of
licensed software within the public sector. In September 2004, the Russiangovernment
adopted a policy statement for the use of information technologies by federal govermental
agencies through 2010. Among other things, the policystatement declares the needto use only
licensed software as part of overall government management strategies, and sets forth a
procedure for an annual report on the use of legal software bygovernmental agencies (including
a factual listing of any copyright infringement byeachagency). BSAappreciates this progress.

GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES PROGRAM
Even with piracy rates and losses amongthe highest in the world, Russia continues to
receive trade benefits fromthe U.S. government. InAugust 2000 IIPAfiled a petition,accepted
by the U.S. government in 2001,to examine whether Russia should continue to be eligible to
receive duty-free trade benefits under the Generalized Systemof Preferences program. That
petition is still pending: hearings wereheld in October 2003 (to supplement those held in March
2001). The U.S. government now must decide whether to fully or partially suspend GSP
benefits for Russia. In 2003, $429.8 million worth of Russia's imports to the UnitedStates
benefited from the GSP program, During the first 11 monthsof 2004, $515.3 millionworth of
Russian goods entered the U.S. under the duty-free GSP code. While Russiawas receiving
these benefits, losses to U.S. industries from copyright piracy in Russia in 2004 amounted to
well over $1.7 billion. The[IPA recommends that Russiashould immediately lose its eligibility
for GSP benefits until it improves its copyright enforcement regime.

DEFICIENCIES IN THE RUSSIAN LEGAL REGIME
Overview of Legal Reforms
There are a number of critical legal reforms that Russia must undertake to improve
copyright protection and enforcement, as well as to ensure accession into the World Trade
Organization e These reforms include the need to adopt:
" Proper optical mediaregulations to address (with criminal sanctions) the production and
distribution of opticaldiscs andthe equipment andmachinery usedto produce them;
" Immediate regulation of theuse of copyright materials on the Internet:
" Criminal code provisions for the confiscation of equipment usedto makeillegal copyright
materials;
* Amendments to the criminal procedure code to provide properex officio authority;
* Amendments to strengthen the implementation of the code on administratve
misdemeanors;
* Amendments to the customs code (to provide ex officio seizure authority);
A mor detailed dis -ssion ofeach of th proposedlegal reforms, includingthe necessary changesto theCopyright
Act. and the problems
relatedto the draftCim Code, discussedin this section,can be found in previousfilings,
availableonthe IIPAwebsitelatssi
wrp.mhb..29C3r2C1'3PEc3O1L'S
at page 13.
I
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* Amendments to te copyright
tawto ease the role of collecting socIetIes-which are
overly regulated (and, in some cases,mandatory).
Further amendments to the criminal code may be needed if the new Article 146, as
implemented, remainsa problem. Amendments to thecnminal code (adopted in 2003)provided
ex officio authority to allow prosecutors, but not the police, to commence andInvestigate certain
IPR criminal cases. This resultedfrom the Article 146 amendment (althoughthe division of
authority between police and prosecutors is set out in the corresponding ciminal procedure
code), whichmade the prosecution of copyright-related cases a "public' matter,meaning it no
longer requires a formal complaint fromthe rightsholder (although as a matter of practice, such
a complaint Is still necessary).
A new customs codewent into force on January 1, 2004,providing for measures to prevent
the trade of counterfeit goods across borders.Unfortunately, the law fails to expressly provide
for ex officio enforcement authority. Thus, even if customs officers discover shipments of
obviously infringing products, they may not be able to act on their own authority, but onlyIn
those cases where rightsholders have filed written applications to suspend fe release of
suspect goods. A proposal to fix the ex officio authority problemwas rejectedby a keyRussian
Duma committee in 2003,
The throat of deleterious amendments in the Russian CKI Codepertaining to IPR protection
remains, with the possibility of the latest draft being considered by the Duma in 2005. tn
addition, there is at present a separate law on the protection of computer programs and
databases, wich are alsoprotected in the copyright law. Amendments addedin the Computer
Program Law of 2002 weakened enforcement for computer programs; the software Industry
would like to see the 2002 law repealedand all software-related provisions consolidated into the
copyright taw. The Russian govemment must notallow any amendments to be adopted that
would weaken or interfere withWeimplementation of the copyright law.

Optical Media Regulations
To address the problem of the unlicensed optical disc plants in Russia in a
comprehensive manner, effective laws must be enacted and utilized. Two relatively minor
licensing laws, and oneset of regulations, have beenenacted in this areaof law in the past few
years. But neither law nor the regulations resulted In effective action undertaken against the
illegal plants. In short, regulations are needed to: (1) close plants that are caughtilogally
producing copyrighted materal; (2) seize infringing product and machinery, (3) introduce
criminal liability for infringing these regulations; (4) monitor the importation of raw materials
(optical gradepolycarbonate) usedin the production of opticaldisc media;and(5) require plants
to adopt source Identification (SID) codessothat the sourceof Illegally produced discs can be
traced. Finally, the proper authority must be delegated to agencies and officials to undertake
effective enforcement and to implement these regulations. Details of the laws and of IIPA's
proposal for addressing the problem in a comprehensive fashion can be found at the IlPA
website ath:f.iwww.i!P.l,tirtnrc200LZ _0O3S
IE31NtISlA.0odf on page14.
In the immediate term, the government of Russia must use its existing authority to
withdraw the licenses of illegal plants and stop their production, especially those plants
operating on government soil. In addition, criminal enforcement against known commercial
pirates must be undertaken. Some of the copyright industries are further frustrated that
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enforcement authorities have not worked cooperatively with tightsholders in targeting known
commercial pirates for enforcement action.

Copyright Law Amendments
At longlast. in 2004.Russia adopted copyright amendments including the protection for
pre-existing works (prior to 1973) and sound recordings (prior to 1995). The copyright
amendments were alsointended to Implement(for eventual accession) the WIPOdigital treaties.
Unfortunately, one key provision. the exclusive right of making available (and right of
communication to the public),although adopted, was delayed until September 1, 2006. The
new right would be a particularly useful enforcement tool for both authors and producers of
phonograrns. This short-sighted step means that effective enforcement of certain types of
digital piracy will face unnecessary legal obstacles untilat leastthe last half of 2006.
Other deficiencies in the copyright law (detailed in earlier IIPA reports) remain, such as
overly broadprivate oopying exceptions, weak provisions on technological protection measures
(because they are linked to copyright Ilfringement), and on collective management Issues. For
oxamplo, the poorly worded provisions in Artcle 45 permit colective managoment organizatIons
to claimrepresentation of the rights o foreign copyright owners. This provision has been used,
totally contrary to logic, by a local organization in St. Petersburg to deny motion picture
producers (MPA) their ownrights against piratedcopies of their works,thus allowing piracy to
flourish. The Inter-Ministerial Commission was askedto study the problems of collective rights
management in Russia, but preliminary discussion on this matter In December 2004 did not
result in any actual changes.

Criminal Procedure and Criminal Code Amendments
In 2003 the Russian Criminal CodeArticle 146 (pertaining to infringement of copyright
and neighboring rights), was finally amendedto fix the previously ambiguous 'grave harm"
standard. The amendments (effective December 1t, 2003) increased the fixed threshold
amount (i.e., value). Some of the copyright industries remain concerned that in its
implementation, this threshold amount will betoo highto tagger a criminalcase, andas a result,
will be used too infrequently. In addition, the amendments replaced the minimum fines,
previously linked to multiples of the minimumwage,with fixed amounts,
Article 146provides for fines of up to 250,000 rubles(or -US$8,800), or up to18 months
of the defendant's income,or correctional labor (from180 to 240 hours),or Imprisonment of up
to five years for unlawful acts that constitute a 'significant amount.* The November 2003
amendments (replacing amendments adopted in April) define'significant damage' as a fxed
threshold rather than scaled to the minimumdaily wages. The fixed thresholds are as follows:
50,000 rubles for the lowest level criminal violation (aboutUS$1,775), and 250,000 rublesfor
the most serious criminal violation (about US$8,800). This means that any activity below
US$1,775 cannot be treatedas a cnminal matter.The amendments unfortunately leave almost
all retailand somewholesale activities outside the scope of criminal prosecution.
Some of the copyright Industries remain concerned that the threshold in the newty
adopted Article 146will thus fail to givethepolice the necessary tools whenthey are conducting
initial raids, and will complicate anti-piracy campaigns as authorities must sift through
determinations concerning whether a case should be brought under the criminal code or the
administrative code. There was,in years past,a proposal tolower the threshold to 50 timesthe
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minimum wage, or US$150,but what was adopted was a significantly higher threshold. The
implementation of Article 148 wit be closely monitored by IIPA to see whether further
amendments ire needed.
Last,there are now efforts underwayto revise Article 148to add criminalpenalties
for
illegal acts with reaped to technological protection measures and rights management
Information. The IIPAsupports adoption of such criminal penalties necessary to enforce against
digital piracy.
There are several other criminal code/criminal procedure code amendments that needto
be adopted.
First, the government of Russia should introduce and the Duma should adopt
amendments to add specific substantive and procedural provisions for alltypes of actions,
including criminal, dvil and arbitrageproceedings. In 2004,amendments weremade to Article
49 of the copyright law, but not to the criminal code or the criminal procedure code, to grant
police a legal basis to confiscate Infringing goods, materials, and the equipment used to
produce such dems. The current CriminalCode(Article 148)does permit the confiscation and
destruction of pirateand counterfet goods-that is, the Illegal coples themselves. However, it
does not explicitly provide for the confiscation and destruction of the machinery used in the
making of illegal copies. Nowthe copyright lawmakes clearthat copies as wellas "materials
and equipment
used for the reproduction of counterfeit copies of works or phonogrms and
other tools used to violate the criminal law can be confiscated. However, local counsel advises
that these new provisions In the copyright law will not be used incrimtnal cases, much loe in
chel or arbitrage cases, because the provisions are not provided for In the criminal code. Thus,
as a practical matter 'machinery' used to create illegal copies cannot be confiscated in criminal
cases.
A provision In the Copyright Law (Article 49.4) provdes civil
remedies for the
confiscation and destruction of 'materials and equipment,' but it is not effective and is, in any
case, limited to civil
cases. Last, the available remedies are not available against legal entities,
so they will prove useless in criminal enforcement actions.
Second, the government of Russia should introduce and the Duma should adopt
amendments to increase the levels of fines because they are too low and therefore inadequate
to deter commercialpiracy.
Third, some of the copyright industries remain concerned that the criminal procedure
code does not give jurisdiction over criminal violations to the police authorities, as it does for the
prosecutors. It is our understanding that the 2003 amendments did fix one problem by revising
the 1996 Criminal Procedure Code amendments so that it is no longer necessary to file a formal
complaint for public crimes, including copyright offenses.
Also ss IIPA understands,
prosecutors are ertitled to supervise investigations conducted by the police (Article 148, CPC)
in all cases Including IPR investigations. IIPA wil continue to monitor the implementation of
these provisions to make certain they result in effective enforcement for all of the copyright
industries.

Other Legal Reform Issues
WIPO Treaties; Electronic Commerce; Notice and Takedown Procedures:
As a
result of the explosive growth of Interet piracy in Russia.the Russian government needs to
accelerate its accession to the WlPO digital treaties (WCT and WPPT). The Copyright Law
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amendments adopted in July 2004 have moved Russia closer to Imptementation of and
therefore accessionto the treaties. Unfortunately,the legislation postponed untilSeptember 1.
2008. the effectivedate of a key provisionin the copyright law--an exclusive right of making
available applcable for all authors (communication to the public right consstent with Art. 8 of
the WCT) and forphonogram producers (consistent with Art. 14 of the WPPT). Russia should
accede to the digital treaties as quickly as possible, and shouldmove up the effective date of
this provision. Swift and complete implementation of these treaties Is criticalto Russia's
effective protectionof creative content.
IIPAalso understands that a federal draft law 'On Electronic Trade' irst submitted to the
Duma in 2000 may be considered in 2005. This draft law should becarefully watched by the
industries andthe U.S. government to ensure that a-commerce is not over-regulated andthat
liability issues for copyright infringement on the Internet are dealt with In a manner to ensure
that rightsholders can propertyandeffectively enforce their rights.
Civil Procedure Code Amendments: A major revision of the Civil Procedure Code
(effective February1, 2003) sat the rules for initiating and examining civil cases,including
disputes pertainingto copyright and neighboring rights ifringements. But unfortunately, the
code stiltdoesnotcontain the necessary civilex parte search procedures (requiredby the wTO
TRIPS Agreement). These are essential tools for effective enforcement In the software Industry.
In 2002, an amendedArbitration Procedures Code in Article 72 introduced civil ex partesearch
provisons in a more timited context The software industbyreportsthat these provisions have
only been tried to date one time in actual practice (althoughthecase was cited by the High
Arbitration Courtas a de-facto precedent);overall, the procedure remainsa difficult and onerous
proposition. A major contributor to the problemIs that the judgeswho must impose it lack
experience. The overall Inefficiencies of the court-mandated bailiff systemalso are problematic.
Customs Code Amendments: The Russian Duma mustintroduce and adopt amendments
to the customs code to ensure tut authority to seize pirateproduct at the border and to bring
Russia's bordercontrols at least into compliance with Articles 51-80 of WTO TRIPS. Imports of
pirate opticalmediaproductcontinue from EasternEurope (especially fromthe Czech Republic),
from other countries of the C.I.S.with production capacity (i.e.,Ukraine),andfrom Asia.
Code of Administrative Misdemeanors: In 2002, a revised code on administrative
misdemeanors went Into force allowing administrative cases against legal entities and the
imposition of fines on them in the amount from US$900 to US$1,200 forcopyright infringements.
Since itsenactment effective implementation of this law has been very limitedbecause it falls
under the competence of under-qualified municipal polics. The Code on Administrative
Misdemeanors also effectively limits the time period for the investigation of copyright
infringements to several days, evenwhen a much longer time is necessary to investigate such
cases. The code needs to be amendedto provide for at least a one-month period for the
Investigation of copyright Infringing cases, as it does In other cases of administrative
misdemeanors. Amendments to the code are set for consideration bythe Duma in early 2005.
IIPA understands the current draft wouldPermd a two month administrative Investigation, which,
if adopted, would be satisfactory for effective
enforcement. IIPA urges its adoption.
Civil Code: The effort to include detailed copyright provisions as part of comprehensive civil
code reformremains a continuing threat tostrong IPR protection. For over 11 years, opponents
of strong copyright protection have threatened to "redo" and weaken the copyright law with
provisions in the civil code. The copyright law should remainself-standing, and nothing in the
civil code should undermine that detailedlaw or itsimplementation. Last,any revision of the
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civil code should not be usedto delay In any way the speedy adoption of the copyright law
amerdments.
Stamp Tax and the Tax on Video Rental Profits: In 2001.the Moscow citygovernment
replaced its requirements that all video and audio cassettes, optical discs and computerized
information carriershave a "protective Identification
mart' (i.e.,
a stamp tax), with anoUhr law
(Ordinance No. 73) that abolishedthe stamps but created a registration stamp/mark in lieu.
Effective January 1. 2004, the MoscowCity government requireda city identification system.
Several alternative systems, including
a federal stamp, and a self-regulating systemhave since
been under consideration (most recently at the December 2004 inter-Ministerial Commiussion
meeting). The copyright industies strongly recommend thatanti-piracy systems, whether In the
form of stamps or otherwise, be voluntaryand left to the individual
rightsholkers. Mandatory
systems have been shown to slowthe development of legitimate markets and thus help the
pirates. The entertainment software industry reports that the current registration stampsystem
Is causing many retail establishmerts to stopthe salesof legitimate product for fear of running
afoul of the law, while pirates
continue to operate in open marets.
Also interfering with the development of legitimate marketsis the high taxation system
on video rentals. Since 2002,a 24% profidtax on revenuefromvideo rentals, along
with other
vice' activities such as gambling, has been in effect. This tax Is very high (athough an
improvement fromthe previous70% rate), The GOR fett that
lowering the tax to 24% would
help the video
markets growthin Russia, butthe Engeringhighrate combined with the growth of
VD piracy
has,forthe mostpart,
overwhelmed the legitimate market for rentale.
Rome Accession and Article 16 Reservation: Russiaacceded to theRomeConvention
on May 26, 2003. IPA is very troubled byRussia's decision tomake an exception to Its national
treatment
obligations and adopt the reservations permitted by Article 16 of the Rome
Convention. In short this reservation
will meanthat Americanrecordproducers andpeformers
will be denied broadcasting remunerations even though the U.S. Is a member of the WPPT (and
even afterRussia accedes to thattreaty). This is a very unfortunate and shortsighted decision
by the government of Russia andonethat IIPAhopeswill be reversed.
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Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Schwartz.
Mrs. Richardson.
TESTIMONY OF BONNIE JIK RICHARDSON, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL POLICY, MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Ms. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Berman, Members of the
Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to testify today, and for
holding these back-to-back hearings on China and Russia.
As the witnesses outlined this morning, the problems in China
are very serious. But the challenges we face in Russia-lawlessness, physical danger, and corruption-are even more daunting.
Until Russia reforms its ways, the U.S. Government should stop
considering, and start removing, the special breaks we give to Russian exports into the United States under the Generalized System
of Preferences.
And I agree with you, Mr. Chairman. Before the United States
supports Russia's accession to the WTO, Russia needs to reduce
theft at home and stem exports of pirated goods. As Members of
Congress, you are key players in Russia's bid to join the WTO.
Please, let Russia know and let the Administration know that your
vote on permanent normal trade relations will be in question unless Russia makes meaningful progress in protecting intellectual
property.
I'm going to say some tough things about Russia today. But before I do, I want to acknowledge that there are also honest officials
in Russia who put their lives on the line in trying to protect
against intellectual property. They must be as frustrated as we are
with the high levels of corruption.
Last October, police raided a warehouse and found it full of pirated video games. According to the Wall Street Journal, which you
cited in your letter, the pirate got help from a corrupt Russian legislator, who then charged the police with running an illegal raid.
For the next 3 months, the police had to defend themselves, instead
of fighting piracy. And the pirate? Probably remains in business
today.
Let me give you a few examples of how organized and dangerous
piracy is in Russia. Polish customs officials working on the border
with Russia have uncovered false-bottomed compartments in both
trains and cars, full of pirated copies of our films destined for markets all over Europe. This isn't "mom and pop" investment. This is
organized crime.
At least nine of the 34 factories that replicate CDs and DVDs,
and possibly considerably more, are located on government-owned
property in Russia, the so-called "restricted access regime enterprises." Given the location of these plants, civilian authorities have
serious difficulties in gaining prompt access. Any delay in access
during a raid allows the pirates time to destroy the evidence of infringing activity.
Nor are the pirates afraid to use violence. Two years ago, a thug
shot at the car that was driven by our anti-piracy investigator. The
incident occurred just after a major raid against a pirate facility.
It was a clear effort to intimidate our anti-piracy team. Fortunately, our employee was not hurt. The assailant now resides in a
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psychiatric hospital. And the person who funded the attack? No
doubt, he's still making money from our films.
Corruption has become endemic at every level of the enforcement
system in Russia. As Eric Schwartz mentioned, 70 percent or more
of the pirated goods that are seized during raids find their way
back into the marketplace. And what's worse, often the pirated
goods are sold by the trade houses that are associated with the justice ministry or by their veterans' funds.
Prosecutors often shelve cases resulting from major optical disc
plant raids. Even the rare cases that end up in sentencing have no
deterrent value. Of the eight raids conducted last year against pirated factories, all of the plants remain in operation today, and
continue to pirate. In half of the cases that were prosecuted-and
only four were prosecuted-lower-level employees were targeted;
not the owners. All of the cases-all three of the cases-that
reached judgment, resulted in suspended sentences. There is no deterrence in the system.
My written testimony provides a summary of several anti-piracy
actions last year. Any one of these cases could have been an innocent mistake or could have another honest explanation. But taken
as a whole, they create a disturbing fact pattern that can only be
understood as corruption or massive indifference.
In one case, local prosecutors closed the criminal case. The regional prosecutor ordered it reopened. The local prosecutor again
closed the case; ordered the seized stampers returned to the plant
operator. And the plant remains in operation today.
In another case, two and a half million pirated discs were seized
from two related warehouses on one of these restricted access facilities. Within days of the raid, over a million of the discs had mysteriously disappeared from the sealed warehouses. The owner got
a 2-year sentence-suspended, of course.
We will see no progress in enforcing against intellectual property
crime in Russia unless President Putin himself demands accountability from his senior officials. Until then, corrupt officials will
continue to afford protection to the pirates.
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Motion Picture Association of
America, and the thousands of law-abiding Americans who work in
the movie industry and whose livelihoods are threatened by piracy,
I want to thank you for inviting me to testify and for your support
to this industry over the years.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Richardson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF BONNIE J.K. RIcHARDsON

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member, Members of the Committee:
I would like to thank you for inviting me to testify before you today on the important topic of international intellectual property theft in Russia. I commend you for
holding back-to-back hearings this morning to illuminate the problems of IP theft
in China and Russia. As serious as problems are in China, and they are serious indeed, the challenges we face in protecting our intellectual property in Russia are
even more daunting. Lawlessness, physical danger, and corruption are part of the
daily challenges we face in trying to protect our rights in Russia.
Russia is one of the largest producers and exporters of pirated DVDs and other
copyrighted products in the world. Russia needs to lower the incidence of copyright
theft at home and stem the export of pirated goods before the United States supports Russia's accession to the WTO. Our Government also needs to use all the tools
in its bilateral arsenal to send this message, including suspending Russia's eligibility for preferential trade benefits under the Generalized System of Preferences.
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If the United States Government acts now, it won't have to choose between American economic interests and our geopolitical goals. If the US Administration tells the
Russians, clearly and unambiguously, that the United States will not accept Russia
as a WTO partner until they have taken effective actions to control the rampant
optical disc piracy, then the choice will not be ours-it will be Russia's. Russia will
have to choose between coddling criminals and tolerating corruption on the one
hand and joining the world trade community on the other. Congress can help ensure
that both Russia and the Administration know that a grant of Permanent Normal
Trade Relations to Russia, which is a prerequisite to WTO relations, will be endangered without meaningful progress on protecting intellectual property.
THE "GOOD GUYS" IN RUSSIA

In my remarks today I will focus on what is wrong in the fight against piracy
in Russia today. But, I want first to acknowledge the dedicated and courageous officials in Russia who have fought hard to secure adoption of good copyright laws, and
who put their own safety on the line in trying to enforce those laws against the organized criminals who run the piracy business in Russia. These honest men and
women must be as frustrated as we when their laws aren't implemented, when their
raids aren't prosecuted, or when their prosecutions result in paltry sentences.
Chairman Smith cited a May 12 article from the Wall Street Journal from May
12 in his "Dear Colleague" letter of the same date. I would like to append this article to my testimony, because it vividly illustrates the price that honest officials in
Russia can pay for trying to do their jobs. After a raid fast October on a warehouse
full of pirated videogames, the pirate enlisted the help of a Russian legislator, who
complained to prosecutors, city officials, and police's own internal affairs office. The
police, who were trying to enforce Russian copyright law, ended up spending the
next three months defending themselves. And the pirate remains in business.
Certainly the Russian film industry, who have basked in the light of such local
and international successes as last year's superhit "Night Watch" or this year's all
time box office record holder "Turkish Gambit," have to be angered that the revenues from the successful home video sales of their fine films go to the pirates instead of to the Russian creators.
THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC INTEREST

The US filmed entertainment industry has a surplus trade balance with almost
every country in the world. No other American industry can make that claim. Ensuring the continued economic health of the film industry, and of other U.S. intellectual property rightsholders, is in our national interest and in the interest of the ordinary Americans who enjoy those films, as well as the costumers, the carpenters,
the set painters, the sound technicians, the fire safety workers, whose jobs rely on
the creation of filmed entertainment and other forms of copyrighted works. Piracy,
massive thievery really, threatens the continuing viability of this important economic engine.
AN ORGANIZED CRIME

In Russia, the people procuring, producing, and distributing pirated copies of our
movies are affiliated with large and dangerous international criminal syndicates
and gangs. Organized crime figures own the modern factories that cost well in excess of a million dollars, and operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week, cranking
out millions of pirated discs. They ensure protection for the distributors and retailers who sell eight pirated copies to every two legal copies my members manage to
sell in Russia.
No small-scale, independent operator could afford the false-bottomed compartments in trains and cars which Russian organized crime uses to export pirated copies of our films to other organized criminal syndicates all across Europe. Pirated
movie discs from Russia are readily available throughout Europe and the Middle
East. The odds are high that every dollar or euro spent on these pirated goods is
put into the pockets of bad people who will spend it in a way that is not consonant
with our safety and security.
Another example of the failures of the Russian enforcement regime comes from
IIPA's annual Special 301 report and relates to the control that criminal syndicates
have over entertainment software piracy in Russia. There are four principal criminal syndicates that control the production and distribution of pirated entertainment
software in Russia. The syndicates attach "logos" or '%rand" names to their illegal
product and localize the illegal copies they produce-before the legitimate product
is released into the market. These same groups control illegal distribution networks
in Russia, as well as in the surrounding countries. It is widely believed that the
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Russian groups control piracy operations in much of Eastern Europe including the
markets in Poland and Latvia, and that they also have ties with syndicates operating in Ukraine. One ESA company reports that in 2004, one of these piracy syndicates attempted to register one of the company's trademarks for a videogame product that was being pirated by the syndicate.
A LARGE, GROWING, AND VERY DANGEROUS PROBLEM

In 1996 there were two known optical disc plants in Russia. The subsequent years
of inaction by the government of Russia allowed the number of factories to mushroom to today's 34 known plants, resulting in a serious problem-production capacity that far exceeds legal demand in Russia. The excess capacity is, of course, devoted to illegal production for the local market and for export. Unfortunately, Russia
has yet to put in place an effective optical disc regulatory regime to fight illegal production at its source.
According to our data, at least nine of these factories are located on property
owned by the Russian military, or "restricted access regime enterprises." The location of these plants creates serious difficulties for ensuring prompt access to these
plants for the civilian authorities. Any delay in access allows the pirates time to destroy evidence of infringing activity.
Let me be clear, the people heading these organizations have no qualms about resorting to violence or bribery to conduct their operations. Two years ago, shortly
after a major raid against a pirate facility, in what clearly was designed as an intimidation effort, a thug shot at the car in which one of our anti-piracy investigators
in Russia was driving from work. Fortunately our employee was not harmed. The
assailant now resides in a psychiatric hospital, while the funder of the attack likely
grows ever more wealthy from the lucrative-and in Russia-extremely low risk, piracy game.
THE EXPORT PROBLEM

Russia is now one of the world's largest exporters of illegally copied optical discs.
Exported Russian pirated discs have been found in over 27 international markets.
The exported DVDs generally contain multiple language tracks. Frequently the exported discs do not include a Russian language track-a clear indication that the
pirated discs were produced solely for the export market. The result is a serious erosion of legitimate sales in Europe that threatens the lucrative Western European
markets.
WIDESPREAD CORRUPTION

Corruption has become endemic at every level of the enforcement system in Russia. The lure of a bribe has long been common among poorly paid police. By now,
many prosecutors have succumbed to corruption. There is even reason to suspect
that some judges may have been influenced by the pirates.
One indication of prosecutorial corruption is the number of requests prosecutors
make of rightsholder organizations to return seized material to prosecutors because
they "need to show the evidence to the judges." In fact, the goods confiscated during
raids on factories and warehouses are returned to commercial channels to which the
prosecutors are connected.
The Wall Street Journal article cited above estimates that 70% of confiscated merchandise winds up back on the market. MPAA has estimated that up to three quarters of the pirate product seized in raids finds its way back onto the market via Veterans' Funds and the Trade Houses of the Justice Ministry.
The number of times prosecutors have tried successfully to shelve cases resulting
from major OD plant raids or ducked prosecution of the public and notorious pirate
website "Allofmp3.com" also points to rampant corruption.
In 2004, there were eight raids against optical disc plants, including raids and seizure of illegal materials. In all cases, the factories remain in operation to this day
with evidence of continued piracy. When prosecutions took place, the prosecutors
tended to target lower-level employees, instead of the owner. Three of the cases that
reached judgment resulted in suspended sentences and the fourth still awaits a final
decision.
In fact, the only time MPA has been able to get an unsuspended prison sentence
for a pirate in Russia, the defendant was a video shop owner, not a large-scale factory owner. The video shop owner was sentenced to three years and two months in
prison. The defendant was a repeat offender, having received a two year suspended
sentence in his first conviction.
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Below is a brief summary of several of the factory cases that together create a
disturbing fact pattern that can only be understood as a reflection of corruption or
massive indifference.
A DISTURBING PATTERN OF SENTENCING AND FAILURE TO CLOSE PLANTS

The UVK Stimul plant in Zelenograd was raided June 21, 2004, the second
raid against this plant in ten months.
* 37,000 pirate CDs and DVDs and 8 stampers were seized.
* The plant continues to operate, reportedly working 24 hours a day.
* On January 14, 2005, a Moscow court imposed a one-year suspended prison
sentence on the plant's chief technician, after he confessed to ordering the
plant's personnel to replicate pirate DVDs. The prosecution claimed the accused acted alone, without reporting to the management of the company.
The defendant pleaded guilty and the court ruled under simplified procedures without full consideration of the case.
* Data Media plant in Koroliov, raided on April 30, 2004.
" The plant operator pleaded guilty in December 2004 to replicating pirate
discs. Sentenced on February 28 to a suspended two year prison term.
" Despite an alleged closure of the plant by police, trucks full of illegal DVDs
intercepted leaving the plant in July 2004, were found with 22, 771 pirated
CDs and DVDs.
" Two further criminal cases are pending against the same accused arising
from these subsequent seizures.
* Plant remains in operation, continues to work illegally.
* ZZMT plant in Zelenograd, raided December 2002
* 234,493 counterfeit CDs seized.
* The defendant, the human resources officer not believed to be an owner or
major organizer, was sentenced February 2004, to one year suspended sentence.
* Defendant ordered to pay $180,000 damages to rightsholder.
* Plant continues to operate. A disc matched by forensics to this plan was
found in Kiev in March 2005.
9

EXAMPLES OF CASES NOT PROSECUTED

T3The Okapi plant, Puskino, raided February 2004,
* 25,000 pirate DVDs and computer games discs, and 800 stampers seized.
* Situated on a government owned, restricted access facility.
* Closed in early 2004-after equipment was returned by court order to its
alleged owners and moved it to an unknown site to continue manufacturing.
e Samara plant, found to be a pirate DVD plant during a routine tax inspection
at a cement factory in April 2004;
* 7,000 pirate DVDs and 30 stampers uncovered.
* Plant director was questioned, a criminal prosecution prepared.
* Local prosecutor closed the criminal case.
* Regional prosecutor ordered the case re-opened.
* Local prosecutor again closed the case, ordered the seized stampers returned to the plant operator.
* The plant, an unlicensed plant, remains in operation.
* Warehouse in Odintzovo near Moscow raided August 2004, over 1 million pirate discs seized. A nearby second warehouse contained an additional 1.5 million pirate discs.
* Located on a military camp.
* Within days of the raid, over a million of the discs mysteriously disappeared from the "sealed" warehouses.
* Industry anti-piracy group nevertheless managed to get legal guardianship
of over 100,000 of the seized, pirated DVDs.
* On March 15, 2005, a court in Odintzovo imposed a suspended two year
prison term on the owner.
a
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* The one bit of good news-remaining DVDs still in legal custody were
ordered to be destroyed August 2004.
Given the extent of corruption, seeking enforcement
within the bureaucracy
is largely a waste of time. We will not see progress in from
enforcement against intellectual property crimes in Russia unless President Putin directs all relevant
to make the fight against copyright piracy a priority. Until the President agencies
demands accountability from his senior officials, corrupt officials will continuehimself
to afford protection to the pirates.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Motion Picture Association of America, as
well as
the thousands of law-abiding people who work in the movie industry
and whose livelihoods are threatened by piracy, I want to thank you again for inviting
tify today and for your support to this industry over the years. As I have me to tesattempted
to describe today, piracy in Russia is a large, growing and dangerous problem.
Russian enforcement institutions have not demonstrated any intention to deal
with this
roblem seriously. We need your help to ensure that Russia does not
continue
to
enefit from US trade preferences, while continuing to coddle the pirates
who rob
us blind. We also need your help to ensure that Russia addresses its piracy
problems before it is permitted to join the WTO.
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Moscow-- RUSSIANPOLICEthought they hada channe to catcha bigfish in the piracy worJdlast fall when a man selling
couriterreltsoftware tny had nanbed gavethem tiename and addressof his supplier,
Theystaked out thewarehousein the basementof a dingyapartment block and movedin last October.Behind a steeldoor
concealed
by boxesthey foULnd
a hugestockpileofillicit viceogamnes.
As officerscarted
away the stash, they patd little heedas one of the snore'sownersclaimed,"we'll never be charged,because
we
havefriends
in highplaces."
Sevenmonths later, he*sturning out to be right. Thoughtorensictests quickly confirmedthe gameswere fake, the trader has
teamed up witha friendly lnwmakernomounta herceand so far effectivedefense.Instead ofpressingtheir
own charges,police
discovereg that they themselves
were under suspicion.
Russia
has emergedas thefront line inHollywood's
global
war againstpiracy. ChinamayStill
be the world'stop producerof
Illegal computer software.CDs andDVDs,butauthoritiesthere are getting serious
aboutcracking
down. InRussia.the Kremlin
hasbeen promisingto deal with the problemfor years, butIndustry officials
say under PresidentVlaCImirPutinIt's gotten worse,
not better.
A keyreason
is that Russia's
pirates, who cost U.S.businesses an estimated $1.7 billion in losseslast year,haveCultivated
increasingly
cozylinks
to the government
that's supposed
topolice
them,Counterfeitersare lining
uppolitical
patrons tnd
locating factoriesInside
secretmilitary fadilties where aw-enforcement agenciescan't touchthem.
"Twoyears ago, theRussian governmentsaidit woulderadicate
all musicpiracy intwo years," saysJohn Kennedy,head of IFPt,
a London-basedorganizationthat representst,500recordcompanies
world-wide.
"InsteadIt's Increased by 30%."
Russta, IFPIsays,Is nowmheworl'sbiggest exporterof pirated musicproduts, andte second-1biggest
market for such products
after China. CounterfeitmusicCOsmadein Russia
haveturned
up in 27 countriesaround the world, incuding the U.S. Hollywood
ispushingWashington
to imposetrade sanctions.
Thanksto high-levelconnections,efforts to prosecutepirateshaveborne litte
fruit In Russia.The few casesthat end in
convictionsusually lead to suspendedsentences,ano as muchas 70% of confiscated
mercandise winds upback on the market.
LegislatorVladlmir Ovsyannikovmakes no bones about his relationshipto the ownerit theMoscowwarehouse,Sergei
Kaluzienok.
"A politician
isn't
a politician unless he canoffer krysha -- to bandits, prostitutes,orstate officials, it doesn'tmatter," he saidin
en interview."They are allhis voters,
after
all."
"Krysha," which means"roo in Russian,wasthe word usedin the eary 1990sfor the nuamerous
protection rackets that sprouted
as Russia lurchedtoward capitalism.
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Sporting a crewcut, a black shirt and gray holka-dot
tie, Mr. Ovsyanoikov,43 years od, spent most of his careeras a welder, a
miner and a workerat a Siberian railroad yard beforehe becamea parliamentaryaide in 1997. Elected to theDu5a in 2003, he
works from a crampedofficedecoratedwith Orthodoxicons asd a largewhiskey bottle.
Mr. Ovsyannikovis a memberof die LiberalDemocraticParty, an utraright outfit led by nationalist VladtmirZhirinovsk. in the
late 990ts, the party made headlineswhenit Inouted severalknown criminalsIn Its lis of electoral candidates.Its members
have also demandedreducedpenaltiesfor CO pirates.
Mr. Kaluzhenoksayshe's never even met his parlianentary protector He enlistedhis support through"Sword and Shield,"an
organizationdoseto Mr. Ovsyannikonwhich helpsout businessmenin trouble with thetaw - for a $300 monthlyfee.
Mr. Ovsyannikovsays he'sdefendingMr. Kaluzhenok froma corrupt policeforce that he saysIs "acting at the behestof his
competitors."He's proudof sdowingdownthe policeprobe into his client. "Thegreat thing aboutbeinga Duma deputyis that
peoplehave to reactto you," he says.
After the October operation,Mr. Ovsyannlkovfired off lettersto prosecutors,city authorities andthe police'sinternal security
service complainingthe raid wascarriedout without a searchwarrant. Over the nextthree months, officerswere summoned for
days of interrogahons by different agencies.Their owninvestigation ground to a halt.
Fnally clearedof improper conduct,policetook a fresh sab at the Kaluzhenokcase in late December, launchinga secondraid on
his warehouse.Theyfounda newlyinstalledsteel door, andhad to summonemergencyassistanceto cut out the lock. But hehind
that was anotherdoor, with a red sognonit saying the warehousewasnow Mr. Ovsyannikov'spublicoffice.
Policecontactedthe lawmaker, whosaid re didn't even know he had an officethere. "I have 15 of them, and I can'ttell you
where they all are," he said. "Allces treet names getmuddled up in my head.'
Mr, Ovsyannikovsaid his numerousoffices function as drop-in centerswhere voterscan make complaintsor ask for help, He said
he's never seenmost of them, even thoughhis name hangs on the doorsof all 15, He denies policeclaimsthat the practiceis
just a ploy to protect businesspremisesfromsearches.
Shortly after policemadethe call to Mr. Ovsyannikov,two of his assistantsturned upat the scene.They toldthem they couldnot
enter the officebecauseit enjoyed *parliamertary Immunity." The policesquad calledoff the search.
In January,Mr. Ovsyanni'hov complainedabout the secondraid, saying policehad camaged his property. Fresh Interrogations
involvingfive governmentagenciesdraggedon for three moremonths. tn Mardi, the policewere once againcleared of
misconduct.
1

Mr.Kauhenok is still In business,sefling v deogamesat a big Moscow
computer and OVDmarket. Withhis LandRoverDiscovery
sport/utility vehicle and Italian leatherjacket, he'sclearly doing well. But he also acknowledges that someof the softwarehe sells
couldbe fak'.
"It's up to he police to decide what'scounterfeit andwhat isn't," he says. "1haven't a clue.'
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Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Ms. Richardson.
Mr. Gerson.
TESTIMONY OF MATTHEW T. GERSON, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, PUBLIC POLICY AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, UNIVERSAL MUSIC GROUP
Mr. GERSON. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Berman, thank you
very much for inviting me to testify today on behalf of the Universal Music Group and the Recording Industry Association of
America, and for taking the time to dedicate today's hearings to
two very important problems that we face: piracy in China and piracy in Russia.
In my years knocking around this Committee, I've learned a few
things; and among the most important is to recognize that the people sitting behind me are starting to get hungry. So I'm going to
be brief, and I'm going to try not to repeat some of the things that
have already been said.
We envision Russia as a terrific market for both local and international businesses, and have made significant investments in the
arts, and have made investments in the many businesses that it
takes to bring CDs to market. We've signed and distributed local
bands; we've promoted them outside of Russia. We manufacture
our product locally in Russia through Russian-owned businesses.
We've developed special budget lines to bring legitimate product
within the buying power of the average Russian citizen.
We've also tried to raise awareness within Russia of the social,
cultural, and economic costs of piracy. Through IFPI, the federation
of music trade associations from around the world, the industry invests millions in a wide variety of anti-piracy, pro-music activities.
But we're frustrated.
And as you observed, Mr. Chairman, all our efforts are stymied
when law enforcement fails to prosecute the crimes that they can
identify and easily find. Our best intentions and best efforts are
undermined when the few convictions lead to slaps on the wrist or
penalties that are insignificant and really just a cost of doing business.
Despite our work with the Administration, despite interactions
between the United States and Russia at the highest levels, as
cited by Ms. Espinel, piracy is growing. The Russian government
sees our bill of particulars. They can read our Special 301 submissions. They can read what we say about GSP. They know exactly
what we know, and they're failing to act.
Now, Bonnie and Eric gave you a sense of what's happening with
physical piracy. We're starting to see the same disregard when it
comes to Internet piracy. Through online servers based in Russia,
a site called "allofmp3.com" sells music to anyone in the world willing to pay about 10 cents a song. The problem is that
"allofmp3.com" has not secured the rights to do so, and doesn't
bother to pay the people who wrote the songs or recorded the songs
or own the copyrights.
There's no question about the law. At the very least,
"allofmp3.com" is violating the reproduction rights afforded by Russian copyright law and the criminal code, and the laws of country
where those songs are downloaded.
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Now, industry observers-industry investigators looked at the
website; worked closely with the Moscow city high-tech crime unit;
and submitted a substantial body of evidence to the Moscow prosecutor. In February, the prosecutor dismissed the case. And in
doing so, he conveyed a damaging message to the public and,
frankly, a damaging message to those of us trying to establish legitimate businesses there.
We need to do some messaging of our own. And by that I mean
the copyright industries and U.S. policymakers need to make it
clear that failure to control piracy has clear ramifications for the
Russian government. First, as has been said, USTR should really
reexamine Russia's eligibility for GSP. It's wrong that U.S. taxpayers should, in effect, be helping to finance Russian exports to
the United States, while the rights of U.S. intellectual property
owners are being systematically neglected.
Second, we really do have to learn from the China experience. By
every measure, by every expert and every witness, the China WTO
has failed. The commitments that were made, the efforts that were
made before China entered WTO haven't done what's necessary for
America's patent, copyright, and trademark industries. And we just
have to learn what went wrong, and correct it when it comes time
for Russia to be admitted, or to be considered for admission, into
WTO.
Third, I believe Congress should delay consideration of PNTR for
Russia. As with admission to WTO, Russia should not be rewarded
with Permanent Normal Trade Relations until it has demonstrated
sufficient and sustainable reform. The word "sustainable" is one
that you used, Mr. Chairman. That's really what's at stake here.
Let me make a few final observations. WTO accession is not a
political prize. It represents a commitment to abide by international rules. WTO as an institution and global confidence in free
and fair trade are quickly undermined when agreements and commitments go unenforced.
In addition, we have to face facts. Today, the Administration and
the Congress has a certain amount of leverage because Russia
wants PNTR and Russia wants WTO. And once they attain those
goals, the leverage that we have is going to diminish significantly.
I've got a few seconds left so, you know, Congressman Issa mentioned the problem he's having with patents over amplifiers. It is
not so long ago that in this room we talked only about music and
movies and software being pirated. But today, we can talk about
Congressman Issa's amplifiers, or somebody who manufactures altimeters in Mr. Goodlatte's district. Or I loved the example in the
L.A. Times a couple of weeks ago about hot sauce. It's a favored
brand in L.A., and is being imported illegally from China, as well.
It is touching every aspect of the American economy, and we really
need to take aggressive steps.
And finally, just to follow up on a point that Myron Brilliant
made, it's not just U.S. industries getting hurt. There are industries in China and businesses in Japan and businesses in Europe
that are being hurt by the piracy that takes place in China and in
Russia. And maybe there are things that we can do on a multilateral basis with our trading partners, with other businesses who are
trying to succeed in the global marketplace.
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Thank you. And I really want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, Congressman Berman, and your staffs, for doing so much over so many
years to help the U.S. creative industries.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gerson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MATTHEW GERsON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Matthew Gerson and
I am Senior Vice President for Public Policy and Government Relations at the Universal Music Group. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of my company and the Recording Industry Association of America to discuss
the problems that we confront as we attempt to establish and build businesses in
the Russian Federation.
Universal Music Group [UMG] is the world's leading music company with wholly
owned record operations or licensees in 77 countries. Its businesses also include
Universal Music Publishing Group, one of the world's largest music publishing operations.
Universal Music Group consists of record labels Decca Record Company, Deutsche
Grammophon, DreamWorks Records, Interscope Geffen A&M Records, Island Def
Jam Music Group, Lost Highway Records, MCA Nashville, Mercury Nashville, Mercury Records, Philips, Polydor, Universal Music Latino, Universal Motown Records
Group, and Verve Music Group as well as a multitude of record labels owned or distributed by its record company subsidiaries around the world. The Universal Music
Group owns the most extensive catalog of music in the industry, which is marketed
through two distinct divisions, Universal Music Enterprises (in the U.S.) and Universal Strategic Marketing (outside the U.S.). Universal Music Group also includes
eLabs, a new media and technologies division.
The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) is the trade group that
represents the U.S. recording industry. Its mission is to foster a business and legal
climate that supports and promotes its members' creative and financial vitality. Its
members are the record companies that comprise the most vibrant national music
industry in the world. RIAA members create, manufacture and/or distribute approximately 90% of all legitimate sound recordings produced and sold in the United
States. In support of this mission, the RIAA, among other things, works to protect
intellectual property rights worldwide.
International markets are vital to RIAA's companies and our creative talent. Foreign sales account for over fifty percent of industry revenues. This strong export
base sustains and creates American jobs and is a key reason that the core copyright
industries-including music, movies, software and videogames-account for some 6
percent of U.S. GDP.
However, as this subcommittee well knows, America's creative industries are
under attack. Piracy has grown in recent years with the advance of digital technology that facilitates both physical and online piracy. Indeed, high levels of piracy
and trade barriers that complicate our efforts to enter or operate in foreign markets
plague all of America's copyright owners and creators.
Despite the enormous challenges that the copyright industries face, I want to
highlight one great benefit that we enjoy-the consistent and committed work of
this subcommittee. Your work over the years is in no small measure responsible for
the extraordinary success of America's creators. Your focus has enabled us to entertain, educate and inspire people all over the globe. I would also like to recognize
the State Department, the U.S. embassies around the world, the United States
Trade Representative, the Department of Commerce, the Patent and Trademark Office and other agencies staffed with dedicated and talented officials committed to the
continued vitality of this uniquely successful sector of the U.S. economy.
The other witnesses on this panel will elaborate on the current state of piracy in
Russia. To avoid repetition, I will describe some of the efforts that Universal has
taken to build a business in Russia, and the industry's efforts to bring our piracy
problems to the attention of U.S. policymakers as well as officials in Russia.
But the position of the music industry and many in the content community is easy
to summarize-the piracy situation in Russia is untenable, as made clear in the
Thursday, May 12 Wall Street Journal article circulated by Chairman Smith.
To protect the American businesses that invest in creativity, and the artists and
others who earn their livelihoods in the production and distribution of intellectual
property, the U.S. Government should take a hard look at the economic and political
mechanisms at its disposal. Until we can be certain that there is a demonstrated
and sustainable commitment to enforcing intellectual property laws, the Congress
and Administration should-
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* reexamine the GSP benefits currently afforded Russia;
* delay its consideration of PNTR-and the benefits that come with Permanent
Normal Trade Relations;
* withhold support for Russian membership within the World Trade Organization (WTO).
DOING BUSINESS IN RUSSIA

Russia is a very exciting music market that is ripe with opportunities for both
local and international business. But these opportunities are stymied by the second
largest pirate music market in the world-estimated at $330 million U.S. dollarswhere two-thirds of all recordings are illegal copies.
Universal Music is the biggest record company in Russia and we have made very
significant
investments
the arts We
in have
Russiasigned
as well as the many disciplines involved
in bringing
a CD in
to market.
and distributed local bands, and
have promotedthem outside of Russia. We manufacture our product locally through
Russian-owned third parties. We have developed special budget lines to bring legitimate product within the buying power of the average Russian citizen. And we have
tried to raise awareness within Russia of the social, cultural and economic costs associated with their failure to create more favorable conditions for investing in creativity.
The cultural impact of American music and the role of a U.S. record company is
exemplified by a Russian act called Bering Strait. I saw them a couple of years ago
at Wolf Trap where they were opening for another Universal band. The band plays
country music-that's right, country music-and was on their first American tour.
The tour was a real success as they were embraced by audiences-most of which
never thought they would see Russian musicians putting their own spin on familiar
bluegrass melodies.
Because we are so committed to the Russian market, we have joined with industry allies to do everything in our power to address music theft. Through IFPI-the
International Federation of the Phonographic Industry, a federation of music trade
associations from around the world-the industry invests millions in anti-piracy activities. However, those efforts are stymied when law enforcement fails to prosecute
the crimes and criminal enterprises that are identified. We have agonized over the
few judicial sentences that have been granted, which each time result in a relatively
small fine easily assumed as a cost of doing business. We have struggled as the Russian Government refuses to act against fraudulent collecting societies that grant 'licenses" to pirate internet sites.
AN ONGOING TREND

Russian piracy is not a new problem for the recording industry, and our interaction with the U.S. Government on this point is long standing. For the past several
years, the International Intellectual Property Alliance [IIPA] has, through its Special 301 and GSP submissions, documented the extensive copyright violations going
on in Russia. This year the U.S. copyright industries urged the U.S. government to
suspend Russia's eligibility for any duty-free trade benefits accorded through GSP,
and were disappointed when the Government decided not to do so. It was equally
dismaying when the U.S. Government did not identify Russia as a "priority foreign
country" under Special 301, and instead choose to keep them on the priority watch
list.
Nearly two years ago, on September 16, 2003, RIAA CEO Mitch Bainwol joined
the CE0's of America's major record companies in writing to President Bush. A complete copy of that letter is attached to this testimony, but the main points were:
" To ask President Bush to raise piracy during an upcoming Summit with Russian President Vladimir Putin and urge him to "take immediate steps to curtail his country's illegal production and export of pirate products-an activity
that has been on the rise for the past three years and which severely harms
American and Russian creators alike."
* To emphasize that, "the success or failure of initiatives to strenghen copyright protection on the global stage has a profound bearing on U.S. economic
competitiveness. It will dictate whether the global economic and legal environment will sustain America's artistic and intellectual heritage. No less is
at stake than the genius and individuality that lie at the core of our national
soul, and the dangers posed are great and immediate."
* To set out the facts. At that time-just two years ago-Russia was "home to
28 known optical disc plants ("optical discs" refers to CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs,
and other disc based products) with a production capacity of over 330 million
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discs a year. Demand for legitimate discs in Russia, on the other hand, is unlikely to exceed 30 million discs per year. This excess capacity is used to
produce and then export pirate materials, and investigations have led to the
seizure of Russian manufactured pirate discs in over 25 countries. The U.S.
copyright industries have been losing more than $1 billion a year to piracy
in Russia, and we have been sustaining this level of loss for 5 years."
To clarify why more action was necessary. "President Putin has taken certain
steps over the course of the past year, but they have not been adequate to
address this intolerable situation. The thrust of our request to the Russian
Government-oft repeated by the excellent and dedicated Ambassador of the
United States to Russia, Ambassador Vershbow-has been to introduce and
implement effective controls over the operations of the CD plants . . . Ambassador Vershbow delivered a document to the Government of Russia more than
one year ago that listed the names and addresses of the [pirate] facilities [but
they continue in operation today]."
I urge you to read the entire text of that letter from industry CEO's because an
understanding of what we have tried is critical if we are to properly respond today.
President Bush did indeed raise his concerns about copyright piracy with President
Putin on several occasions, and President Putin in turn pledged to address it. To
date, the response has been inadequate.
In fact, the statistics demonstrate a dramatic increase in music theft, certainly
not a crackdown. According to RIAA:
a The 28 replication plants in 2003 have grown to 34 plants in 2005. Five
plants would be sufficient to meet the needs of the legitimate Russian market. As a result of that excess capacity, Russia is the world's largest exporter
of pirated music.
* Production capacity which stood at an alarming 330 million a year in 2003
now stands at 488 million units.
9 At least 9 of these production plants are located on so-called "Russian State
Restricted Access Regime Enterprises" in which the Russian Government
itself is the owner of the premises.
a Russia is now home to some of the world's only Internet-based pirate pay
download services-such as allofmp3.com.
The case of allofmp3.com helps illustrate the music industry's frustration.
Through online services based in Russia, it sells music to anyone in the world willing to pay ten cents a song. The problem is that allofmp3.com has not secured the
rights to do so--and doesn't bother to pay the people who wrote and own the songs
being sold. There is no question about the law-at the very least allofmp3.com is
violating the reproduction rights afforded by Russian Copyright Law and Criminal
Code, and the laws of the countries where the songs are being downloaded.
Once again, IFPI investigated and in 2004 began working in close collaboration
with the Moscow City High-Tech Crime Unit. Both IFPI and the High-Tech Unit
submitted formal complaints-including supporting documentation-to the Moscow
City Prosecutor's office.
In February 2005, without much explanation, IFPI received notice that a regional
Moscow City Prosecutor declined to accept the matter for further investigation.
Clearly the Prosecutor failed to appreciate the seriousness of the matter and misapplied the law. In doing so, he conveyed two incorrect and damaging messages to
the public-that the service is legal and that it is legal to download from the service
wherever you may be. Similarly, the Prosecutor sent yet another clear signal to
those trying to establish legitimate businesses.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?

We need to change the political calculus so that failure to control piracy has clear
ramifications for the Russian Government-ramifications that outweigh the costs
associated with stopping piracy. Specifically:
(1) USTR should reexamine Russia's eligibility to participate in the Generalized System of Preferences until it has satisfactorily protected intellectual property from theft. It is wrong that U.S. taxpayers should, in effect, be
helping to finance Russian exports to the U.S. while the interests of U.S. intellectual
property owners are being systematically undermined. The United States needs to
point out how failure to address copyright piracy will impede Russia's goals, whether such goals relate to attracting foreign investment, joining the WTO, or other matters.
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(2) We must learn from the China experience. Congress should insist
upon demonstrated and sustainable reform before supporting Russia's accession to the WTO. By every measure, the steps taken before China was admitted to WTO have failed America's patent, trademark and copyright industries. The
U.S. should ensure that relevant legal and enforcement measures are in place and
implemented before we accept Russia into the WTO. WTO accession is not a political prize-it represents a commitment to abide by international rules. The WTO
institution and global confidence in world trade rules is quickly undermined when
WTO parties openly mock trade discipline.
Let's face it-today Congress has some bilateral leverage because Russia wants
to enter WTO. Once they are in, the leverage diminishes significantly. Secretary of
State Rice alluded to that reality in an April 20, 2005 interview in Moscow in response to a question about WTO"We are very supportive of Russia's effort to join the WTO. We think this would
be good for world trade, good for Russia. There are certain performance criteria
in the WTO that have to be met. And we need to resolve the issue of intellectual
property rights. At this point, the legal framework in Russia to prosecute those
who engage in piracy is not very strong, and that really must be taken care of
before WTO accession . . .
It has to be understood, and I hope the Russian people will understand that
when the United States supports WTO accession, this also has to be accepted
by the American Congress. And so we have to have performance on these outstanding issues so that when we go to the American Congress, the WTO accession can go through without difficulty."
(3) Delay consideration of PNTR for Russia. As with admission to the WTO,
Russia should not be rewarded with Permanent Normal Trade Relations until it has
demonstrated sufficient, meaningful and sustainable reform.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, I will do the safest thing on earth-I will conclude by quoting you.
When you circulated the May 12 Wall Street Journal article you observed that the
article, "underscored the importance of achieving significant reform of the Russian
intellectual property rights enforcement system before admitting Russia into the
WTO."
We agree completely, and appreciate the seriousness with which this Committee
will approach WTO accession if it is presented to the Congress.
Thank you for inviting me to participate in this hearing. I would be glad to answer any questions you may have.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Gerson.
My first question I'd like to address to Ms. Espinel. You mentioned in your testimony that we are continuing interagency review
of a petition filed by the U.S. copyright industries to withdraw
some or all of Russia's benefits under the U.S. Generalized System
of Preferences, the GSP program.
It so happens that that particular issue was raised by every one
of the other witnesses. That's one of two common denominators
that I've seen. But the question really is this. Reviews can only go
on so long. When do you think you will actually decide something
in that regard?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, as you may know, the review of this GSP petition has been a longstanding process. And we are reconvening an
interagency group to review the GSP petition with Russia and with
some other countries in the coming months.
I appreciate the frustration that has been expressed with the
length of time that the GSP review has been outstanding. I appreciate hearing the concerns that have been expressed by industry.
And we will consider all of the suggestions made with them with
respect to GSP, but also with respect to some of the other suggestions they've made.
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I just want to note that this is obviously a deep-rooted problem
in Russia. This is not just related to intellectual property. This will
require widespread systemic reform by Russia.
Mr. SMITH. Right. But when do you think you will actually make
a decision whether or not to deny Russia some of the benefits? You
mentioned the frustration. You certainly felt it a minute ago when
Mr. Schwartz testified given his experience. Do you know of any
kind of timetable within your office, USTR, that might be of interest to us?
Ms. ESPINEL. I'm not aware of any timetable. There is no deadline that I can offer you today. But I will just note that with Ambassador Portman newly onboard, we are examining our strategy
with Russia. I think it's very helpful to get this input from industry.
Mr. SMITH. Okay.
Ms. ESPINEL. And we will consider that.

Mr. SMITH. And you can be assured that we will monitor what
you all do or don't do in the coming weeks, as well. The second
common denominator was interesting to me, because all witnesses
mentioned it, as well. And that was the problem with the optical
disc plants in Russia which are producing something like three or
four times the actual number of discs that are used or purchased
by those who live within the Russian Federation themselves. That
is clearly a flaunting of U.S. interests. What is going to be done
about that?
Ms. ESPINEL. The problem of optical disc manufacturing in Russia is that the scale of the problem is deeply disturbing. We have
made IP enforcement-but, in particular, this issue of optical disc
protection-a top priority in our bilateral discussions with Russia,
and in particular in our accession negotiations. Again, we share the
concern, we share the frustration. One other
Mr. SMITH. Okay. We're going to give you the benefit of the doubt
today. You've been sharing our frustrations and sharing our concerns. And normally, we'd come back at you for a lack of commitment; but you do have a new boss, you do have a new ambassador.
And I have great faith in him and his willingness to address some
of these issues. So let's just assume that good faith on your part.
Ms. ESPINEL. One thing I would like to note that the Administration has been doing, which is a new action. It isn't directed solely
at Russia. In fact, to some extent, it is directed at many of our
trading partners, including China and Russia. But this is the STOP
initiative which I alluded to briefly.
I think it's particularly relevant with respect to this problem of
optical disc manufacture in Russia. Because the major purpose of
STOP is to try to stop the illegal trade in counterfeit pirated goods,
to stop exactly the kind of problem that we're seeing in Russia, this
massive export of illegal optical discs.
So we have been working domestically to tighten our own borders. But we have also been reaching out to trading partners
around the world that are also-that share a perspective on this
problem and are also facing this, to have them tighten their borders, to try to eradicate the market by cleaning up the supply
chains of legitimate retailers, or retailers that would like to be le-
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gitimate retailers, and to try to stop these goods after they leave
Russia and as they move around the world.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Thank you, Ms. Espinel. I'm going to do on
this panel what I asked the previous panel, and that is to ask the
other three witnesses what your top priority would be, as far as
what the United States should be doing, what the United States
Trade Representative should be doing to change our policies.
And Mr. Gerson, we'll begin with you. You'll need to go fairly
quickly, since my time is almost up.
Mr. GERSON. I will be quick about it. We have to make it clear
that failure to control piracy has clear ramifications for the Russian government. There are three items out there that we've mentioned: GSP, WTO, and PNTR. There are opportunities to make the
point, and we should move forward using those tools that are at
our disposal.
Mr. SMITH. Very good. My thought, real quickly, Russia has already been on the Priority Watch List for 9 years. When does it finally get to be on the Priority Country Watch List?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, USTR announced this year a special out-ofcycle review of Russia because of the level of concern that we have.
So at the conclusion of that out-of-cycle review, we will determine
whether or not Russia will be moved up to PFC.
Mr. SMITH. Good. That's progress. Thank you. Mrs. Richardson?
Ms. RICHARDSON. I agree with what Mr. Gerson said, so I'll go
from the general to the specific.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Good.
Ms. RICHARDSON. The U.S. Government needs to tell Russia to

put a comprehensive optical disc regulatory scheme in place right
away. They need to tell the President of Russia that he needs to
take ownership of this issue and stop the corruption. Only he can
do it. And they need guidance from the supreme court to get tougher sentences.
Mr. SMITH. Great. Thanks. Mr. Schwartz?
Mr. SCHWARTZ. This is an agreeable panel. I agree that-I think
what they need are deadlines. That has worked in the past. A year
ago, when the U.S. Government suggested to the Russian government that June 30, 2004 was going to be a trigger date for the removal of some or all GSP benefits-and it was just done at an informal level-we saw a lot of activity on the Russian side. Probably, it helped produce the Russian copyright law amendments of
last July. So I think they need a deadline.
And failing that, I mean, within that deadline, they need to go
and inspect all 34 plants. This is not that difficult to do. And if
they don't by that deadline, then they need to understand there are
consequences. And these deadlines just can't keep extending out
and extending out.
Mr. SMITH. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Schwartz. I happen to agree
with you. I don't think anything gets done unless there is a deadline. And that's part of the problem.
Now, that brings us to the end. But Ms. Espinel, you haven't
given us too many deadlines, but you've mentioned 6 months several times. So I'm going to take that as a deadline for a lot of the
actions by the office. And obviously, you can expect an oversight
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hearing in 6 months. We'll hope for a lot of progress. Thank you
all.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Berman.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In defense of the Trade
Representative's Office, when a decision to deny GSP preferences,
or elevate from the Priority Watch List to the Country Watch
List-I take it, that's important because some sanctions flow from
being elevated to that list? Automatically?
Ms. ESPINEL. Not quite automatically. But it causes the-We
have to initiate an investigation, and at the end of that investigation we could then impose sanctions. So it does sort of start a chain
of action.
Mr. BERMAN. In other words, it has more meaning than a Priority Watch List?
Ms. ESPINEL. Yes.

Mr. BERMAN. All right. So before a decision to take away GSP,
or elevate to a list, or to say we're not interested in beginning accession talks in terms of the WTO, is this a decision made by the
Trade Representative? Or does he have to clear it with some other
agencies first?
Ms. ESPINEL. We make decisions on all three of those things by
interagency consensus. So this is not-this is not the sole decision
of the United States Trade Representative. This would be a decision made by the U.S. Government, in consultation with our full
interagency group.
Mr. BERMAN. And who is on that interagency group?
Ms. ESPINEL. A range of agencies. But the agencies that tend to
be most deeply involved in intellectual property issues, I would say,
are the Department of State, the Department of Commerce, with
the sort of sister agency of the Patent and Trademark Office, the
Department of Justice to some extent, I think particularly frankly
with respect to the enforcement issuesMr. BERMAN. Is it done in the context of intellectual property
issues, or is it done in the context of U.S.-Russia relations?
Ms. ESPINEL. There would actually be overlap between both
groups. But primarily, it's done through a TPSC process-a TPSC
group, that focuses on intellectual property issues.
Mr. BERMAN. And when they've cleared something as appropriate
from an intellectual property point-I mean, it sounds to me like
we've got-one would need to do a lot more reviews to have a compelling case of both inadequate laws and a massive lack of enforcement and a totally inadequate sanctions system within Russia.
When the interagency intellectual property group thinks something
has to be done, then what happens?
Ms. ESPINEL. If the interagency intellectual property group decides, at not just the TPSC level, but at the higher political levelif we have a consensus from the U.S. Government, then the USTR
will move forward to implement the decisions that the interagency
group takes. But I think, following up on what you said, the problems that we face with Russia are complicated. And there are a lot
of competing interests that are being weighed in Russia.
And this is not in any way to undermine or detract in any way
from the seriousness of the problem that we are facing in Russia,
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but I think that is a partial explanation for why the interagency
process in this case has been a long one.
Mr. BERMAN. But like in the case of the GSP petition, how many
years now? Five years? Four years. But I guess my point is, if we
think-which I do-that this situation is quite outrageous, that we
wouldn't tolerate this in another sector of the economy, this kind
of action, throwing all our ammunition at you may not produce the
result.
We may want to-we may want to get-put pressure on the Administration to give greater weight to this issue than they are now
doing, in order to allow you to move ahead with some of the options
that have been suggested and that you have indicated receptivity
towards, but not endorsement of In other words, shall we at least
add others to our target list here?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, I think I'm here today because Ambassador
Portman is very concerned about intellectual property in Russia
and very interested in hearing the views of this Committee specifically. So I would, you know, welcome-we welcome input from this
Committee.
But in addition, it is a joint U.S. Government decision that will
have to be made. So I can't speak for other agencies, but I am sure
every agency in the U.S. Government would be interested in hearing the views of this Committee.
Mr. BERMAN. I'm not so sure about that. If performance is-if the
past is prologue.
One last question, then, on the digital piracy issue, can we get
a sort of a Grokster kind of decision in-does Russia have a copyright framework for indirect and contributory infringers that we
could legitimately ask them to pursue at this point?
Mr. SCHWARTZ. I'll answer that. The answer is, yes, they do.
What they did in their 2004 amendments was to adopt provisions
in their law for eventual implementation of the digital treaties.
One of the things that they did do, unfortunately, was to delay implementation of the making available right for sound recordings
until September of 2006, because of some internal opposition to it.
But the answer is, yes.
But the type of piracy that Mr. Gerson was talking about, this
is a hosted server, the MP3. This is not a difficult copyright case.
Mr. BERMAN. This is
Mr. SCHWARTZ. This is protected under the 1961

Mr. BERMAN. This is not the P-to-P problem?
Mr. SCHWARTZ. Not at all. It's hosted on a server site. So that's
why the reproduction right, which has been in the Russian law
since 1993, would clearly outlaw this type of activity.
Mr. BERMAN. Was that Russian guy who broke the DVD
encryption, was he an agent of the government at the time? No,
never mind.
Mr. GOODLATTE. [Presiding.] I thank the gentleman. Ms. Espinel,
what lessons would you say the U.S. Trade Representative has
learned from China's accession to the WTO and our subsequent inability to persuade the Chinese to meaningfully enforce intellectual
property rights, that you've applied to the pending Russian application for WTO membership?
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Ms. ESPINEL. Well, I think China and Russia are actually countries that are in very different positions. I think there are-I think
the governments there have different attitudes. So I don't think
necessarily what applies to one would apply to the other.
Mr. GOODLATTE. What difference in the Russian attitude would
you perceive that would make them better than the experience
we've had with China?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, what I was going to-I think in the earlier
China hearing some of the panel had expressed the view that having China in the WTO was helpful, to some extent; that it was better to have China in the club, it was better to have the obligations
of the TRIPS agreement as Chinese commitments than it would be
to have China without.
Mr. GOODLATTE. But all that was done without China having
the-not just the legal framework, but really the mindset, the kind
of judicial structure, the kind of police structure and so on, that
would be willing to go out and enforce these laws. They're now in
the WTO and, yes, we can bring a WTO case against them, but
we're really struggling from very far behind. Isn't the same thing
true in Russia?
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, that's sort of what I was going to. I think
right now we're at a critical point in accession negotiations with
Russia. I think we have-you used the word "leverage"-but we
have an opportunity to impose meaningful deadlines on Russia in
the accession negotiations. And I think we would take very seriously the concerns that we have heard from industry about not letting the
Mr. GOODLATTE. Would we require to see some of this activity before we admit them to WTO, or simply get a timetable that they
would commit to after they join the WTO? Because that's the problem we have with China.
Ms. ESPINEL. Well, as I was saying, I think we will take very seriously, and Ambassador Portman will take very seriously, the concerns that were raised from industry to not let Russia into the
WTO until they have made meaningful commitments to us on intellectual property.
It has, obviously, been a huge priority in the accession negotiations, and it's something that we have been pressing Russia very
hard on. But I will admit there is still a lot of progress-we have
not seen nearly the progress that we feel Russia needs to make. So
we will continue to press. And I think we see, and will continue
to see, the accession negotiations as an appropriate forum for us to
press Russia to make meaningful changes.
Mr. GOODLATTE. And then, on the very specific subject that we've
been talking about here, the optical disc plants, what does the
USTR intend to do to ensure that the Russian government and
Russian officials immediately inspect these optical disc plants that
are operating on property owned by the Russian military, the socalled "restricted access regime enterprises"?
Ms. ESPINEL. The optical disc plant is at the top of our priority
list of IP concerns with Russia. This has-there is actually an action plan that we have given to Russia recently in dealing with
their optical disc products-their optical disc problem-including
through some of the measures that have been discussed here. Like
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unnotified searches and seizures of the production plants has been
a key element of that. So it is something that we are definitely
pressing very hard. It is at the very top of the list of issues that
we have with Russia.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Thank you. Mr. Gerson, as the world's largest
music company, you are, I'm sure, aware of the extent to which European and Japanese companies are experiencing similar difficulties protecting their IP in Russia. I wonder if you might indicate
whether you think the U.S. alone can persuade the Russian government to achieve adequate and effective enforcement of IP rights;
or do you believe that we need to have some multilateral action
here?
Mr. GERSON. No, I agree with the statement made in the earlier
panel by Myron Brilliant. I think there is an important opportunity
to work with the Japanese and European businesses and parliamentarians, other government officials, to together try to come up
with a plan to address what's going on in China and in Russia.
And, you know, to answer a question that you asked Ms. Espinel,
there has to be something to learn from the China experience.
There has to be another provision, another paragraph, another tool
to put in there to guarantee enforcement of trade agreements.
WTO as an institution and global confidence in free and fair
trade are undermined when agreements and commitments aren't
enforced. And if they can't be enforced, we need to do something
so that there is the power to enforce them.
Mr. GOODLATTE. I agree with that. What signs do you see of European and Japanese governments coming together to cooperate
with us in such a thing? Do you think they're so anxious to get
Russia into the WTO that they're going to let this slide? Or do you
think they really will be willing to hold back and do what's necessary to, in a multilateral way, press the Russians to do what
we've been pressing them to do?
Mr. GERSON. In some respects, I think that you and Congressman Berman might be in a better position to answer that. You
interact with your counterparts in other governments from time to
time, and over the years have built up relationships with those who
are committed to doing something in this area.
We work with other music industry-our music industry colleagues in other countries. We hear their frustrations. In many
cases, they look to the United States as a leader in this area.
But I think it would be terrific to try to identify government officials, parliamentarians, others who want to work with us to find
the right tools to use to deal with piracy that's not only affecting
America's music and movie industry any more; it's affecting everyone, including, you know, the manufacturer in your district of an
altimeter. Who would have thunk it? But that's where this piracy
trend is going. It's affecting every sector of the economy.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Well, let me ask that question of Ms. Espinel,
then. What is the U.S. doing to reach out to the Europeans and
Japanese and others that have a strong interest in protecting intellectual property rights, to pull together that kind of multinational,
multilateral coalition that could put this pressure on Russia?
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And as a follow-on to that, do you believe that folks in these
other countries in a position to join us in that effort will see the
need to confront Russia now, before they join the WTO?
Ms. ESPINEL. One of the major things that the Administration
has been doing, particularly in the last few months, is reaching out
to trading partners like Japan and Hong Kong and Singapore, to
try to come up with a collective plan to address the problems, the
type of problems that we're seeing in Russia. We are also going to
be reaching out to the Europeans in early June, both to the commission and to some of the European countries that are facing the
same problems that we have and share similar concerns that we
have.
I will tell you preliminarily that I have been encouraged by discussions that we've had. I think there is actually a lot of interest
in cooperating. I think there is a growing recognition that the
United States and certainly no other single country can do this
alone; that in order for countries that care about protecting intellectual property to combat this effectively, we are going to have to
cooperate together.
But-so I am hopeful that the STOP initiative is going to bear
some-in the short term, some very real, concrete results with our
trading partners in Asia and with Europe.
Mr. SCHWARTZ. If I could justMr. GOODLATTE. Yes, let me go ahead, and I'll give Mrs. Richard-

son a chance, too. I didn't mean to neglect both of you. But go
ahead.
Mr. SCHWARTZ. From my experience, I think that, yes, the cooperation makes a lot of sense. But I think in a more sophisticated
negotiation, the European Union, for one, has always understood
that these issues are at the forefront of importance for the U.S.
And therefore, at the end of the day, they allow the U.S. to negotiate this issue, in exchange for concessions, while the European
Union is negotiating for other things-for whatever else that they
need.
And so the cooperation idea is a good one. But, in defense of Ms.
Espinel and the U.S. Government, who do as good a job as possible,
in trying to get that cooperation, when the negotiations are ongoing, that is the bilateral negotiations between the EU and Russia
on WTO accession, I really think that the rest of the world looks
to the United States on this issue; not only as a leader, but as the
one that has to make the tough decisions.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Ms. Richardson?
Ms. RICHARDSON. I just wanted to point out that to the best of
my knowledge, the Europeans have already closed out their WTO
negotiations with Russia. They may be willing to lend us moral
support, but I think their negotiating leverage is gone.
Mr. GOODLATTE. Good point.
Yes, the gentleman from California.
Mr. BERMAN. Just I am reminded, from Mr. Schwartz's comments, there have been times-forget the problems with the Europeans prioritizing things, hoping that the U.S. will carry the day
on intellectual property protection. I remember the days when the
U.S. was twisted between something for the farmers, and aban-
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doning the people involved in intellectual property protection,
so
Mr. GOODLATTE. Don't put me in a world of hurt, here. [Laughter.]
Mr. BERMAN. In other words, these pressures come in many different places. I mean, it will be interesting to see if we can get the
Europeans just to uphold the arms embargo they agreed to on
China; let alone this. So it's-I mean, I wonder to what extent we
really can get the-particularly in some of these intellectual property areas, where we're doing so-we're so far ahead of them in
terms of product and revenues, whether we can get them to step
up to the plate.
And then, when Ms. Richardson points out they've already come
to terms, that's sort of like saying-maybe our raising the issue
with the Europeans will at least keep them from yelling at us
about not moving fast enough on Russia. But I'm skeptical about
our effectiveness in getting that kind of a wide coalition on this
particular issue. I think we're going to have to make some toughI hate to say it-sort of unilateral decisions here.
Mr. SCHWARTZ. And that is why, you know, the bilateral tools
that we have, like providing GSP benefits, I think could be successful; because here Russia is gaining $500 million in trade preferences from the U.S. as a bilateral matter, and obviously, the U.S.
has a strong interest in seeing this problem fixed. And it would
seem to be a quid pro quo here.
Mr. GOODLAT'rE. And a nice chicken dinner with your trip to the
movies is a winning combination. They don't have to be at odds
with each other.
Mr. BERMAN. Chicken Kiev.
Mr. GOODLATTE. There you go. Absolutely. Absolutely. Our largest export to Russia, by the way, of any kind.
Well, folks, this has been an outstanding panel. We really appreciate your contribution. It's a major challenge. And whether the
U.S. can pull together some help from Asian and other countries
to leverage what we need to get from the Russians, or whether we
have to hold out and do it on our own, I don't know; but I believe
we should.
This is too important. It's too much at stake. There are hundreds
of thousands, if not millions of American jobs involved here, with
the amount of money that we lose in pirated intellectual property
in China and in Russia. And we need to start fighting back a lot
more aggressively than we have.
So I hope that'll be the watchword of our new U.S. Trade Representative, and we look forward to working with him. And I thank
you all for your participation today.
[Whereupon, at 1:30 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX
MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HowARD L. BERMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND RANKING MEMBER, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, THE INTERNET, AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Mr. Chairman,
Thank you for scheduling back-to-back hearings on the scourge of international
intellectual property piracy with a focus on China and Russia, two of the countries
that present the greatest challenges to intellectual property enforcement. Because
there are unique enforcement issues with respect to each country, it is appropriate
to address these areas separately. The problem we confront, however, is the same:
how to prevent billions of dollars in losses to the American economy as a result of
an unfettered ability to pirate.
From almost the beginning of recorded history, China has served as a provider
of desired goods. Marco Polo traveled the world to bring back goods made in the
Orient. Today, China's economy has grown to include the manufacture of many different products, including clothing, purses, software, computers, and movies. While
just as desired as the goods of Marco Polo's day, these modern goods often are not
the legitimate product of the original source; instead, these are goods that are copied, reverse engineered and-with limited investment and no payment to the creator-sold for a negligible price to China's 1.3 billion citizens and exported in massive quantities to other countries, including America.
The impact of counterfeiting and piracy on American innovators and the general
public is impossible to quantify with precision. Pharmaceutical researchers that invest in the development of drugs lose the ability to control the safety of their products. Studios that produce movies are unable to realize the full measure of profit
from their creations. Car manufacturers cannot control the quality of their parts.
But perhaps most egregious is that because of piracy, American jobs are lost and
American creators lose the benefits of their contributions to the world of creativity.
The Chinese government and some Chinese companies appear to have an interesting philosophy about piracy. They point to their robust laws on intellectual property, show you attempts at enforcement with a televised raid of a market stall, and
describe their involvement in the issue by lending you educational materials for
high schools on the importance of respecting intellectual property. Piracy, they
claim, is not to be tolerated.
Yet the reality is that not only is piracy tolerated, but the government typically
turns a blind eye to allow the benefits of piracy to accrue to Chinese consumers.
These cheaper products, it is argued, provide the Chinese population with the luxury items they desire, but may not be able to afford. I have heard some in the Chinese government assert that the pirates are merely providing cheaper products for
those who cannot afford to buy bread, in essence functioning as "Robin Hoods" for
these goods. Yet this argument holds little credence when those goods are openly
exported around the world, disrupting existing markets for legitimate product. As
noted by the Chamber of Commerce, in the year ending October 31, 2004 the value
of Chinese counterfeits coming into U.S. markets seized by the U.S. increased 47
Rampant piracy has enabled the Chinese economy to move forward rapidly in the
race of technology by building off the innovation of others without investing the initial time and capital in development of the product. Their goal of being a dominant
market power is no longer in the distant future, but is becoming a reality now in
part as a result of pilfering the fruit of many American ideas.
If the government in China sincerely wanted to stop piracy, it could. Clearly when
piracy hurts Chinese interests, the government has been motivated to step in. When
t-shirt knockoffs of the Beijing 2008 Summer Olympics were being sold, the govern(163)
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ment was quick to close down the shops and fine the counterfeiters. In 2001, the
government tore down 690 billboards that illegally associated products with the
event and ripped fake Olympic emblems off 67,000 taxis. It is a shame that these
billboards likely sat on top of markets which sold counterfeit Gucci bags and that
the taxis were dropping off customers to buy pirated DVDs.
This Saturday, the Washington Post reported that the administration will likely
cap imports of clothing as a result of the glut of Chinese products entering the
American market. There is a far more compelling case for the administration to be
forceful with China about its willingness to tolerate intellectual property violations.
A precondition to China entering the World Trade Organization was that it implement intellectual property protections. They have been given time to address this
concern and have failed. It is time for the administration to bring a WTO case and
confront China in a meaningful way. If we provide the will for them to put a stop
to piracy, they will find a way.
I look forward to hearing from our witnesses. I am especially interested in hearing
from USTR and what steps they are taking to protect America's most valuable
treasure: our ideas and creations.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BOB GOODLArE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding these important oversight hearings on intellectual property theft in China and Russia.
In China, an estimated 95% of motion pictures and 90% of business software are
pirated. In Russia, 80% of all motion pictures and 87% of business software are pirated. Considering that the core copyright industries account for 6% of U.S. GDP
and the total copyright industries account for approximately 12% of U.S. GDP, it
is clear that America's businesses are facing a serious problem. In fact, the FBI estimates that U.S. businesses lose between $200-250 billion a year to counterfeit
goods.
Recently, China and Russia have received attention for intellectual property
rights violations within their borders. For example, in April, the Office of the United
States Trade Representative released its "Special 301" report, and elevated China
to the "priority watch list" due to its failure to protect intellectual property rights.
We must make sure that each nation recognizes that piracy is a global problem.
The growth of piracy among organized crime rings is illustrative of its global scope.
The combination of enormous profits and practically nonexistent punishments by
many foreign governments makes copyright piracy an attractive cash cow for organized crime syndicates. Often specializing in optical disc and business software piracy, these crime rings are capable of coordinating multi-million dollar efforts across
multiple national borders. For example, on December 19, 2001, Mexican officials
raided numerous locations in Mexico in an effort to bust an organized crime ring
there. These officials uncovered 12.5 million blank CD-R's and arrested eleven members, some of whom were armed with high powered weapons. Subsequent investigations revealed that the blank CD's were made in Taiwan, shipped to a shell company established in the U.S., and then shipped to Mexico, where the actual illegal
copying and distribution occurred. We must meet this type of highly organized piracy with highly organized coordination and enforcement efforts.
Another disturbing trend is the growing willingness of many foreign governments
to condone the use of, and even use, pirated materials. At its best, government sets
the standards for the protection of rights. At its worst, government encourages and
even participates in the breach of those rights. Now is the time for each country
in the international community to choose which path it will take with regard to intellectual property rights.
We all must realize that copyright piracy and counterfeiting are serious problems
that do not merely affect private companies' bottom lines in the short term. They
also discourage investment and innovation in the long term, which will eventually
lead to fewer consumer choices-a repercussion that affects entire societies and
economies. Governments must work together to reward creators and punish thieves.
In addition, counterfeit goods can pose serious risks of bodily harm and even
death. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce estimates that trade in counterfeit goods
makes up between six and nine percent of all world trade. With products as essential as airplane parts and car brakes being faked, we must focus attention on this
growing problem for the sake of our citizens.
Recent treaties, such as the TRIPS agreement, provide the legal framework for
member countries to aggressively enforce their copyright laws. Article 61 of the
TRIPS agreement specifically requires member countries to establish criminal proce-
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dures and penalties to be applied in cases of copyright piracy. We already have
many tools to combat international piracy. Now we must put these tools to work.
The United States must lead by example and rigorously enforce our copyright piracy
statutes. However, we must also work with the international community to encourage other countries to do the same. Only when we coordinate our efforts to combat
piracy will we see substantial results.
I look forward to hearing the testimony of our expert witnesses about the scope
of piracy and counterfeiting in China and Russia, and learning about the steps we
can take to solve these growing problems.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ELTON GALLEGLY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Thank you for holding these two hearings today, Mr. Chairman.
Intellectual property is at the heart of the American success story. Over the last
200 years, the United States has emerged as the leader in innovation and development of new technologies and these innovations and developments are in turn the
heart of the American economy. Intellectual property systems that encourage innovation made this possible.
Unfortunately, bad actors scorn the protection of innovation and development and
favor systems that foster free riding on the backs of others. US trade partners must
respect intellectual property. They not only must have laws on the books proscribing
infringement, but also have enforcement mechanisms in place to make them stick.
I am particularly concerned about recent revelations that pirating operations may
be operating on land owned by the Russian government.
California industries have seen billions of dollars of losses. These losses do not
only involve losses to the recording and movie industries, though I am very sympathetic to the particularly large losses in those sectors. American products from shaving razors to auto parts to pharmaceuticals are also being copied and sold in violation of international law. Former Attorney General Ashcroft reported late last year
that intellectual property crimes cost the US economy $250 billion and 300,000 jobs
in 2003. DVD piracy alone reportedly accounts for $3 billion a year in losses to the
US economy.
As the government, we have a duty to protect the rightful owners of property, intellectual and otherwise. The health of our economy depends on it.
I am interested in hearing the testimony of the witnesses and hearing about what
we have learned from our dealings with China that can be applied to other countries
where piracy is a problem.
Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman. I yield back my time.
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Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee for this opportunity to
present the views of AmCham-China, the American Chamber of Commerce, People's
Republic of China.
My name is Emory Williams.
AmCham-China.

I am the Chairman of the Board of Governors of

AmCam-China, which is based in Beijing, is an organization that represents the
interests of the American business community in China. Along with its sister organization in
Shanghai, AmCham-China represents over 2000 companies and individuals from virtually
every stare
in theunion, including
small to medium sized businesses and U.S. exporters
without a formal presence in China. We do not represent the interests of Chinese compamies
or the PRC government. AmCham-China and its member companies are in the field every
day lighting
tir
market access ibrIJ.S.
products and services.
One of our coretasks
istomeet with the Chinese government on a broad range of
issues such as fur greater inaket access
of U.S. gods/services, timely
implementation of
China's WTO obligations, increased enforcement of intellectual property, and continued
improvement olrChina's legal system and business environment.
AmCham-China and its member companies - given our on-the-ground presence and
years of in-country first-hand experience - are cominitted to assisting this Subcotmnittee and
members of Congress in obtaining information and data to assist it with respect to its
investigation concerning the issues addressed in this forum today.
I am here today to share our concerns and efforts with respect to IPR protection and
enforcement in China.

Since its accession to the World Trade Organiration (WTO) in December 2001, China
has made significant improvements to its laws governing intellectual property nights (IPR).
However, there has been minimal progress in establishing a system of efective entorcement.
indeed, counterfeiting ard piracy problems in China are worsening and affecting
both
Chinese domestic and foreign brands. More sophisticated infringement schemes, combined
with an increasing number of exporters, mean more counterfeits are showing up in foreign
markets. Piracy notonly amounts in a tremendous loss of revenue to IPR holders. but is also
a consumer health and safety issue since
counterfeit product rarely meets stringent quality
standards.
Thieviolation
of intellectual
property
rights impacts almost all industry sectors
including consumer and industrial goods. Among a few examples, computer softvare, films.
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music recordings, clothing, cosmetics, auto parts, pharmaceuticals, and food and beverages
have all felt the sting of piracy.
In the media sector. it is common for a newly released film in the U.S. to surface
within days of its American release as a pirated copy in China. Pirated DVDs in high quality
packaging are now widely available in DVD stores throughout Beijing, despite the Chinese
government's repeated commitments to crack down on piracy.
Piracy is a deeply frustrating problem for our members. More than three-quarters of
respondents to the 2004 AmCham-China & AmCham-Shainghai membership questionnaire
are negatively impacted by China's poor IPR protection. Ninety percent of or- members
believe China's IPR protection is ine ffective.
AmCham-China believes that the answer to the problem will only be tackled with
1
stronger national leadership to address Pi enforcement issues. Large department stores and
markets openly sellig counterfeit and pirated goods ate widespread throughout China.
including in Beijing itself. Chinese agencies repurt that they periodically raid these markets,
sometimes imposing modest administrative fines on vendors. Hnowever, the fact that these
markets continue to operate in the public eye, with seemingly no fear of meaningful legal
penalty, creates the inpressiot that Chitia's national leadership lacks the will to stop
counterfeiting and piracy.
Among other things, we believe that strong IPR protection is not just to protect the
interests of foreign multinational corporations but also to guard the rights and interests of
domestic intellectual property rights holders and to protect the health and safety of consumers
worldwide that may purchase pirated goods,
With these general comments in mind, AmCham-China supports the USTR in placing
China on a Priority Watch List and initiating WTO consultations with China under the TRIPS
agreement. We believe that China needs to be put on notice in the strongest and most direct
terms possible, that the IPR problem must be effectively contained or the USG will be forced
to either take WTO action (with all the uncertainty that entails given the untested nature of
the WTO TRIPS Agreement).
AmCham is in favor of exploring ways to taking action against specific regions, cities,
or provinces in the PRC that are areas of flagrant IPR abuse, or specific Chinese companies
which engage in rcpcated and gross violations oftlPR.
I

We are pleased with Vice Premier Wu Yi's cotnnitmen made on behalf of the Chinese govenment at
in
the Apni 2004 JoiintCommission on Commerce and Trade (JC(.I') meetings, to make specific improvenients
IPR laws and regulations: strengthening [PR education and enforcement; ratifying the WIPO digitat treaties;
establishing a jeint U.S.-Chim IPR interagency working group to tackle enforcement issues; and promulgating
the judicial intcrprciaion on criminal liahilifics siandarr.,n coverin prmsccusion, conviction, and i.;caunc-s.
[towever. the 2004 commitments have not bee fittittled and more work needs to be accomplished.
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While enforcement efforts have been lax, we believe the Chinese are growing more
aware of their poor performance on IPR there is nowhere near the required effective and
deterrent enforcement measures as required by WTO. As we have stressed to the PRC
leadership. the key to enforcement is credible criminal sanctions that deters commercial-scale
IPR counterfeiters and pirates.
For its part, AmCham-China has developed an exchange and education program of its
own to encourage more effective enforcement in China and this progrm in general includes.
among other things, the following components:
IPR Index of Enforcement: AmCham-Beijing has created an IPR Index which
measures whether China's IPR enforcement is improving or not. We are currently
conducting the baseline survey and plan to publish the results three times a year.
This information will be available to the public, including the PRC and U.S.
governments. We recognize that we in the private sector - here and in Chinaneed to provide much more data on specific examples of inadequate Chinese
enforcement. Our IPR Index will aid this effort and we are also taking steps to
advise and inform our members of the importance of collecting and sharing such
information directly with the USG.
Legal Erchange and Education Efforts: AmCham is pressing various PRC2
government agencies and judiciary to take certain key steps during the next year.
In short, we have stressed to the PRC government that several laws must be
amended/adopted to provide stronger protection, enhanced penalties, and further
clarification of standards. As part of its efforts, AmCham-China and AmChamShanghai jointly publish an English/Chinese language issues White Paper on an
annual basis for purposes of educating the Chinese government on areas of
concern for U.S. business, and included in theWhite Paper is a detailed analysis
of U.S. industries' concerns with IPR enforcement. At the end of this Statement is
a draft of excerpts from our White Paper and reflects some of the issues we
continue to emphasize to the PRC leadership.
Benchnarks and Performance Criteria: This will be indicative of its commitment
to IPR (we developed this list independently butit bears many similarities to the
list of tangible results expected of China in USTRs April 30 Special 301 Report):

2

On January 192005, an AmCham delegation metwith key members of the PRC Supreme Peoples Court

(the "SP-) toexchange views on the Interpretation by the SPC and the Supreme Pcnple's Procuratnrte (the "SPP")

on Severa! Issues Concerning Application of Laws inHandling Criminal Cases Invlving the Infringement of
Intellectual Property (the "Judicial Interpretation") that was effective inDecember 2004. While the language of the
Judicial iaterpretation left much to be desired, Justice Huang Songyou, Vice President of the SPC, assured us that
the Chinese government was serious
about fullilling its WTO conmitments and gave poiunty to IPR protection. As
stressed tothe SPC. the key to enforcement is credible cnminal sanctions that deter cummercial-scle IPR
counterfeiters and pirates. We believe that the SPC (the highest court in China) understands that effective action
must be taken.
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o

Impose criminal sanctions against a significant number of large-scale Chinese
counterfeit operations. This crackdown should be widely publicized in the
media.

o

There should be a significant decline in seizures of counterfeit goods at US
and EUports as a result of Chinese customs interception actions.

o

Chinese patent authorities should avoid retroactive rule-making which
undermines the perceived value of Chinese patents and creates
unpredictability for foreign investors. An example of this behavior is the
invalidation of Pfizer's Viagra patent.

o

China should substantially increase its budget dedicated to enforcement oftIPR
and give national police the authority to operate across jurisdictions within
China.

o

China should substantially increase the budget for the Trademark Office to
resolve the backlog of invalidation cases pending (i.e., 20,000 cases and some
pending since 1999).

AmCham further believes that the U.S. Government should dedicate additional resources to
counter the effect of PRC-based counterfeiting and to support China's efforts to develop an
effective enforcement system, including the following:
Significant increase of US Customs personnel dedicated to interception of Chinese
counterfeit goods.
Increase in JS Customs' cooperation in cross-border criminal investigations with
China and E U.
US government, particularly USPTO. to engage in more cooperative technical
assistance programs to assist China in raising the level of IP practice so that U.S.
companies can benefit. An improved parent/trademark examination system may
expedite the grant of IP rights to U.S. companies.

In summary. the AmCham-China and AmCham-Shanghai believe that China has
made progress in the past three years with respect to its IPR laws, but much focused and
aggressive work remains in order to elevate China's system to international standards and to
give worldwide IPR holders a comfort level that their intellectual property interests will be
respected and protected in China, and that infringing parties will be punished. China's IPR
standards and regulatory system - as a work in progress - requires strong national leadership
and the dedication of'capital and resources to be more etective and respected.

Thank you for this opportunity.
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Excerpts of AntChain-China and AnChani-Shanghai's Draft 2005 White Paper concerning
Intellectual Property Rights issues.

Central Governmnat Resources: The Chinese leadership needs to devote more of its
political capital and bureaucratic resources to shaping a national IPR strategy and putting into
place an effective IPR enforcement regime. There is a need for reviscd laws, regulations, and
policies. The most glaring deficiency in China's IPR regime at this time is in the need to
revise the one key law that was not revised when China joined the WTO - its criminal code,
which should be revised to provide stronger protection, enhanced penalties, and further
clarification of standards. More attention is needed on the 'big impact' items to improve
local enforcement, raise public awareness and strengthen intellectual property customs
protection, and enhance interagency coordination.
Interagency Coordination: The lack of' coordination among the many Chinese
government agencies responsible JPR enforcement prevents effective enforcement. The
Administrations br Industry and Commerce Trademark Divisions (ArC). AC Feconomic
Supervision Divisions, (Technical Supervision Rureaus (TSR), Copyright Administration
offices: customs, Public Security Bureaus (PSH) Social Order Divisions, and PSR Economic
Crimes Investigation Divisions (FCID), to name a law, have overlapping jurisdiction and
authority. Jurisdictional issues need to be resolved and a program adopted to improve
coordination.
Customs Enforcement: Since its WTO accession, China has liberalized its foreign
trade regime. This is a welcome development. An unintended consequence, however, is that
exports of couiterfeit and pirated goods fron Clfina have increased sharply in the past two
years and are now a global problem. Further liberalization contemplated by the revised
Foreign Trade Law may well accelerate this trend. Although verbal assurance frotn the
Supreme People's Court provides otherwise, there is nothing in the written laws that indicates
that it is illegal to export counterfeit goods ftom China. This should be rectified and
enforcement resources provided.
The PRC Intellectual Property Customs Protection Regulations, in effect from March
1, 2004, and the related implementing rules, promise to improve IPR customs enforccment.
We are hopeful that Chinese customs will invest in the organizational and equipment
upgrades necessary to make these regulations fully effective. This includes the purchase of a
centralized computer system to enable customs officials to track the activities of
counterfeiters and copyright pirates.

The regulations themselves, however, contain several weaknesses. There are no
provisions to transfer suspected cases of criminal liability to the public security organs.
AmCham-China and AmCham-Shanghai arc also concerned about the removal of
administrative penalties from the customs regulations and hope that such penalties will be
reinstated. Presently, however, there appear to be no punishments for willful trade in
infringing goods.
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Chinese regulations require IPR owners to carry a heavy burden for protecting their
intellectual property. For example, companies must provide customs officials with precise
information as to which port(s) counterfeit goods will be going through, even though such
information is very difficult to obtain. IPR owners also are required to post bonds to cover
the risk of counterclaims in the event that a court finds the detained goods are not counterfeit.
The procedures and amounts are unreasonably burdensome, especially because the courts
require a separate bond in the event that a seizure leads to litigation. We believe IPR owners
should be allowed to post a single bond at the China Customs in Beijing covering the risk of
counterclaims for all customs branches.
Criminal Enforcement: The AmCham welcomes the release of the Judicial
Interpretation on Issues Concerning Application of Laws in Handling Criminal Cases
Involving the Infringement of Intellectual Property, effective in December 2004. While the
Judicial Interpretation significantly reduces the numerical thresholds to trigger criminal IPR
prosecutions, we are disappointed that the Judicial Interpretation fails to include language
concerning, among other things, the criminal liability for exporters of counterfeits and
organizational end-users (and specifically with respect to the misuse of software products);
methods for calculating value of semi-finished infringing products; enhanced penalties for
repeated offenders, violations of health and safety, and other aggravating circumstances; and
a clear definition of "illegal business income" which appears to allow the use of the
infringing party's prices and not the actual loss by the genuine owner of the IPR. Moreover,
the distinction between individual and corporate infringing activity (with the threshold for
unit or corporate activity being significantly higher than for individual activity) is unfortunate
since it will simply encourage criminals to incorporate to avoid criminal liability. In the end.
the true test of effectiveness of the Judicial Interpretation - and the resulting work of the
courts and prosecutors - will be whether it is effective in deterring the rampant infringement
of IPR in China and in bringing more criminal prosecutions and convictions in IP cases.
Adminisrative Enforcement: The existing system ior administrative enforcement of
regulations against piracy and counterfeiting needs to be improved. The AIC and the I'SBs
are key agencies providing support to intellectual property rights holders, but their
effectiveness is limited by policy and legal problems. For example, there are no minimum
standards lbr administrative lines; only a maxinum standard. Consequently. our members
report the amount and scope of administuative fines is dropping.
We encourage the
government to unify standards at the local level, combat local protecLionism, and enhance
interagency coordination.
Adininsrative Fines for Trademark Infringement: The State Council issued
implementing regulations for the PRC Trademark Law, which entered into effect on
September 15, 2002. These regulations provide, inter alia, for a dramatic increase in the
maximuni administrative fines that may be imposed on counterfeiters, from the prior 50
percent of turnover to the current 300 percent. Unfortunately, these increases in maximum
potential fines have yet to result in a significant increase in actual penalties imposed. This is
mainly due to the lack of guidelines from the State Council and the Trademark Office of the
SAIC as to how fines should be calculated.
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Administrative Enforcement of Software Copyright: Copyright authorities at the
local level are crippled by inadequate manpower, training, and resources. Appropriate steps
should be taken to ensure that the National Copyright Administration (NCA) and their local
offices responsible for enforcing copyrights are adequately supported, such that rights holders
can have reliable access to administrative and civil remedies provided under relevant laws
against end-user and other copyright pirates. Effective coordination needs to be established
with the SAIC to increase the enforcement capability of the local Copyright Administration
offices. There must be reliable administrative enforcement coupled with deterrent penalties
to prove that corporate end-user piracy bears administrative liability. We look forward to the
prompt enactment of administrative rules by the NCA and the Ministry of Information
Industry (MID to deal with Internet piracy, takedown notice procedure and ISP liability.
The following issues related to the Comtpter Software Protection Regulations (issued
by the State Council on June 4, 1991 and amended on December 20, 2001) should be
addressed: (1) the regulations should be modified to clarify that temporary copies of software
arc protected; (2) the exception under Article 17 - which allows for the unlimited use of any
software for the purposes of learning and studying the design - should be amended since it
goes well beyond what is permitted under the Berne Convention and the TRIPS Agreement;
(3) the exception under Article 30 of the Regulations - which creates a significant loophole in
the liability of corporate end-user pirates by allowing an exception to liability in cases where
a party is deemed to have acted without knowledge - should also be amended as inconsistent
with international standards; and (4) the requirement under Article 30 that allows for a
compulsory license in situations if destruction of the illegally used software would bring
great loss to the infringer - should be deleted or amended as it is vague and goes beyond the
exceptions and limitations permitted by the TRIPS Agreement.
Local Standards and Local Protectionism: There is significant variation among
localities for interpreting liability thresholds. Currently, the provinces and municipalities have
very different thresholds for determining copyright infringement. For example, the Shanghai
PSB hansissued its own IPR crime arrest and investigation guidelines, bu we are not aware of
any current eflrts to provide nationwide standards. In many cases, local protectionism
renders administrative enforcement ineffective. After raiding counterfeiters, trademark
owners too often encounter local AICs that are rehuctant (delays are often more than six
months, and sometimes more than a Year) to release the ollicial administrative penalty
decision letters. This has seriously hindered trademark owners' effbrts to recover damages
from counterfeiters in court. We welcome steps to bring cases against administrative
authorities for abuse of their authority in rendering insignificant fines. We also believe that
administrative authorities should be encouraged to make their decisions publicly available to
ensure the system is fidly transparent and in accordance with the law.
Patent and Trademark Registration and Protection: Impiovinig the trademark
registration process would help deter counterfeiters who preemptively register well-known
trademarks, trademark imitations, and even blatat copies of the trade chess of others.
Unfortunately, the China Trademark Review and Adjudication Board (TRAB) and Chinese
courts do not take bad faith into consideration in cases of preemptive trademark registration.
trademark imitation, and trade dress infringement. There is also considerable delays with
respect to trademark invalidation petitions before the "Trademark Office, which reportedly has
20,000 undecided cases pending with some disputes filed in 1999 remain undecided.
i8
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Similarly, the China Patent Reexamination Board (PRB) and the Chinese courts rarely
take bad faith into consideration when reviewing preemptive patent filing at either the
invalidation process with the PRB or infringement suits in court. Currently, a legitimate
rights owner has little recourse against counterfeiters that file utility and design patents.
knowing that such filings lack novelty.
Delays in receiving patents or being granted market access are another problem.
SIPO is understaffed to handle the large volume of applications. With the resulting backlog
of patent applications, it can take tip to five years to receive a patent.
The thin legal grounds underlying the State Patent Office's decision to invalidate the
use-patent for Viagra represent a step backwards. In its decision to invalidate the patent.
SIPO relied on new guidelines issued after the patent had been granted, and then did not
allow the patentee the opportunity to meet the revised data provision standard of the new
guidelines. The SIPO decision has been appealed to the courts and at this ,writing is still in
litigation. Although we are most concerned with SIPO's rationale and procedure in
invalidating this patent, which set an unlbrtunate precedent, we alsoi note that the patent dil
not protect that legal producer. Domestic pharmaceutical companies widely copied the
product and sold it through a variety of legal and illegal channels.
Patents and Standards: The intellectual property policies of the standards working
groups in China do not conform to international practices.
International standards
organizations have an intellectual property policy that defines how intellectual property is
contributed and made available for unplementation of standards.
Generally, Chinese
standards groups in high tech areas (Advanced Visual Standard (AVS), Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), Linux, Intelligent Grouping and Resource Shaiing (IGRS), etc.) either
have no such policy, or an unreasonable policy requiring mandatory patent pool participation,
ureasonable disclosure, and cotpulsoty licensing.
The conmon practice is to require members of standards working groups to place all
related patents in thepatent pool and to entrust only the standards group to license the
technology. Inaddition to creating monopolistic control, mandatory patent pool participation
devalues patents in subsequent negotiations, cross licensing, and defense of intellectual
property. Patent disclosure obligations in working groups typically apply to the entire
company rather than the individual representing the company, and cover not only patents
necessary to the standard in question, but all related patents, including third party patents and
patent applications. Such disclosure standards are overly broad and impractical. This is
compounded by rules ini some working groups that non-disclosed patents must be licensed
royalty free or not asserted.
The AVS Working Group is making an effort to cooperate with international
standards experts to develop an appropriate IPR policy and related legal documentation. We
recommend that relevant agencies and other Chinese standards organizations study this
example.
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Patent Protection for Computer Software: Patent examination guidelines and
practices only allow patenting software-related inventions in the form of the computer that
executes software (apparatus claims) or methods for operating computers using software
(process claims). Protection is not allowed for computer readable media claims or programs
that cause a computer to implement an innovative process (program product claims). As a
result, the only one likely to be a direct infringer is the end-user who actually uses the
software. This limits the use of software-related patents to protect the intellectual property of
the industry. Many governments, such as the U.S., Germany. Japan, and Korea have already
recognized program product claims. China's failure to do so is not only discouraging to
foreign companies, but also denies protection to Chinese software enterprises at home and
leaves them facing an unfamiliar environment in international markets full of competitors
seasoned in patent protection of program products. We recommend revision of the patent
examination guidelines to accept program products claims.

to
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ARTICLE FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES ENTITLED "THE PIRATE KINGDOM"
BY PAT CHOATE

Search - I Result - china is the global epicenter

Page 1 of 2

The New YorkrD/es May 12, 2005 Thursday
Copyright 2005 The New York Times Company
The New York Times
May 12, 2005 Thursday
Late Edition - Final
SECION: Section A; Column 1; Editorial Desk; Pg. 27
LENGTH:656 words
HEADLINE: The Pirate Kingdom
BYUNE: By Pat Choate.
Pat Choate, the author of "Hot Property: The Stealing of Ideas in an Age of Globalization," was the
Reform Party's vice-presidential candidate in 1996.
DATELINE: Washington
BODY:

CHINA Is the global epicenter of pirating and counterfeiting. By its government's own estimate,
China's domestic trade in bogus goods accounts for $19 billion to $24 billion annually. That is
undoubtedly a significant understatement, and it doesn't even include the stolen technologies and
phony brand: China exports to the rest of the world. Since welcoming China into the World Trade
Organization in 2001, the United States has had a historic opportunity to stop the Chinese piracy
trade. So far, the Bush administration has failed to seize it.
I opposed bringing China into the trade organization, and I don't like the idea of subordinating
America's sovereignty to undemocratic international institutions like the W.T.O. But those decisions
are behind us, and the worst thing we can do now is to fail to use the limited tools that the W.T.O.
provides for protecting our economic interests.
On Joining the W.T.O., Chinese leaders assumed certain obligations to the other 147 member states.
Specifically, as a signatory to the Trade-Related Intellectual Property System, China pledged to
accept minimal standards of patent, copyright and trademark protection; to treat foreigners' and its
own citizens' intellectual properties equally; and to submit to the W.T.O.'s procedures for settling
disputes.
Four years later, China has not met its intellectual property obligations, and the United States has
failed to leverage the W.T.O.mechanisms that might bring China into compliance. Although China
has passed intellectual property laws that accord with W.T.O.requirements, the Office of the United
States Trade Representative reported to Congress in last December that enforcement of those laws
was inconsistent, ineffective and discriminatory against foreigners. The same report found
intellectual property infringement in China to be rampant, with violations worsening.
In effect, China has created a Potemkln village of intellectual property protections. Fortunately, the
W.T.O. provides a way to confront that problem. If the United States can prove to a three-judge
W.T.O. panel that China is out of compliance and is harming intellectual property owners, it can seek

http:/www.lexis.com/reseacch/retrieve?
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damages. If the W.T.O.grants such a judgment, the UnitedStatescan imposetariffs on Chinese
goods. Thosemonies could then be distributed among American complainants.
The United States has usedthese mechanisms In the past. From1995to 2000, the Clinton
administration filed 13 intellectual property casesat the W.T.O. against other nations. All of them
were resolved to the United States' satisfaction. The United States Chamber of Commerce, hardly a
protectionist group, has called for the Bushadministration to initiate sucha case against China at
the W.T.O.But the administration remains strangely passivein the face of Chinese pirating and
counterfeiting. In fact, this administration has not filed a single intellectual-property case, against
any nation, at the W.T.O.sinceit took office.
The United States has paid a high price for those languishing W.T.O.protections. A decadeago, the
United States agreed to eliminate all import quotas on textiles in exchange for the developing
world's acceptance of intellectual property protections. The UnitedStates has kept its sideof that
deal, sacrificing almost one million domestic apparel and textile jobs to foreign producers since
1994.China,the greatest violator of the W.T.O.'sintellectual property requirements, Isalso the
biggest beneficiary of that arrangement: Chineseproducers now supply 25 percent of the clothing in
the United States andare expected to provide 75 percent by 2010.
The United States should bring
an intellectual property case against China at the W.T.O.
Then, if
Chinastill won't honor its intellectual property obligations, President Bushand Congress will need to
reconsider this country's trade relations with China.
URL: hctp:I/wws.n /itime..rom
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DEAR COLLEAGUE AND ARTICLE ENTITLED "IN RuSSIA, POLITICIANS PROTECT MOVIE
AND MUSIC PIRATES" FROM THE HONORABLE LAMAR SMITH, A REPRESENTATiVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
COURTS, THE INTERNET, AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
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"Ourbureaucracyis still to a large extent an Isolated and arrogant caste Ithat is
undermined byj corruption, Irresponsibility and incompetence."
President Vladimir V.Putin. State of theCountry Address. April 2005
Dear Colleague:
In whatever form, the theft ofintellectual property inflicts substantial economic
harm on our country, our entrepreneurs, our innovators and, ultimately American
consumers.
Make no mistake about it, the losses incurred are not limited solely to the
traditional "core" copyright industries, which'arc associated with Hollywood, Nashville
and Silicon Valley, but extend to virtually all manufacturers and industries throughout the
economy.
The challenges faced by United States manufacturers and service providers who
seek to abide honestly by international law and who respect the rights of intellectual
property owners are formidable. These challenges may become insurmountable when
foreign governments and elected officials condone, protect or profit from the illicit trade
in counterfeit and pirated goods.
On Tuesday, May 17, 2005, the Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Courts,
the Internet and Intellectual Property will conduct two hearings on intellectual property
theft to examine the dire, and some maintain deteriorating, situations in China and Russia,
respectively.
Today's Wall Street Journal contains an article entitled. "In Russia, Politicians
Protect Movie and Music Pirates" that I have attached. I strongly suggest that you read it
prior to next Tuesday's hearings.
The article provides a disturbing glimpse into the types of corruption problems
that frustrate copyright holders' attempts to enforce the law, and underscores the
importance of achieving significant reform of the Russian intellectual property rights
enforcement system before admitting Russia into the W7O.
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You may find yourself asking "how itis that Russia is permitted to participate in
the GSP program where the United States unilaterally provides trading benefits to
Russian exporters at the same time Russian government officials are openly engaged in
corrupt
and lawless conduct that is intended to protect thieves and criminals?"
The United States andour economic partners need to do more to promote respect
for the rule of law and to protect those companies and countries that compete honestly in
world trade.
The words from President Putin quoted above acknowledge the nature of the
tihat we arecorfonting. The question we must begin to addscas is whether our policies
and actions similarly acknowledge this threat.
Sincerely,

Lasar Smith
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts,
the Internet
and Intellectual Property
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HowARD L. BERMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALFORNIA, AND RANKING MEMBER, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, THE INTERNET, AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Mr. Chairman,
Russia is considered by the copyright industries, as second only to China as an
intellectual property pirate. Russia adopted a copyright law in 1993, and finally in
2004, remedied some key deficiencies. But it has neither enacted appropriate laws
to deal with the problems of optical disc piracy, nor has it enforced the laws already
on its books. Because of its poor enforcement, Russia is now one of-if not the largest-exporter of pirated music products in the world. Their pirated products have
surfaced in over 27 countries, including the U.S.
Almost two years ago, a number of members of Congress sent a letter to President
Bush to focus his attention on the escalating problem in Russia. Yet Russian plants
are still producing tens of millions of pirated optical discs for export. U.S. copyright
industries continue to lose billions of dollars and the piracy rates are estimated at
70% for every copyright sector.
In February, The International Intellectual Property Alliance released its 2005
Special 301 recommendations, a document that Mr. Schwartz will address in his testimony. Many of the suggestions provided in the IIPA report and today's testimony
describe how the U.S. government can address the severity of the situation in Russia. These options are time-sensitive. We must consider one or all of the following
actions: recommending the designation of Russia as a Priority Foreign Country, or
conditioning Russia's entry into the WTO on meaningful copyright enforcement, or
denying Russia its GSP benefits. We must move quickly because each day that goes
by without a firm stance by the Administration on these possibilities lessens the importance of this issue in Russia's eyes.
When we had a hearing on international copyright piracy two years ago, a constituent of mine testified to her own personal experience of intellectual property
theft by the Russian government. Before us today are representatives from the
movie and music industry who will testify to the effect Russian piracy has on that
segment of the American economy. These industries represented 6% of U.S. economic output and almost 5.5 million jobs in 2004. However, whether you pirate from
an individual or from a corporation, the act of piracy must be stopped.
The same holds true whether the piracy is sponsored by the government itself or
funded by individual citizens. While the concept of private ownership of property is
relatively new in many of the formerly communist countries, the value has not been
lost on them. Any government that wants the benefits of trade with America, and
who is currently benefiting from trade preferences, like Russia, has a responsibility
to respect American innovation. Furthermore, any citizen of a state must recognize
basic rules of law, such as the prohibition on theft. The Russian government has
pointed to the high price of legitimate products coming from the United States as
a justification for piracy. This is tantamount to blaming the victim for the crime.
It is clear that price is not the cause of piracy. The pirated goods contain language
tracks that include languages that are not Russian!! Therefore, the goal therefore
is not to help Russians afford DVDs of movies-piracy is providing a business opportunity to service those that live outside of Russia.
The Wall Street Journal article "In Russia, Politicians Protect Movie and Music
Pirates," points to elected government officials who help protect the pirates. As I
said two years ago, when a government does not exert its authority to stop the theft
of intellectual property, it is entirely appropriate for the US not to grant special
trade privileges such as WTO accession or GSP benefits on that foreign government.
Furthermore, a government that itself is sponsoring intellectual property theft represents the essence of organized crime. In any nation, there is no bigger organization than its government, and there are few clearer prohibitions in any system of
law than the prohibition on theft.
We have an opportunity now when trying to address the piracy situation in Russia to learn from our failures with intellectual property enforcement in China. Before permitting Russia's accession to the WTO, we must require stricter enforcement
of Intellectual Property rights.
I look forward to hearing the witnesses describe the extent of piracy in Russia
and any suggestions they may have to curtail the problem. I hope to work with
Chairman to address the importance of achieving significant reform of Russian intellectual property enforcement before admitting Russia into the WTO.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE COALITION FOR

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (CIPR)

WRITTEN TESTIMONY
SUBMITTED BY THE COALITION FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS (CIPR)
TO
THE HOUSE JUDICLAL SUBCOMMITTTEE ON THE COURTS, THE
INTERNET AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
MAY 24, 2005

The Coalition for Intellectual Property Rights (CIPR) is pleased to submit written
testimony to the House Judiciary Subcommittee on the Courts, the Internet and
Intellectual Property Rights on the state of intellectual property protection in Russia and
our recommendations to the US Government and the American business community for
taking a constructive approach to achieving a higher level of IPR protection in Russia.
CIPR is a private-public partnership founded in 1999 dedicated to IPR protection and
reform in Russia and other countries that comprised the former Soviet Union. Through
research, education, legislative initiatives, coalition building and legal, judicial and
regulatory reforms, CJPR is working with governments and businesses in the former
Soviet Union and Baltic States to establish transparent and non-discriminatory IPR
regimes and to adhere to international IPR standards.
CIPR represents major U.S. and international companies and business and professional
associations concerned with the protection and enforcement of all IP, especially
trademarks.
CLPR is the only non-governmental organization officially accredited with the CIS
Interstate Council on Industrial Property Protection, comprised of the directors general of
the patent and trademark office of Russia and seven other countries of the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). CIPR is an official observer to the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and actively cooperates with the U.S.
Government as well as the American Chamber of Commerce in Russia and other
Chambers from countries of the former Soviet Union, the U.S.-Russia Business Council,
International Trademark Association, World Customs Organization and Interpol.
Current State of the IPR Problem in Russia
The scale of the problem of intellectual property rights (IPR) violations in Russia still
remains quite high, particularly in product counterfeiting and copyright piracy. The
USTR's recent decision to keep Russia on its "Special 301 Priority Watch List" and to
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hold an Out-of-Cycle Review later this year speaks to the degree of concern held by the
U.S. Government about Russia's progress to improve IPR protections.
Indeed, copyright piracy rates in Russia remain extraordinarily high. The staggering
volume of pirated music, film, software products and financial losses suffered by the
copyright sector in the Russian market should give pause to anyone concerned about IPR.
However, trademark violations in the form of product counterfeiting of consumer goods,
including food, beverages, clothing, medicines, auto parts, are also enormous in volume
and should be of equal concern to the U.S. government.
The Russian government's own data show how the problem of product counterfeits has
reached epidemic levels. According to the Russian Agency for Patents and Trademarks
(Rospatent), in 2004 the percentage of counterfeit goods in the marketplace was between
30 to 40 percent, with estimated sales of between $2.89 to $3.61 billion, and lost tax
revenues as high as $1.8 billion. Many international and Russian experts feel the
estimated losses in business profits and government revenues to be much higher.
The financial losses suffered by international and Russian product manufacturers and the
consumers of fake goods arebut one aspect of the problem. The physical harm, even
death, suffered by consumers from ingesting counterfeit foods, medicines is the tragic
human cost of the fake goods trade in Russia. According to the State Duma's Education
and Science Committee report, over 30,000 people die each year from fake vodka. The
Russian government estimates that 3 to 5 percent of medicines are counterfeit. But
industry groups, such as the Association of International Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
(APM), estimate the level to be as high as 12 percent or more. Clearly, Russian
consumers join American consumers as victims of the trade in fake goods.
Counterfeiters produce a wide range of fake consumer goods in Russia for the domestic
market and for export to Europe and North America. According to AIPM,up to 70
percent of the fake medicines in the market are produced in Russia. Local manufacturing
facilities produce film DVDs and music, software and entertainment game CDs, and a
wide range of consumer goods. Russia is also an importer of fake goods produced in
China and in other Asian nations, and is a major transit country for counterfeits bound for
Europe and North America. Copyright piracy and product counterfeiting is highly
profitable and has attracted the involvement of organized criminal groups in Russia and
abroad.
The fight against the cross-border trafficking of fake goods could be supported by
enacting an "ex officio" provision in the Customs Code, which would provide customs
agents with the power to act on their own initiative and suspend the release of goods if
they have evidence that intellectual property rights are being violated.
The infringement of previously registered trademarks through "bad faith" registrations of
trademark is still a major problem and still needs to be addressed.
Russia's law on geographic indications should also be revised. The recent WTO decision
on geographic indications has clarified that registration of geographic indications must be
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refused if the geographic indication conflicts with a prior trademark right (first in time,
first in right). No such refusal exists in the Russia's current law on geographic
indications. The law should also be amended so that it is clear that registered geographic
indications can only be used in the exact linguistic form as registered and that use of
variations of the geographic indication would not be allowed. CIPR is advocating that the
patent and trademark offices and the courts adhere to the WTO decision on geographic
indications in cases that are brought within their jurisdictions.
Other protections needed for improved IPR include legislation to protect non-traditional
trademarks (smells, sounds, etc.), to mandate destruction of all seized fake goods and
their means of production, and stronger deterrents for counterfeiters in the form of
financial penalties and prison time.
The scale of the problem with product counterfeiting, copyright piracy and trademark
infringements is enormous and threatens Russia's economic development, public morale
and international prestige.
UlPProtections in Russia
While serious TPR issues remain in Russia, it is also important to note that the Russian
Government has made tangible progress over the past several years in improving fPR
protection. Russia has enacted legislative initiatives to bring its laws on trademarks,
patents and other related laws up to international standards. In early 2004, Russian
President Vladimir Putin signed into lax the Federal Law "On Changes to the Russian
Federation Law on Copyrights and Related Rights." bringing Russia nearly into
compliance with the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS).
CIPR has been encouraged by several positive steps by the Russian government and the
private sector to address IPR. These include:
" The Russian State Duma accepted recommendations from IP rights owners,
including CIPR. on a proposed national program "Civil and Criminal
Mechanisms to Protect the Consumer Market against Counterfeits and Fake
Goods," including legislative amendments, public education on counterfeits and
greater cooperation between government and the private sector. CIPR anticipates
several legislative initiatives to emerge from the package of IPR
recommendations in 2005. including amendments for "first in time, first in right,"
"ex officio" customs search authority, destruction of seized fake goods and the
means of production and stronger penalties for counterfeiters, including prison
time.
*

Enforcement actions against counterfeiters by law enforcement authorities have
increased. For example, CLPR, representing the trademark holders, worked
closely with the Ministry of Internal Affairs on three separate enforcement
actions, including two public destruction events of millions of seized fake
cigarettes and the public announcement of a raid on a counterfeit factory in
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Southern Russia that resulted in the seizure of fake products, production
equipment and arrest of several suspects.
*

The Federal Service for the Protection of Intellectual Property, Patents and
Trademarks, under the direction of Boris Simonov, has created an IP Working
Group comprised of representatives from IP rights holders groups, including
CIPR, to provide input on IP policy issues.

" Russian IPR holders are increasingly recognizing the importance of protecting
their trademarks, patents and copyrights, and are urging the government to take
action.
While enforcement actions against counterfeiters by law enforcement authorities have
increased and notable improvements have been made, Russia's greatest IP challenge
continues be the enforcement of IPR on a systemic and regular basis. Russia's courts and
law enforcement establishment have not been able to have a noticeable impact on the
fake goods trade in Russia. CIPR is working with the courts and law enforcement
community, and encourages the U.S. Government to continue providing I'Peducation and
trainings to improve capabilities in enforcing IP laws.
High-level political will is vital to keeping IPR policy a top priority of the Russian
government. Unfortunately, IPR policy and legislative initiatives were put on hold for
much of 2004 due to the government's reorganization. C1PR believes the government's
focus on IPR is returning as Russia's candidacy for WTO membership is given serious
consideration by the U.S. Government. The U.S. government should continue to press
ahead on key IPR matters during the U.S.-Russia Bilateral discussions.
C[PR encourages the U.S. Government to continue to work with the Federal Service for
the Protection of Intellectual Property, Patents and Trademarks, who is playing a key role
in the development of IP policy, and the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade,
which is leading Russia's WTO negotiation team. CIPR also supports the U.S.
Embassy's efforts to build relationships with law enforcement authorities, such as the
Ministry of Internal Affairs, Customs Committee, Ministry of Justice and Russian
Supreme Court.
Recommendations
The development of an international standard IPR regime of laws and effective
enforcement practices will only be realized by the active involvement and commitment of
all Russian and international private and public sector stakeholders. The U.S.
Government has played an important and constructive role in this process. Going
forward, CIPR respectfully submits the following recommendations to the Subcommittee
for its consideration. These include:
Continue the constructive encouragement with the Federal Service for the
Protection of Intellectual Property, Patents and Trademarks, and other regulators
and law, enforcement authorities.
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" Encourage official government support for draft legislation emanating from the
proposed national program "Civil and Criminal Mechanisms to Protect the
Consumer Market against Counterfeits and Fake Goods" in 2005.
" Underscore the importance of high level "political will" to supporting the efforts
of IP regulators, policymakers and law enforcement authorities to improving the
levels of protection for IPR holders and consumers.
" Expand cooperation and involvement with Russian IPR holders and consumer
organizations, which are also key JPR stakeholders.
" Encourage greater cooperation by all U.S. stakeholders including companies, the
US Embassy, American Chamber of Commerce in Russia, U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, International Intellectual Property Alliance and others to interface and
develop alliances with Russian companies, the Federal Service for Intellectual
Property, Patents and Trademarks and other key government officials, the Russian
Chamber of Commerce, consumer organizations, and IP groups. This cooperation
would work to address IP issues and to identify common agendas, approaches and
real results. CIPR organizes such a broad-based working group in Moscow.
In conclusion, Russia's legislative improvements and incremental steps towards more
effective enforcement should be recognized and encouraged. However, product
counterfeiting, copyright piracy, trademark infringements and other 1Pviolations remain
a major problem nationwide. Political will is essential for the Russian Government to
improve enforcement. This must be done, not for the sake of only international
trademark and copyright holders, but even more important, for Russian tights holders.
The US Government, working with U.S. companies, trade associations and others should
continue to be an active participant in the joints efforts to improve IP laws and
enforcement practices by Russian consumer groups, domestic and international business
organizations and public-private partnerships, such as CIPR, in cooperation with Russian
government policy-makers, regulators and law enforcement officials. A sustained, dayto-day effort by all international and Russian IPR stakeholders based on a common
purpose to protect IPR is the surest path to progress.
Thank you,
Tom Thomson
Vice President
Coalition for Intellectual Property Rights (CIPR)
2000 L Street, NW, Suite 835
Washington, DC 20036
ww.cipr.org
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OF AMERICA (RIAA) TO
LETTER FROM THE RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH

September 16, 2003

President George W. Bush,
Executive Office of the President
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington. D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:
On behalf of America's recordng industry, we want tothank you for all of the attention
that your Administration has given to expanding the opportuniies for the U.S. creative
sector in foreign markets by improving market access and the protection of copyrighted
materials. We respectfully write to ask that you urge Russian President Vladimir Putin
during your Summit meeting later this month to take immediato steps to curtail his
country's illegal production and export of pirate products-an activity that has been on
the rise for the past three years and which severely hams American and Russian creators
alike.
As you may know, the US copyright-based industriu, including the record industry,
account for at least 5.24% of U.S. GDP, or $535.1 billion in value-added. Over a 24 year
period (1977-2001), the copyright industries' share of GDP grew at an annual rste more
than twice as fast as the remainder of the economy (7.0% vs. 3.0%). Also over these 24
years' employment in the core copyright industries more tan doubled to 4.7 million
workers (3.5% of total U.S. employment), and grew nearly three times as fast as the
annual employment growth rate of the economy as a whole (5.0% vs. 1.5%). The
copyright indugtries' foreign sales and exports continue to be larger than those of almost
all other leading industry sectors, including automobiles and auto parts, aircraft, and
agriculture. This historical success, however, is currently under great threat due to the
significant expansion of piracy--in both on and off-line environments.
The success or failure of initiatives to strengthen copyright protection on the global stage
has a profound bearin on U.S. economic competitiveness. It will dictat whether the
global economic and legal environment will sustain America's artistic and intellectual
heritage. No less is at stake than the genius and individuality that lie at the core of our
national soul, and the dangers posed are great and immediate.
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Among the variety of problems that the reord industry confronts around the world, a
number are imly critical. One of these issues is, of course, achieving strong protection for
copyrighted materials on the internt-an issue of global dimension that looms larger
each day, prejudicing US economic performance, and threatening to wholly undermine
the ability to create and distribute original works. While we are grappling with this
fundamental challenge, however, we still confront "traditional" piracy of physical
goods--a problem that itself is rapidly expanding through the involvement of organized
trans-national criminal syndicates.
There are some counties in which the level of government indifference to the theft of
U.S. intollectual property is tantamount to a national policy of endorsing copyright
inflingement. One such country is Russia. Russia is currently homr to 28 known optical
disc plants ("optical discs" refers to CDs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, and other diso based
products) with a pioduction capacity of over 330 million discs a year. Demand for
legitimate discs in Russia, on the other hand, is unlikely to exceed 30 million discs per
year. This excess capacity is used to produce pirate materials, and investigations have led
to the seizure of Russian manufactured pi:ate discs in over 25 countries. The U.S.
copyright industries have been losing more than $1 billion a year to piracy in Russia, and
we have been sustaining this level of loss for 5 years.
Mr. President, we urge you to raise this critical matter with President Putin in clear and
direct terms. President Putinhas taken certain steps over the course of the past year, but
they have not been adequate to address this intolerable situation. The thrust of our request
to the Russian Government-oft repeated by the excellent and dedicated Ambassador of
the United States to Russia, Ambassador Vershbow, has been to introduce and implement
effective controls over the operations of the CD plants. This is not complicated. The
Russian Government knows the location of the plants. Ambassador Vershbow delivered
a document to the Government of'Russia morc than one year ago tha listed the names
and addresses of the facilities. If President Putin detemines that addressing this problem
is a priority, it will quickly be resolved. Whether he makes such a determination is
largely dependant upon how hr perceives this affects the U.S-Russia relationship. We
hope that you can give him clear guidoae on this point that will encourage him to take
the steps that are necessary to bring Russia's performance into compliance with
international standards, and that will prevent further deterioration of Russia's image.
We thank you for your attention to this matter, and once again take the opportunity to
thank you for everything that your Administration is doing to advance the protection of
intellectual property in global commerce. Such efforts are not only critical to our ability
to continue to produce and distribute original music, but they will determine the
parameters of the competitiveness of an entire, and exceedingly visible, part of the U.S.
economy as a whole.
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Sincerely,

Mr. Roger Ames
Chaiman d CEO
Warner Music Group

Mitch Bainwol
Chairma and CEO

Mr. Andrew Lack
Chairman ad CEO
Sony Music

Mr. Alain Levy
Chairman and CEO
EMI Recorded Music

Mr, Doug Morris
Chairman and CEO
Univeral Music Group

Mr. RolflSchmidt-Holtz
ChairmBn and CEO
B3MG Music

Recording Industry Association
of America
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cc:

The Honorable John Ashcroft, Attorney General of the United States
The Honorable Donald L.Evans, Secretry of Comme, Depatment of Conumre
Mr. Stephan Friedman, Assistant to the President and Director of the National Economic Council
The H-onorable Colin L. Powell, Secretary of State, Departmet of Stale
The Honorable Condoleezza Rice, Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
The Honorable Alexander Verhbow, Ambassador of the United States of America to the Russian
Federation
The Honorable Robert Zoellick, United States Trade Representative
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